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RHPA

Duties and Obiects of Colleges

Dufy of College
z.l It is the duty of the College to work in consultation with the Minister to ensure, as a

matter of public urterest, that the people of Ontario have access to adequate numbers of

qualified, iLitl"¿ and competent regulated health professionals' 2008' c' l8' s- l'

Objects of College
3. ( I ) The College has the following objects'

l. To regulate the practice of the profession and to govern the members in accordance

with the healttr profession Act, this Code and the Regulated Health Professions

Act, I991 and the regulations and by-,laws'

2. To.develop, establish and maintain standards of qualification lor persons to be issued

certificates o f registration.

3. To develop, establish and maintain programs and standards of practice to assure the

qualify of the practice of the profession'

4. 'I-o develop, establish and maintain standards of knowledge and skill and programs to

promoteãntinuing evaluation, competence and improvement among the members'

4.1 To develop, in collaboration and consultation with other Colleges, standards of

knowledgå, skill and judgment relating to the performance olcontrolled acts

"o-,ooriumong 
healih professions to enhance interprolessional collaboration, while

respecting the rinique character of individual health professions and their members'

5. To develop, establish and maintain standards of professional ethics for the members'

6- To develop, establish and rnaintain programs to assist individuals to exercise their

rights under this Code and the Regulated Heatth Professions Act, ] 991 '

T.Toadminister the health profession Act, this code and the Regulated Health

professions Act, lggl as it relates to the profession and to perform the other duties

and exercise the other po\Ãiers that are imposed or conlened on the College'

g- To promote and enhance relations befween the College and its members, other

health profession colleges, key stakeholders, and the pubtic.

9. To promote inter-professional collaboration with other health profession colleges'

10. To develop, establish, and maintain standards and programs to promote the ability

of members to respond to changes in practice environments, advances in

technolory and other emerging issues-

I l. Any other objects retating to human health care that the Council considers

desirable. t9é1, c. 18, SJrte¿. 2, s.3 (l); 2007, c- 10, Sched' M, s' l8; 2009, c'26'

s. 2a (l l)-

Dufy
(2) In carrying out its objects, the College has a duty to serye and protect the public

interest. I991, c. 18, Sched. 2, s- 3 (2)'
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COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS OF ONTARIO 
MISSION, VISION, VALUES AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES  

 
MISSION 
 
The College of Chiropractors of Ontario regulates the profession in the public 
interest to assure ethical and competent chiropractic care. 
 
VISION 
 
Committed to Regulatory Excellence in the Public Interest in a Diverse 
Environment. 
 
VALUES 
 

• Integrity  
• Respect 
• Collaborative 
• Innovative 
• Transparent 
• Responsive 

 
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
 

 
1. Build public trust and confidence and promote understanding of the role of 

CCO amongst all stakeholders. 
 

2. Ensure the practice of members is safe, ethical, and patient-centered. 
 

3. Ensure standards and core competencies promote excellence of care while 
responding to emerging developments. 

 
4. Optimize the use of technology to facilitate regulatory functions and 

communications. 
 

5. Continue to meet CCO’s statutory mandate and resource priorities in a 
fiscally responsible manner. 
 

                                      Developed at the strategic planning session: September 2017  
 



CCO Gooe or CoruDUcr FoR CunneruT AND

Fonuen E¡-ecreD AND Puellc MeMeeRs oF
Cou n¡c r L AN D N o tt -G o u N c I L Colt¡ lvl ¡rrer M eM B E RS @Ð
Executive Committee
Approved by Gouncil: September 28,2012
Amended: February 23,2016, April 19, 20'16, September 15,2016
Re-Affirmed bv Council: November 29, 2018

Current and former elected and public members of Council and non-Council committee

members must, at all times, maintain high standards of integrity, honesty and loyalty
when discharging their College duties. They must act in the best interest of the College.

They shall:

l. be familiar and comply with the provisions of the Regulated Health Professions

Act, 1991 (RHPA),its regulations and the Health Professions Procedural Code,

the Chiropractic Act 1991, its regulations, and the by-laws and policies of the

College;

2. diligently take part in committee work and actively serve on committees as

elected and appointed by the Council;

3. regularly attend meetings on time and participate constructively in discussions;

4. offer opinions and express views on matters before the College, Council and

committee, when appropriate;

5. participate in all deliberations and communications in a respectful, courteous and

professional manner, recognizing the diverse background, skills and experience of
members on Council and committees;

6. uphold the decisions made by Council and committees, regardless of the level of
prior individual disagreement;

7. place the interests of the College, Council and committee above self-interests;

8. avoid and, where that is not possible, declare any appearance of or actual conflicts

of interestst;

9. refrain from including or referencing Council or committee positions held at the

College in any personal or business promotional materials, advertisements and

business cards;2

I There is a general assumption of real or perceived conflict unless confirmation of no conflict by the

Executive Committee and/or Council, which will be addressed promptly.
2 This section does not preclude the use ofprofessional biographies for professional involvement.



CCO Code of Conduct
November 29,2018

10. preserve conf,rdentiality of all information before Council or committee unless
disclosure has been authorized by Council or otherwise exempted under s. 36(1)
ofthe RHPA;

11. refrain from communicating to members, including other Council or committee
members, on statutory committees regarding registration, complaints, reports,
investigations, disciplinary or fitness to practise proceedings which coulã be
perceived as an attempt to influence a statutory committee or a breach of
confidentiality, unless he or she is a membcr of the panel or, where there is no
panel, of the statutory committee dealing with the matter;

12. rcfrain from communicating to members and stakeholdet' on behalf of CCO
including on social media, unless authorized by Councila;

13. respect the boundaries of staff whose role is not to report to or work for individual
Council or committee members; and

14. be respectful of others and not engage in behaviour that might reasonably be
perceived as verbal, physical or sexual abuse or harassment.

Potential Breaches of the Gode of Conduct

15. An elected or appointed member of Council or non-Council committee member
who becomes aware of any potential breach of this code of conduct should
immediately advise the President and Registrar, or if the potential breach involves
the President, advise the Vice President and Registrar; and,

16. Potential breaches will be addressed first through informal discussion with the
Council member(s) or non-Council committee member(s), and subsequently by
written communication expressing concerns and potential conseq.,"n"ir.

I, , Council member or non-Council committee member of the
College of Chiropractors of Ontario undertake to comply with the CCO Code of Conduct
for Current and Former Elected and Public Members of Council and Non-Council
Comrnittee Members, both during and follcrving rny term on CCo Council or a
committee

Signature Witness:

Date

3 Stakeholders include professional associations, societies, and other organizations related to the regulation,
education and practice of chiropractic.
a This does not preclude Council members from communicating about CCO, provided they are not
communicating on behalf of CCO.

2
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Rules of Order of the Council of the
Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario

Approved by Council: September 20,2014
Amended: June17,2020

In this Schedule, "Council Member" means a Member of the Council of the CCO.

Each agenda topic may be introduced briefly by the person or committee
representative raising it. Council Members may ask questions for clarification.
However, a Council Member shall make a motion and another Council Member
shall second the motion before it can be debated.

When any Council Member wishes to speak, they shall so indicate by raising
their hand. When speaking the Council Member shall address the presiding

officer and confine themselves to the matter under discussion.

Staff persons and consultants with expertise in a matter may be permitted by the
presiding officer to provide information or answer specific questions about the
matter.

Observers at a Council meeting shall not speak to a matter that is under debate

A Council Member shall not speak again on the debate of a matter until every
other Council Member of Council who wishes to speak to it has been given an

opportunity to do so. An exception is that the person introducing the matter or a
staff person or consultant may answer questions about the matter. Council
Members shall not speak to a matter more than twice without the permission of
the presiding officer.

No Council Member may speak longer than five minutes upon any motion except
with the permission of the Council.

When a motion is under debate, no other motion can be made except to amend
it, to postpone it, to put the motion to a vote, to adjourn the debate or the Council
meeting or to refer the motion to a committee.

A motion to amend the motion then under debate shall be disposed of first. Only
one motion to amend the motion under debate can be made at a time.

When it appears to the presiding officer that the debate on a matter has
concluded, that Council has passed a motion to vote on the motion or that the
time allocated to the debate of the matter has concluded, the presiding officer
shall put the motion to a vote.

When a matter is being voted on, no Council Member shall enter or leave the
Council room, and no further debate is permitted.

I

10
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12.

Rules of Order of Council

No Council Member shall be present in the room, participate in a debate or vote
upon any motion in which they have a conflict of interest, and the vote of any
Council Member so interested shall be disallowed.

13. Any motion decided by the Council shall not be re-introduced during the same
session except by a two-thirds vote of the Council then present.

14 Whenever the presiding officer is of the opinion that a motion offered to the
Council is contrary to these rules or the by-laws, the presiding officer shall rule
the motion out of order and give reasons for doing so.

15 The presiding officer shall preserve order and decorum, and shall decide
questions of order, subject to an appeal to the Council without debate.

16 The above rules may be relaxed by the presiding officer if it appears that greater
informality is beneficial in the particular circumstances unless the Council
requires strict adherence.

17 Council Members shall not discuss a matter with observers while it is being
debated.

18. Council Members shall turn off their electronic devices during Council meetings
and, except during a break in the meeting, shall not use their electronic devices.
Computers shall only be used during Council meetings to review materials
related to the matter under debate (e.9., electronic copies of background
documents) and to make personal notes of the debate. The presiding officer may
make reasonable exceptions (e.9., if a Council Member is awaiting an important
message on an urgent matter).

19. Council Members shall be silent while others are speaking

In all cases not provided for in these rules or the by-laws, the current edition of
Robert's Rules of Order shall be followed so far as they may be applicable and
consistent witlr these rules.

20
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List of Commonly Used Acronyms at CCO
as at November 17, 2022

Acronym Full Name

ACE Accessing Centre for Expertise, Dalla Lana School of Public Health, University of
Toronto

ADR Alternative Dispute Resolution
AFC Alliance For Chiropractic (formerly CAC)
ASNFPO Accountins Standards for Not-for-Profit Organizations

BDC Board of Directors of Chiropractic
ccA Canadian Chiropractic Association
ccBc Colleee of Chiropractors of British Columbia

CCEB Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board
ccEc Council on Chiropractic Education (Canada)

cccr Canadian Chiropractic Guideline Initiative
cco Colleee of Chiropractors of Ontario
CCPA Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association

CCRF Canadian Chiropractic Research Foundation
Chiropractic Act Chiropractic Act, 1991

cMcc Canadian Memorial Chiropractic Collese

CMOH Chief Medical Officer of Health

cNo College of Nurses of Ontario
covtD-19 SARS - CoV- 2
Code Health P r ofess ions P r ocedur al Co de, Schedule 2 to the RHPA

coNo of of Ontario

CPGs Clinical Fractice Guidelines
CPMF Colleee Performance Measurement Framework

CPSO Colleee of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario

D'Youville D'Youville Colleee - Chiropractic Program
DAC Desierated Assessment Centre

DEI Diversitv. Eouitv and Inclusion
FCC Federation of Canadian Chiropractic
FCCOS(C) Fellow of the of
FCCR(C) Fellow of the of
FCCPOR(C) Fellow of the Canadian Chiropractic College of Physical and Occupational

Rehabilitation (Canada)

FCCS(C) Fellow of the of Sciences

FRCCSS(C) Fellow of the Royal College of Chiropractic Sports Sciences

FCLB Federation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards

FOt Freedom of Information
Grc Guaranteed Invesfrnent Certificate
HARP Healins Arts Radiation Protection Act, 1990

HIA Heqlth Insurance Act, 1990

HPARB Health Professions Appeal and Review Board

HPRAC Health Professions Resulatory Advisory Council

HPRO Health Profession Regulators of Ontario

rcRc Inquiries. Complaints and Reports Committee

KPI Key Performance Indicators
LSO Law Socie8 of Ontario
MESPO Model for the Etaluation of Scopes of Practice in Ontmio

MOH Ministrv of Health
MTCU Ministrv of Traihine, Colleges and Universities

NBCE National Board of Chiropractic Examiners

NHSU National Universitv of Health Sciences - Chiropractic Proglam

NWG Nominations Working Group
NYCC New York Chiropractic Collese
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Acronym FullName

ocA Ontario Chiropractic Association
ODP Ottice ljevelopment Proiect
oFc Office of the Faimess Commissioner
OHIP Ontario Health Insurance Plan
OHPR Ontario Health Professions Regulators
OHR OntarioHealthRe gulators.ca (HPRO's nublic-focused website)
OHRC Ontario Human Riehts Commission
PHIPA Personal Health Information Protection Act. 2004
PPA Peer and Practice Assessment
PIPEDA Personal Informqtion and Protection of Electronic Documents Act
PSA Professional Standards Authoritv for Health and Social Care (U.K.)
PVO Prosecutorial Viabilitv Opinion
QA Oualitv Assurance
RFP Request for Proposal
RHPA Regulated Health Professions Act, I99I
SCERP Specified Continuine Education or Remediation Prosram
SOAR Society of Ontario Adiudicators and Resulators
SPPA Statutorv Powers Procedural Act. 1990
SWOT Strengths, Weaknesses" Opporhrnities. Threats
TCL Terms. Conditions and Limitations
UOIT Universi8 of Ontario Institute of Technoloey
UQTR Universitd du Oudbec d Trois-Rividres
WHO World Health Organization
WSIB Workolace Safetv and Insurance Board



 

 

 
 
 

AGENDA (Public) 
 

COUNCIL MEETING  
Council Photo Day 

 
Friday, February 24, 2023 (8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.) 1  

 
In Person for CCO Council 2 3 

 
Attendees 

 
Council members  

Mr. Joel Friedman, Deputy Registrar 
Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel 

Ms Beth Ann Kenny, Recording Secretary  
Mr. Robert MacKay, Facilitator 4 

 
 

AGENDA (Public) 5  
 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 6 

 CALL TO ORDER 7 AND LAND 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT  8 

Welcome Mizel/ 
Gravelle 

High 

 
1 Subject to Council’s direction.  
2 Mr. Scott Stewart attending virtually. Please advise Rose Bustria if you will be attending virtually. 
3 Guests to attend virtually until further notice (please advise Rose Bustria if you would like to attend). 
4  To facilitate the President’s chairing of this meeting (at the President’s request and as directed by the 
Executive). 
5 If you would like the complete background documentation relating to any item on the agenda, please speak 
to Dr. Mizel, President and Ms Willson (information may be subject to confidentiality provisions). 
6 Subject to Council’s direction.  
7 Council members to be familiar with and comply with the rules of order. If required, Dr. Mizel, President, to 
appoint a parliamentarian.  
 
8 Land acknowledgment 

Let us acknowledge that in our meeting space today, we gather on the Treaty Lands and Territory of the 
Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation as well as the traditional territory of the Haudenosaunee and the 
Huron-Wendat peoples.  We recognize that we have a responsibility to work towards meaningful reconciliation 
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples and through this land acknowledgement, we are honoring 
the land, Indigenous peoples, and deepening our understanding of truth. 
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Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 6 

     
 1. Consent Agenda Approve Council  High 
     

10 1.1 Discipline Committee Report     
 CCO v Dr. Brian Moore     

11 1.1.1 Decision and Reasons on Recusal 
  Motion by Dr. Moore (received 
  November 15, 2022) 

FYI   

22 1.1.2 Endorsement of Mr. Justice H.K. 
  O’Connell dated December 9, 
  2022 dismissing motion for  
  interlocutory injunction by Dr. 
  Moore 

   

23 1.2  Fitness to Practise Committee 
 Report  

   

24 1.3  Inquiries, Complaints, and 
 Reports Committee (ICRC) 
 Report  

   

 Health Professions Appeal and Review 
Board (HPARB) Decisions  

   

25 1.3.1  Terry and Jessica Lemaire and 
  Wade Rafaez (received  
  November 28, 2022) (ICRC  
  decision returned) 

   

44 1.3.2   Martin Gurvey and Ibrahim  
  Asadullah (received December 6, 
  2022) (ICRC decision upheld 
  primarily) 

   

64 1.3.3  Shannel Pearson and Chris  
  Triantafilou (received January 31, 
  2023) (ICRC decision upheld) 

   

82 1.3.4  Shannel Pearson and Guy  
  Pelletier (received January 31, 
  2023) (ICRC decision upheld) 

   

101 1.4 Advertising Committee Report      
     
 2. Main Agenda  Adopt Council High 

     
 2.1 Conflict of Interest  Review/ 

Declare 
any real 
or 

Council High 
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Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 6 

perceived 
conflicts 
of 
interest 
as agenda 
item 
reached 9 

 3. Adoption of Minutes 10     
     
 4. Committee Reports     

190 4.1 Executive Committee Report  
 
 

Report/ 
Approve 
Recom-
menda-
tions 

Mizel/ 
Council 
 
 
 

High 

     
 Move in Camera 11    
     
 Move Out of Camera and Ratify 

Decisions made In Camera 
   

     
 College Performance Measurement 

Framework (CPMF) 12  
Status 
Update 

Friedman Medium 

399 4.1.30 Thank you letter dated January 
  11, 2023 to Ms Willson from Dr. 
  Karima Velji re: CPMF Working 
  group 

FYI   

400 4.1.31  CCO’s CPMF Action Plan  
  approved June 22, 2022 (version 
  date October 11, 2022) 

FYI   

407 4.1.32 Key Performance Indicators dated 
  November 21, 2021 

FYI   

408 4.1.33  DEI Plan (approved April 20, 
  2022)  

FYI   

 
9 Standing conflicts of interest do not need to be declared at every meeting. 
10 Only members present at the meeting should approve the minutes. Once Council minutes are approved, 
they are posted on CCO’s website with the relevant Council information package.  
11 Council may go in camera to discuss items identified in Ss. 7 (2) of the Code, such as financial matters and 
legal advice.  
12 CCO’s second CPMF Report was submitted on March 31, 2022 and is available on CCO’s website. Mr. 
Friedman will prepare new report for the Executive Committee’s review at the March 24, 2023 meeting 
(report to be filed March 31, 2023). 
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Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 6 

416 4.1.34  The Nursing and Midwifery  
  Council edi objectives, priorities 
  and actions 2022 - 2025 

Review 
for best 
practices 

Council/ 
Committ-
ees 

Medium 

442 4.1.35 Communication exchange dated 
  December 2022 between Ministry 
  and HPRO re: CPMF 13 

Review Council Medium 

447 4.1.36 Formal launch of the 3rd iteration 
  of the  CPMF dated January 12, 
  2023 including reporting tool 

Review 
for Com-
mendable 
Practices 

Council Medium 

 Other Ministry Related Matters 14 Primarily 
FYI  

  

585 4.1.37 News Release dated January 16, 
  2023 entitled “Ontario Reducing 
  Wait Times for Surgeries and 
  Procedures” 

   

592 4.1.38 Sample Media re: private clinics 
  announcement 

   

595 4.1.39 News Release dated February 2, 
  2023 entitled “Your Health: A 
  Plan for Connected and  
  Convenient Care” including  
  report 

   

 Ministry of Health of British Columbia    
659 4.1.40 Announcement dated October 

  2022 entitled “Patients the focus 
  of new  health legislation” 

   

662 4.1.41 Sample Media re: BC   
  announcement 

   

     
 Strategic Planning    
 Post Pandemic Planning     

686 4.1.43 COVID-19 Protocols for In- 
  Person/Hybrid Council and  
  Committee Meetings (amended 
  November 24, 2022) 15 

FYI   

 Elections Verbal 
Report 

Willson High 

 
13 “Soft Launch” of CPMF distributed for feedback on October 18, 2022. 
14 Information reflects health regulatory context. 
15 Guests to be attending council meetings virtually pending safety and security audit and further 
recommendations. 
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Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 6 

687 4.1.44  Distribution of Election  
  Documents January 26, 2023 

   

713 4.1.45  Information re: Election Review 
  Sub-Committee including  
  election checklists 

Verbal 
Report 

Friedman Medium 

 Communications    
722 4.1.47  Notation re: communications to 

  CCO 
FYI   

     
 Other Chiropractic/Health Related 

Stakeholders 
Primarily 
FYI 
(subject to 
questions) 

Council Medium 

 Ontario Chiropractic Association (OCA)    
785 4.1.51 E-mail dated November 24, 

 2022 re: Advocacy Day Documents 
   

798 4.1.52 Correspondence dated November 
  24, 2022, re: University of  
  Guelph Partnership 

   

 Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board 
(CCEB) 

   

     
843 4.2 Patient Relations Committee Report Report/ 

Approve 
Recomm-
endations 

Ausbeth-
Ajagu 

High 

855 4.2.2  S-014: Prohibition of a Sexual 
  Relationship with a Patient  
  (current) 

FYI   

  
 
 
 
 

   

865 4.3 Quality Assurance Committee Report Report/ 
Approve 
Recomm-
endations 

Groulx High 

874 4.3.2  G-014: Delegation, Assignment  
  and Referral of Care (current) 

FYI   

882 4.3.4  Agenda and Photo of Peer and 
  Practice Assessment Training 
  Workshop –   January 28, 

FYI   
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Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 6 

  2023 
     

887 4.4 Registration Committee Report Report 
 

De 
Domenico
/ 
Willson/ 
Friedman 

High 

889 4.4.1 Memo dated December 14, 2022 
  re: Registration Regulations from 
  Dr. Karima Velji to Registrars 
  and Executive Directors 

Review   

919 4.4.4  P – 058: Policy on Considering 
  Applications for Registration  
  During the COVID-19 Pandemic 

FYI   

928 4.4.5 News Release dated January 19, 
  2023 entitled “New “As of Right” 
  Rules a First in Canada to Attract 
  More Health Care Workers to 
  Ontario” and input/questions 
 from HPRO 
 

FYI   

936 4.4.6 Notification dated November 24, 
  2022 re: Articles – OSCE  
  cancellation - consequences 

FYI   

952 4.4.7  OFC Newsletter dated January 
  2023 

FYI   

     
 5. New Business       
 Animal Chiropractic Consider 

regulatory 
role and 
possible 
participa-
tion in 
consulta-
tion 

Council Medium 

959 5.1 Ontario Consultation: Veterinarians 
 Act of Ontario 

Review Council Medium 

966 5.2 Various communications from the 
 Ontario Chiropractic Association 
 (September 7, 2022, December 23, 
 2022, January 19, 2022) 

Review Council Medium 

971 5.3 S-009: Chiropractic Care of Animals FYI   
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Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 6 

975 5.4 By-law 17: Public Register FYI   
981 5.5 Information asked on CCO 

 Registration Renewal (question 4 – 
 animal chiropractic) 

FYI   

982 5.6 Summary of Public Register 
 Inclusion of chiropractic Care of 
 Animals and Other Techniques and 
 Modalities by  
 Canadian Chiropractic Regulators 
 and Selected Ontario Health 
 Regulators 

Verbal 
Report 

Friedman Medium 

1032 5.7 Extract from Veterinarians Act re: 
 Register 

FYI   

     
 6. FYI   FYI    
     

1038 College of Pharmacists of Ontario    
 6.1 Various media re: expanded scope for 

 pharmacists 
   

 College of Psychologists of Ontario    
1047 6.2 Correspondence dated October 24, 

 2022 re: ABA & Dual Registration 
 from Dr. Rick Morris 

   

1048 6.3 Chiropractic & Manual Therapies 
 (2023) 31:4 “A two-year follow-up: 
 Twitter activity regarding 
 misinformation about spinal 
 manipulation, chiropractic care and 
 boosting immunity during the 
 COVIDD-19 pandemic” 

   

1060 6.4 Grey Areas (November 2022 and 
 January 2023)  

   

1067 6.5 Council Members Terms (dated  
 April 20, 2022) 

   

     
     
 DATE AND TIME OF MEETINGS 16    
     
 ADJOURNMENT     
     

 
 

16 Please mark your calendar and advise Rose Bustria ASAP if you are unable to attend any meetings. 
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All Executive Committee and Council meetings are in person and are scheduled from 8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. 
unless otherwise noted.  
 
Executive Committee Meeting Dates to December 2023 
 

Year Date Time Event Location 

2023 Friday, March 24 8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Meeting CCO 

 Wednesday, May 17 8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Meeting CCO 

 Friday, August 11 8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Meeting CCO 

 Friday, October 20 8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Meeting CCO 

 

Council Meeting Dates to December 2023 
 

Year Date Time Event Location 

2023 Friday, February 24 8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.  Meeting CCO 

 Wednesday, April 19 8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Meeting CCO 

 Thursday, April 20 8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Meeting (Elections) CCO 

 Tuesday, June 20 6:00 p.m. Presidents’ Dinner 17  TBD 

 Wednesday, June 21 8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Meeting CCO 

 Wednesday, June 21 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. AGM TBD 

 Friday, September 8 1:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. Meeting White Oaks Resort and Spa 18 

 Saturday, September 9 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Strategic 
Planning/Topic 
Specific Meeting 

White Oaks 

 
17 For current and former BDC Chairs and CCO Presidents. 
18 White Oaks Resort and Spa: 253 Taylor Rd, Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario 
www.whiteoaksresort.com 
 
 

http://www.whiteoaksresort.com/
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Year Date Time Event Location 
 Sunday, September 10 8:30 a.m. – 11:30 p.m. Strategic 

Planning/Topic 
Specific Meeting 

White Oaks 

 Thursday, November 23 8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Meeting (budget) CCO 

 Friday, November 24 8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. Training/Topic 
Specific Meeting 

CCO 

 Friday, November 24 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. Holiday Party TBD 

 

 

 

 
 

 



ITEM 1.1 Generated Internally
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Committee
Members:

Mr. Shawn Southern, Chair
Dr. Dennis Mizel
Mr. Scott Stewart
Dr. Julia Viscomi
Mr. Robert Mackay, Council Appointed member
Dr. Daniela Arciero, non-Council member
Dr. Murray Townsend, non-Council member
Dr. Matt Tribe, non-Council member

Staff Support: Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

Committee Mandate

To adjudicate specified allegations of professional misconduct or incompetence
referred to the committee by the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee.

To review applications for reinstatement following a discipline hearing.

Since the last report to Council, there have been no meetings of the committee, however,
there has been hearing dates with respect to Dr. Brian Moore as follows: December 12-

16, December 19-20,2022, January 25-26,2023, and continuing on February 7,13,14,
2023.

The Health Profession Regulators of Ontario (HPRO) held a Discipline Orientation on
October 14,2022 (Basic) and November 4,2022 (Advanced). 2023 dates have not been

announced. Just a reminder that according to our bylaws, every member of Council may
be called upon to serve on a discipline panel to ensure the timely adjudication of
discipline referrals. If any Council members are interested in the above training and have

not attended the program previously, please contact Ms Rose Bustria. The training is
offered three times per year.

I would like to thank the members of the discipline committee for their time and

commitment. Also, appreciation goes to all Council members who have given their time
and expertise to serve on a panel or panels. Thank you to Mr. Robert MacKay, Council
appointed member, for addressing urgent discipline matters in a timely manner. The
Discipline Committee continues to meet its mandate while conducting hearings as

required to ensure compliance with CCO's public interest mandate.

Respectfully Submitted,

Mr. Shawn Southern,
Chair

a

a
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DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE OF THE COLLEGE

OF CHIROPRACTORS OF ONTARIO

PANEL: Mr. Robert MacKay (Chair) Council Appointed Member

BETWEEN: Counsel

COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS

11
L,Lt\,rl-dl

Nor,,. p,?oc)-

OF ONTARIO

-and-

OR. BRIAN MOORE
(Registration #1542)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)
)

)

)

)

)

)

)

}
)

)

)

Ms. Karen Jones for the College
of Chiropractors of Ontario

Mr. James Kitchen
for Dr, Moore

Mr. Colin Stevenson
lndependent Legal Counsel

Heard. November 4,2Q22

DECISION AND REASONS ON RECUSAL MOTION EY DR" MOORE

lntroduction

This recusal motion is brought in anticipation of a hearing scheduled for December 12

through 2A,2A22 before a 5-person panel of the Discipline Committee to consider
allegations that Dr. Moore (the "Member") engaged in professional misconduct. This
motion is brought by the Member to disqualifu Mr Robert MacKay {"Mr. MacKay") from
chairing or sitting on that hearing panel.
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Mr. Kitchen, on behalf of tlre Menrber, raises four issues tllat he says tlernurrslraie the
lack of any legislative basis for Mr. MacKay having been properly appointed to the
Discipline Cornmittee. lf he was not properly appointed the Member argues Mr
MacKay cannot sit on the hearing panel. Mr. Kitchen nrakes a fifth argument in supporl
of recusal. which is based on alleged reasonable apprehension of bias on the part of
Mr. MacKay.

Summary of Submissions of the Member

Was Mr. MacKay properly appointed to the Discipline Committee?

Bv-law 18

1. The Mernber submitted that College By-law 18 is the only way to appoint a non-
member (i.e., someone who is not a chiropractor) and who is not a public
appointee (i e.. by the Provincial Government) to a College committee and that
By-law 1B was not in effect in the Fall of 2021 iNovember 25,2A21) when Mr.
MacKay was purportedly appointed by CCO Council The Member relies on the
header of By-law 18 which indicates rt "came rnto effect February 25.2A22".r The
Member says any purported appointment prior to February ?5,2022 was
therefore unlawful.

The Member also filed a CCO Committee conrposition chart (Exhibit 2. tab J at
p.4'13 of the record) which shows that the appointment of Mr MacKay was
subsequently confirmed or approved as of April 2A, 2022, i.e., after By-law 18
was certainly in effect. However. the Member argued the defective nature of the
original appcrntrnent in combination with what he says was an ineffective
confirmation on April 2a ar 71.2a22 taints the continued membership of Mr.
MacKay on the Dtscipline Commrttee.

The Member also argued that on November 25,TAU, i.e , at the time of the
purpcrted appointment of Mr MacKay a$ a non-chiropractic discipline committee
member, Mr. MacKay was still a public (i.e,, gCIvernment appointed) member of
Councii and already on the Discipline Comnrittee and he continr:ed in that rcle for
another 3 days. Mr Kitchen argues that the November 25,7021, appointment to
the Discipline Committee pursuant to the by-law amendment (i e., By-law 18)
cauld not take effect because he could not be appointed by Council to the
Discipline Comnritlee at a time when he was still on that very commiftee.

1 Exhtbtt 2, Motion Record of the Member page 19

Page 2 ol 11
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DisqualificatiaA

2. The Member points to By-law 18.1 (b) and (e) which he says must be read in

conjunction with By-law 12: Appointment of Non-Council Members and By-lawl't:
Committee Composition. By-law 18.1(b) provides that an individual (non-
member) is eligible for appointment if they have not been disqualified from
serving on Council or a comrnittee within the last six years.2 By-law 18.1(ei
provides that a non-member is eligible for appointment by Council if they would
not be disquatified on the day of appointmenl if they were a member.3 Both these
provisions as well as the other three subparagraphs of By-law 18.1 must be met
in order for a non-member to be eligible for appointmeni.

The Member then relies on By-law 12.1A which sets out a list of reasons why
Council shall dr'squalify a member appointed to a committee. This is relevanl
because of the terms of By-law 18.1(e).

He also relies on By-law 12.9 which sets out the grounds for eligibility of
members, as opposed to non-members who are covered by By-law 18 to be on
committees, Essentially the Member argues that Mr. MacKay was not eligible to
be appointed because he contravened the term limits in By-law 12.7 and 12.8
which apply to members appointed to committees or because, if he had been a

member, Mr. MacKay would have been disqualified under 3y-law 12lA ihaving
previously been on another heatth profession committee)" ln summary Mr.
Kitchen argued:

a. Ppdjajpation on a Committee of Another Health Prafession

I\Ir. MacKay had previously been on a committee of another health profession,
which disqualifies him under By-law 12.10 th).4

b. Term Limits

Mr. MacKay served I consecutive years on CCO committees from 2006 to 2A14,
and an appointment to the CCO discipline committee now is contrary to By-law
177 and 12.8.5

Cqmmittee Structltre

3. Mr. Kitchen subrnits that ai the time of CCO Council's appointment(s) of M;.
MacKay there were already thrde members of CCO (chiropractors) on the
Disciptine Committee who were not members of Council. lf Mr. MacKay were a

member of CCO he would be the fourth non-Council member of the Discipline

2 By-law 18.1(b)
3 By-law 18.1(e)
a Exhibit 1, Moore Factum, paragraph 12.
5 Exhibit 1. Moore Factum, paragraphs 13 and '14.

Page3of11
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Committee which the Member argues would be contrary to By-law 11.5 {b}
because Mr. MacKay is not himself a member of the Cor:ncil.5

S u b - D e tsgat i q n o f*Aslhgtly

4. The Member argues that no-one can be validly appointed by the CCO Council to
be a non-chiropractic member of a College Committee. He says that there are
only two valid categories of candidate for appointment to a Coltege Committee.
One would be someone who has been appointed by the Provincial Government
as a public member, who are accountable to the public interesl and the
Government. The second category would be someone who rs a chiropractor and
has been validly elected as a professional rnernber of Council The latter, the
[\/lamhor c.rrc \^rnr rld ho fircl lnrl fnrcrmncl rnnnr rnlrhlo in thoir nrnfoccinn:leut r, vvvu,

obiigations and to the profession.

The Member objects to anyone other than someone appointed from one of those
two categories sitting on a panelthat hears the allegations in his case ? ln the
view of the Member, Mr. "MacKay is not necegsarily accountable to any of
these". The subnrission of Mr. Kitchen was that Council's creation of and acting
on By-law 18 arnounts to what he initially referred to as Councilfettering its
discretion and later as an improper sub-delegation of rts authority.

Reasonable Apprehension of Bias

5. Mr. Kitchen submitted that Mr. MacKay had created a reasonable apprehension
of bias in two respecls Frrst, after granting an adjournment request of Dr. Moore
on September 12. 202?, he initially ordered costs against Dr Moore and invited
submrssions from the parties on the amount of costs. ln the current motion the
Member objects to that earlier costs'decision based on section 53.1 of the
Health Prafessions Procedural Code (which was not raised on September 12
2422). This section requrres a finding of professional misconduct before ordering
costs against a rnember. Mr Kitchen says: "lt must be presumed Mr. MacKay
was aware of section 53.1 of the code. . . "8

Secondly, in suppod of his argument that there is a reasonable apprehension of
bias the Member relied on a three-day extension granted to the College by Mr
MacKay for the filing of reply nrotion materials. He argues that this extension
rmproperly favoured the College over the Member.

4 Exhibrt i Moore Facturn. paragruph 0
7 Exhibit 1 Mocre Factum, paragraph 25
a Exhib,it 1 Moore Factum, paragrarh 21

Page 4 af 11
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Dr. Moore submitted that those two acts amount to "cogent evidence" that rebut
the presumption of impafiiality of Mr MacKay.

Costs

Finally. Mr. Kitchen sought an order that no costs be awarded against the Member on
this motion because it was neces$ary as the College breached its by-laws. ln oral
submissions Mr Kitchen sought an award of costs against the College because the
College by-laws are confusing and unduly complicated.

Summary of Submissions of the College

Was Mr. MacKay properly appointed to the Discipline Gommittee?

Bv-law 18

Ms. Jones on behalf of the College submitted that By-law 18 was effective when it was
approved on November 25, 2021 and she points to the "CCO ln Camera Council
Meeting Minutes"E of that date which indicate By-law 18 was adopted that day and then
acled on by appointing Mr. MacKay to the Discipline Committee. (l do note that this
document also says, approved-February 25,2022), further Ms. Jones asserts the
validity or invalidity of this initial appointment does not matter because Mr. MacKay was
again appointed by Council to the Discipline Committee on April X,2A22. {Exhibit 3.
p 18) (l note that the latter document says, approved-June 22.2A24 Ms. Jones says
the reference to "approved" on both occasions is a reference to the subsequent
approval of the mlnutes.

DtsqUEiirtgitt'on

It was Ms. Jones submission, on behalf of the College that there is no evidence that Mr
MacKay was ever disqualifiedt0 by Council She says one must distinguish between the
drsqualification grounds rn By-law 1?.rc which are relevant by virtue of By-law 18 1{e)
and the eligibility standards for chiropractors in By-law 12.9 which are not relevant.

a. Pafticipatiqn qn A Qo{nmitteq af Anether AgAfth Profession

The College submitted that Mr. MacKay never concurrently sat on a CCO comrnittee
and a committee of another health profession regulatory body 11 Therefore By-law
12 10(h) does not apply

3 Exhrbit 2, CCO Responding Motion Record. page 13
1r'Exhibit 3, CCO Factum and Authorities, paragraph 21
1?Exhibit 3, CCO Factum aneJ Autharities, paragraphs23 24. and25

Page 5 of 11
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b, Iemltntls

It was the submission of the College that subsection 5{2) of the Code allows for more
than nine years on committees. provided they are not consecutrve 12 The College adds
that there is nothing in the by-laws that limits terms as long as they are not more then
nrne consecutive years The College notes that because Mr. MacKay is not a
chiropractor By-laws 12.7 and 12.8 are not relevant because they don't dealwith
disqualification issues (relevant because of tsy-law 18.1 ibi and (e)) although they do
dealwith term limits for a non-council rnenber (chiropractor).

Cammittee Sfnrcfurg

lVls Jones submitted that the Member fails to consider By-law 11.1a, which all*ws for
Councrl to appornt "one or more" Non-Chiropractic Commrttee Members to the
Discipline Comrnittee despite any other provision of By-law "11 13 Thus. it is argued. By-
law 1'1.14 expressly permits this appointment even though there are 3 non-council
appointed chiropractors on the Discipline Committee.

$ tt b Q e leq q! i o fl slf Atttb q rity

Ms. Jones, on behalf of the College, submitted that s. 94 of the Code gives Council the
authori$ to make by-laws and that subsections ihZ) and (h3) provides authority for
Cauncil to pass by-laws with respect to the composition of commitlees This. she says,
is express stalutory authority for Council to pass By-law 18 Furtherr-nore, the College
ensured accountability by means of By-law 18.2 which gives Council the authority to
remove Non-Chiropractic Committee members without cause Therefore, the making of,
and use of, By-law 18 was proper and done pursuant to the express powers given to
Council.

Reasonable Apprehension of Bias

Ms. Jones submitted that a reasonable per$on would not accept the submission of the
Member that there was a reasonable apprehension of bias on the part of Mr. MacKay
because he initially made an order to pay costs on a prior nrotron which the Menrber
now submits was contrary to section 53 1 of the Code. Ms. Jones noted that Mr.
MacKay had asked his independent legal counsel for advice before making that order
and was told he could order costs. After subsequently recetving written submissrons on
ccsts from the parties, Mr MacKay determined the issue of costs should be left to the

12 Fxhibit 3, CCO Factum and Authorities paragraphs 1g and 22f Ixhibil 3 CCO Factr"im and Authorities paragraphs I and 10

Page6of11
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conclusion of the hearing on the merits. The College subrnitted that thts demonstrated
Mr. MacKay wa$ open to persuasion on the presentation of new facts or new

arguments. lt demonstrated an open mind, not the possibility of bias.

On the second point of the Member in support of his appearance of bias argirnrent, the

College submitted that irrespective of whether Mr. MacKay had granted a three-day or a

one-day extension for filing motion material for this rnotion, at the time no date had been

set to hear the motion and this short extension has no effect on Dr. Moore at all. Again.

it was argued, this provided no reasonable basis for establishing a reasonable
apprehension of bias.

Decision and Reasons

Heaving heard the parties'oral submissrcns, sought and received advice from

independent legal counsel. reviewed the written subnrisstons, the relevant by-laws, the

Code, and the other documents referred to by the parties. I make the following findings

and draw the conclusions which follow.

. By-law 18 was approved and came into etfect on November 25, 2021.

. Mr. MacKay has never been disqualified from serving on Council or a Committee

(By-law 18 1(b))

r At the tirne of both appointments of Mr MacKay (November 2A21 and April

?A22). there was no reason to suggest he would have been disquatified tf he

were a member (By-law 18.1(e))

,. Mr. MacKay never concurrently served on CCO Council or a committee

while on another health regulatory committee (By-law 12.10{h))

i..: At the time of both apporntments (November 2021 and April 2022) more

than three years had passed since Mr MacKay had served nine

consecutive years on CCO committees (By-iaw 12 8)

r The limit on the number of non-council members on the Discipline

Committee set out in By-law 11.5(b) does not apply to the appointment of

Mr. MacKay in these circumstances by virtue of By-law 11.14.

r At the September 12, 2A22. hearing of the adjournment motion of the Member, at

the point where costs were discussed, neither of the parties nor independent

Page 7 af 11
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a

legal counsel mentioned section 53.1 of the Code for Mr. MacKay to consrder.

lndeed. counsel for the College did not make any submissions at that time about

costs. ln the cour$e of this motion counsel for the College has submitted that Mr.

MacKay could award costs on motions by virtue of s. 16. 1(1 ) and {2) of the

Statutary Powers Pracedure Ac{. As of this date the issue of jurisdrction to award

ccsts on such a motion has neither been fully argued nor finally decided.

The issue is moot at this juncture because of the subsequent decision of Mr

MacKay to leave ihe costs of the adjournnrent motion to be dealt with by the

panel after a decision on the nrerits of the aliegations.

ln racnani n{ }l-ra mnlinn malarinl nf tho [\/lamhor rrrhinh laA tn lho Cnliona'crrl ruoyuvt vr (rrv rrtvLrurl rttqtuttqr v' lrrv rvrurrruvr ! vvr

request for extra time to respond, I note there were some differences between

the two versions filed.

The change rn the motion submission dates for the College was an extension of

3 nonbusiness days {it was the Thanksgiving weekend} and zero business days

Was Mr. MacKay properly appointed to the Discipline Committee?

?y4aw !9.

When the CCO Cor"rncil approved the amendment to the by-lawsla on November 25,
2021 and specifically By-law 18 "to permit Council to appoint non-council members and
non-registrants to serve on CCO committees" and as their next action appointed Mr.
MacKay to the Discipline Commrttee, I frnd that was sufficient to bring By-law 1B intc
force with immediate effect. By-law 18.1 is also clear in that eligibility is to be
determined "on the date of the appointment".

Notwithstanding that. an "effective date" was later added to the header of By,law 18,
that is not determinative. The Council was acting in good faith under their authority to
enact By-law 18 when it did so on November 25, 2821 The heading suggesting that the
by-law did not come into effect until February 2A22 is not part of the by-law and nc-one
has identified any other by-law or provisron which would support the statement tltat By-
law 18 was oniy effective in February 2022.

ln any event, Mr. MacKay was appointed again in April 2022. The issues surrcunding
the validity of the November 2A21 appointment (both the issue of the effective date or

1{ November 25 2O21

Page I of 11
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the overlap by three days of his prior public appointment with the November 2421
appointment) do not rmpact the validity of the April 2422 appointment

At the November 25,2A21 Council meeting a motion was passed appointing Mr.

MacKay to the Drscipline Comnrittee until the terms of all the members of the
committees'expire in April 2A22.lt can be inferred that Council was aware the prior

term of Mr. MacKay on Councilwas ending on November ?7, 2021 and that he was
currently on the Discipline Committee. There are no rules that prohibit this nor was there
any evrdence that this overlap of 3 days created a failed or unlawful appointment.

Qisslteli0sefipr

18 1(b) sets out a condition of eligibility: "The individual has not been disqualified from
serving on Council or a conrmittee within the six years rmmediately preceding the
appointment" Mr. MacKay has never been disquatified This provision is not applicable

18 1(e) sets out a separate condition of eligibility. "The individual would not be

disqualified {rom serving as a Non-Council Member if the rndividual were a Member".

By-law 12 10 specifies where Council can disqualify its members. On the date of the

appointnrents and ir"rdeed to thrs date Mr MacKay would not be disqualified even if he

were a member. This provision is not applicable.

Csmmiftee Structurp

By-law 12.2 requires the CCO Council to appoint members to committees as prescribed
by By-Law 11. As pointed out by Mr. Kitchen, By-law 11.5(b) limits the number of non-
Councrl CCO nrernbers to 3 on the Discipline Committee, This rule does not prevent
Council from appointing Mr. MacKay because of By-faw 11.14 By-law 11.14 allows
Council to appoint one or more non-Chiropractic committee members to the Drscipline
Comnrittee notwithstanding earlier provisions in By-law 11.

Sub Deleqatian af Autharilv

On review of the relevant sections of the Code namely ss 10(2), 94 {h2) and 94 (h 3) I

find the Council was not sub delegating its authority when it made and acted on By-law
1B lt was acting pursuant to its express statutory authority The Member's argument in

this regard has no merit.

Reasonable Apprehension of Bias

The parties were rn agreement that the threshold for determining reasonable
apprehension of bias is a high one and that mere suspicion is not enough

Page I of '11
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Administrative decrsion-makers are presumed to be impartial The mover has the
burden of establishing a reasonable apprehension of bias

The Member acknowledged that the test rs whether an adjudicator has an open mind, is

witling to listen, and could be swayed by reasonable evidence and argument as
opposed to being resistant to persuasion, having a closed mind, or having pre-judged
the issues. The Member has not met this test.

The first pcint of the Member {the initial costs' award) used to demonstrate a reasonable
apprehension of bras is based on a false assumptron. Mr MacKay was not aware that a

finding against the Member on the merits was needed before making an order on costs,
if indeed that is the case. Therefore. it does not demonstrate pre-judging of the
Member. No reasonable person wculd think there was bias where the costs issue has

not yet been properly argued and where the issue is now moot given Mr. MacKay
ultimately did not award costs against the Member and has left the costs question to the
full panel after a decision on the merits.

The Member has asked for costs of this motian and he did not argue the jurisdicttonal

lssues on this motion either.

The second point of the Member is that a reasonable apprehension of bras arises
because Mr. MacKay gave an extension of the time for the College to file responding
motion materials The fact is that after filing his Factum and Reference to Authonties on

trme, about 5 days later he refiledl5 with some changes, he said to hyperlinks {on page
5). On a quick review. page 3 of the first Factum ends with paragraph 1 1, while page 3

of the second fiilng ends with paragraph 12 Mr. MacKay decided, that at the very least
the College should have some time to review the docurnent for changes The extension
was minor, from end of day Friday October 7, to end of day Monday October 10. which
was a holiday. The Member provided no clear explanation of how this might have
significantly helped the College or harmed the Member. A minor indulgence granted to
one party does not provide a basis for,a reasonable person to allege bias.

The evidence offered by the Member to support a claim of reasonable apprehension of
bias is flawed: it is neither sLrbstantial nor reasonable. The grounds submitted by the

15 Exhibit 1
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Member are not logical or convincing. The burden of proof for reasonable apprehension
of bias has not been met.

Qecisio.n

The motion of the Member is dismissed

The issue of costs is reserved to the panel dealing with the merits

f@
Mr. Robert MacKay, Chair Date: November 15,2422

Page 11 of 11
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CITATION: Moore v. College of Chiropractor of Ontario,2022 ONSC 6981

COURT FILE NO.: DC-22-00001 343-00JR
DATE:20221209

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE . ONTARIO

RE: DR. BRIAN MOORE, Applicant

AND:

COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS OF ONTARIO, Respondent

BEFORE: H.K. O'CONNELL J.

COUNSEL: Antoine d'Ailly, for the Applicant (via email :antoine@ajdlaw.ca)

Andrew Lokan and Karen Jones, for the Respondent (via email:
andrew. I okan@paliareroland.com; karen jones@,paliareroland.com)

HEARD: December 9,2022viaZoom

ENDORSEMENT

tll This matter was assigned to me On December 7,2022. It is a motion for an interim
injunction, which was winnowed down when I heard it, to be a motion for an interim injunction to
prohibit the Chair of the Panel, Mr. Mackay, from participating as a panelist for the Tribunal on a

disciplinary hearing that is to commence December 12,2022.

l2l Mr. Mackay heard a motion to recuse himself in November 2022 andrejected that remedy.

I heard oral submissions of counsel and had the motion materials inclusive of the factums of the
parties.

t3] I dismissed the motion for an interlocutory injunction at the conclusion of oral argument.

I provided oral reasons for so doing.

14] On consent, costs are awarded to the College in the amount of $3,500.00 all inclusive.

t5l This matter will proceed before the Discipline Committee on December 12,2022 as

currently scheduled.

Date: December 9,2022

The Honourable Mr. H.K. O'Connell
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ITEM 1.2

Generated Internallv

College of Ghiropractors of Ontario
Fitness to Practise Gommittee Report to Gouncil
February 24,2023

Members: Dr. Dennis Mizel, Chair
Ms Robyn Gravelle
Dr. Angelo Santin

Staff Support: Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel
Mr. Joel Friedman, Deputy Registrar

Committee Mandate

To hear and determine allegations of mental or physical incapacity referred to the

committee by the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee.

To review applications for reinstatement following an incapacity finding.

I
The Fitness to Practise Committee has no recorlmendations at this time.

Since the last council meeting the committee has not held a meeting or hearing.

a

a
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ITEM 1.3

Generated Internally

Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
lnquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee Report to Council
February 24,2023

Members: Mr. Markus de Domenico, Chair,
Mr. Gagandeep Dhand4
Dr. Michael Gauthier,
Dr. Sarah Greert
Dr. Ian Quist, non-Council Member
Ms Kelly Malcolm, Investigator
Ms Christine McKeown,Inquiries, Complaints & Reports Officer
Ms Tina Perryman, Manager, Inquiries, Complaints & Reports

Staff Support:

Committee Mandate

o To respond to inquiries, complaints and reports in a manner consistent with CCO's
legislative mandate under the RHPA.

o To review investigation reports carried out pursuant to s. 75 of the RHPA, and to make

decisions concerning any further action, including the referral of specified allegations of
professional misconduct or incompetence to the Discipline Committee and the imposition
of interim terms, conditions or limitations on a member's certificate of registration.

I
Since the last report to Council, the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC)

met on two occasions by zoom, as follows:

December reviewed 13 cases

Made decisions on 5 cases

Appointed 75(1Xc) investigators on 6 cases

Completed 2 oral cautions

January reviewed 13 cases

Made decisions on 10 cases

Appointed 75(1Xc) investigators on 2 cases

The Health Professions Appeal and Review Board (HPARB) upheld 3 Committee decisions,
(attached) and returned 1 decision for fuither consideration.

The Committee continues to work diligently to meet time lines with a high volume of matters

to consider. Virtual meetings have been effective to date.
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Dear Mr. Denton and Ms. Vaughan

Rr: CourlnrNr Rnvrnw - CnnoPnncrlc
TBnNY AND JESICCA Lnlvrl.tnn AND WADE Ra,raBz D.C

Enclosed herewith is a true copy of the Decision and Reasons of the Health Professions Appeal

and Review Board in the above-noted matter.

While your file is now closed, please note that parties to Complaint Reviews of the Health
professions Appeal and Review Board have the right to request a judicial review of the Board's

decision within ro days of the date the decision was made1. You may wish to consider obtaining

legal advice to determine what options are available to you. To request a judicial review contact

the Divisional Court at 416-327-5100.

Yours sincerely,
HEALTII PROFESSIONS APPEAL AND REVIEW BOARI)

Alpha Aberra
Case Officer

Encl: Decision dated November 25, 2022

c. college of chiropractors of ontario (ccoPRA File # 20-MY-11)

1 Section 5 oftheJudicial Review Procedure Act

151 Bloor Street West, 9m Floor
Toronto, Ontario M5S 154

TIUT€16 416-327-8512
Toll fiee/Sans ftais 1-866-282-2179

TTY/ATS 416-326-7TTY(889)
TTY Toll free/ATS sans frais 1-877-301-0TTY(889)

Facsimile/T6ldcopieut 41 6 -327 -8524

151 , rue Bloor ouest, 9' 6tage
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1S4
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File # 2l-CRV-0239

HEALTH PROFESSIONS APPEAL AND REVIEW BOARI)

PRESENT

Anna-Marie Castrodale, Designated Vice-Chair, Presiding
Sonia Gaal, Board Member
Mitchell Toker, Vice-Chair

Review held on April 7, 2022 in Ontario (by teleconference)

IN THE MATTER OF A COMPLAINT REVIEW UNDER SECTION 29(1) oi the llealth
Professions Procedural Code, Schedule 2 to the Regulated Health Professions Act,1991, Statutes

of Ontario, 1991, c.18, as amended

BETWEEN:

TERRY LEMAIRE
Applicant

WADE RAFACZ, DC
Respondent

Appearances:

and

The Applicant:
Support for the Applicant:
For the Applicant
For the Respondent:
For the College of Chiropractors of Ontario

Terry Lemaire
Jessica Lemaire
Peter Denton, Counsel
Heather J. Vaughan, Counsel
Tina Perryman, Representative

DECISION AND REASONS

L DECISION

The Health Professions Appeal and Review Board returns the decision to the Inquiries,

Complaints and Reports Committee of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario and

requires it to reconsider this matter and to issue a fuither decision.

I
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2 This decision arises from a request made to the Health Professions Appeal and Review

Board (the Board) by Terry Lemaire (the Applicant) to review a decision of the lnquiries,

Complaints and Reports Commiffee (the Committee or the ICRC) of the College of

Chiropractors of Ontario (the College). The decision concerned a complaint regarding the

conduct and actions of Wade Rafacz, DC (the Respondent). The Committee investigated

the complaint and decided to issue advice to the Respondent to adhere to: Standard S-

001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice; Standard 5-002: Record Keeping, and Guideline G-

00L : Communication w ith P atients -

il. BACKGROUND

The Applicant's spouse (the patient) suffers from type I diabetes'

In October 20l8,the patient sought treatment from the Respondent, a chiropractor, ooto

help understand diabetes." The Respondent treated the patient until November 2019.

During this period the patient and the Respondent exchanged numerous text messages,

including messages regarding blood sugar, insulin, and the patient's insulin pump.

On November 10, 20I9,the patient was feeling unwell and sought treatment from the

Respondent.

The Respondent treated the patient who vomited several times and still did not feel well

The Respondent did not advise the patient to seek further medical treatment.

On the morning of November 11, 2}Ig,the patient was unresponsive in a diabetic coma

and was hospitalized at the Timmins District Hospital (the hospital) for ketoacidosis.

J.

4.

5

6

7

8
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The Complaint and the Response

The Conrylaint

9. The Applicant complained to the College as follows:

[The Respondent] was telling [the patient] that he could cure her type I
Diabetes. And that her synthetic insulin was enabling her pancreas to secrete
its own insulin. After hearing these statement [sic] [the patient] was asking if
she should lower her insulin levels and [the Respondent] responded "if you
feel comfortable doing so," without telling her to talk to her physician. She

began to lower in insulin [intake] on a daily basis because of statements and
claims [the Respondent] had made. On November 1Oth 2019 she was not
feeling well and I drove her to get treated, she began vomiting and fthe
Respondent] assured her this was norrnal it was the acidity leaving her body.
On the morning of November 1lth 2019 lthe patient] was unresponsive and
was hospitalized for severe ketoacidosis due to high blood sugar levels due to
lack of insulin intake. This was not within his scope of practice to be
encouraging this without seeking medical advise [sic] from a physician to
lower prescribed insulin amounts which almost [cost] her life.

The Response

10. The Respondent provided a written response to the complaint in which he stated:

o There was never any mention oftype I diabetes.

o It is against his professional conduct to make any statements with this regard.

. Any decision for medication is up to the patient.

o This was made clear at the first meeting as he does not treat medical conditions.

o He supports and encourages people in their own decisions based on their health

goals.

. As far as providing services on November 10, he made himself available. After

careo he requested an update in the patient's condition as she had to drive home an

hour and he received no response.

o The complaint was a malicious attack.

aJ
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11. The Respondent provided an additional response in which he indicated:

On November 10, 2019, (Sunday) the clinic was not open as they were ofhcially

on holidays.

The patient texted him as she and the Applicant arrived at the Cochrane office at

his house.

As soon as the patient entered and took off her boots, she had to vomit'

The Respondent found her pulses were very fast and proceeded to correct

Subluxation. Dysponesis was Compensation phase 4 Indican'

The patient was not feeling well and the Respondent corrected the spinal

dysfunction as indicated by leg length tests'

Any supplements and/or water was provided.

The patient proceeded to vomit again.

When discussing why this had occurred, the patient stated that she once again had

pickles and four meat patties to eat on the Friday'

This had caused her stress before.

After the Respondent had corrected subluxation, the patient still did not "feel

well".

The Respondent told them that was all he could do, that he had not seen anything

like this before and that doing more was making him feel uncomfortable'

The Respondent still adjusted what could be found and the patient was still not

feeling well.

The patient stated that she would contact him when she got home, "if she was not

feeling well, would recommend going to hospital'"

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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Addltlo nul lnformutio n fr o m th e Appl icu nt

12. The Committee investigator shared the Respondent's response with the Applicant. The

Applicant replied and included the following information:

The statements made by the Respondent were false and he did in fact say that he

would cure the patient's type 1 diabetes by resetting her pancreas so it could

secrete insulin again.

They referred to the "dump the pump" goal set out in the Respondent's notes.

The Respondent told the patient that "Dump the Pump" would be the title of his

book when he cured her type i diabetes.

They were at the Respondent's Cochrane office at his house approximately an

hour and a halfto two hours on November 10 and not once during this time did

the Respondent say he felt uncomfortable treating the patient.

The Respondent just continued to try things like supplements, different

chiropractic techniques and told the patient to keep drinking lots of water.

Not once did the Respondent recommend going to see another medical

professional or to go to the hospital. He just said to call him back and follow up

with him on Monday (November 11).

That night and going into the next morning, the patient went into ketoacidosis.

13. The Applicant and the patient included text messages exchanged between the patient and

the Respondent from September 17 , 2019 to Novemb er 12, 201 9 as well as an image of

the Respondent making a "rude" gesture towards the patient's insulin pump from July 26,

2019.

The Committee's Decision

14. The Committee investigated the complaint and decided to issue advice as noted above.

REQUEST FOR REVIEW

In a letter dated April 29,2021, the Applicant requested that the Board review the

Committee's decision.

a

a

O

a

a
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IV. POWERS OF THE BOARI)

16. After conducting a review of a decision of the Committee, the Board may do one or more

of the following:

a) confirm all or part of the Committee's decision;

b) make recommendations to the Committee;

c) require the Committee to exercise any of its powers other than to request a

Registrar' s investigation.

17, The Board cannot recommend or require the Committee to do things outside its

jurisdiction, such as make a finding of misconduct or ittcotnpetence against the member

or require the referral of specified allegations to the Discipline Committee that would not,

if proved, constitute either professional misconduct or incompetence'

V. THE PARTIES' POSITIONS

18. Counsel for the Applicant made extensive submissions in advance of the review, and both

parties, Counsel made oral submissions at the Review, all of which have been considered

by the Board.

Applicant's written submissions prior to the Review

lg. In the request for review, Applicant's Counsel submitted that the Respondent breached

the duty set out in section 30 of the Regulated Health Professions Act (RHPA) regarding

members being restricted from treating or advising outside the scope of chiropractic

practice, in that he treated the patient for diabetes, encouraging her to "dump the [Insulin]

puflp,,, and he attempted to treat the patient with chiropractic techniques when she

required emergency medical care for diabetic ketoacidosis.

Counsel referred to the Record in support of his submissions, including the text

messages, photographs and information in the Respondent's chiropractic records

identified by the Committee, which he submitted relate to the Respondent's treatment of

the patient's diabetes and insulin use, and getting the patient to discontinue the use of

insulin, and are outside the scope of his practice.

20

6
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21

22.

ZJ

24

25

26.

Counsel submitted that during the interview with the investigator, the Respondent's

memory was self-serving and unreliable. For example, the Respondent could not recall if
he adviscd the patiunt that adjusting her spine could improvc hcr diabctcs, hc stated that

chiropractic care could co-manage her diabetes and he stated that he may have told the

patient that adjustments would lower her blood sugar, as he had seen this in other people.

Counsel noted that th,ere are no notes to say that the Respondent was not treating the

patient for diabetes or that he encouraged her to address her diabetes insulin use with a

medical doctor as this was outside the scope of his practice.

Counsel argued that it was difficult to understand the Respondent's o'level of ignorance"

regarding diabetes and in particular ketoacidosis, from a chiropractor who stated that

chiropractic treatments can co-manage diabetes and used adjustments to lower blood

sugars.

With respect to the visit of November 10,2019, Counsel argued that the Respondent

failed to appreciate that the patient was in an emergency situation, failed to appreciate

that her care was beyond his level of skill, failed to plan for the worst-case scenario,

failed to make use of a differential diagnosis when coming to the diagnosis of

"dysponesis", did not explain why he preferred that over more severe possibilities, failed

to consider alternate diagnoses and rule out the most dangerous, did not recognize the

signs and symptoms of diabetic ketoacidosis, which needed to be addressed by a medical

doctor, and admitted that he did not advise the patient to seek medical care.

Counsel argued that the Respondent's advice and reassurances allowed a dangerous and

life-threatening situation, diabetic ketoacidosis, to progress leading to the patient going

into a diabetic coma and that as a health professional he was required to tell the patient

that she needed immediate medical attention.

Counsel submiued that the Committee's decision not to refer this matter to the Discipline

Committee, because it found there was no information that the ketoacidosis was caused

by the Respondent's advice, demonstrated a poor understanding of the progressive nature

of diabetic ketoacidosis.

7
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27.

28

Counsel submitted that the investigation erred in finding that the patient's insulin pump

was defective and that this absolved the Respondent. He argued that the investigation was

inadequate as there was no evidence of a literature review regarding diabetic ketoacidosis

or the treatment of diabetes through chiropractic means, and no expert evidence from a

chiropractor or medical doctor on the signs and risks of diabetic ketoacidosis. Finally, he

argued that the patient and the Applicant were also not given an opportunity to respond to

the arguments of the Respondent's Counsel concerning the insulin pump.

Counsel concluded that the Committee's decision not to refer the matter for discipline

was not reasonable. The seriousness of the consequences of a chiropractor attempting to

treat diabetes, discouraging the use of insulin pumps, and, in particular, failure to

recognize an emergency situation like diabetic ketoacidosis warranted a more appropriate

disposition beyond advice. He requested that the decision of the Committee be reviewed,

and it be recommended that the matter be referred to the discipline committee.

Submissions ut the Review

29. At the Review, Counsel for the Applicant re-iterated and expanded on his written

submissions. He further submitted that:

The Committee failed to appreciate the significance of the Respondent's

misconduct.

The Applicant was not afforded the opportunity to respond to information which

the Respondent's Counsel gave to the Committee regarding the pump, in violation

of the rule in Browne v Dunnr which renders the whole decision unreasonable and

the investigation inadequate.

o

a

8

I 6 R.67, H.L.
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34

The Respondent's Counsel submitted that the investigation was adequate and the decision

reasonable and referred the Board to the Record in support of her submissions. Counsel's

submissions included the folltlwittg:

o The Board's powers are limited to reviewing adequacy and reasonableness.

o The Committee is not required to leave no stone unturned, nor is it required to

retain experts. The Committee obtained sufficient information to decide this

mattcr including hiring an independent investigator who conducted interviews of

the patient, the Applicant and the Respondent, and secured hospital records,

chiropractic records and text messages.

. Additional information was adduced and new issues have been raised which were

not before the Committee. The Board must review the Record of Investigation

(the Record) and consider the information in the Record rather than new

information which is not relevant.

r The rule in Browne v Dunn has no application in this case'

. The Committee reviewed the information in the Record and noted that the patient

and the Respondent provided consistent evidence that the Respondent never told

the patient he could cure her type I diabetes.

. The references in the Reoord to blood sugar do not mean that the Respondent was

treating her diabetes or that he told her he could treat her diabetes. Based on the

text messages, it is illogical to believe that the Respondent was purportedly

treating the patient's type I diabetes, nor does it mean that the Respondent told

the patient that she could come off her insulin. The Respondent thought that the

patient wanted to get off the pump but not necessarily the insulin.

. Regarding the pump, information about the pump is not evidence that is before

anyone and the hospital records indicated that they looked at the pump, that the

patient was inputting carbohydrates and that it had no blood glucose information.

o The Respondent did indicate that he could co-manage her diabetes from a

chiropractic standpoint but that does not mean curing diabetes.

9
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o A review of the Record confirms that there were some communication issues and

it was reasonable for the Committee to determine that the remedy was advice

regarding clearer communications and clearer documentation.

This decision will remain on the Respondent's file'o

VL ANAI,YSIS AND REASONS

31. pursuant to section 33(1) of the Health Professions Procedural Code (the Code),being

Schedule 2 to the RHPA,the mandate of the Board in a complaint review is to consider

either the adequacy of the Committee's investigation, the reasonableness of its decision,

or both.

32. The Board has considered the submissions of the parties, examined the Record of

Investigation, and reviewed the Committee's decision'

Adequacy of the Investigation

33. An adequate investigation does not need to be exhaustive. Rather, the Committee must

seek to obtain the essential information relevant to making an informed decision

regarding the issues raised in the complaint'

34. The Board finds the committee's investigation to be adequate.

35. The Committee obtained the following documents:

the complaint and subsequent communications from the patient and the

Applicant;

the Respondent's written responses ;

the Respondent's chiropractic records regarding the patient;

text messages between the patient and the Respondent;

the patient's records from the hospital; and

summaries of interviews of the patient, the Applicant and the Respondent'

a

a

a

a

a

a
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a4
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38.

39

36
The Board finds the Commlttee's investigation covered lhe events in quustiun altl that it

obtained relevant information to make an informed decision regarding the issues raised in

thc complaint. The parties wero offered opportunities to submit information to the

Ct-rrrurittee. Both parties did so. The Applicant and the patient had the opportunity clariff

their concems in writing and in telephone conversation with the Committee investigator.

The Applicant and the patient provided copies of text messages exchanged between the

patient and the Respondent. The Respondent provided his response and his records. The

Committee obtained hospital records and interview summaries from the patient, the

Applicant and the Respondent.

'rL^ a -.-1:^^.^+ ^,,L*:+^l +L^+ +L^ ,'\^**;i+^^ ^"^h+ +^ Lo"o ^l^+oi-o.l infnmqfinn frnm fheIrrE; flPPrru(llll JuulllrLLE\t LII4L LllE uulltlrrrrlww vuSrrL Lv rl4vw vvl4rrrvu ruLvrrrrslrvrr

patient and the Applicant about the patient's insulin pump. The Board observes that while

the Commiffee could have obtained more information about the patient's insulin PumP,

the Record reflects that the investigation obtained the essential information for the

Committee to make an informed decision. The Board finds that the condition of the

patient's pump is not essential information to a determination of the Applicant's

complaint. Accordingly, the Board does not find that it was necessary for the Committee

to obtain information regarding the insulin pump from the Applicant or the patient.

The Board finds the Committee's investigation covered the events in question, and that it

obtained relevant information to make an informed decision regarding the issues raised in

the complaint. There is no indication of additional information that, if obtained, might

reasonably be expected to have affected the Committee's decision.

Reasonableness of the Decision

In determining the reasonableness of the Committee's decision, the question for the

Board is not whether it would arrive at the same decision as the Committee. Rather, the

Board considers the outcome of the Committee's decision in light of the underlying

rationale for the decision, to ensure that the decision as a whole is transparent, intelligible

and justified. That is, in considering whether a decision is reasonable, the Board is

concerned with both the outcome of the decision and the reasoning process that led to

that outcome. It considers whether the Committee based its decision on a chain of

analysis that is coherent and rational and isjustified in relation to the relevant facts and

the laws applicable to the decision-making process.

11
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43

40. The Board finds the Committee's decision to be unreasonable.

4t The Committee determined to issue advice to the Respondent on chiropractic scope of

practice, record keeping and communications with patients.

42. The Committee summarized the patient's concerns as follows:

o the Respondent purported to treat the patient's type. I diabetes;

r the Respondent encouraged her to lower her insulin dosages; and

o the Respondent failed to address the patient's symptoms of emerging

ketoacidosis by referring her to a more appropriate provider of health care

The Board notes that the Committee reviewod the oomplaint, responses and reply from

the parties, including text messages and the interview summaries of the parties, and set

out much of this information in its decision.

44. The Commiffee noted that the Respondent treated the patient within the chiropractic

scope of practice in that he performed conventional tests for musculoskeletal complaints,

diagnosed vertical subluxation complex and used conventional chiropractic techniques,

including adjustments. The Committee further noted that chiropractors are allowed to

provide adjunctive services such as nutritional counselling so long as it is related to the

chiropractic scope of practice. The Committee reviewed Standard 5-001: Chiropractic

Scope of Practice and quoted sections from it, including the following:

A member is restricted from treating or advising outside the chiropractic

scope of practice by s.30 of the RHPA...

In responding to general health related questions by patients or the public that

relate to controlled acts outside the chiropractic scope of practice ... a member

must:

. Advise the patient ... that the performance of the act is outside the

chiropractic scope of practice and the patient requires the care or would

be more appropriately treated by a health care professional who has the

act within their scope of practice.

12



3845. 'l'he Committee specifically noted as follows:

the text messages and photographs could suggest that the Respondent

encouragecl the patient in her hOpes that she could'odump the pump" but

do not explicitly say that the Respondent was treating her diabetes.

There is some information suggesting that the patient thought the

Respondent was treating her diabetes.

lhere is no clear dOCUmentation frurn tlte Respondent that hc was not

treating her diabetes.

tt ) I - ----- L1- ^,-^ L^ c6TT^l^,,-l^--+^-l
lne patlent'S fntaKe fofTn n0tes tnAt SIltr was tllttls tu .frEr'P I'rrruvrJrorru

Diabetes".

The Respondent's notes contain references to understanding her sugar

control, the "DAWN Phenomenon",'o'WD insulin", "Dump the Pump",

"insulin:blow torch", "Think outside the pump" and "Sugar Demon"'

The Respondent's records do not tell the story of this patient as required

by Standard 5-002: Record KeePing.

a

a

o

a

a

a

46 The Committee noted that it would have been helpful if there were clear written

information that the Respondent was not purporting to treat type 1 diabetes, that he

should have been clearer with this patient about the scope of practice of chiropractic and

the limits of his care and that they would have expected the Respondent to keep thorough

notes about the events of November 10 and 11,2019. The Committee noted that the

Respondent's texts conveyed clinical information in an informal way. The Committee

concluded on these issues as follows:

Therefore the ICRC advises [the Respondent] to adhere to Standard 5-001:

chiropractic scope of Practice, standard 5-002: Recording Keeping and

Guideline G-00I ; Communication with Patients

l3
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47.

48.

49

The Board finds that it is not apparent from the Committee's decision whether it

determined that some of the Respondent's actions amounted to acting outside the

chiropractic scope of practice. For example, the Committee set out the circumstances in

which chiropractors are allowed to provide adjunctive services but did not consider or

address whether the actions complained of by the Applicant amounted to adjunctive

services or were outside the chiropractic scope of practice.

Accordingly, the Board finds that it is not clear whether the Committee's decision to

advise the Respondent to adhere to the College's standard on scope of practice was based

in part on a determination that he acted outside the scope of practice, or whether it was

based solely on a determination that his communications and record keeping did not

specificaliy say that he was not treating the patient for diabetes and did not set out the

scope of chiropractic treatment and the limits of his care.

The Board finds that the issue of whether the Respondent acted outside the chiropractic

scope of practice is central to a consideration of the Applicant's complaint. The Board

notes that there is information in the Record which the Committee thought could support

a determination that the Respondent was encouraging the patient in her hopes to

discontinue use of her insulin pump. The Board notes that there is also information that

the patient thought the Respondent was treating her diabetes, repeated references to

diabetes, insulin, sugar control and the patient's insulin pump in the chiropractic records,

as well as references to sugar control and the patient's insulin pump in the text messages.

The Board finds that it was unreasonable for the Committee to arrive at a disposition in

this matter without specifically and clearly addressing this scope of practice issue. The

Board does not find that there is a logical and rational line of analysis from the

information contained in the Record to the Committee's disposition'

T4
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54.

55

51.

52.

53.

40
Regarding the concern that the Respdndent foiletl tu addrsss the patient's emetging

ketoacidosis by failing to refer her to a more appropriate health care provider, the

Committee quoted in detail frour the eonsultation report of a physician at the hospital

dated November I 1,2019 which included the following information.

o [The patient] has not been very adherent to her insulin pumps.

o She never enters any blood glucose for correction in her pump.

. She .. .. since Saturday has been using the pump to input her

carbohydrates.

o on Saturday around 10, her blood sugars went up to 20.

o She had not been wearing her pump for the week prior to Saturday.

o It seems that, to me, she had been wearing her old infusion set on

Saturday that had been changed the week before but had not been wom.

. The pump looks to be in poor condition and apparently there was water

that got to the pump.

The Committee noted that the diagnosis in hospital was'odiabetic ketoacidosis, poorly

controlled type 1 diabetes secondary to non-compliance."

The Committee further noted that the ambulance report stated that the patient was

wearing an insulin pump that should be delivering a dose every hour.

The Committee considered information from the Respondent's Counsel, given during the

Respondent's interview, that there was evidence online that the patient was posting about

a pump malfunction with respect to her hospitalization.

The Committee,,considered that the patient may not have inputted data that would allow

the pump to monitor her condition.

The Committee decided "not to refer this matter to discipline because there is no

information that the ketoacidosis was caused by [the Respondent's] advice. It appears the

device was defective. There is no information that [the Respondent] told [the patient] not

to program the pump."

15
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56. The Board notes the following information in the Record:

Before the patient's attendance with the Respondent on November 10, she

sent him a text containing the following:

... I have been feeling so honible! My body went into extreme acidity
since Friday and I've ... drinking O much Alka powder I can't take a step

away without bending over and regurgitating it. Another words I feel like
you need to adjust to me and I feel so helpless. Do you have any
suggestions? I have formula G here at the house door do you think that'll
help? I'm so desperate right now for help Bedridden for 2 ...heart is

beating out of my body, body is overheating . .. I just take a few steps and

my heart is ready to explode...

The patient provided inlbrmation that during the November l0 visit, she was

at the Respondent's house for approximately one hour during which time he

gave her vitamins, water and treated her with the activator. She stated that the

Respondent indicated he was thrown off by her symptoms as they were new to

him and he did not seem concerned. She vomited three times during her visit.

She noted that he sent her home with advice to follow up with him in his

clinic the following day if symptoms persisted and he did not recommend she

go to the emergency department or follow up with a physician.

The Applicant provided information that during the November 10 visit the

Respondent assured the patient when she began vomiting that this was normal,

advised that the vomiting was a good thing as it meant that the acidity was

leaving the patient's body, told the patient to continue drinking water and did

not seem concerned. The morning of November 11 the patient was

unresponsive and hospitalized for severe ketoacidosis due to high blood sugar

levels due to lack of insulin intake.

a

a

a

a The Respondent made no notes of the November 10 visit
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During his interview with the investigator, the Respondent stated in part as

follows:

o He did not advise thu patient to go to a hospital or follow up with a

physician.

o He believed she would follow up with him following her car ride home, at

which point further decisions could be made.

o Ketoacidosis is not something that he is familiar with as a chiropractor,

and as such he would not have been able to pick up on this from her

symptoms.

o Regarding whether her vomiting is a good thing, he would have believed

that the body was getting rid of toxicity.

o It was the patient's decision to eat pickles which led to her dysponesis'

o People who do not follow his advice can and have ended up in the

hospital.

o During treatment he noted that the patient's dysponesis was "indicant"

which means she was experiencing neurological distress from undigested

protein because she had eaten four hamburgers and pickles and that he had

told her not to eat read meat and had to correct her nervous dysfunction

from this in the Past.

The hospital records include a consultation report dated November 1 1,2019,

which noted that the patient was brought to hospital in a diabetic coma and

that she was in a very critical condition in the intensive care unit' The history

of her present illness indicated that the previous day the patient was feeling

achy and had some flu-like symptoms and some nausea, she had been to see

her,.chiropractor and naturopath" and had a multivitamin shot and drank lots

of Alka Powder. The day of her admission, the Applicant was unable to wake

the patient and brought her to the emergency room'

a

57. The Board notes that the Committee considered whether the Respondent caused the

patient,s ketoacidosis, but there is no analysis in the decision regarding whether the

Respondent met the standard of care required of a chiropractor in failing to advise the

patient to seek further medical attention on November 10'

1,7
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58 The Board finds that the information in the Record supports that the patient informed the

Respondent that she was feeling very unwell on November l0 before the visit, she

continued to feel unwell during the visit vomiting several times, she was likely suffering

from the early stages of ketoacidosis given her condition and hospitalization the

following day, and the Respondent did not advise the patient to seek medical attention. In

this regard, the Board notes the information from the Respondent that he was co-

managing the patient's diabetes, and that he was not familiar with ketoacidosis. The

Committee did not address whether the Respondent met the chiropractic standard of care

in failing to recognize the severity of the patient's condition and in failing to advise her to

seek medical care. The Board finds that it was unreasonable for the Committee to fail to

address the appropriate standard of care in this situation and whether the Respondent met

it.

59 The Board finds the Committee's decision unreasonable for the reasons set out above.

The Board returns the matter to the Committee and requires it to reconsider this matter,

including conducting any further investigation it deems necessary for such

reconsideration.

VIL DECISION

60. Pursuant to section 35(l) of the Code, the Board returns the decision to the Committee

and requires it to reconsider this matter and issue a further decision.

ISSUED November 25, 2022

"Ann a-Marie C astrodale"

Anna-Marie Castrodale

"Sonia Gaul"

Sonia Gaal

"Mitchell Toker"

Mitchell Toker

Cette d6cision est aussi disponible en frangais. Pour obtenir la version de la d6cision en franqais, veuillez contacter

hparb@ontario.ca
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File # 21-CRV-0384

HEALTH PROFESSIONS APPEAL AND REVIEW BOARD

PRESENT

Beth Downing, Vice-Chair, Presiding
Cathy Loik, Board Member
James Minns, Vice-Chair Member

Review held on July 19, 2022 in Ontario (by teleconference)

IN THE MATTER OF A COMPLAINT REVIEW UNDER SECTION 29(1) of the Health

Professions Procedural Code, Scheduie 2 to the Regulated lleaith Professions Aci, i99.i, Statutes

of Ontario, 1991, c.18, as amended

BETWEEN:

MARTIN GURVEY, DC

Applicant

IBRAIIIM ASADULLAH

Respondent

Appearances:

and

The Applicant:
For the College of Chiropractors of Ontario

Martin Gurvey, DC
Christine McKeown

DECISION AND REASONS

L DECISION

The Health Professions Appeal and Review Board confirms, in part, the decision ofthe

Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee of the College of Chiropi'actors of Ontario

to require Martin Gurvey, DC to attend before the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports

Committee to be cautioned about adhering to the following:

I
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a

a

a

Standard of Fractice 5-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice which requires

members to perform the following, which is to be clearly and legibly

reflected in the patient health record:

I a consultation related to patient's presenting condition and/or goals;

r an assessment of chiropractic conditions related to the spine, nervous

system and joints;

. a diagnosis or clinical impression related to the chiropractic scope of

practice, consistent with Standard of Praetiee 5-008: Comuruuir;ating a

Diagnosis;

r recommendations for care, including possible referral to an appropriate

health care provider if necessary; and

. obtaining of informed consent, consistent with Standard of Practice 5-013:

Consent;

Standard of Practice 5-002: Record Keeping, because [Martin Gurvey, DC]

did not maintain confidentiality with regard to the boxes of orthotics with

names visible, and it appears that he did not maintain accurate records in

that he allowed the form to be completed as though he had performed the

March 2, 2019 assessment;

Standard of Practice s-012: Orthotics, because [Martin Gurvey DC]

dispensed the orthotics without personally following the protocol set out in

the standard;

Guidelines G-008: Business Practices: billing practices as they relate to

patient care must be disclosed to patients in advance of any care. This

includes, but is not limited to:

r the nature of the consultation, examination, care or plan of care or other

services to be provided;

. who is delivering the care;

. ifany care is to be delegated, assigned or referred;

r the use of any adjunctive therapies and/ot services;

r the sale ofany products, and/or

2
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r practices relatlng to billing thirul-party payurs (see scution on "Billing

Third Party Payors"); [...]
Billing Thirtl-Party Payors: A member may not bill any third-party payor

in excess of his/her regular fee billed to an uninsured patient for similar

services.

The practice of having one fee for a patient and a different fee for a third-

party payor, or various fees for different third-party payors (e.g.,

dependent on the arnuunt of covorage), is not permitted.

Guidelines G-014: Delegation, Assignment and Referral of Care because

.lioonnsic ic q nnnfrnlled qnf fhqf nnnnof he deleoated tn non-nrofessionalr-----

staff and,

. any assignment of care is properly communicated by the member to the

patient, and consented to by the patient before beginning the examination,

care or a course of care. This should include a discussion of the roles and

responsibilities of the staff person performing the assigned care;

. any assignment of care is recorded in the record of personal health

information by the member, including: the nature of care that is to be

assigned; who will be performing the assigned care; informed consent to

any assigned care, consistent with the Standard of Practice S-013:

Consent; and what services will be billed as part of the assigned care'

. any assignment of care is based on chiropractic examination, diagnosis or

clinical impression, and plan of care performed by the member;

r the member is on-site or ensures that another member of [the College of

Chiropractors of Ontario] is on site, to provide any direction or

supervision for the performance of the assigned procedure. The level of

supervision required depends of the complexity of the assigned procedure,

the abilities of the assistant, the patient's condition, the clinical

environment and other determining factors; and

. ffiiy assignment of a procedure and performance of an assigned procedure

is within the chiropractic scope of practice and complies with all

J
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legislation, including privacy legislation, and [the College of

Chiropractors of Ontariol standards of practice, policies and guidelines'

2. The Board requires the Committee to remove the following italicized part of the caution:

Standard of Practice 5-002: Record Keeping, because [the Applicant] did not

maintain confidentiality with regard to the boxes of orthotics with names visible,

This decision arises from a request made to the Health Professions Appeal and Review

Board (the Board) by Martin Gurvey, DC (the Applicant) to review a decision of the

lnquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (the Committee) of the College of

Chiropractors of Ontario (the College). The decision concemed a complaint by Ibrahim

Asadullah (the Respondent) regarding the conduct and actions of the Applicant. The

Committee investigated the complaint and decided to require the Applicant to attend

before the Committee to be cautioned, as set out above'

il. BACKGROUND

4 The Respondent attended the Mississauga Orthotics Clinic (the clinic) on March 2,2019

to obtain orthotics

Although the Respondent had made an appointment for March 2,2019, there was no

chiropractor present when he attended due to snow that day'

5

6.

7

The clinic manager, who is not a health professional, conducted an initial assessment,

casted for the orthotics, and ordered orthotics for the Respondent.

On April 13,Z1lg,the Respondent returned to the clinic to pick up his orthotics and met

the Applicant for the first time'

The Applicant dispensed the orthotics to the Respondent on April 13,2019

4

8
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9

The Complaint and thc Response

The Conrylaint

The Respondent complained that:

o He had his initial visit to the clinic on March 2,2019. During this visit, the

clinic manager made him pay $250 for a deposit. She did not provide him

with an invoice.

. The clinic manager then proceeded to take his foot impressions as the doctor

rxrqc qhcpnf rlrrp fn cnnrxr fhqf dorr She qcsrrrarl him fhof "he t*rqs nrrolificrl
Yssrrrrvs

despite her teliing him numerous times that she was not a health

professional or any other related foot specialist. She deceitfully posed as the

doctor and gave him misleading advice acting like the expert.

o She told him his orthotics would be ready for pickup in a few weeks and he

would receive a phone call from her. He never received any phone call and

had to call in himself.

. When he asked her how much the orthotics cost, she replied that it depends

on your coverage limit. She said that if his coverage limit was $350 then she

would claim $350, and if it was $500 then she would claim $500.

o He went to the clinic again on April 13, 2019 to pick up his orthotic inserts.

Before letting him see the Applicant, the clinic manager ordered him to pay

another $275 to cover the remaining balance. He asked for a breakdown of

the payments and she was rude in response. She explained that $150 would

be claimed as a chiropractor expense, and $500 would be claimed as an

orthotic expense.

. The Applicant simply cut his orthotics insoles in place and inserted them

into his shoe. There was no gait analysis or assessment.

o The claim was submiued to Manulife, his insurance company, by the clinic

manager by mail. When he received the claim payment back from Manulife,

he could see that $150 was submitted for a chiropodist instead of a

chiropractor, of which $150 was paid out. Secondly, the clinic manager

5
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o

a

submitted a claim.for $500 for orthotics of which Manulife paid out only

$350 (despite him having a $500 limit).

when he called back to the clinic, he spoke with the clinic manager and

tried to ask for clarification of the payment breakdown and she was rude

again.

He paid $525 ($250 + $275) of which only $500 was paid to him by

insurance. He should not be expected to pay the remaining $25 if he has

eoverage for thc entire proeetiure.

The clinic manager would speak in a very loud voice making it very easy for

others in the clinic to hear about his sensitive information being discussed'

His privacy was breached because the boxes containing the foam foot molds

labelled with patients' names were in plain sight to other patients attending

the clinic.

The Applicant failed to perform a biomechanical assessment and gait

analysis prior to dispensing orthotics; and

The Applicant failed to pfotect confidential patient information.

a

10 Following receipt of the complaint, the Registrar of the College appointed an

investigator, pursuant to section 75 (1) (C) of the Health Professional Procedural Code,

under Schedule 2 to the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, to investigate the

Applicant's conduct and actions'

11. The investigator summaizedthe Respondent's ooncerns as follows

a

a

The Response

t2 The Applicant provided information in response to the complaint including the following

6
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He is a ctlutt'aetot' onoe a week at the clinic ancl is paiel an hourly fee, nrostly to do

gait analyses and biomechanical assessments as well as casting, ordering and

dispensing orthotics.

Most of the complaint expresses the Respondent's displeasure with the interaction

the Respondent had with the clinic manager, who is not a chiropractor. He will

limit his response to the portion that involved him directly.

He first met the Respondent on April 13,2Al9 when he presented with pain and

cramping in both feet. Apparently, a gait analysis had been performed on March

2,2OIg when he was not at the clinic and the Respondent was there to pick up his

orthotics.

As this was highly unusual, the Applicant asked the clinic manager who had done

the assessment and she said that she had. Apparently, the Respondent was upset

that the chiropractor was not there on March 2,2019, stated that he was in a lot of

pain and did not want to wait for another day. The clinic manager reluctantly

accommodated his request and put in the orthotic order.

The Applicant did a regional history, gait analysis and biomechanical exam. The

Respondent was diagnosed with bilateral pes planus with subtalar overpronation.

As they had been made and delivered, the Applicant dispensed the orthotics and

explained how to use and care for them. He has not seen or spoken with the

Respondent since April 13, 2019.

l3

The Committee's Decision

The Committee investigated the complaint and decided to require the Applicant to attend

to be cautioned before the Committee, as set out above.

III. RIQUEST FOR REVIEW

In a letter dated July 7,2A21, the Applicant requested that the Board review the

Committee's decision.

7

t4.
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IV. POWERS OF THE BOARD

After conducting a review of a decision of the Committee, the Board may do one or more

of the following:

a) confirm all or part of the Committee's decision;

b) make recommendations to the Committee;

c) require the Committee to exercise any of its powers other than to request a

Registrar' s investigation.

t6 The Board oannot recomrnend or require the Committse to do things outside its

jurisdiction, such as make a finding of misconduct or incompetence against the member

or require the referral of specified allegations to the Discipline Committee that would not,

if proved, constitute either professional misconduct or incompetence.

V. ANALYSIS AND REASONS

t7 pursuant to section 33(1) of the Health Professions Procedural Code (the Code), being

Schedule 2 to the Regulated Health Professions Act, t991,the mandate of the Board in a

complaint review is to consider either the adequacy of the Committee's investigation' the

reasonableness of its decision, or both.

18 The Respondent did not participate in the Review. The Board notes that there is no

legislative requirement to attend the Review and the Board draws no inference from the

Respondent' s non-attendance.

t9 The Board has considered the Applicant's submissions, examined the Record of

Investigation (the Record), and reviewed the Committee's decision'

8

Adequacy of the Investigation
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20. An adequate investigation does not need to be exhaustive. Rather, the Committee must

seek to obtain the essential information relevant to making an informed decision

regarding thc issues raised in the complaint.

21. The Committee obtained the following documents:

the Respondent's letter of complaint;

the Applicant's response and the patient record, including financial

records, for the Respondent;

the Investigation Report including witness statements from the parties and

the clinic manager;

additional information from the investigator in response to the

Committee's inquiries about who submitted the claim to Manulife (the

Respondent or the clinic) and to obtain the work order that Atlas Orthotic

Labs received from the clinic, which was used to manufacture the

orthotics;

Standard of Practice 5-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice;

Standard of Practice 5-002: Record Keeping;

Standard of Practice 5-012: Orthotics:

Guideline G-008: Business Practices; and

Guideline G-014: Delegation, Assignment and Referral of Care.

The Board finds the Committee's investigation covered the events in question and that it

obtained relevant information to make an informed decision regarding the issues raised in

the complaint. The Respondent provided his letter of complaint and the Applicant

provided his response and clinical and financial records. The investigator obtained

witness statements from relevant witnesses, which were included in the report prepared

for the Committee.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

22. The Applicant did not identiff any information that the Committee failed to obtain.

23

9
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24. The Committee asked the investigator to gather additional information, to find out who

submitted the claim to insurance (the Respondent or the clinic) by contacting Manulife.

The investigator contacted Manulife, although Manulife lvas not able to provide

conclusive inf6rmation. The Committee also asked the investigal"or to tlbtain the work

order that Atlas Orthotic Labs received from the clinic. Atlas provided the work order

and the corresponding invoice it sent the clinic.

26

ZS. The Committec also had bcforc it relevant standards of praotioc as listed above

There is no indication of further information that might reasonably be expected to have

affected the decision, should the Committee have acquired it. Accordingly, the Board

finds that the Committee's investigation was adequate.

Reasonableness of the Decision

27 In determining the reasonableness of the Committee's decision, the question for the

Board is not whether it would arrive at the same decision as the Committee. Rather, the

Board considers the outcome of the Committee's decision in light of the underlying

rationale for the decision, to ensure that the decision as a whole is transparent, intelligible

and justified. That is, in considering whether a decision is reasonable, the Board is

concemed with both the outcome of the decision and the reasoning process that led to

that outcome. It considers whether the Committee based its decision on a chain of

analysis that is coherent and rational and isjustified in relation to the relevant facts and

the laws applicable to the decision-making process.

28. The Applicant submitted that the decision was unreasonable. He submitted that the

complaint was primarily about the actions of the clinic manager and the decision wrongly

implicated him for her actions. In support, he noted that the Committee stated, "The

significant issues in the complaint are related to the conduct of the Clinic manager-..in

assessing and diagnosing [the Respondent] and ordering the orthotics and failing to

10
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provide him with accuratc billing infunnatiun." Hc subrnitted that this statcmcnt implies

that the issues related to his actions and conduct are not significant.

29 He submitted that the Committee's decision is "based on flawed reasonittg itt

interpretation of the legislation". Regarding S-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice, he

submitted he complied with the requirements and obtained informed consent the first

opportunity he had. Regarding 5-002: Record Keeping, he said he would be more careful

about his record keeping. Regarding S-012: Orthotics, he maintained he complied with

the requirements. Regarding G-008: Business Practices, he submitted that as a contractor

he had nothing to do with billing. Regarding G-014: Delegation, Assignment and Refeffal

of Care, he did not delegate as the clinic manager acted on her own and so this standard is

not relevant.

30 In light of this, he is upset that the oral caution is on his permanent public record,

especially given that he has had no other complaints.

31. The Board finds that the Committee's decision to require the Applicant to attend for an

oral caution as set out above is reasonable, except as set out in paragraphs 52 and 53

below, for the following reasons.

Failed to perform a biomechanical assessment and gait analysis prior to dispensing orthotics

32. The Committee noted that the parties had divergent accounts about whether the Applicant

provided any services to the Respondent on April 13,2019 other than giving him

orthotics that had been previously ordered by someone else, and modifuing the orthotics

to fit the Respondent's slgoes. In an attempt to resolve the divergent accounts, the

Committee referred to the contemporaneous notes by the Applicant on April 13,2019,

which the Committee observed were minimal but appeared to confirm that he did assess,

diagnose and counsel the Respondent on April L3,2019.

11
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34

35

36

37

The Board notes that contemporaneous records are presumptively reliable. The Board

notes that the Applicant's record of April 13,2019 included:

pt. presents with flat feet - gait analysis - dispense orthotics - discuss use and

"ur. - 
Dx - B/L pes planus subtaler overpronation - arches cramp in cold -try Ca

and H2O

Therefore, the Board finds it reasonable that the Committee relied on the clinical record

to conclude that the Applicant did appear to assess, diagnose and counsel the Respondent

on April 1.3,2019, as supported by the information in the clinical record.

Huwever, the Cgnnittee was concemed that the asscssmcnt/diagnosis and costing for the

orthotics were all done by the clinic manager some six weeks before the Respondent saw

the Applicant and that the invoice from the clinic and the bill sent to Manulife did not

reflect this.

ln support of this conclusion, the Committee noted that: the Biomechanical Assessment

and Gait Analysis form has the Applicant's name at the top with the date, March 2,2019;

the handwriting of the Applicant's name at the top is different than the handwriting for

the rest of the assessment information including the diagnosis; and that the Applicant's

signature appears at the bottom beside date dispensed listed as April 13,2019.In the

Committee's view, this form gives the impression that both the intake assessment in

March and the dispensing of the orthotics in April were done by the Applicant. The

Committee added that this form appears to be something that may be provided to an

insurance company as it lists a number of things about the patient's assessment/exam as

well as details about the casting technique and raw materials used in the fabrication of the

orthotics at the bottom of the page.

ln further support of the Committee's conclusion, it referred to the itemized invoice from

the clinic of April 13,2019.The Committee was concerned that the Applicant is listed as

the provider for all three services on the invoice - initial chiro visit ($90), Orthotics

($500), and subsequent chiro visit ($60) for a total of $650 - when the Applicant was not

T2
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38.

39

40.

4l

in the clinic for the initial assessfirent/atlalysis and did not cast the patient. Tlte

Committee noted that the invoice has the insurance company, the "ID cert" number and

the P/group number inclutlecl.

The Committee was concerned that the Applicant dispensed the orthotics apparently with

the knowledge that the casting/assessment and orthotic order form (which was not

included in the record) were completed not by a regulated health professional, but by the

clinic manager.

The Committec was also concerned that the clinic invoice and the invoice sent to

Manulife appear to be an inflated monetary value of what the Respondent actually paid.

The Committee referred to information in the Record in support of this conclusion. The

Board notes that the clinic manager admitted to falsifuing the invoice in her statement to

the investigator. She admitted to making the clinic invoice $125 more than the

Respondent paid.

The Committee decided not to refer this case to the Discipline Committee because the

Applicant had no involvement in billing/invoicing or payment but stated that members

are responsible for records in their names. In the Committee's view, the Applicant must

have learned that a ndn-professional had done the casting and paperwork and he appeared

to have gone along with this.

The Board notes that the Committee applied its knowledge and expertise related to the

expected standards of the profession in considering the Applicant's conduct and actions.

Regarding the Applicant's submission that the Committee's significant concerns related

to the conduct and actions of the clinic manager and not himself, the Board notes that the

Committee's decision makes clear that it understood the respective conduct and actions

of the clinic manager and the Applicant.

The Committee acknowledged that the Applicant was an hourly contractor who came in

once a week and that he had no managing or ownership role in the clinic, and no

42
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43

44.

45

46.

authority over clinic staff. The Committee also noted that there was no information that

this was a normal practice at the clinic and it may have been an isolated incident related

to the snowstorm.

In spite of this, the Committee maintained that members are responsible for records in

their names. As set out above, the Committee was concerned that the forms in the

Applicant's name, which were to be provided to Manulife, were misleading because he

allowed them to be completed as though he hud performed the March 7,2019 assessment.

The Committee decided to issue an oral caution to address its concerns. The Board

obssrves that there is an array of remedial dispositions available to the Committee and the

Committee has the discretion to choose the appropriate outcome, provided that there is a

logical line of analysis flowing from the information in the Record to the disposition.

The Board notes that in assessing the appropriate disposition in a complaint, the

Committee considers many factors including the seriousness and context for the concerns

raised, the member's insight into their practice, their capacity for remediation, and their

relevant College history. The Comrnittee seeks to protect patients and, where possible, to

enhance the quality of member's care or conduct through education and remediation.

The Committee's decision to orally caution the Applicant is one of the remedial

dispositions available to it. The Committee based its disposition on its professional

conclusions regarding the Applicant's care. The Board notes that the Committee's

decision makes frequent and specific references to the information in the Record to

support its conclusions. For example, the Committee relied upon, and described the

relevance ol the forms and invoices in the Record, in concluding that the paperwork was

misleading and that he should not have allowed it to be completed as though he

performed the March 2,2019 assessments.

The Board notes that in the oral caution, the Committee provided detailed references to

the relevant standards and how they related to the Applicant's conduct and actions. As set

47.
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out above, the Applicant submitted that the Committee misinterpreted some of these

standards. The Board is not persuaded by the Applicant's arguments for the reasons that

follow.

Regardless of whether the Applicant obtained the Respondent's informed consent at the

earliest opportunity, the Board finds it was appropriate for the Committee to refer to

Standard S-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice setting out the requirements for an initial

assessment, including informed consent. It was appropriate to refer to Standard 5-002 on

Record Keeping because, as set out by the Committee, it appears that the Applicant did

.^^a -^:..+^:- ^^a,,ga*a *^^^-,{. in rhqf ha allnrxrar{ the fnm fn he comnleted as fhorroh heIIUL lllillllL4rll 4vvul slw I wwvl sJ rrr Lrrs! -- -'- --- - --E--

had performed the March 2,20!g assessment. It was appropriate to refer to Standard S-

012 on Orthotics because, as set out by the Committee, the Applicant dispensed the

orthotics without personally following the protocol set out in the Standard. It was

appropriate to refer to Standard G-008 on Business Practices because the Committee

found that even though the Applicant was not responsible for billing, he was responsible

for records in his name, such as the March 2,2019 record and the invoices set out above

Finally, it was appropriate to refer to Standard G-014 on Delegation because, as set out

by the Committee, diagnosis is a controlled act that cannot be delegated to non-

professional staff.

In conclusion, the Board finds that the standards referred to above flow logically from the

concerns raised by the Committee in the decision. The Board notes that the oral caution

will serve to improve the Applicant's practice in the areas of concern identified by the

Committee and will thereby protect the public. Therefore, the Board finds that the

decision to issue an oral caution, except as set out below in paragraphs 52 and 53, is

supported by the information in the Record and is reasonable.

Failed to protect confidential patient information

The Committee stated that there is no dispute that confidential patient information was

visible on the boxes containing form molds. The Committee noted that the Respondent

50.

15
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51

52

53.

54.

said this is a breach of patient privacy and the Applicant said he would take steps to

ensure patient privacy in the future. The Committee stated, as a result, it will take no

fuither action on this issue as it appears that the Applicant will address this issue.

The Board finds that the Committee's decision to take no further action on this aspect of

the complaint is reasonable because it is supported by the undisputed information in the

Record that there was a privacy breach but that the Applicant showed insight in

acknolvledging to the investigator that he understood this concern and r,vould take steps to

ensure patient privacy in future.

The Board notes that although the Committee said it would take no further action on this

issue, the Committee did take action as the caution included a reference to the

confidentiality issue, as noted in italics:

Standard of Practice 5-002: Record Keeping, because [the Applicant] did not
maintain eonfidentiality with regard to the boxes of orthotics with names visible,
and it appears that he did not maintain accurate records in that he allowed the

form to be completed as though he had performed the March 2,2019 assessment.

[emphasis added]

As the italicized part of the caution is inconsistent with the above decision of the

Committee to take no action on the confidentiality issue, the Board finds this

unreasonable and requires the Committee to remove the italicized part ofthe caution.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the Board finds that the Committee's decision makes it clear that it

considered the Respondent's concerns, addressed them, and except as set out above,

provided coherent reasons for its conclusions. Having considered the information in the

Record and the Committee's decision, the Board finds that, except as set out above, the

Committee decision demonstrates a coherent and rational connection between the

relevant facts, the outcome of the decision and the reasoning process that led it to that

outcome, and that its decision as a whole is transparent, intelligible and justified.

l6
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55 The Board finds that the Committee conducted an adequate investigation and reached a

reasonable decision except as set out above'

VI. DECISION

pursuant to section 35(1) of the Code,the Board confirms, in part, the decision to require

the Applicant to attend before the Committee to be cautioned about adhering to the

following:

r Standard of Practice 5-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice which requires

members to perform the following, which is to be clearly and legibly

reflected in the patient health record:

r a consultation related to patient's presenting condition and/or goals;

r an assessment of chiropractic conditions related to the spine, nervous

system and joints;

. a diagnosis or clinical impression related to the chiropractic scope of

practice, consistent with Standard of Practice 5-008: Communicating a

Diagnosis;

r recommendations for care, including possible referral to an appropriate

health care provider if necessary; and

. obtaining of informed consent, consistent with Standard of Practice 5-013 :

Consent;

o Standard of Practice 5-002: Record Keeping, because [the Applicant] did

not maintain confidentiality with regard to the boxes of orthotics with names

visible, and it appears that he did not maintain accurate records in that he

allowed the form to be completed as though he had performed the March 2,

2019 assessment;

o Standard of Practice 5-012: Orthotics, because fthe Applicant] dispensed the

orthotics without personally following the protocol set out in the standard;

l7
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Guidelines G-008: Business Practices: billing practices as they relate to

patient care must be disclosed to patients in advance of any care. This

includes, but is not limited to:

r the nafure of the consultation, examination' care or plan of care or other

services to be provided;

. who is delivering the care;

. ifany care is to be delegated, assigned or referred;

r the use of any adjunctive therapies antl/ur serviccs;

r the sale ofany products, and/or

. practices relating to billing third-parfy payors (see section on "Billing

Third ParfY PaYors"); [...]

Billing Third-Party Payors: A member may not bill any third-parfy payor

in excess of his/her regular fee billed to an uninsured patient for similar

services.

The practice of having one fee for a patient and a different fee for a third-

party payor, or various fees for different third-party payors (e.g. dependent

on the amount of coverage), is not permitted.

Guidelines G-014: Delegation, Assignment and Referral of Care because

diagnosis is a controlled act that cannot be delegated to non-professional

staffand,

. any assignment of care is properly communicated by the member to the

patient, and consented to by the patient before beginning the examination,

care or a course of care. This should include a discussion of the roles and

responsibilities of the staff person performing the assigned care;

. any assignment of care is recorded in the record of personal health

information by the member, including: the nature of care that is to be

assigned; who will be performing the assigned care; informed consent to

any assigned care, consistent with the Standard of Practice S-013:

Consent; and what services will be billed as part of the assigned care.

. any assignment of care is based on chiropractic examination, diagnosis or

clinical impression, and plan of care performed by the member;

a
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thc member is oil-site uI'ellsut'es tltat another member of [thc Collcge of

Chiropractors of Ontari<l] is on site, to provide any direction or

supervision for the performancc of the assigned procedure. The level of

supervision required depends of the complexity of the assigned procedure'

the abilities of the assistant, the patient's condition, the clinical

environment and other determining factors; and

any assignment of a procedure and performance of an assigned procedure

is within the chiropractic scope of practice and complies with all

legislation, including privacy legislation, and [the College of

Chiropractors of Ontario] standards of practice, policies and guidelines.

57 The Board requires the Committee to remove the following italicized part of the caution

Standard of Practice 5-002: Record Keeping, because [the Applicant] did not

maintain con/identiatity with regard to the boxes of orthotics with names visible,

ISSUED December 5,2022

Beth Downins
Beth Downing

Cathv Loik
Cathy Loik

James Minns
James Minns

Cette d6cision est aussi disponible en frangais. Pour obtenir la version de la ddcision en fiangais, veuillez contacter

hparb@ontario.ca
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File # 22-CRV-0021

IIEALTH PROFESSIONS APPEAL AND RNVIEW BOARD

PRESENT

Trina Morissette, Vice-Chair, Presiding
Greg Kanargelidis, Board Member
Yasmeen Siddiqui, Board Member

Review held on September 27,2022 in Ontario (by teleconference)

IN THE MATTER OF A COMPLAINT REVIEW UNDER SECTION 29(1) of the Health
Professions Procedural Code, Schedule 2 to the Regulated Health Professions Act,1991, Statutes

of Ontario, 1991, c.18, as amended

BETWEEN:

SHAI\NEL PEARSON

Applicant

CHRIS TRIANTAFILOU, DC

Respondent
Appearances

and

The Applicant:
For the College of Chiropractors of Ontario

Shannel Pearson
Tina Perryman

DECISION AND REASONS

I. DECISION

The Health Professions Appeal and Review Board confirms the decision of the Inquiries,

Complaints and Reports Committee of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario to take no

further action.
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This decision arises from a request made to the Health Professions Appeal and Review

Board (the Board) by Shannel Pearson (the Applicant) to review a decision of the

Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (the Committee) of the College of

Chiropractors of Ontario (the College). The decision concerned a complaint regarding the

conduct and actions of Chris Triantafilou, DC (the Respondent). The Committee

investigated the complaint and decided to take no further action.

II. BACKGROUND

The Respondent is a chiropractor at the Back in Motion Clinic (the Clinic).

4. The Applicant slipped and fell on ice in December 2018, developing lower back pain.

5

6

7

The Respondent treated the Applicant in the spring of 2019.

In July 20lg,the Respondent referred the Applicant to another chiropractor

The Applicant also raised concerns about another chiropractor, which are addressed in a

separate decision.

The Complaint and the ResPonse

The Complaint

The Applicant complained against the Respondent for incompetent practice causlng

harm.

The Applicant also complained that the Respondent released the Applicant's file to

another individual, without the Applicant's consent, which was then used to attack the

Applicant on social media.

J

8.

9
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13.

14.

The Applicant provided context to her complaint which included the following

information.
67

The Applicant explained that she went to see the Respondent, an Advanced Biostructural

Correction (ABC) chiropractor, for lower back pain after a fall. She showed improvement

in the first three weeks but then developed a severe discomfort consisting of no range of
motion (back/hips) and a pulling sensation like "someone has a death grip on my spine".

She stated that the original lower back pain subsided while the extreme discomfort and

"death grip" escalated. At the same time, she added that it also affected her mental clarity

and put her in severe emotional distress. The Applicant explained that she had symptoms

virtually 2417 wtth little relief, even during bed rest. She felt worse after every

appointment subsequent to her initial improvement.

The Applicant stated that part of the ABC treatment included stretches called meningeal

stretches and added that she received 15 of these stretches (one visit per week) from

March 2019 to June 2019. She added that she had explained to the Respondent several

times that something was seriously wrong and that'oI want to crawl out of my skin". She

was told by the Respondent that this was part of the "unwinding" process and that she

could feel worse before she felt better.

The Applicant stated that, in addition to the original symptoms, by the beginning of June

2019, her neck was completely'Jammed" and extremely painful. She had never had any

cervical issues prior to seeing the Respondent. At the end of June 2019, the Respondent

told her he did not know what to do. The Applicant discontinued treatment.

The Applicant noted that upon reading more about the ABC protocol, she learned that the

meningeal stretches are supposed to relieve tension and there are two different sides a

person can be stretched. The Applicant had a strong suspicion that the Respondent was

going the wrong way and instead was increasing the tension on her spine and nervous

system.

J
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15. Needing answers, the Applicant explained that on July 24,2019, she saw another

chiropractor who confirmed the Respondent was going the wrong way. One week later,

the Appticant learned that the Respondent had started lessons with her new chiropractor

The Response

16.

17.

18.

t9

The Respondent provided a written response to the complaint, which included the

following information.

The Respondent advised that the Applicant initially reported buttock and hip pain as well

as lower back pain. Thc Applicant also reported soreneEs in her neck and shoulders

during her new patient exam history. He explained that her fall was not a simple one; the

Applicant stated that she had fallen out of a moving car at an approximate speed of 10

km/h that her father was driving.

The Respondent stated that throughout the Applicant's treatments, she reported

improvements in her health before and after treatments. His notes have no reference to

and he has no recollection of "death grip on my spine." In fact, on March 27 ,2019, the

Applicant specifically said that she felt light and pain free for the first time in a long time.

The Respondent explained that during the Applicant's initial visit, she was very anxious,

nervous and described her body as hypersensitive. This emotional stress was reported to

him several times during her new patient examination. The Applicant had seen health

care professionals with the hope that they would help her condition. The treatments

before attending the Clinic were ineffective according to the Applicant, which amplified

her frustration and emotional state.

The Respondent noted that atmost visits the Applicant reported feeling relief and overall

improvements to her health. The Respondent stated that the Applicant's complaint stated

"I showed improvements in the first 3 weeks" but later she writes, "I am into [the

4
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Respondent'sl Clinic every week complaining how horrible I felt. The Respondent

submitted that this was clearly inconsistent and inaccurate 69
2t. The Respondent's treatment notes show 13 visits where meningeal releases were

performed. The "skin crawling" feeling that the Applicant described was mentioned

twice.

22 Based on the Respondent's notes, the reason that the Applicant did not come back for her

re-evaluation appointment was due to radiation burns she was convinced she sustained by

the x-ray machine. June was her best month of treatment; she was at her peak of feeling

good. He ncvcr told her father that he did not know what to do. The Respondent's notes

indicate that on several occasions there were positive outcomes and on more than one

occasion indicate how pleased the Applicant was with her overall progress.

23 In mid-July, the Respondent closed his office and relocated to Waterloo. The Respondent

sated that he gave the Applicant and her father two options for an ABC provider and also

gave her the option of using the College's doctor's search on their website.

24 In a subsequent response to the Committee, the Respondent clarified that he did not

receive lessons from another chiropractor in ABC. He stated that chiropractors exchange

treatments.

The Applicunt's Reply

25 The Applicant was provided a copy of the Respondent's response for reply. In her reply,

the Applicant raised her second concern that the Respondent released her records to Dr. J

without her consent. The Applicant explained that Dr. J had been attacking her online and

posting private information from her records which only the Respondent would know.

The Applicant stated that this proved the Respondent broke doctor-patient confidentiality.

5
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The Applicant also advised that she wished to withdraw certain information from the

record in this mafter,namely Dr. M's report. The Applicant explained that this

information was mistakenly attached to this complaint when its reference should have

been limited to the second complaint she filed against another chiropractor.

The Applicant also stated that the fall from her father's vehicle was greatly exaggerated.

She explained that as she was getting out of the car at her apartment, her father edged

forward unexpectedly and she slipped on a patch of ice. She sustained a bruise on the side

of her thigh but did not seek medical help until a few weeks later when the lower back

pain started.

The Applicant also disputed the retbrences to being o'anxious and nervous" and

"hlporsensitive". She stated that she never conveyed to the Respondent her mental state

at any appointment until May and June 2019 when the symptoms later attributed to him

started.

The Applicant also stated that the Respondent's notes were mostly fabricated and

provided examples where, she believed, there are concerns surrounding these notes.

The Respondent's Additionul Response

In response to the Applicant's reply, the Respondent provided additional information

which included the following.

26

27

28.

29

30.

31

32.

The Respondent stated that he stands behind his notes and noted that it was clear that the

Applicant recalled events very differently than what his notes state.

The Respondent added that he always has been and will continue to be very thorough. He

takes his job and his responsibilities associated with it seriously. Every time the

Applicant presented at his office he went above and beyond providing the best care to the

best of his abiliff in a safe and supportive environment.

6



Questions from the Committee

On October 28,2021, the Committee requested additional information from the

Respondent. Questions it posed included:

JJ.

71

background information on ABC as well as the main determining factors for

implementing ABC and whether there were any known contraindications to

ABC; and

an explanation of the Respondent's typical patient care assessment and

treatment protocols.

a

a

34 On or about November 8,2021, the Respondent provided responses to the Committee's

questions.

The Committee's Decision

35. The Committee investigated the complaint and decided to take no further action.

Incompetent practice causing harm / sequelae

36 In its decision, the Committee summarized the background of the interactions between

the parties. It noted that the Respondent treated the Applicant in the spring of 2019. The

Applicant alleged that her condition did not improve and even deteriorated under the

Respondent's care. The Applicant alleged that the Respondent was incompetent, and that

his incompetent treatment caused her harm.

37 The Committee decided to take no further action on this concem because there was no

information to support the allegation. The Committee explained that when it is assessing

whether chiropractic care leads to a deterioration in a patient's condition, the first

question is whether the person was an appropriate candidate for the treatment that was

7
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rendered. In this regard, the Committee reviewed the Applicant's patient records and

noted that they were reasonably thorough. It noted that the Applicant initially presented at

the Respondent's office as follows:

March 6,2019
[The Applicant] came in with her father today because of back, buttock and his

pains. Ouring the history she stated that she had been feeling very anxious and

n.*oor. She also stated her whole body felt hypersensitive. During the history

exam [the Applicant] also complained of neck and shoulder pains.

t...1
[the Appncant] also complained of her 4th digit (Right Hand) soreness/numbness.

fnir .o-plaint has occurred mostly for the last l0 years and moving her head

around especially in extension decreases the soreness/numbness.

t.. l
The pain does not radiate anywhere in her body and stays localized.

tThe Applicant] indicated "Aching" bilaterally around her SI Joints, Glutes and

hip regions.
She indicated almost extreme symptoms and disability on her Visual Analog

Scale.

The Committee also noted that the Applicant stated she "felt worse after every

appointment after my initial improvement." However, according to the progress notes,

the Committee found that the Applicant reported subjective improvement in her

symptoms. For example, the progress notes said:

June 5,2019
[The Applicant came into my office today over the moon with happiness and joy;

Her *ood changed from her usual negative disposition to a more positive one.

Her "pain went down (sic) from 1000/10 to a4ll0." She stated she is feeling

hopefut againeven though today her pain went up to a l0/10. I adjusted her (' '.)
in ihat hour lapse she felt the sitting was a bit uncomfortable. I treated her again.

Everyone left my office very happy as [the Applicant] started to feel the same

kind of relief we were getting I the first month of care.

June 12,2019

[The Applicant] stated that she had 1 day of good relief and no change in her SI's.

Stre statea she is feeling a decrease in mobility and discomfort but, not pain. I
assessed her SI joints again. I adjusted her. She again states that she feeling better

post-treatment.
June 19,2019

[The Applicant] came into the office today again over the moon with happiness

und moie excitement as she felt incredible since her last adjustment. She also

8
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42

73
stated that she feels that she is a2lI0 and that this was the "first time ever" [the
Applicantl states that last night she started to feel a bit stiff but, today she states

"almost full mobility" and "no pain" and "no feeling of wanting to get out of her

skin especially in the low back and pelvis." I adjusted her. Again she felt amazing
leaving my office and was in a very positive mood.

Unfortunately, these improvements were not sustained.

The Committee empathized with the Applicant with regard to her condition. However, it

noted that it was important to understand that it acts as a screening body to determine

whether a complaint should be referred to the Discipline Committee. The presence of
,- - - :,- - -t^^^ -^1 -^^^^^^-:1,, *^^- +L^+ lL^ I)^--^-l^-+ $^il^'l f^ moinfqin fha
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standards of the profession. Rather, "[t]he test for whether a health care professional fell

below the standard of care is not based on the subjective viewpoint of the patient as to

outcomes, but rather is based upon whether [the professional's] actions met objective

standards." In this case, the Committee found that the standards were maintained even

though unfortunately the results were not what everyone would have hoped for.

The Committee also found that there was no information that the Respondent was "forced

to take lessons" with another chiropractor.

The Committee opined that, even if the Respondent's treatments were a factor in the

Applicant's symptoms, this would not mean that the Respondent's treatments were

inappropriate. Unfortunately, patients receiving chiropractic, or any other form of health

care, may not respond to treatment as they would anticipate. There are many variables,

both within and outside the body, which can affect one's response to treatment in either a

positive or a negative way, and therefore definitive results can be hard to predict.

The Committee decided to take no further action because, from an objective standpoint, it

did not appear that the Respondent failed to maintain the standards of the profession. The

Committee commented that it appeared she sought treatment from the Respondent while

suffering from a number of complex and hard-to-treat symptoms. Although the Applicant

alleged the Respondent "caused harm", the Committee was not in a position to determine

9
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the exact cause(s) of her condition, which was likely multifactorial. The Committee

added that the information from other professionals did not indicate that the Respondent

harmed the Applicant or failed to maintain the standards of the profession.

Releasing./ile without cons ent

43. The Committee noted that the Applicant said that the Respondent released her file to Dr.

J, who is described as the founder of the ABC technique. She said that Dr. J criticized her

on social media.

44 The Conrnittee found that there was no information,to support further action on the

allegation of breaching confidentiality.

45 In addition to the above, the Commiffee noted that it was required to consider the

Respondent's prior history, if any. The Committee noted that in this case, the Respondent

had no relevant history with the College.

IIr. REQUEST FOR REVTEW

In an email dated January 12,2022, the Applicant requested that the Board review the

Committee's decision.

IV. POWERS OF THE BOARI)

47. After conducting a review of a decision of the Committee, the Board may do one or more

of the following:

a) confirm all or part of the Committee's decision;

b) make recommendations to the Committee;

c) require the Committee to exercise any of its powers other than to request a

Registrar' s investigation.

46
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48. The Board cannot recofirmend or require the Committee to do things outside its 75
jurisdiction, such as make a finding of misconduct or incompetence against the member

or require the referral of specified allegations to the Discipline Committee that would not,

if proved, constifute either professional misconduct or incompetence.

ANALYSIS AND REASONS

Pursuant to section 33(1) of the Health Professions Procedural Code (the Code), being

Schedule 2 to the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, the mandate of the Board in a

complaint review is to consider either the adequacy of the Committee's investigation, the

reasonableness ofits decision, or both.

v.

49

50 The Committee is to act in relation to the College's objectives under section 3 of the

Code, which include, in part, to maintain programs and standards of practice to assure the

quality of the practice of the profession, to maintain standards of knowledge and skill and

programs to promote continuing improvement among the members, and to serve and

protect the public interest.

The Committee's mandate is to screen complaints about its members. The Committee

considers the information it obtains to determine whether, in all of the circumstances, a

referral of specified allegations of professional misconduct to the College's Discipline

Committee is warranted or if some other remedial action should be taken. Dispositions

available to the Committee upon considering a complaint include taking no action with

regard to a member's practice, issuing a caution or directing other remedial measures

intended to improve an aspect of a member's practice, or referring specified allegations

of professional misconduct or incompetence to the Discipline Committee if the

allegations are related to the complaint.

The Respondent did not attend the Review. The Board notes that there is no legislative

requirement for parties to attend the Review and the Board draws no inference from the

Respondent' s non-attendance.

51

52.
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53. The Board has considered the Applicant's submissions, examined the Record of

Investigation (the Record), and reviewed the Committee's decision.

Adequacy of the Investigation

An adequate investigation does not need to be exhaustive. Rather, the Committee must

seek to obtain the essential information relevant to making an informed decision

regarding the issues raised in the complaint.

55. The Committee obtained the following documents:

o the Applicant's complaint and subsequent communications with the

Committee investigator;

o the Applicant's reply to the Respondent's response;

o various links to online information regarding the ABC technique;

. x-rays from Universal Health & Rehabilitation, including a report from Dr. M

dated October 3,2020;

o a statement from the Applicant's father dated April 19, 2021;

o the Respondent's initial response and subsequent responses;

o the Applicant's patient file from the Clinic;

o additional information from the Respondent in response to Committee

questions;

o a written statement from the chiropractor who treated the Applicant after the

Respondent moved his practice;

o a written statement from another chiropractor, Dr. A, accompanied by the

Applicant's patient records; and

o the Respondent's conduct history with the College.

At the Review and in her written submissions to the Board, the Applicant submitted that

the Record in this matter inappropriately included information from unrelated

practitioners (Dr. A and Dr. M). The Record, however, is missing the patient files from

56
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the chiropractor who treated the Applicant after the Respondent moved his practice. The

Applicant also submitted that there were several errors stemming from a copy and paste

of the complaints the Applicant filed against two chiropractors, including the

Respondent. The Applicant submitted that the file was tainted because the Respondent

was responding to allegations she had not made against him and he received information

he should not have had access to. As an example, the Applicant stated that she did not

accuse the Respondent of neck trauma.

The Applicant submitted that there was no investigation whatsoever. She stated that a

proper investigation would have asked an outside ABC source if there was such a thing a

as a wrong-way meningeal stretch and what the consequences could bc to thc patient. She

stated that ABC meningeal stretches are not taught at any chiropractic college in North

America.

The Board notes that the Code provides the Committee a wide discretion in conducting

its investigation.

In this case, the Applicant's concerns were summarized, and she provided information to

the Committee as well as had an opportunity to reply to the Respondent's responses.

Although the Applicant raised an issue with a specific concern that, she submitted, was

more appropriately addressed by another chiropractor in a separate matter, the Board

notes that the patient records in this matter also refer to pains in the neck area and as

such, despite the specific concern might have been addressed to another chiropractor, this

does not invalidate the Committee's investigation in this matter. The Board further notes

that the Committee's decision reviewed the Respondent's overall care and treatmsnt

provided to the Applicant. The Respondent provided information regarding his overall

care, which included, based on his contemporaneous notes, reference to neck pain.

Regarding the Committee's receipt and review of information obtained from other health

care practitioners, as noted above, the Committee had the legislative discretion to choose

to request this information. The Board notes that the Applicant complained that the

60
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Respondent caused irreparable harm to her. As such, it was not unreasonable that the

Committee obtain, and provide the Respondent in its Record, information from

practitioners who saw and/or treated the Applicant following the Respondent's care.

In response to the Applicant's issue that the Committee should have obtained the full

patient records from the chiropractor who treated the Applicant after the Respondent, the

Board acknowledges that the Applicant bases her conclusion on the fact that the

subsequent chiropractor stretched her in the opposite direction. The Board notes again

that the Committee reviewed the overall care provided by the Respondent. In addition,

the Board further notes that the Committee obtained a written statement from the

subsequent chiropraclor which it reviewed and considered.

The Board finds that there is no basis on which to conclude that the Committee did not

have the expertise to assess the complaint, or more specifically, the ABC technique. The

Board is not persuaded that the Committee required additional expertise to understand the

Applicant's concerns, consider the Respondent's response, and evaluate the patient

records.

Prior to the Review, the Applicant provided to the Board additional links to online

information regarding the ABC technique. The Board notes that the Applicant had

initially sent information regarding this technique to the Committee. Considering the

expertise of the Committee and its review of the Record in this matter, the Board is not

persuaded that this additional information might reasonably have affected the

Committee's decision.

In addition to the above, the Committee had the perspectives of both parties, a written

statement from the Applicant's father, online-available information submitted by the

Applicant regarding the ABC technique as wellas the Respondent's conduct history with

the College.
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65 There is no indication of further information that might reasonably be expected to have

affected the decision, should the Committee have acquired it.

66. Accordingly, the Board finds that the Committee's investigation was adequate.

Reasonableness of the Decision

In determining the reasonableness of the Committee's decision, the question for the

Board is not whether it would arrive at the same decision as the Committee. Rather, the

Board considers the outcome of the Committee's decision in light of the underlying

rationale for the decision, to ensure that the decision as a whole is transparcnt, intclligible

and justified. That is, in considering whether a decision is reasonable, the Board is

concerned with both the outcome of the decision and the reasoning process that led to

that outcome. It considers whether the Committee based its decision on a chain of

analysis that is coherent and rational and is justified in relation to the relevant facts and

the laws applicable to the decision-making process.

68 At the Review and in her written submissions, the Applicant submitted that the

Committee failed to address her concern that the Respondent incorrectly used the ABC

technique (i.e., he stretched her in the wrong direction).

As previously noted, the Board finds that the Committee reviewed the Respondent's care

and treatment provided to the Applicant in its entirety, including the direction the

meningeal stretches were performed. The Board also notes that additional questions were

posed to the Respondent by the Committee to obtain more information on the

Respondent's knowledge of this technique.

69

The Applicant reiterated her issues with the care and treatment she obtained from the

Respondent and submitted that the Committee's decision was umeasonable.

70.
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75.

74.
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The Board acknowledges that the Applicant's recollection and perception of her visits

with the Respondent differ from the Respondent's explanation provided in his responses

The Board notes that the Committee reviewed and relied on the patient records obtained

through the investigation process. Patient records are legal documents which all health

professionals are required to make. They provide a contemporaneous record of the

interactions with the patient, made by health professionals prior to the commencement of

any complaint or legal process. As such, in the absence of compelling information to the

contrary, medical records are a reliable source of information as to what occurred during

patient encounters.

In her written submissions, the Applicant submitted that the Respondent was provided

with details of her complaint prior to the Respondent forwarding her patient file to the

Committee. In doing so, the Committee allowed the Respondent additional time to amend

andlor delete the information in her patient records to substantiate his response'

The Board is not persuaded that the Respondent amended or deleted any information in

the patient records nor is there any information in the Record to substantiate this

allegation. The Board has considered the patient records - specifically the Respondent's

contemporaneous notes - and finds that it supports the Respondent's response as relied

on and detailed by the Committee.

The Board further notes that the circumstances of this complaint required the Committee,

which included three professional members, to rely on its chiropractic knowledge and

expertise related to the expected standards of the profession in assessing the

Respondent's conduct and actions. The Committee expressed its conclusion that the

Applicant's concerns were not supported by the information and the Committee makes

frequent and specific references to the information in the Record.

The Committee's decision makes it clear that it considered the Applicant's concerns,

addressed them, and provided coherent reasons for its conclusions. Having considered the

76
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81information in the Record and the Committee's decision, the Board finds that the

Committee's decision demonstrates a coherent and rational connection between the

relevant facts, the outcome of the decision and the reasoning process that led it to that

outcome, and that its decision as a whole is transparent, intelligible and justified.

77 The Board therefore finds that the Committee's decision to take no further action ts

reasonable.

VI. DECISION

/6 Pursuant to section 35(1) of the Code, the tsoard confirms the Coinmittee's decision to

take no further action.

ISSUED January 30,2023

Trina Morissette

Trina Morissette

Greg Kanargelidis

Greg Kanargelidis

Yasmeen Siddiqui

Yasmeen Siddiqui

Cette d6cision est aussi disponible en frangais. Pour obtenir la version de la d6cision en frangais, veuillez contacter
hparb@ontario.ca
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File # 22-CRV-0020

HEALTH PROFESSIONS APPEAL AND RE\rIEW BOARI)

PRESENT:

Trina Morissette, Vice-Chair, Presiding
Greg Kanargelidis, Board Member
Yasmeen Siddiqui, Board Member

Review held on September 27,2022 in Ontario (by teleconference)

IN THE MATTER OF A COMPLAINT REVIEW UNDER SECTION 29(1) of the Health
Professions Procedural Code, Schedule 2 to the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, Statutes
of Ontario, 1991, c.l8, as amended

BETWEEN:

SHANNEL PEARSON

Applicant

GUY PELLETIER, DC

Respondent
Appearances

and

The Applicant:
For the College of Chiropractors of Ontario

Shannel Pearson
Tina Perryman

DECISION AND REASONS

I. DECISION

The Health Professions Appeal and Review Board confirms the decision of the Inquiries,

Complaints and Reports Committee of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario to take no

further action.
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This decision arises from a request made to the Health Professions Appeal and Review

Board (the Board) by Shannel Pearson (the Applicant) to review a decision of the

Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (the Committee) of the College of

Chiropractors of Ontario (the College). The decision concerned a complaint regarding the

conduct and actions of Guy Pelletier, DC (the Respondent). The Committee investigated

the complaint and decided to take no further action.

il. BACKGROUND

-) The Respondent is a chiropractor at the Brant Pain Relief Clinic (the Clinic).

4. The Applicant was referred to the Respondent and began regular sessions starting on July

24,2019

5. On June 4,2020, the Applicant was discharged as a patient'

The Applicant also raised concerns about another chiropractor, which are addressed in a

separate decision.

The Complaint and the ResPonse

The Complaint

7. The Applicant comPlained about:

o psychological/emotionalabuse;

. excessive treatment causing harm;

o discontinuing needed care and failing to refer the Applicant to another health

care professional; and

o record keeping.

6.

2



8. The Applicant provided context to her complaintwhich included the following

information.

The Applicant stated that at the first appointment, the Respondent confirmed to her that

another chiropractor she had been seeing for lower back pain had stretched her in the

wrong direction, resulting in severe pain in the spine. The Applicant was told by the

Respondent that he could set up a conference call with Dr. J fthe founder of Advanced

Biostructural Correction (ABC)I which never happened. The Respondent told the

Applicant that stretching in the wrong direction even one time can cause a multitude of

issues including fuzziness and depression.

The Applicant added that at that first appointment, after a stretch in the proper direction,

she received what felt like a complete release of tension, both physical and emotional.

However, the relief was short lived and on the next several appointments, the Respondent

would ask the Applicant to return in twenty minutes as she would completely lose the

adjustment.

Over the next several weeks, the Applicant stated that she was making little improvement

but that one aspect that drastically improved was her mental clarity and vision. She was

thinking and seeing clearly for the first time in months. By mid-September, after rigorous

treatments three times per week, most of the Applicant's symptoms had subsided except

for her neck which locked up for two weeks straight. The only symptom that remained

was the intermittent difficulty straightening her lower back (sacrum) from a seated

position. The Applicant explained that she continued treatment once per week starting in

November 2019 and assumed her back issue would eventually work itself out. She stated

that it never went away and she eventually "relapsed" which made her believe the tension

was nevsr fully reversed. She noted however, that the Respondent has gotten her to a

threshold where she could function.

85

9

10.

11.

By mid-February 2020, the Applicant stated that she started feeling as though something

was not right and after a particularly uncomfortable anterior stretch, the back of her head

1
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started "clicking" continuously. She also experienced temporomandibular joint (TMJ)-

like symptoms for the first time.

At the end of March2020,the Applicant had a complete relapse with virtually all of her

original symptoms returning.

On April 7,2020,the Applicant received treatment from the Respondent three times a

week with only hours of relief either immediately following the appointment or shortly

after returning home.

In May 2020, the Applicant stated that she was feeling worse and stated that the

Respondent had given her 106 meningeal sffetches in two months. As awful as she said

the meningeal stretches were, the Applicant would come in for her appointment each time

dying for relief to try to get through the day. After several weeks, the Applicant stated

that the Respondent told her "I donot know what to do". The Applicant asked the

Respondent to consult Dr. J on how to proceed with her treatment since he had originally

offered to do so that past July, but the Respondent ignored her request.

On June 4,2020,the Applicant once more asked the Respondent to consult with Dr. J.

She stated that the Respondent seemed upset and told her that he did not know what more

he could do. The Respondent advised the Applicantthat a tumour might be causing her

problems.

The next morning, on June 5,2020, the Applicant stated that she attended the Clinic for

her appointment and was told by the receptionist that the appointment had been

cancelled. The Applicant was asked to leave the building. The Respondent would not

speak to her or explain the reason for the cancellation.

In addition to her original symptoms, the Applicant stated that by June 2020, her neck

was completely'Jammed" and extremely painful.

4
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r9 The Applicant added that she has attended two emergency departments (ERs) of two

Toronto hospitals and was referred to orthopaedic and neurology departments. The

Applicant later saw another specialist, Dr. M, for an assessment of whiplash-like

symptoms. The Applicant advised that it was determined that her Cl andC2 vertebraes

were misaligned.

20

The Response

21.

22.

23

The Respondent provided a written response to the complaint which included the

following information.

The Respondent stated that he never told the Applicant that the chiropractor she saw

before him stretched her in the wrong direction and he did not say that he would arrange

a conference call with Dr. J. The Respondent commented that patients do not lose

adjustments. Depending on the condition and the severity of discomfort, a practitioner of

the ABC method will adjust the body until it is stable. Sometimes the patient is revisited

the same day to help accelerate their progress The Applicant was in severe distress and he

was trying to alleviate her suffering.

The Respondent noted that there were no severe strucfural issues reported that could

justify the Applicant's sentiment that "the next several weeks were extremely scary as I

was making little improvement." The Respondent stated that nothing seemed out of the

ordinary in the first several weeks of treatment and the only thing he observed was how

emotional the Applicant was before each visit.

The Respondent stated that his notes coincide with the Applicant's claims that "by mid-

September, after rigorous treatment 3 times per week, most of the symptoms subsided,

however, my neck locked up for 2 weeks straight." The Respondent added that by

September 6,2019, the Applicant was returning to work and on September 20,20I9,her

neck tension was subsiding.

5



24. The Respondent noted that on October 18,2019, the Applicant reported low back

stiffness and difficulty straightening after a seated position. He added that, in her

statement where the Applicant states: "which makes me believe the tension was never

fully reversed", she was implying that no amount of treatment could undo her initial

complaints. The Respondent observed that the Applicant always straightened up when

she stood up during treatment with no grimacing or difficulty.

On March 1I,2020, the Respondent noted that the Applicant had a good week except for

one day, she reported feeling a click in her upper cervical. TMJ was never reported or

documented and as such, the Respondent stated that this claim was false.

The Respondent stated that at the end of March 2020, the Applicant was only seeing him

once every two weeks. When he left for vacation, she would have only missed two visits

and in terms of connecting the lapse in time of seeing the Respondent with her relapse,

the Respondent added that he left two very competent ABC physicians at his office who

were covering his patients while he was away.

The Respondent stated that treatment frequency resumed to three times per week on April

7,2020, and the Applicant received short-term relief after treatment where tension would

release and then would return fairly quickly. On April 27 ,2020, the Respondent

recommended MRI imaging but the Applicant was reluctant. He added that in April

2020,the Applicant's level of emotional distress and lack of progress were becoming

increasingly concerning. Also concerning was her and her father's unwillingness to seek

advanced imaging or medical consultation to rule out other potentially non-structural

88

25

26

27

causes.

28. The Respondent noted that in May 2020, the Applicant did not report that she was feeling

worse after treatment. His notes indicate short-term relief after treatments.

29. The Applicant's statement that she received 106 meningeal releases in two months is

6
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The Respondent denied he ever said "I don't know what to do". Due to the Applicant's

level of distress, the Respondent insisted she seek a medical consult to rule out medical or

psychological pathology. He added that when he conferred with Dr. J, Dr. J supported his

decision. The Respondent stated that the Applicant's claim that she requested he consult

with Dr. J for an additional time was a lie. The Respondent noted that he was very

concerned with her presentation that day. He observed the Applicant leaning against the

wall sobbing. She made the following statements: "the pain is unbearable", "I can't live

like this". The Respondent documented another discussion he had with the Applicant and

her father recommending a medical consultation. The Applicant's father insisted she did

not need any further testing. The Respondent restated that he felt a medical consult would

be best and the only way to make them comply was to discontinue treatment until she

received one.

The Respondent stated that the Applicant's father continued to argue and seemed to

ignore anything he was saying. The Applicant's father demanded that he treat her. The

Respondent asked them to leave the Clinic. The Applicant's father then threatened saying

he would not leave, and he would "burn the house down" if she was not treated. Once the

Applicant and her father left, the Respondent drafted a letter stating he would be

withdrawing his services until the Applicant was medically cleared. The Respondent's

receptionist emailed and called both the Applicant and her father to inform them of the

letter and to cancel her appointment scheduled for the next day. The Respondent added

that he did not feel that the Applicant's condition was life-threatening and in his opinion,

there would be no adverse effect to discontinuing treatment. The decision to discontinue

treatment was due to lack of progress and he felt the best course was a medical consult,

which the Applicant refused to seek.

The Respondent also added that in June 2020, his notes do not show any report of

cervical complaints. They do show a complaint of feeling locked with severe tension in

the lumbar spine and in June 2020, the Respondent repeatedly referred the Applicant to

get more testing but she refused his advice.

7
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34

JJ The Respondent noted that nowhere in Dr. M's report is there reference to trauma or

excessive treatment. Dr. M states: "I find [the Applicant's] claims inconsistent as she

continues to seek and receive cervical adjustment after she states having had trauma and

excessive treatment in the past."

The Applicant's Reply

The Applicant was provided with a copy of the Respondent's response to which she

replied. This reply included the following information.

The Applicant questioned that if it is o'absurd" that the Respondentns treatments caused

her whiplash-like symptoms, why is the Respondent not admitting that he gave her 106

meningeal stretches in two months? She alleged that these stretches were deleted from

the treatment notes.

The Applicant stated that she never "said" that the Respondent had told her that her

previous chiropractor was stretching her in the wrong direction. She concluded that the

previous chiropractor had stretched her in the wrong position because the Respondent

stretched her in the opposite direction.

The Applicant added that after her turnaround, she had asked the Respondent on two

separate occasions if there was a possibility that she could relapse. The Respondent

assured her that it was never coming back. The Respondent had assured her that the ABC

treatment would fix her posture starting with the very first treatment. The Applicant

stated that her posture never changed in a year and if anything, it was worse than ever.

35.

36

37

The Committee's Decision

38. The Committee investigated the complaint and decided to take no further action.

8
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P sy cholo gic al/ emotio nal abus e 91

In its decision, the Committee recognized that the Applicant's health challenges would be

very distressing. However, it found that there was no information that the Respondent

abused her psychologically or emotionally.

Excessive treatment causing harm

The Committee explained that when assessing whether chiropractic care led to a

deterioration in a patient's condition, its first question is whether the person was an

appropriate candidate for the treatment that was rendered. In this regard, the Committee

reviewed the Applicant's patient records and noted that the records were reasonably

thorough. It found that there were no contraindications to the care that was rendered.

Although the Applicant said the meningeal stretches caused trauma, the Committee noted

that Dr. M's report did not mention trauma or excessive treatment but rather, as the

Respondent pointed out, it states that the Applicant "continues to seek and receive

cervical adjustment after she states having had trauma and excessive treatment in the

past." The information from other professionals did not indicate that the Respondent

treated the Applicant excessively, harmed her, or failed to maintain the standards of the

profession.

4l The Committee observed that although the Applicant's complaint said she was making

little improvement under the Respondent's care, it appeared that she reported some

subjective improvements. As the Applicant noted: "[t]wo or three times, I received

TOTAL relief on the table (mental and physical), as if a tightly wound elastic were cut

with scissors." Unfortunately, these improvements did not last. The Applicant said she

had a complete relapse at the end of March2020. This coincided with the emergence of

the COVID-19 pandemic. As the Respondent pointed out, the Applicant only missed trvo

appointments due to his self-isolation, and other providers were available. There is no

information that the Respondent caused the relapse.

40.

9
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The Committee empathized with the Applicant with regard to her symptoms. However, it

stated that it was important to understand that the Committee acts as a screening body to

determine whether a complaint should be referred to the Discipline Committee. The

presence of negative sequalae did not necessarily mean that the Respondent failed to

maintain the standards of the profession. Rather, "[t]he test for whether a health care

professional fell below the standard of care is not based on the subjective viewpoint of

the patient as to outcomes, but rather is based upon whether fthe professional's] actions

met objective standards." In this case, the standards were maintained even though

unfortunately the results were not what everyone would have hoped for. Although the

Committee empathized with the Applicant, it appeared she sought treatment from the

Respondent while suffering from a number of complcx and hard-to-treat symptoms.

Although the Applicant alleged the Respondent "caused harm", the Committee was not in

a position to determine the exact cause(s) of her condition, which was likely multi-

factorial.

The Committee opined that, even if the Respondent's treatments were a factor in the

Applicant's symptoms, this would not mean that the Respondent's treatments were

inappropriate. Unfortunately, patients receiving chiropractic, or any other form of health

care, may not respond to treatment as they would anticipate. There are many variables,

both within and outside the body, which can affect one's response to treatment in either a

positive or a negative way, and therefore definitive results can be hard to predict. The

Committee took no further action because, from an objective standpoint, it did not appear

that the Respondent failed to maintain the standards of the profession.

Discontinuing needed care andfailing to refer to another health care professional

The Committee noted that the Applicant stated that when the Respondent said'oI don't

know what to do", she suggested he contact Dr. J but the Respondent ignored her. The

Committee commented that chiropractors must refer to another professional when it is

appropriate. In doing so, they use professional judgement about the individual(s) or

44
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46

47.

Record keeping

The Committee noted the Applicant's concern that there were gaps in her patient records.

For example, she said that on April 9,2020, she and her father returned to the office after

her appointment to report good results she experienced on her way home. She observed

that this was not recorded.

The Committee noted that there was a noticeable white space in the April 9, 2020 SOAP

note. However, it did not appear that the Respondent ignored the Applicant's report of

relief on April 9, 2020, because the next entry, dated April 13, 2020, states: "felt a release

93
profession(s) to whom the referral is made; they are not required to refer to any spectfic

person named by the patient. In this case, the progress notes showed the following:

Mon Apr 7,2020 [...] recommended MRI imaging but reluctant

Thu May 14,2020 discussed with patient and father about lack of progress, level
of distress and concerns [sic] of possible non-structural causes - they said they
have already done that and wanted to continue tx for 2 weeks then reassess

The Committee also noted the Respondent's letter dated June 4, 2020, withdrawing his

services which read as follows:

Through the course of your treatments there have been signs and symptoms where
I feel may be related to other possible causes, and not from the nerves, muscles,

bone or spine. Due to my concerns, I have recommended on several occasions

that you follow up with your medical Doctor to rule out the possibility that your
health problem does not fall within the scope of Chiropractic. It is my duty as a

doctor of Chiropractic to make you aware of my concerns and refer you
appropriately. To this date you have not followed my recommendation. In good

conscience I now need to withdraw my services from you until you have been

cleared medically.

The Committee empathized with the Applicant however, it decided to take no further

action because it is not in the patient's interest to continue the doctor-patient relationship

where there is a lack of rapport.

48.
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after last visit, but the tension returned fairly quickly." Overall, the Committee found that

no further action was warranted with regards to the Respondent's records.

In addition to the above, the Committee noted that it was required to consider the

Respondent's prior history, if any. The Committee noted that in this case, the Respondent

had no relevant history with the College.

49

51.

50.

ilI. REQUEST FOR REVTEW

In an email dated January 12,2022, the Applicant requested that the Board review the

Committee's decision.

IV. POWERS OF THE BOARI)

After conducting a review of a decision of the Committee, the Board may do one or more

of the following:

a) confirm all or part of the Committee's decision;

b) make recommendations to the Committee;

c) require the Committee to exercise any of its powers other than to request a

Registrar' s investigation.

52 The Board cannot recommend or require the Committee to do things outside its

jurisdiction, such as make a finding of misconduct or incompetence against the member

or require the referral of specified allegations to the Discipline Committee that would not,

if proved, constitute either professional misconduct or incompetence.

V. ANALYSIS AND REASONS

Pursuant to section 33(1) of the Health Professions Procedural Code (the Code), being

Schedule 2 to the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, the mandate of the Board in a

53
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95
complaint review is to consider either the adequacy of the Committee's investigation, the

reasonableness of its decision, or both.

The Committee is to act in relation to the College's objectives under section 3 of the

Code, which include, in part, to maintain programs and standards of practice to assure the

quality of the practice of the profession, to maintain standards of knowledge and skill and

programs to promote continuing improvement among the members, and to serve and

protect the public interest.

The Committee's mandate is to screen complaints about its members. The Committee

considers the information it obtains to dctermine whether, in all of the circumstances, a

referral of specified allegations of professional misconduct to the College's Discipline

Committee is warranted or if some other remedial action should be taken. Dispositions

available to the Committee upon considering a complaint include taking no action with

regard to a member's practice, issuing a caution or directing other remedial measures

intended to improve an aspect of a member's practice, or referring specified allegations

of professional misconduct or incompetence to the Discipline Committee if the

allegations are related to the complaint.

The Respondent did not attend the Review. The Board notes that there is no legislative

requirement for parties to attend the Review and the Board draws no inference from the

Respondent' s non-attendance.

The Board has considered the Applicant's submissions, examined the Record of

Investigation (the Record), and reviewed the Committee's decision.

Adequacy of the Investigation

An adequate investigation does not need to be exhaustive. Rather, the Committee must

seek to obtain the essential information relevant to making an informed decision

regarding the issues raised in the complaint.

57.

58.
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59. The Committee obtained the following documents

o the Applicant's complaint and subsequent communications with the

Committee investigator;

o the Applicant's reply to the Respondent's response;

o various links to online information regarding the ABC technique;

o a chart prepared by the Applicant noting the meningeal stretches she received;

o a statement from the Applicant's father dated April 19, 2021;

o email exchanges between the Applicant's father and Dr. J;

o a statement from the Applicant's father's girlfriend dated April 17, 2021;

o the Respondent's initial response and subsequent responses;

o the Applicant's patient file from the Clinic;

o the Applicant's patient files from other health professionals who treated her

including Dr. A and Dr. N;

. x-rays from Universal Health & Rehabilitation, including a report from Dr. M

dated October 3,2020;

o additional information from the Respondent in response to Committee

questions;

o a statement from another patient of the Clinic who witnessed the incident of

June 5, 2020;

o a statement from the administrator of the Clinic dated March 16,2021; and

o the Respondent's conduct history with the College.

At the Review and in her written submissions, the Applicant questioned the expertise of

the Committee and submitted that a proper investigation would have asked an outside

ABC source if there was such a thing a as awrong-way meningeal stretch and what the

consequences could be to the patient. She stated that ABC meningeal stretches are not

taught at any chiropractic college in North America. She submitted that the only

investigation undertaken in this matter was conducted by herself and her father.

60
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97
The Board notes that the Code provides the Committee with a wide discretion in

conducting its investigation.

The Board finds that there is no basis on which to conclude that the Committee did not

have the expertise to assess the complaint, or more specifically, the ABC technique. The

Board is not persuaded that the Committee required additional expertise to understand the

Applicant's concerns, consider the Respondent's response, and evaluate the patient

records.

Prior to the Review, the Applicant provided to the Board additional links to online

information regarding the ABC tcchniquc. The Board notes that the Applicant had

initially sent information regarding this technique to the Committee. Considering the

expertise of the Committee and its review of the Record in this matter, the Board is not

persuaded that this additional information might have reasonably affected the

Committee's decision.

In addition to the above, the Committee had the perspectives of both parties, a written

statement from the Applicant's father and his girlfriend as well as other witnesses, online-

available information submitted by the Applicant regarding the ABC technique, patient

records from other health professionals who treated the Applicant, as well as the

Respondent's conduct history with the College.

There is no indication of further information that might reasonably be expected to have

affected the decision, should the Committee have acquired it.

66. Accordingly, the Board finds that the Committee's investigation was adequate.

Reasonableness of the Decision

In determining the reasonableness of the Committee's decision, the question for the

Board is not whether it would arrive at the same decision as the Committee. Rather, the

67
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68

69

70

Board considers the outcome of the Committee's decision in light of the underlying

rationale for the decision, to ensure that the decision as a whole is transparent, intelligible

and justified. That is, in considering whether a decision is reasonable, the Board is

concerned with both the outcome of the decision and the reasoning process that led to

that outcome. It considers whether the Committee based its decision on a chain of

analysis that is coherent and rational and is justified in relation to the relevant facts and

the laws applicable to the decision-making process.

At the Review and in her written submissions to the Board, the Applicant reiterated her

concerns. She specifically questioned the certification of the Respondent to perform the

ABC technique and the Committee's expertise in determining whether the Respondent's

treatment caused her permanent damage. The Applicant submitted that the Committee did

not act in the public's best interest. She submitted that even if the information confirmed

that the Respondent harmed her, the Committee chose to do nothing. She did not receive

quality care from the Respondent; he left her damaged. The Applicant added that she was

seeking help from the Commiuee and that its decision was unreasonable.

The Board acknowledges that the Applicant's recollection and perception of her visits

with the Respondent differ from the Respondent's explanation provided in his responses

The Board notes that the Committee reviewed and relied on the patient records obtained

through the investigation process. Patient records are legal documents which all health

professionals are required to make. They provide a contemporaneous record of the

interactions with the patient, made by health professionals prior to the commencement of

any complaint or legal process. As such, in the absence of compelling information to the

contrary, patient records are areliable source of information as to what occurred during

patient encounters. The Board also notes that additional questions were posed to the

Respondent by the Committee to obtain more information on the Respondent's

knowledge of the ABC technique.
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The Board further notes that the circumstances of this complaint required the Committee,

which included three professional members, to rely on its chiropractic knowledge and

expertise related to the expected standards ofthe profession in assessing the

Respondent's conduct and actions. The Committee expressed its conclusion that:

there was no information that the Respondent abused the Applicant

psychologically or emotionally;

there was no information that the Respondent did not maintain the standards

of the profession or caused harm to the Applicant; and

the Respondent's decision and actions regarding the termination of the

physician-palienL relationship were appropriate in the circurnstances.

The Board has reviewed the information in the Record and finds that the Commiffee's

decision regarding these aspects of the complaint is reasonable.

Regarding the concern surrounding the Respondent's record keeping, the Board observes

that the Committee considered the Applicant's allegation that there were gaps in her

patient records and specifically the Respondent's contemporaneous notes of April 9,

2020, where the Respondent failed to record the good results she experienced on her way

home. The Committee decided to take no further action on this concern as it noted a

reference to this information in the following visit with the Respondent on April 13,

2020.

The Board has reviewed the information in the Record and finds that the Committee's

decision on this aspect of the complaint, is supported by the information in the Record

and is reasonable.

In conclusion, the Board finds that the Committee's decision makes it clear that it

considered the Applicant's concerns, addressed them, and provided coherent reasons for

its conclusions. Having considered the information in the Record and the Committee's

decision, the Board finds that the Committee's decision demonstrates a coherent and

a

a

a
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rational connection between the relevant facts, the outcome of the decision and the

reasoning process that led it to that outcome, and that its decision as a whole is

transparent, intelligible and justified.

76 The Board therefore finds that the Committee's decision to take no further action is

reasonable.

VI. DECISION

Pursuant to section 35(1) of the Code, the Board confirms the Committee's decision to

take no further action.

ISSUED January 30,2023

Trina Morissette

Trina Morissette

Greg Kanargelidis

Greg Kanargelidis

Yasmeen Siddiqui

Yasmeen Siddiqui

Cette d6cision est aussi disponible en frangais. Pour obtenir la version de la d6cision en frangais, veuillez contacter

hparb@ontario.ca

18
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Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
Advertising Committee Report to Gouncil
February 24,2023

Members: Dr. Jarrod Goldin, Chair
Mr. Gagandeep Dhanda
Dr. Angelo Santin
Dr. Colleen Pattrick, non-Council member

Staff Support: Mr. Joel Friedman, Deputy Registrar

Committee Mandate

To review proposed advertisements by members to ensure compliance with
CCO's Standard of Practice 5-016: Advertising and Guideline G-016:
Advertising.

The Advertising Committee has not met since the last meeting of Council.

The Committee continues to review proposed advertisements submitted by members for
review, which include websites and electronic media.

a
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College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Executive Gommittee Report to Gouncil
February 24,2023

Members: Dr. Dennis Mizel, Chair
Dr. Sarah Green, Vice-Chair
Mr. Markus de Domenico, Treasurer
Dr. Jarrod Goldin
Ms Robyn Gravelle
Dr. Paul Groulx
Mr. Shawn Southem

Staff Support: Mr. Joel Friedman, Deputy Registrar
Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

Mandate

To exercise the powers of Council between meetings of Council with
respect to any matter requiring immediate attention other than the power
to make amend or revoke a regulation or by-law
To provide leadership in exercising CCO's mandate to regulate
chiropractic in the public interest

I lntroduction

I am pleased to provide this report on behalf of the Executive Committee (the
"Committee).

Since the last report to Council, the Committee has met on two occasions,
namely January 23,2023, and January 20,2023. The confidential minutes for
January 23,2023 and January 20,2023 (draft) are included in the Council
information packages (the January 23,2023 minutes are subject to approval at
the next meeting, scheduled for March 23,2023).

a

o

a
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a

ilt

o

Strategic Planning/Topic Specific Meetings (ltem 4.1.30 and
following, poge 399 Main Agenda)

Ms Willson's term as a member of the Ministry's College Performance

Measurement Framework (CPMF) Working Group has now concluded. Mr.
Friedman continues to participate in the work of the Health Profession

Regulators of Ontario (HPRO) CPMF Working Group at which colleges share

their experiences and best practices, and strategies for filing their CPMF

reports with the Ministry. Mr. Friedman is working with staff to prepare for
the Committee's review CCO's CPMF Report which is due March 31,2023.
Every Committee, if it has not already done so, should review CCO's2022
CPMF Rcport and action plan, along with the CCO 2022 Strategic Planning

Sessions Report dated October 6,2022 to ensure steps have been taken to
achieve the identified objectives.

The Ministry has a new version of the CPMF reporting tool which reflects

areas of focus for the next reporting cycle including diversity, equity and

inclusion and cyber security, both of which were topics considered at the

September 2022 Strategic Planning/topic specifi c meetings.

CCO's CPMF Report and Action Plan will also be reviewed at the next

Strategic planning/topic specific meetings scheduled for September 2023 at

the White Oaks. Please forward any suggested topics for these sessions to Ms

Willson and I as the Committee develops a plan and agenda for the meetings

and training sessions. To date suggestions have included an in depth review
and consideration of effective council evaluation, as well as a consideration of
ensuring a safe and healthy workplace for Council and staff. All suggestions

should relate to CCO's public interest mandate, core responsibilities, and

mission, vision and strategic objectives.

a
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a

IV Ministry of Health (ltem 4.1.36 and following, page 511 Main
Agenda)

Various news releases are included in the Council information package so we
remain mindful of government's pressures, priorities, and action plans. For
example, in a news release dated January 16,2023, the Ontario govemment
announced its strategies for reducing wait times for swgeries and procedures.
In a news release dated February 2,2023, govemment released a document
and report entitled "Your Health: A Planfor Connected and Convenient
Care." There have been other announcements as well, relating to health
practitioners in Canada being able to practise "as of right" in Ontario (i.e.
without being immediately registered with a health regulatory college), as
well as the need for the development of an emergency class of registration
regulation, and these matters are included with the Registration Committee
Report later in the Council agenda.

Elections (ltem 4.1,44 and following, page 687 Main Agenda)

On January 26,2023, CCO distributed the election documents, including the
Notice of Election, Nomination Paper, Candidate Undertaking and
Competencies for Council and Committee members. All candidates are
required to attend an orientation session on February 21,2023 to review the
roles and responsibilities of CCO Council members, focusing on CCO's
public interest mandate. An Election Review Committee will be reviewing
campaign material and overseeing the elections in districts 5, 6 and 7.I am
encouraged by the high level of interest in the CCO elections, and remain
hopeful that the enhanced professional, respectful communications reflected
in the most recent elections will continue. Ms Willson will provide a verbal
report at the February 24,2023 Council meeting.

V
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o

VI

o

The Committee is continuing to review meeting processes and information
packages with the aim to enhance meeting effectiveness. Included in the

Council information package are a draft Guideline for new Committee Chairs,
as wellas sample agendas from other regulators. Please forward any feedback
about these documents to Ms Willson and I. We also plan to have a

demonstration of different ways of distributing meeting packages at the '
upcoming Committee meeting. I continue to find it helpful to have Mr.
MacKay help facilitate my chairing of Council and Committee meetings as it
allows me to focus on my role as Chair while delegating other meeting tasks

which are more clerical in nature.

Vll Other Chiropractic/Health Related Stakeholders (ltem 4.1.50 and
following, page 761 Main Agenda)

Information concerning CCO' s involvement with other chiropracticftrealth
related stakeholders is included in the Council information package primarily
as FYI. Council members will note that:

Consideration of Changes to Meeting Processes/lnformation
Packages (ltem 4.1.46 and following, page 720 Main Agenda)

Ms Willson and I attended the FCC meetings in Toronto on November
26,2022 at which we reviewed the FCC 2022 -2024 Strategic Plan;

We have had ongoing communications with the OCA relating to some

of their recent initiatives, and ongoing work relating to advanced

diagnostics for chiropractors. Under new business, there is information
concerning animal chiropractic which will require a discussion by
Council about CCO's role and mandate, and the advisability of
participating in the current legislative review;

Mr. Friedman attended the CCEB AGM on November 24,2022, and
time permitting, will provide a verbal update on the CCEB initiatives,
including their return to in person examinations;

a

a

a

a The CCA leadership has reached out to Ms Willson and I to discuss

various strategies to move forward collaboratively and in a manner
consistent with our differing roles and mandates. A meeting is being
scheduled in March 2023;
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CCO staff continue to participate in various HPRO working groups,
including the CPMF working group;

As a member of HPRO, CCO receives regular Legislative Updates
outlining changes in legislative, prepared by Richard Steinecke and his
colleagues. These updates are important to understanding the changes
government has passed into law as part of their legislative agenda, and

I encourage all Council members to review these updates.

Vlll Conclusion

Thank you to all Council members and staff for your ongoing support and

commitment. I would be remiss if I did not extend a special thank you to those

Council members whose terms are concluding, namely Drs. Green, Goldin and

Goudreau. I trust and hope you have enjoyed your time at CCO, and I thank you
for your contributions to both council and the various committees on which you
have served. I look forward to working with you again in the future, at CCO or
elsewhere!

To all Council members - thank you for contributing in a thoughtful, respectful
way to many discussions over the past several months, some of which have been

challenging, while maintaining focus on ensuring CCO's decision making is
always made through a public interest lens.

I would be pleased to answer any questions arising from my report.

Respectfully submitted by,

Dr. Dennis Mizel,
President

a
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Jo-Ann witson ITEM 4'1 '30
Registrar and General Counsel, College Of Chiropractors Of Ontario
59 Hayden Street, Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M4Y 0E7

January 11,2023

Dear Jo-Ann,

I am writing to thank you for your contributions to the refinement of the College Performance
Measurement Framework (CPMF). The significant amount of time and effort that you invested in this

Working Group has been greatly appreciated.

The ministry is committed to building a connected and sustainable health care system centered
around the needs of patients. Strengthening transparency and accountability of regulated health

care professions plays a key role in maintaining trust between Ontario's regulated health Colleges
(the "Colleges") and the public.

Your commitment has helped facilitate a unique collaboration between Ontario's health regulators,
experts in performance measurement, and the ministry. I am pleased to learn that this year's
Working Group has identified eight benchmarks that will provide the Colleges with additional
information on the best practices of effective regulators.

I would be remiss not to also acknowledge your collective work in selecting the Commendable
Practices that will be included in the 2021 Summary Report. The Summary Report will be beneficial
to Colleges and the public, showing areas of strength in Ontario's health regulatory system as well
as areas for improvement. As has been the case in previous years, the Summary Report will be
posted on the ministry's website in the coming weeks.

I would like to recognize and thank you again for your input and support in refining the CPMF. The
ministry looks forward to continuing to receive your valuable advice and feedback on this very
important work.

cerely,

Dr. ma
Chief of Nursing & Professional Practice; Assistant Deputy Minister

Allison Henry, Director, Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight Branch
Jason Maurier, Manager, Regulatory Oversight and Performance Unit, Health Workforce
Regulatory Oversight Branch

c:
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MemomNDUM

lo: Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

From: Mr. Joel Friedman, Deputy Registrar

Date Approved by Council: June22,2022

CCO's College Performa nce Measu rement Framework
(CPMF) Action Plan - 2022

The chart in this document summarizes the measures and required evidence from CCO's 2021 CPMF where CCO reported on partially fulfilling

the listed measures. For each measure that was partially fulfilled, is summarized proposed objectives, relevant committees and target dates for

addressing each measure, with a goal to having these areas identified as fulfilled for the 2022 CPMF Report.

Re:



CCO's College Perforrnance Measurement Framework (CPMF) Action Plan -2O22
Approved by Council: June22,2O22
Version Date: October tL,2O22 401

Training for Council
members on
assessing

effectiveness during
September 2022
Strategic Planning
weekend

aFall2O22Executive
Committee/
Council

CCO is planning

strategic
planning/topic focus
meetings for
September 2022 on
these topics.

a. Council has developed and

implemented a framework
to regularly evaluate the
effectiveness of:
i. Council meetings; and
ii. Council

b. The framework includes a

third-party assessment of
Council effectives at a
minimum ever three years.

c. Ongoing training provided
to Council and Committee
members has been
informed by:
i. the outcome of

relevant
evaluation(s);

ii. the needs
identified by
Council and

Committee
members;
and/or

iii. evolving public

expectations
including risk

management and
Diversity,
Equity and
lnclusion

Council regularly
assesses its

effectiveness and

addresses identified
opportunities for
improvement through
ongoing education

2
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o DEI plan approved
by Council in April
2022

o Committees have

reviewed DEI plan

with respect to
review of standards,
policies and

guidelines
o Approval of change

to gender neutral
pronouns for
Registration policies

. Approval of
amendments asking

for gender to
Registration Forms

o Staff training and

lunch and learns
o Land

acknowledgement
at beginning of
Councilmeetings

o Training for Council,
committee members
and staff during
September 2022

Strategic Planning
weekend

Fall2022Allcommittees
and Council

CCO approved a DEI

plan in April 2022 and

will be working to
implement the action
items in this plan in

the coming year.

a. The DEI plan is

reflected in the
Council's strategic
planning activities and

appropriatelY
resourced within the
organization to suPPort

relevant operational
initiatives (e.g., DEI

training for staff).
b. The College conducts

Equity lmpact
Assessments to ensure

that decisions are fair
and that a policy, or
program, or process is

not discriminatory.

The College has a

Diversity, Equity and

lnclusion (DEl) Plan

3
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CCO has

implemented many
of these security
features (e.g., dual
factor identification
for login,
independent cyber
security
assessment).

Cyber security
training during
September 2022
Strategic Planning
weekend

a

a

Fall2022Executive
Committee

ln2O2L,CCO
prioritized identifliing,
assessing and
managing risk
associated with lT
functions and cyber
security, including
requiring dual factor
identification for
logins, ffaining for
staff, reviewing and

enhancing cyber
secu rity req uirements,
obtaining additional
cyber security
insurance protection,
and conducting an

independent
assessment on cyber
security. CCO will
continue with these
reviews ln2022.

The College
demonstrates how it:
i. uses policies and

processes to
govern the
disclosure of, and
requests for
information

ii. uses cybersecurity
measures to
protect against
unauthorized
disclosure of
information; and;

iii. uses policies,
practices and
processes to
address accidental
or unauthorized
disclosure of
information.

The College

demonstrates how it
protects against and

addresses
unauthorized
disclosure of
information.

4
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DEI plan approved
by Council in April
2022.
Committees have

reviewed DEI plan

with respect to
review of standards,
policies and

guidelines

Approval of change
to gender neutral
pronouns for
Registration policies

Approval of
amendments asking

for gender to
Registration Forms

Staff training and

lunch and learns

Land

acknowledgement
at beginning of
Councilmeetings
Training for Council,
committee members
and staff during
September 2022

Strategic Planning
weekend

a

a

o

a

a

a

a

Fall2O22Allcommittee and
Council

CCO's DEI plan,

approved in April2O22
includes the review of
CCO by-laws,

standards of practice,

policies and guidelines
to reflect DElvalues.

The College's policies,

guidelines, sta ndards and

Code of Ethics should
promote Diversity, Equity

and lnclusion (DEl) so that
these principles and values

are reflected in the care
provided by the registrants
of the College.

Allpolicies,
standards of
practice, and
practice guidelines

are up to date and

relevant to the
current practice

environment (e.9.,

where appropriate,
reflective of
changing population
health needs,
public/societal
expectations,
models of care,

clinical evidence,

advances in

technology).

5
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Educational sessions

and training on
Council effectiveness
during September
2022 Strategic
Planning weekend

aFall2O22CouncilCCO is planning
strategic
planning/topic focus
meetings for
September 2022 on
these topics.

The College regularly
reports to Council on its
performance and risk
review against:
i. stated strategic

objectives (i.e., the
objectives set out in a
College's strategic plan);

ii. regulatory outcomes (i.e.

operational
indicators/targets with
reference to the goals we
are expected to achieve
under the RHPA); and

iii. its risk management
approach.

Council uses Key

Performance
lndicators (KPls) in
tracking and

reviewing the
College's
performance and

regularly reviews
internal and external
risks tl'rat could
impact the College's
performance.

6
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Educational sessions

and training on

Council effectiveness
during September
2022 Strategic

Planning weekend

aFall2O22CouncilCCO is planning
strategic
planning/topic focus
meetings for
September 2022 on

these topics.

Council uses performance

and risk review findings to
identify where
improvement activities are

needed.

Councildirects
action in response to
College performance

on its KPls and risk

reviews.

7



CPMF Action Plan - November 25, 2027

trEM 4.1.32
Key Performance Indicators
Approved by Council: November 25,2O2L

Registration
. Applications for registration that do not require a referral to the Registration Committee

are processed within L0 business days of receipt of a completed application

o Applications for registration that require a referral to the Registration Committee are

responded to within 60 days. Often, application to the Registration Committee will

require review by the Committee and further requirements from the applicant

Inquiries, Complaints and RePorts
o The lnquiries, Complaints and Reports (lCR) Committee's review of inquiries, complaints

and reports meets or exceeds the timeline requirements of the Regulated Heolth

Professions Act, L991 
t

o The majority of the ICR Committee decisions are upheld by the Health Professions

Appealand review Board (HPARB)

Quality Assurance
o 5 - tO% of members registered in the General class of registration undergo a peer and

practice assessment everY Year
o Close to L}O% of members registered in the General class of registration for the entire

CE cycle complete the self assessment and continuing education requirements every

two years

Review of Standards of Practice, Policies and Guidelines

o All CCO standards of practice, policies and guidelines are reviewed by their respective

committee on an annual basis, or as required by emerging regulatory issues

407
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ITEM 4.1 .33

College of Chiropractors of Ontario's DEt Audit and Recommendations

APPROVED BY COUNCIL - APRIL 20,2022

The College performance Measurement Framework (CPMF) has included areas of reporting that

reference Diversity, Equity and lnclusion (DEl). As a result, CCO has undertaken an audit of current DEI

practices to identify gaps and make recommendations for short- and long-term goals for DEl.

There are three areas of CPMF reporting that relate to DEI

t. Ongoing training provided to Council and committee members informed by evolving public

expectations including Diversity, Equity and lnclusion'

2. Council code of conduct and conflict of interest policies that reflects emerging initiatives (e.g.

DiversitY, EquitY and lnclusion).

3. The Collegb has a Diversity, Equity and lnclusion Plan (DEl) plan. The DEI plan is reflected in

Council's strategic planning activities and appropriately resourced within the organization to

support relevani operational initiatives (e.g. DEI training for staff). The College conducts Equity

lmpact Assessments to ensure that decisions are fair and that a policy, or program, or process is

not discriminatorY.

As a result of the new reporting requirements, cco is in the process of developing a DEI plan' To do

that, we have examined the policies, procedures, and practices of CCO currently, to determine where

we have strengths, where we have weaknesses and areas that are on the right track yet require further

development.

ln the section below, we have identified some ways in which DEI has been incorporated. We b.elieve it is

important to highlight some of the initiatives and efforts that CCO has already undertaken, and which

reflect the commitment of cco towards diversity, equity and inclusion.

Guidetine G-001: communication with Patients (February 6,2OL8l

o Members are to be sensitive to those with language difficulties and to provide an interpreter,

when necessary
o Members are to talk directly to a patient when working with an interpreter or any support staff

Guideline G-009: code of Ethics (Febru ary 26,2020 - came into effect April 15, 20201

o Chiropractors shall render care to those who seek it, without discrimination on the basis of race,

ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation, gender

identity, gender expression, age, marital status, family status, socio-economic status or disability

1,
CCO . DEI PLAN, APROVED BY COUNCIL APRIL 20,2022
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Guideline G-011: Accommodation of Human Rights and Disabilities (september 15, 2016)

o To encourage members to foster an environment in which the rights, autonomy, dignity, and
diversity of all patients are respected;

o To outline members' obligations under the Ontario Human Rights Code, 1990, (the Code) and
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 (AODA) to:

o provide health care services without discrimination; and
o accommodate patients who may face barriers to accessing care

Policy P-057: Accessibility Policy (November gO,ZOIT\
o The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) is committed to providing inclusive and

responsive services, in accordance with the Ontario Human Rights Code, 1990, the Accessibility
fsr Otttarians wil.h Disabilities Act, 2004, that accommodates appllcants, members of CCO and
members of the public with disabilities in accessing CCO services.

competencies for council and committee Members (Novcmbor 2s, l0l1)
o The experience and background of Council and committee members should complement each

other and represent the diversity of practice in Ontario.
r Council and committee members should demonstrate a commitment to diversity and inclusion

Committee Specific DEI Efforts
r The newly developed Risk Assessment Framework for the ICRC is based on the principle of

tra nspa rency, fairness, accou nta bility.
o As part of the Return to Practice, following a discipline suspension, members can select a

mentor of their choosing.

Partnership of Care - Patient's Charter of Rights and Responsibilities (April26,2ot7l
o Available in nine (9) languages.

Peer Assessor Workshop, 2022
o Each year, CCO hosts a Peer Assessor Workshop whereby assessors are briefed on new and/or

updated standards, policies, and guidelines, as well as learn about current CCO initiatives.
o During the last workshop, which was held on January 29,2022, assessors were briefly

introduced to DEI in relation to white privilege and race. Also, assessors were notified of the
requirements made during a recent discipline hearing. As soon as the member is to return to
practice, they are to enter a mentoring program approved of by the Registrar with a CCO
memberingoodstandingwhohasbeenapprovedofinadvancebytheRegistrar. Thementor
will review and evaluate the member's practice and billings and provide written reports to the
Registrar at a frequency determined by the Registrar.

Self-Assessment 2.0
r The Quality Assurance Committee is currently working on a new self-assessment toolfor its

professional metnbers, set to be launched al. Lhe begirrrring of the next CE cycle. Wlth thls
tool, members will be asked to reflect on what steps they have taken and plan to take to
incorporate DEI training as part of their continued education.

Traini ng/Consultations
o cco's staff have attended DEI workshops hosted bv GNAR, HpRo and ccA.

2CCO - DEI PLAN, APROVED BY COUNCIL APRIL 20,2022
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a Staff also attended in-house fire training to ensure that in the event of a fire, staff understood

their fire plan obligations to those with various accessibility/mobility issues'

Office Design
o CCO consulted with a third-party to ensure its current premises is physically accessible to

those requiring barrier free environments'

After completing an audit of CCO's current DEI efforts, and conducted interviews, we have created a

plan inclusive of Short-term and Longer-term recommendations'

Short-term (0-6 months)

3

STANDARDS,

POLICIES, AND

GUIDELINES

Language . Use language that is "people first" (e.g. instead of using

the term "an autistic person", use the term "person with

autism")
. Use language that is strengths-based and focuses on

one's ability rather than their disability
o Remove cisgender pronouns (e.g. "he/she") and replace

with nonbina nouns (e ,rth /them)

Ha ndouts/pri ntouts

Committees o Conduct a yearly review of standards, policies, and

guidelines and ensure they are adhering to aspects

tnt tO DEI

TRAINING o Ask Council, Committee Members, and staff what they

would like to receive with respect to DEI training.

o Provide ongoing training for Council, Committee

Mem and staff on various related to DEI

DEICOMMITTEE r Establish a committee of well-informed individua ls to

guide Council and members regarding issues related to

DEI.

o lnclude on this committee, external parties with lived

n an lnd ous consultant.

AWARENESS o Start all council meetings with a land acknowledgement

r Post a land acknowledgement on the CCO website.

o Post an annual DEI Calendar in the CCO Offices.

o Acknowledge diversity in our workplace by celebrating

international d of ition du staff

CCO - DEI PLAN, APROVED BY COUNCIL APRIL 20,2022
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o lnclude the Canadian Native Flag and LGBTQ+ Flag
alongside the Canadian or Ontario Flag, if/when they are
used. r

* *

t
WRITTEN

COMMUNICATION
o Review the Conflict of lnterest and Code of Conduct with

a DEI lens.
o Remove cisgender pronouns (e.g. "he/she") and replace

with nonbinary pronouns (e.g. "they/them")
r Remove traditional marriage titles (Ms./ Mr./ Miss) when

referring to Public Council Member.
. Expand Partnership of Care document to reference

ion of DEI

COUNCIL and
COMMITTEE

MEMBER

o Provide a recommendation to the public appointments
office to consider appointing a French speaking public
member to Council.

o lnclude the following general direction to the Discipline
Committee Chair:
o When selecting panels for discipline hearings, the

Discipline Committee Chair is encouraged to
consider the skills and abilities of all potential panel
members and to reflect CCO's commitment to
Diversity, Equity and lnclusion whergver practicable.
All adjudicators must continue to meet the core
requirements of impartiality, independence and
integrity.

. lnclude an optional, open ended question on applications,
for non-council committee members to answer:
. "CCO is committed to Diversity, Equity and lnclusion

- please include any information you feel
comfortable disclosing that would be relevant to
CCO's consideration of your application".

o lnclude a mandatory question on applications for non-
council committee members to answer:
. "Are you bilingual in both of Canada's Official

Languages (English and French)?"

4CCO - DEI PLAN, APROVED BY COUNCIL APRIL 20,2022



Those with low hearing:

r Provide closed captioning during meetings

. Option for hearings to be held in French

ion for int retation another la

MEETINGS/

HEARINGS

Those with low vision:
. Option to view the website in high contrast

. Option to convert text into audio

Those with cognitive disabilities:
blicallmembers of the. Use la that can be understood

WEBSITE

r Create a reporting mechanism so CCO is aware of DEI initiatives undertaken

Members within their commun
AWARENESS
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Long-term (6-12 months)

Other DEI suggestions to consider:
r provide one paid working day per year for each staff member to spend volunteering at a charity

of their choice.
. Organize a staff outing to prepare and serve a meal at Covenant House, sort food at Daily Bread

Food Bank, etc.1

Anuli Ausbeth-Aiasu. cco public council Member. chair of Patient Relations. and Member of the lcRc

Anuli Ausbeth-Ajagu has a varied and fascinating career - she is a certified Human Resource Leader,

Professor and Author, an Ordained Minister, among many other things. She founded the organization'

youth and Gender Network (YGN), that serves as a platform for empowerment, inspiration, advocacy

and development of womenfolk and youths in Nigeria. YGN has organized several national youth

summits as part of its effort to developing the capacity of the future leaders and promoting peaceful

coexistence and nation building. YGN has consistently made remarkable changes in the Nigerian nation

as bridge builders, positive change agents, and development advocates' As an author' Anuli promotes

the rights of African woman, and highlights the oppression and discrimination that exists in Nigeria'

Since its publication, Anuli's book continues to be a resource in numerous schools, Anuli is starting her

Doctorate of Business Administration at Royal Roads University, where she hopes to research black-

owned business to determine whether there are systemic challenges for racial minorities to own a

successful business in Canada. The focus of her doctorate is on the gaps to success and the cause of

those gaps and her goal is to create qualitative Canadian research that can be leveraged in the future by

a variety of users.

Markus de Domenico - CCO Public Councit Member and Member of the Discipline Committee

Markus de Domenico has been a Trustee with the Toronto catholic District School Board (TCDSB) since

201g. During his time as Trustee, the Board implemented the raising of the Pride flag and Pride Month,

for the first time in June 202L. As one of the largest publicly funded Catholic school boards, TCDSB

asked themselves, "What is in the best interest of the students?" when it comes to LGBTQ2S+ issues'

1 ln some instances, there is an associated cost to an event like this.

5
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Their answer was to be welcoming and accepting of o// its members, as well as providing education
about the LGBTQ2S+ community. For this reason, the Board of Trustees agreed that it was ethically and
morally necessary for the Board to accept the human rights of all people, while still acknowledging
everyone's personal experience with God.

Jarrod Goldin - QCo council Member and chair of the Advertising committee

Dr. Jarrod Goldin spearheaded CMCC's satellite clinic at Anishnawbe Health Toronto (AHT). Although
chiropractic services are no longer available at AHI the teachings and practices experienced by Dr.
Goldin are still of great meaning to him today. He has developed an appreciation for different kinds of
medicine and embraces the integration of one's cultural necds with respect to chiropraetic care.
Through AHT and his personal experiences as a South African of Jewish descent, Dr. Goldin believes that
cultural awareness is important for any member of the profession. He urges each member to be aware
that one's history rnay have played a role in their curi'ent circumstance. He also asks members to
consider familiarizing themselves with marginalized groups within their community and look for ways to
serve them better. one of his key messages to members is for them to go out into the community and
SERVE - to hold outreaches, consider their fee structure for those who would otherwise not be able to
afford chiropractic care, etc.

Robvn Gravelle - cCo Council Treasurer. and Chair of both the Fitness to practise committee and the
Qualitv Assurance Committee.

Robyn Gravelle's background academically is in Health Policy where she studied social determinants of
health, and healthcare inequality and inequities related to access to perinatal care for refugee women. A
large part of her career has been in social services (public housing specifically) where she has worked
with a diverse group of individuals from visible minority communities. Additionally, she has been
involved in employer-led initiatives for women in leadership programs, lndigenous engagement
strategies and inclusive spaces through a DEI employer group. Robyn believes that there must be
meaningful engagement in order to develop a successful DEI program and she feels that involving
individuals with lived experience is one of the ways to do that.

Zoe Kariunas - CCO Public Council Member and Member of the Qualitv Assurance committee

As a professional in developmental services currently with Developmental Services Ontario Toronto
Region as a Housing Navigator supporting individuals and families to access services and resources, Zoe
Kariunas shared with us insights regarding diversity, equity and inclusion for people with varying
abilities. She brought to light the intersectionality of socioeconomics, race, and gender identity of
people with invisible disabilities which often results in marginalization. When discussing accessibility,
Zoe Kariunas highlighted that many people are able to create accommodations for those with visible
disabilities, yet accommodations those with invisible disabilities are often missed. She encourages one
to embrace all levels of ability and think to oneself how ali people can be accornrnodated in order to
mea ni ngfu lly contribute from lived experiences.

6
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Robert MacKav - Former CCO Council President-and Current Member of the Discipline Committee

Robert MacKay spent years advocating for people living with HIV during his time with HIV & AIDS Legal

Clinic Ontario (HALCO), a charitable non-profit community-based legal clinic that provides free legal

assistance to people living with HIV/AIDS. Here, he provided support to numerous people who found

themselves in discriminatory situations because of their medical diagnosis. As a guest lecturer with

HALCO, Robert's role was to provide information sessions to various groups where he was able to

educate people on what he has coined, the Trilogy of Long-Term Survival with HlV. His lectures were

so well received that he was invited to be a guest lecturer for most of Ontario AIDS Network's (OAN)

30+ member agencies, and for CATIE, a national health information organization.

Dennis Mizel - CCO Council President and Member of the Discipline and Fitness to Practise

Committees.

euest Community Health Centre's Volunteer Chiropractic Program was developed in 2013, which was

when Dr, Mizel began volunteering for this initiative. The program provides access to a range of health

care providers which patients could otherwise not afford while waiting for access to OHIP coverage'

This program has proven especially helpful for people with active pain, who have experienced trauma or

addiction, and/or who have specialized mental health needs. Through this service, the volunteer

chiropractic team members complete an assessment and develop individualized care plans' Quest CHC

normalizes free services for clients. Dr. Mizel believes that his time working with Quest CHC's clients has

taught him the importance of communication and trust, and compassion, empathy and understanding,

between a patient and a practitioner'

Kellv Malcolm - Staff Member and Investigator

tn the fall of 2O2!, Kelly Malcolm launched the Toronto Chapter of The Fresh Start Project (TFSP). TFSP

partners with local shelters to identify families that need support and works mostly with single women

and their children. The purpose of TFSP is to help families make an easier transition from a shelter to

their own apartment, feeling supported by their community, by providing basic household and personal

items, to create a place that feels like home, Each client requests items that would help give them the

foundation to make their day-to-day living (and the first couple months in their new home) easier,

helping ease the financial burden and stress levels. This is only possible with a large team of volunteers

who donate items and/or their time each month. Kelly feels this work enables the team to appreciate

the strength, determination, and persistence of these women who, despite adversity and barriers, work

to make a better life for themselves and their children.

7
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Below is a list of potential organizations that may provide training to Council, committee members
and Staff to further their knowledge of specific DEI issues.

It might also be worth reaching out to other Colleges who are further along in their DEI journey (i.e.
College of Nurses of Ontario) and who may be able to provide recommendations for DEI Consultants
who are familiar with the world of Health Regulators.

8

lndigenous awareness and cultural
sensitivity

Bear Standing Tall and Association
https ://www, bea rsta nd i ngta I l. com/
o Toronto-based company dedicated to "creating bridge

between lnd igenous and Non-lndigenous nations"
Native Canadian Centre of Toronto
https://ncct.on.cal
o I oronto-based organization that hosts a variety of

workshops and activities hased on lncligenous teachings
and traditions

LGBTQ2S+ awareness and
educational

Sherbourne Health
https://sherbou rne.on.ca/
o Toronto-based health care clinic that serves many

includi LGBTQ2S+ commun
Mr. Robert MacKay
r With further guidance from CCO regarding its needs, Mr.

MacKay has offered to provide CCO with contacts of
those may be able to conduct seminars based on
LGBTQ2S+ issues, as well as other topics surrounding DEI

Abilities Awareness Abilities Centre
LEAD Canada'" I Abilities Centre Whitbv
r An internationally renowned, innovative community hub

that offers a program, LEAD (Leading Equitable and
Accessible Delivery) to help organizations understand
and embrace inclusion and accessibility into strategic
planning, daily operations, programming, and
organizational cultu re

CCO - DEI PLAN, APROVED BY COUNCIL APRIL 20,2022
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Everyone deserves safe,
effective, and kind nursing
and midwifery care, and everY
professional on our register,
and colleague working with
us, should be able to do their
important work free from bias
and discrimination.

To make thrs vision a reality we will
need to be open about the devastating
impact of discrimination, and how its
presence in structures and individual
actions across the health and social
care sector and beyond inhibits
professionals from providing the kind
of effective, person-centred care that
everyone has a right to exPect
and receive.

Unpicking the issues which have
led to systemic inequalities requires
focus, commitment and a sustained
approach, which is whY we have
developed a three Year Plan driven
by our data and evidence from those
we regulate, employ and suPPort'
We will continue to listen to our
professionals, colleagues, customers
and partners and use our position to
advocate for equality and inclusion
for all groups.

We rightly set high standards for the
professionals we regulate, and we're

clear that to remain on our register
they must practise in a waY which
is person-centred, resPectful,
recognises diversity and uPholds
human rights. Our Code sets out
our expectations that professionals
should act as advocates, challenge
discri minatory attitudes and
behaviours, consider cultural
sensitivities and treat people fairly.
Our EDI plan sets out the waYS we
are holding ourselves accountable for
achieving the same asPirations.

Regulation without a robust
approach to upholding equality and

tackling discrimination can never be

truly effective for everyone, which is

why you have our commitment that
this is an utmost priority for me and

everyone at the NMC.

We've made progress on our EDI

work, but we still have a long waY

to go until it's embedded within
the NMC. We're clear about our
responsibility to promote equality,
diversity and inclusion in everything
we do as a regulator and as an

employer. We're ambitious about
what we can achieve to Promote best
practice in equality, working with our
partners and the wider sector.

Andrea Sutcliffe
Chief Executive and Registrar

0



419lntroduction

Tackling discrimination and
inequality, celebrating diversity
and promoting inclusion,
including making sure that
our processes are fair for our
registered professionals and
colleagues, is a priority in our
2022-2025 corporate plan.

The EDI plan includes actions aimed
at better meeting the needs of
nursing and midwifery professionals
and students through our regulatory
processes, and specific actions on
improvements to our internal
processes for our colleagues.
The plan mostly keeps these actions
separate, but it also contains joint
actions to reflect that progress in
one area can't be achieved
without the other.

Our plan sets out how we'll scrutinise
our processes and decision-making
for both nursing and midwifery
professionals and those we employ,
as well as the work we'll do with
partners, especially where our
position as the sole regulator of
the UK's nursing and midwifery
professionals provides us with unique
insight into issues which need to be
tackled together.

It will put us in a much stronger
position to attract, retain and develop
a diverse workforce while also
supporting our professions and
+hn n' 't.l;^ \A/^,ll ^l^^ L-^ L-^++^,- ^t^^^^tLt ts |..,\JtJil\-, vvc il ot)\J LJc LJeLLcl I,JtdLgu
to respond to external challenges,
such as the impact of the Covid-l9
pandemic, and sector developments,
including the recent inquiries on the
poorer experiences of women and
people from ethnic minority
backgrounds using maternity services,

This document explores how we'll
approach this work, how we'll measure
our impact, and when people can
expect to hear about our progress.

The work we're planning to do over
the next three years will enable us
to explore the different ways
discrimi nation manifests. We'll support
our people to consider how issues
can occur on an interpersonal level.
We'll analyse the impact of our
organisational policies and processes

- acting on evidence that there are
unjustifiable disparities, And, we'll
work with partners where we can
make inroads together on
dismantling structural barriers and
systemic inequalities,

o



To make this a realitY we'll take a
phased, planned aPProach to the
improvements we want to make'

We'll need to start with implementing
a more sophisticated approach to the
way we collect and use our diversity
data, building a solid foundation of
evidence from which we can clearlY

identify equality issues and work with
partners to clesign effective solutions'

To implement our evidence-led EDI

interventions, we'lI need colleagues
at all levels of the NMC who are

confident and comPetent on

EDI issues. Colleagues will see this
work as an enabler for all our
strategic and corporate priorities,
and our leaders will play a significant
role in ensuring we hold ourselves
and others accountable for our
progress. We want to harness
people's enthusiasm for making a

difference and ensure this translates
into tangible action'

We'll need everyone to contribute
to a culture where we learn from
mistakes without being defensive,
consistently scrutinise decisions
for evidence of unfairness, and take
active steps to address disparities in

outcomes where there is evidence
certain groups face disadvantages'
We'll need to be clear about the
barriers facing professionals, our
colleagues and PeoPle accessing
health and care services, and work
with partners across the sector to
tackle these issues together-

This work will require cultural change
and dedication, but it will also need

clear structures in Place to embed
these new ways of working. To helP

achieve this, we'll strengthen our
approach to the governance of our
EDI work, and we'll review the
policies, processes and rules which
guide the waY we operate, in
particular through our regulatory
reform programme. This will ensure

equality is embedded into the
fabric of the organisation as we
explore how we can be the best
regulator for our current and our
future registered nursing and

mldwifery Professionals.

o
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Our strategic landscape

We believe in being
person-centred - it's the way
we expect our professionals
to deliver care, and how we
want to act as a regulator
and employer.

Our EDI plan will ensure we are
closer to achieving this consistenily
by being better able to understand
and meet people's needs. This work
underpins all our activity within the
three core pillars of our strategy:
regulate, support and influence.
It enables us to cl-rarrrpiurr uur values
by being fair, kind, collaborative
and ambitious.

o
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Equality is the thread running through all six of our strategic themes:

lmprovement and innovation
We will need to staY open-minded
and consider new ways of working if
we want to break cycles of inequality
and see different outcomes and
experiences for people. We'll
measure the imPact of anY changes
we make to ensure everyone benefits.

Proactive support for our professions

We will need to be adaptable in

responding to the needs of the
professionals on the register and
those they care for, and be readY to
remove unnecessary barriers in our
processes - esPeciallY in light of
global events which may deepen
existing inequalities.

Visible and better informed
We will ensure we're evidence led,

using internal and external EDI

insight so that we are in a strong
position to make effective decisions,
improve our own Processes and
advocate for peoPle exPeriencing
disparities when we work with partners

Engaging and empowering
We will monitor and increase the
diversity of the people we engage
with who help shape our regulatory
work, and we will strengthen people's
understanding of our role as a
regulator, as well as how equality
underpins the care they can exPect
to receive via our Code and
professional Standards.

lnsight and influence
We will improve our approach to
collecting, analysing and reporting on
our diversity data for professionals
and colleagues, and we will work with
partners to influence fairer and more
inclusive ways of working
collaboratively across the health and
care sector.

Fit for the future workplace
We will improve our recruitment and
people management Processes so

that everyone we emPloY can thrive
without barriers.

o
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How we devel
these actions

oped

a

The priorities and actions set
out in this plan have been
shaped by:

orrr leoal resnonsihilifioc

our data and evidence

information from our
professionals, partners and
NMC colleagues

wider issues across the health
and care sector.

Our legal responsibilities

The Equality Act 2O1O, including the
Public Sector Equality Duty, contains
measures which have a direct impact
on our functions. Our approach to
EDI is underpinned by these legal
duties in all our work as a regulator
and employer. This includes
thoroughly considering how best we
can eliminate discrimination, advance
equality of opportunity and foster
good relations between different
groups in everything that we do,

ln order to give proper consideration
to our Public Sector Equality Duty
we take steps to understand the
potential and actual impact our policies
and practices are having on people
from the groups protected by the
Equality Act 2O'lO. We continuously
collect and analyse evidence from
a range of sources to make sure we
have adequate and accurate
information to shape our actions.

a

a

a
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Our plan is intersectional, which
means that we have considered
people's experiences of overlapping
and interconnected inequalities and

discrimination and how these interact
to shape peoPle's lived experience,
rather than only looking at each of
the protected characteristics
separately. This helPs us better
identify, understand and address
thc inequalities experienced by our
colleagues, our Professionals and

the public.

Where we have identified a specific
issue experienced bY a Particular
protected grouP, we have committed
to activities to address it, for example,

where we see Particular career
progression issues being experienced
by colleagues who are 3lack, Asian
or from another ethnic minoritY
background. However, the majority
of our actions have been designed
to facilitate wider change for a range
of groups within the work that we do
and the ways that we oPerate.

As a four countrY regulator, we are

also mindful of the need to be

compliant with the relevant equalities
legislation in Northern lreland where
this applies to us. We activelY
consider our Northern lrish equality
duties alongside our Public Sector
Equality Duty.

Our EDI plan also helPs us to
consider how we meet our
responsibilities under the Human
Rights Act'1998, which Protects
people's human rights and enshrines

the articles of the EuroPean
Convention on Human Rights in UK

law. lt's particularly important that as

a public body we regulate in a way

which is comPatible with PeoPle's
funclamental rights - examPles of
relevant articles the Plan is designed
to uphold include:

. Article 6 - the right to a fair trial
in how we run our fitness to
practise processes

. Article 8 - the right to respect for
private and familY life

. Article 14 - freedom from
discrimination in how PeoPle
observe these rights.

o
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Our data and evidence

Our regulatory data
We publish EDI data tables annually,
in order to keep the public and our
stakeholders informed about the
diversity of the professionals on our
register, and of our Council and our
f i+n^-- *n n-^^+i^ :r!- ^ -rrLr tE5r Lw l..I d(-Lt)c LUil il I ilLLeg5,

The information about professionals
on our register from our EDI data
tables tor 2021-2o22 includes:

Of those professionals on our register

- similar to previous yearse 89,1To ur"women o O.$Yo totd us their
gender doesn't match
their sex at birth -
compared to O.7% last year

57.7% totd us they're
Christian - similar to
previous years

3O.s%totd us they
have no religion - compared
to 28.9% last year

o e
o

o 12,5Yo ur.Asian
* compared to 1O3%
last year

o 3.2Yo totd us they have

10% are Black
- compared to 9% last year

a disability - compared to
3.6% last year

@
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We know that some Professionals on

our register receive different outcomes
from our processes based on who
they are. We have undertaken a

long-term, two Part research
programme, Ambitious for Change,

to help us to understand this better'

Our phase one research, published in

2O2O, examined the impact of our
regulatory processes on professionals

with different d iversity characteristics'
It found that sometimes People
receive different outcomes from our

education, overseas registration,
revalidation and fitness to practise
processes based on who theY are'

We found that male or disabled
professionals were more likelY to
receive disproportionate outcomes
from all of the Processes we looked
at. Other groups, such as Black,

older and bisexual professionals were

found to have worse outcomes in

some but not all of our Processes.
For example, PeoPle in these groups

were less likely to register successfully
through our overseas registration
process but while older groups were

also less likelY to revalidate
successfullY, Black or bisexual
professionals were more likely to be

referred to us and progress through
the stages of our fitness to
practise Process,

ln our phase two research -
published in 2022 - when we
compared our fitness to Practise
referral rates with workforce diversity
data, we found concerning results'
For example, some emPloYers refer

more men and Black Professionals
to fitness to Practise compared to
the make-up of our register and their
own workforce.

Most of the Professionals we spoke

to told us that theY felt one or
more of their diversity characteristics
played a part in their referral from
their employer and said an 'insider/

outsider' culture left them feeling
unsupported.

We also found that the work setting
and the tyPe of work someone does

can influence a person's experience
of revalidation or fitness to practise'

Those working in care homes, GP

practices or providers which employ
a lot of bank and agencY staff are

particularly affected' We know that
certain grouPs, such as Black
professionals, are over-represented
in these settings. This indicates
longstanding, systemic inequalities
across health and social care that
perpetuate the disParities
we're seeing.

o
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Our workforce data
We have more than l,2OO colleagues
who work in a wide range of roles
across the NMC. We collect diversity
data to understand the demographic
makerrp of or_rr workforce ancl to
ensure we identify any trends or
barriers that may be faced by
r'liffaranf ^rAr r^c af ^*^l^.,^^^vr rL vrvqvr vt st ttvtvytjg),

This helps us to create targeted
interventions that will have the
biggest impact.

ln 2022, our workforce data
showed that:

Of our colleagues

o 6e%

'\

are women

-v
37%
have a Black or ethnic
minority ethnicity

8%
told us they have
a disability

5.s%o
are lesbian, gay or bi

49.2yo
have a religion,
with the majority of
those identifying as
Christian

53.2Yo
are aged under 39

q?o
I

I

oaoo
oao
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We know we have gaps in our data'
For examPle we don't know the
ethnicity of 19 Percent of our
workforce, and 20 Percent of
colleagues have not told us whether
they have a disabilitY or not.
We know we have work to do
to improve PeoPle's trust and
confidence to share their diversity
data with us, so that we can fullY

meet their needs and understand any

loarriers theY maY face.

ln 2022 we reported our PaY gaps,

across ethnicitY, disabilitY and
gender. We have a mean ethnicitY
pay gap of 27.1Percent, a mean
gender pay gap of 6'7 Percent and an

inverse disabilitY PaY gaP of -4
percent. We know that we have an

underrepresentation of Black and

ethnic minoritY colleagues in our
senior leadershiP roles and that
women and Black colleagues are

overrepresented in our junior roles

which is driving our PaY gaPS'

Our EDI plan aims to tackle the
causes of our PaY gaps and increase

the representation of women and

Black and ethnic minority colleagues
across all grades in the organisation'

We collect regular feedback from our

colleagues, through our internal 'Your

Voice' survey and ParticiPation in

external benchmarking surveys such

as the NHS Workforce Race Fqrrality

Standard. We disaggregate this bY

diversity data to help us understand
how to target our EDI initratives to
have the most impact.
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lnformation from our
professionals, partners and
NMC colleagues

Our work with stakeholders has
informed and helped shape our plan.
This includes engagement with other
regulators, data sharing with partners
anci work with empioyers carried out
by our Employer Link Service.

We have also engaged with
colleagues across the NMC around
the direction and future delivery of
our EDI plan. Our Executive Board
endorsed our plan in April 2022 and
our Council formally approved the
plan in May 2022.

Wider issues across the
health and care sector

We know that we can't carry out our
actions in isolation and expect to
see widescale change without
reflecting and responding to
developments, challenges and
inequaiities which exist across the
health and social care sector.

Recent reports have shone a light
on the disparities facing people
using care, as well as those providing
it, and we are still learning about the
ongoing and long-term public health
issues from the Covid-l9 pandemic
and the climate crisis.

ln order to be an effective and
proactive regulator and employer our
EDI plan includes commitments to
support us in monitoring and
contributing to these existing and
emerging issues, adapting our work
to ensure avoidable inequalities can
be minimised.

@
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Our EDI obiectives, Priorities
and actions

Overa rching objectives

ln September 20.21our Council
agreed four overarching EDI

obiectives. These are:

Reflect our values as a
regulator that Prioritises
the needs and wellbeing of
the nursing and midwifery
professions and the Public'

Make surc we show
good equality Practice as

an employer.

Use EDI data in a strategic
and coordinated waY, both
internally and with Partners
across the health and
care sector.

Tackle health inequalities
by using our Platform to
advocate for better care
for everyone accessing
services.

@
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Our IO priority EDI themes
for 2o22-2025

ln order to deliver the aims set out in
our strategy, corporate plan and our
overarching EDI objectives, we have
developed clear plans which we and
our stakeholders can follow and track

^^^ ^^^:^^!vLrr Vt \JVtcJJ dVcllll5L,

Our Executive team and Council have
now agreed the steps we need to
take to make sustainable progress
over the next three years. Below we
have set out ten priority themes for
our EDI work, and shared examples
of what this will look like in practice.

Over the next three years we will:

Take a more sophisticated
approach to collecting and
using EDI data

Address diversity data gaps
for employees,

Review all categories in our
diversity data monitorirrg guiclance,
and undertake work to consider
the inclusion of socioeconomic
status data monitoring.

Collect and reBort on our
insight into EDI issues across all
four UK countries.

Make our evidence and data
more accessible,

Learn from EDI evidence
to create targeted
interventions

Develop actions to monitor and
address evidence of different
regulatory outcomes from our EDI
research, data and intclligence.

I orrn lra^ ar rv i^ h^' '^^ -^-^^,-^l^I I vr I I vut lr I I |\JLIJE I g)EiCI L,l I

and external research and evidence.

Learn from external feedback on
our processes (i.e. benchmarks
and complaints) by implementing
recommendations and continuing
to submit to external benchmarks.

Learn from activity such as exit
interviews and implement actions
to improve colleagues' experiences.

a
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Co-produce EDI solutions
through collaboration with
informed, diverse external
partners

ldentify and address gaPS ln our
external stakeholder relationshi ps

with those representing EDI issues

in order to ensure diverse,
informed engagement on
our work.

Collaborate with Partners on

race and progression issues

for colleagues.

Collaborate with emPloYers and

other partners on shared
challenges around differential
regulatory outcomes for
professionals.

Work with suppliers on their
EDI responsibilities.

ldentify and take up opportunities
for joint work on tackling health
inequalities.

Enhance the EDI competency
and accountabilitY of our
leaders

Review the Purpose and
structure of our internal EDI

Leadership GrouP.

Create targeted EDI initiatives and

development oPPortunities for
senior leaders,

Build and suPPort a PiPeline of
diverse, talented colleagues'

Build EDI into the introduction of
the new UnitarY Board.

Set leadershiP EDI objectives for
senior leaders.

Enhance the EDI caPability
of all colleagues

Carry out an EDI learning and

development gaP analYsis

across the organisation and fill
learning gaps.

Deliver targeted training and

capabi lity-bullding where
there are areas of concern
such as learning from cases
involvi ng discrimi nation.

Produce tools and guidance

to support colleagues to feel

confident to tackle keY

equallty issues.

a
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o

Map and improve
EDI-informed
decision-making

Map regulatory decision-making
points to assess whether
appropriate mitigations against
rrsk of bias are in place.

Upskill colleagues to apply context
and scrutinise evidence effectively.

lmprove diversity of decision
makers including at Council,
Executive Board and panels,

*".-.,f-;.

Address evidence of
discrimination or barriers in
our processes

lmprove our approach to recruiting,
promoting and supporting
colleagues' career progression.

Tighten mechanisms around
internal discrimination, bullying
and harassment.

Create a disability working group
to act on the Business Disability
Forum's feedback.

lmprove accessibility in
our communications.

Evaluate new guidance and
training follbwing review of
handling discrimination cases

lnfluence and reduce
disproportionate fitness to
practise referrals.

Keep the impact of Covid-19
changes under review.

Review and strengthen
organisational competence on
minimising the negative impact of
our actions on the mental health
of colleagues, professionals
and customers.

Review our English Language
requirements.

Support internal employee
networks and forums to identify
and raise EDI concerns.

a

a
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Use our influence to
support the Prevention
and reduction of health
inequalities

Respond to consultations and
develop guidance on our regulatory
role where relevant such as our
policy on conversion theraPY.

Sponsor and suPPort external
programmes and research which
address health inequalities.

Map the evidence on health
inequalities we come into contact
with through our regulatorY
processes with Partners'

Continue our commitment to
embed EDI within our standards,
quality assurance and revalidation

Strengthen our suPPort to
Approved Education I nstltutions
(AEls) to embed EDI within their
curriculum and Practices.

Carry out PreParatorY work to
ensure EDI considerations are

a core part of the 2025-2026
Code review.

Strengthen our
EDI governance

lmplement a refreshed aPProach
to our equality impact assessments.

Embed EDI into business Planning,
corporate performa nce rePorti ng

and how we understand and
report corPorate risk.

Support the new Change and
Continuous I mProvement function
to embed EDl.

Review and strengthen internal
and external EDI Policies.

Establish clear governance
processes for monitoring issues

across all four UK countries'

Use regulatorY reform as a

vehicle to embed EDI in
our structures and waYs

of working

Develop and publish thorough,
informed equalitY imPact
assessments on the different
elements of the regulatorY
reform programme,

Work with partners, stakeholders
and the public to understand the
potential EDI imPlications and
opportunities of proposed changes
under regulatorY reform.

ldentify opPortunities to better
embed EDI in our regulatorY
functions as part of regulatory reform'

a
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435The impact we hope this
work will have

We have a three year EDI plan. By
the end of year one we will have:

' shared our learninE on the irrrpact
of Covid-l9 on different equality
groups and how we can monitor
the long-term implications of
the pandemic

. follow the publication of the
second stage of our Ambitious for
Change research by implementing
a targeted action plan to improve
our processes

. completed a mapping exercise
of our equality stakeholder
engagement and built new
relationships with diverse groups

. undertaken a detailed analysis
of the equality impacts of our
regulatory reform activities,
informed by stakeholder views

. updated guidance on the
diversity data monitoring
categories we use

. senior leaders who have shared
and are working towards, their
EDI objectives

. implemented our new Applicant
Tracking System, and begun to
use this to capture more
comprehensive, EDI data from
our recruitment and promotion
processes

By the end of year two we will have:

. the ability to produce nuanced
data sets which inform our
interventions for colleagues
and professionals

a better grasp on the differences in
outcomes for professionals across
the four UK countries, with
localised data available to
more clearly identify where
inequalities exist

reviewed arrd uprdaLed Lhe
mechanisms currently in place
for colleagues to report bullying,
harassment and discrimination
and to support people

reviewed our recruitment
processes and implemented
inclusive new ways of attracting,
recruiting and promoting
diverse groups.

undertaken a detailed review into
our regulatory decision-making
and the robustness of our
safeguards against bias to identify
opportunities to strengthen
our approach

a

a

a
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. a cross-organisational approach
to improving disabilitY equalitY
through our working grouP and

its activitY

. a solid understanding of the gaps

in our organisational learning on

EDI and have begun to fill them
by developing and delivering a

comprehensive EDI learning and

development Programme tailored
for specific roles.

By the end of Year three we will have:

' strong relationships with diverse
people and grouPs to enable us

to consult with confidence on

our work and know we are
receiving feedback which
represents a range of communities

. consistency in the way we consider,
monitor and learn from equalitY
concerns raised in the contextual
information Provided in fitness
to practise cases

. a firmer grasp on what data
and evidence we hold on the
experiences and outcomes of
people receiving Poorer care in
health services, and a Process
for sharing our insight and data
with partners to tackle
sector-wide issues

. built an accurate dataset and
insight into equalitY issues in

health provtsion which will inform
the review of the Code in the next
strategic Period

ensured the creation of our new

Unitary Board is underPinned bY

our EDI commitments and is more

reflective of the diversitY of the
professionals we regulate

a bank of EDI rePresentatives
to ensure a trained EDI lead is
on every recruitment Panel, and
begun to map the imPact of
changes to our recruitment
processes

comprehensive EDI data to inform
our business planning Processes

a new set of ambitious goals
for our equalitY work for
2025 onwards.

a

a

a
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437How we'll monitor and
report progress

Roles and responsibilities

Our Council has an important
leadership role in holding the NMC to

..^L t- , Iduu()unL tor ptactng t'ut at tne neart
of all it does,

All execr-rtive directors are expected
to incorporate our EDI priorities
into their directorate business plans
They're accountable to the Chief
Executive and Registrar for making
sure the right resources are in place
to deliver our EDI priorities.

Employee network groups bring
colleagues with shared characteristics
and allies together in a safe space.
Our groups and the employee forum
offer invaluable insight and advice
on policy, community and
employee engagement.

The Chief Executive and Registrar is
responsible for agreeing the direction
for EDI with support from our
Executive Board, The senior sponsor
for EDl, the Executive Director for
People and Organisational
Effectiveness, chairs the internal EDI
leadership group which is made up of
senior colleagues from across the
organisation and also includes the
chairs and co-chairs of our employee
network groups. The purpose of this
group is to facilitate and monitor the
delivery of the EDI plan.

@
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Our internal governance
structure on EDI

Council

Executive
Board

EDI team

,A

EDI
leadership

group
Directorate

responsibilities

lnternal and
external
working

groups and
projects

Employee
network
9roups

EDI forumEmployee
forum
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Measurement and evaluation Reporting

We measure success by analysing
data on EDI outcomes, and will
measure the impact of our EDI plan
using a range of measures, including:

. analysing the EDI data we
^^ll^^+ :.-!-.-.--r ru\JilsuL ut I uur ll tLeil ldl dilo
external processes, such as
recru itment, reg u latory processes
(for example fitness to practise
and registration) and pay
gap reports

. measuring progress through EDI
benchmarks, such as the Business
Disability Forum's Disability
Standard and the NHS Workforce
Race Equality Standard

. analysing feedback and
complaints from the professionals
we work with and the public

. feedback from external partners
and stakeholders

Sustainable improvements aga inst
the EDI plan measures will be
delivered collectively, The actions
taken will be monitored as part of
our EDI plan by our.EDl leaderslrip
group members and with the
scrutiny of both our Executive Board
and Council,

a

a

analysing our regular
employee surveys, including our
twice-yearly 'Your Voice' survey
and internal submission to the
Workplace Race Equality Standard

commissioning research to
address data gaps.

@



Conclusion

Our EDI Plan seeks to build
solid internal foundations at
the NMC and Put us in a better
position to resPond to the
wider external environment.

Our priorities over the next three
years will continue to be shaped bY

significant developments across the
sector, including in particular any

new evidence about discrimination
faced by PeoPle using health and

care services and the professionals

on our register.

Through the deliverY of our Plan, we

aim to create an environment where

colleagues feel resPected and

understand their individual role in

relation to EDl, working together to
create an organisation which values

their contributions' We are

committed to ensuring we have fair

and accessible processes for nursing

and midwifery professionals' We will

hold people to account where there

is evidence of discrimination, and

support those on our register to
uphold equality diversitY and

inclusion in their work in order to

deliver safe and effective care for all

people and communities.
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We're taking action on equalitY,

diversity and inclusion, but we know

that we have much more to do.

We recognise our responsibility to
address the causes of inequalities
experienced bY Professionals, our
colleagues and the Public, and to
meaningfully integrate EDI into how

we regulate, support and influence'
We'll work with external partners to
hear from a range of voices, actively

seeking out those who are seldom
heard and often marginalised'
We'll work to oPenlY share our

equality insight andintelligence so

that we can collectivelY make a

greater impact on tackling inequality
and discrimination across the sector'

We want to show leadership and

be a trusted, fair and inclusive voice

on the issues that matter most

to peoPle.

We have develoPed a clear, focused

EDI plan and we're committed to
working with professionals, partners

and our colleagues to achieve

measurable change in the next three
years. This will Position us to
embed best Practice EDI

considerations in our next Nursing

and Midwifery Council strategy for
2025 and beYond.

@
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Re

Health Profession Regulators of Ontario (HPROI

Suite 301 - 396 Osborne St, PO Box 244, Beaverton ON LOK 1A0

email : bakenny@ regulatedhealthprofessions.on'ca
web: www. regulated health professions'on.ca

Pho n e: 4t6-493-407 6/Fax: 1-866-8 1'4-6456
December 7,2022

Mr. Jason Maurier, Manager, Regulatory Oversight and Performance Unit, Health Workforce

Regulatory Oversight Branch Office of the Chief of Nursing and Professional Practice

Ministry of Health

10th Floor, 438 UniversitY Ave

Toronto ON M7A 1N3

HPRO FEEDBACK ON 2022 COLLEGE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK

(cPMF) REPORTING TOOL

Dear Jason

Thank you for your ongoing work on the Colleges' CPMF. As the CPMF continues to be

improved and College processes are affected by the requirements of this important reporting

tool, we want to provide the Ministry with feedback and recommendations that could lead to

additional enhancements, improving both the tool and the processes being used by the

Ministry and HPRO's members. ln that light, the following are raised.

SHARING FEEDBACK/TIMING OF CPMF UPDATES

colt.g", are working to make the cpMF reporting part of its regular systems, building processes

into most College areas of activity and there is recognition of the importance of the information

being provided - for the Government, for the public, and for Colleges themselves. ln that

,.g.id, feedback from the government earlier in the process would be most helpful, allowing

Colleges to realign their work as needed to ensure the best outcomes possible' Since the

reports are providing information from the prior year, any analysis of those reports will not be

able to include progressive improvements for at least another full year after the Ministry's

recommendations are made, considered, and implemented as appropriate'

Colleges wish to provide meaningful feedback to the Ministry related to the CPMF documents

and processes. They are, however, finding tight-turnaround consultation periods challenging. lt

would be helpfulto build a mechanism for ongoing interaction and regular meetings of the

Ministry and Colleges into the annual cPMF processes and other times to check-in and offer

opportunities for consultation that all will appreciate'

IN NG TRANSPAR ENCY OF THE F WORKING GROUP

HPRO appreciates the opportunity to consult on the CPMF tool on an ongoing basis' ln the spirit

of transpare ncy, the criteria used to select the working group members and non-specific

reporting on working gro up activities should be made available. lt is recommended that there

be greater transparency I n both the selection process and in the overall work of that working

s to Colleges on the nature and status of the work being donegroup with regular uPdate

HPRO Letter to Ministry of Health re.2022 cPMF Reporting Tool - Page 1
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Additionally, with the cPMF now being in place for three years, the ministry may be
contemplating a fulsome review of the CPMF to ensure that each domain continues to remain
relevant given the great progress that Colleges have made. HPRO would support a timely
review of the tool and would be pleased to consult on this review.

I NCREASING CONSISTENCY I N ORI E NTI NG/EDUCATI NG BOARD/COU NCII M EM BERS
Colleges hold orientation sessions for all members of their Boards/Councils, and this should be
consistent with what is presented to the publicly appointed members by Government. HPRO's
members would encourage the Government to share the information that is provided to
publicly appointed members of Council in their Health Board Secretariat training sessions to
avoid inconsisteneies and potential duplication of content.

CONDUCTING REVIEWS OF BOARDS/COUNCIIS BY A THIRD PARTY
Regulators should be aoolving orinciples of good governance and assigning the gr.eatest
resources to the areas that pose the greatest risk. lt seems that the cost of retaining a third-
party consultant once every three years to review Boards/Councils could be fairly significant
and that alternate means of evaluating Board effectiveness should also be considered.

Additionally, it is respectfully submitted that most Colleges have made notable strides in
governance improvements such that any further improvements (i.e., the appointment of
professional members on a competency matrix) require legislative amendments.

ADDRESSING OPERATIONAL ISSUES

ALIGNMENT OF'DAYS"
Within the CPMF's various context measures, Colleges are asked to report duration in working
days but the timeline requirements in the Code are in calendar days. Alignment of the two
would be important, making the data collection and reporting consistent.

BOARD'S/COUNCITS ROLE IN REVIEWING OPERATIONAL POLICIES REIATED TO HR PTANNING
Based on principles of good governance, a board of directors does not regularly involve itself in
the minutia of operational policies. While high level planning to ensure the College has
adequate human resources to carry out its work, and direct interaction with the Registrar/CEO
and succession planning for that senior leadership certainly would be a role for a board of
directors, the regular review and updates of written operational policies does not lend itself to
good governance.

We would recommend changes to the CPMF to require reporting on the Board/Council
appro'ra! of its annua! buCget which u",ould provide assurance that the College is sufficient!.y
resourced to fulfill its mandate and strategic objectives. Additionally, reporting that there has
been a regular performance appraisal of the Registrar and that there is succession planning in
place would be appropriate for Boards/Councils.

HPRO Letter to Ministry of Health re.2O22 CPMF Reporting Tool - Page 2
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BOARD'S/COUNCITS ROLE tN REVIEWING THE DATA AND TECHNOLOGY PLAN

While there would be agreement about the need for a College to have a data and technology

plan, the requirement that the Board/Council review the plan is an operational function that

would not align with the Board/Council's governance role. We recommend that this evidence

measure be modified to reflect this.

BENCHMARKING

Related to the removal of "benchmark" on page seven of the tool and the new expectation for

a detailed improvement plan in the areas where key pieces of evidence have been categorized

as benchmarks for regulatory excellence, a few questions are posed:

ls there more information related to the development of the benchmarking approach

that can be shared?

Will there be additional benchmarking reporting requirements, or will Colleges continue

with subjective assessments, i.e., using meet/partially meet/don't meet?

Where pieces of evidence have been categorized as "benchmarked evidence", is the

Ministry providing additional expectations? Will Colleges continue with their own

existing qualitative assessments, or will the Ministry have additional expectations

related to "required evidence"?

We thank you for considering the above, and for recognizing regulators' dedication to the

principles of good governance in the public interest. We continue to extend our invitation for

you and your team to meet with HPRO's members, either during one of our regular Board

Meetings or Bi-Weekly Check-ln dates. Meetings can be coordinated with our Executive

Director, Beth Ann Kenny by phone (4L6-493-4O76) or email

(bakenny@regulatedhealth professions.on.ca).

Sincerely,
It

l)

U*'rtr +-o'Lutl

Elinor Larney I

Chair ofthe Board, HPRO

cc. Allison Henry, Director, Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight Branch,

Office of the Chief of Nursing and Professional Practice, Ministry of Health

HPRO Board of Directors

a

a

a
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Tel.: 416-571-0931 Tel.: 416-571-0931

December 23,2022

Ms. Elinor Larney
Suite 301 - 396 Osborne St,
PO Box244,
Beaverton ON LOK 1A0

Dear Ms. Larney,

Thank you for the December 7,2022letter from Health Profession Regulators of

Ontario (HPRO) with feedback on the 2022 College Performance Measurement

Framework (CpMF) Reporting Tool. We are committed to strengthening Ontario's health

regulatory system and value our partnerships with HPRO and the Colleges on the

CPMF and other initiatives to achieve this goal.

The soft launch of the 2022 CPFM Reporting Tool took place from October 18th to 28th,

2022 and the resulting feedback from Colleges was incorporating into the final

Reporting Tool that will ne released early in the new year. The ministry has also

updated lne ZOZZ CPMF FAQ document to address concerns raised about the

requirement of a third-party assessor and the development of the benchmarking

approach.

We recognize that the HPRO Working Group has sub-sequently identified a few

additiona'i operational concerns regarding the CPMF Tool. We appreciate the additional

feedback, and the ministry will work with the 2023 CPMF Working Group to discuss the

alignment of days, and Measu re 4.1 c the board/council's role in reviewing certain

operational Policies.

I also thank you for your comments regarding the transparency of the CPMF Working

Group and the orieniation of public board/council members. Your feedback will be taken

into consideration, and we will work to find a way to better communicate the mandate

and work of the Working GrouP.

1
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As always, our team welcomes feedback from the Colleges with respect to the CPMF.
We are thankful for the strong working relationship with HPRO and the Cotleges to be
able to have fulsome discussions on the ongoing refinement of the cpMF.

Sincerely,

Jason Maurier
Manager

c:Allison Henry, Director, Health workforce Regulatory oversight Branch

2



Ministry of Health

Office of the Chief of Nursing
and Professional Practice and
Assistant Deputy Minister
777 Bay Street, 19th Floor
Toronto ON M7A 2J3

Telephone: 41 6 2'12'5494
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Ministire de la Sant6

Bureau du chef des soins infirmiers
et de la pratique professionnelle et
sous-ministre adjoint

ontario@
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777, rue Bay, 19u

Toronto ON M7A
6tage
2J3

T6l6phone : 416 2'12-5494

MEMORANDUM TO: Registrars and CEOs of Ontario's Health Regulatory Colleges

FROM: Dr. Karima Velji
Chief of Nursing and Professional Practice and

Assistant Deputy Minister

DATE: January 12,2023

RE: Formal launch of the 3rd iteration of the Gollege
Per.formance Measu rement Framework (CPMF)

I am pleased to inform you that we are formally launchinglhe 2022 CPMF reporting cycle

As you know, the CPMF has been designed to strengthen the accountability and oversight of

Ontario's health regulatory Colleges (Colleges) by providing information that is transparent,

consistent, and aligned across all Colleges.

The third iteration of the CPMF was refined based on feedback from Colleges and experts

resulting in the addition of benchmarks and increased use of drop-down menus. Like last

year, Colleges will not be assessed or ranked against each other on the degree to which they

have implemented the CPMF Standards and/or how well they are performing in adhering to

their mandate. Rather, the tool will continue to focus on areas of improvement in the health

regulatory system and identifying commendable practices to improve consistency across

Colleges.

I would like to acknowledge that comments and feedback provided by the CPMF Working

Group have helped to inform the drafting of the Reporting Tool'

As in previous years, please post your 2022 Reporting Tool on your website by March 31,

2023 and share a copy of the report with the ministry once this is done'

1615-02 (O1114',],
7530-4659
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I would like to thank all of you again for your advice and support to date. We look fonrvard to
continuing tlris very irnportarrt work with you over the comlng year.

Sincerely,

dw{

Dr. Karima Velji
Chief of Nursing & Professional Practice; Assistant Deputy Minister
Ministry of Health, Ontario

^ Alli^^^ Ll^^.., ni-^^+^- ll^^l+l^ lAr^-l-r^-^^ l-)^-..1^r^-. n..---:-La n--.- -L r t t rv. nrrrrvrr I tEllly, lJlllitrLvlr I ltialLll vvUll\lulUE l\Eguldtuly \,rvgllilgllt E)lAllulI, lvlt-,|n

Jason Maurier, Manager, Regulatory Oversight and Performance Unit, MOH

't4-075
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College Performance Measurement Framework (CPMF) Reporting Tool

Reporting Year: January 2022 - December 2O22

JANUARY _2023
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lntroduction

The College Performance Measurement Framework (CPMF)

with the aim of answering the question "how well are Colleges executing their mandate which is to act in the public interest?" This information will:

1. StrengthenaccountabilityandoversightofOntario'shedthregulatoryColleges;

2. Help Colleges improve their performance;

Each College will report on seven Domains with the support of sir components, as illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1: CPMF Measurement Domains and Components

Standards
-+ Performance-based activities that a College is expected to achieve and against which a College will be

measured.

Measures -) More specific requirements to demonstrate and enable the assessment of how a College achieves a Standard.

Evidence
-+ Decisions, activities, processes, or the quantifiable results that are being used to demonstrate and assess a

Collqge's achievement of a standard.

-+ Statistical data Colleges report that will provide helpful context about a College's performance related to a

standard.

Measurement
domains

Context
measures

.Planned
improvement
actions

-+ CriticalattributesofanexcellenthealthregulatorinOntariothatshouldbemeasuredforthepurposeofthe
CPMF.

-) lnitiatives a College commits to implement over the next reporting period to improve its performance on one
or mf,re standards, where appropriate.

1

2

3
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CPMF Model

achieve as an excellent regulator.

Figure 1: CPMF Model for Measuring Regulatory Excellence

Organizalional Focus
ApplicanV

Registrant Focus

Results &

lmprovement Regislranl Focus

7 Measurement,
Reporting and
lmprovement

/ The College

continuously
assesses nsks, and
measures,
evaluates, and
improves its
peiormance.

/ The College is
transparent about its
performance and
improvement
activities.

6 Suitability to Practice
College effotts to ensure
that only those individuals
who are qualified, skilled
and competent are
registered, and only those
registrants who remain
competent, safe and
ethical continue to
practice the profession.

The College's policies,

standards of practice, and
practice guidelines are based
on the best available evidence,
reflect cunent besf pracfices,

are aligned with changing
publications and where
appropiate aligned with other

52 Resources
The College's ability to have
the financial and human
,'esources to meet iE statutory
abjects and regulatary

now and in the future

3 System Partner
Extentto which a College works
with other Colleges/ system
paftners, as appropriate, to help

execute its mandate effectively,
efficiently and/or coordinated
manner to ensure it responds to

4 lnformation Management

College effofts to ensure its

confidential information is retained
securely and used appropiately in
administeing regulatory activities,
legislative duties and objects.

'1 Governance
/ College effotts to

ensure Council and
Committees have the
required knowledge
and skills to warrant
good governance.

/ lntegrity in Council
decision making.

/ College efforts in

disclosing how
decrsions are made,
planned to be made,

and adions taken that
are communicated in
ways that are

accessib/e to, timely
and useful for relevant
audiences

5lPage
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Figure 2: CPMF Domains and Standards

Standards

1. Council and statutory committee members have the knowledge, skills, and commitment needed to effectively execute
their fiduciary role and responsibilities pertaining to the mandate of the College.

2. Council decisions are made in the public interest.
3. TheCollegeactstofosterpublictrustthroughtransparencyaboutdecisionsmadeandactionstaken
4. The College is a responsible steward of its (financial and human) resources.

5. The College actively engages with other health regulatory Colleges and system partners to align oversight of the practice
ofthe profess on and support execution of its mandate.

6. The College maintains cooperative and collaborative relationships responds in a timely and effective manner to
cha nging public expectations.

7. lnformation collected by the College is protected from unauthorized disclosure

8. Policies, stancards of practice, and practice guidelines are based in the best available evidence, reflect current best
practices, are aligned with changing public expectations, and where appropriate aligned with other Colleges.

9. The College has processes and procedures in place to assess the competency, safety, and ethics of the people it
registers.

10. The College ensures the continued competence of all active registrants through its Quality Assurance processes, This
includes an assessment of their competency, professionalism, ethical practice, and qualitv of care.

11. The complaints process is accessible and supportive.

12. All complaints, reports, and investigations are prioritized based on public risl! and conducted in a timely manner with
necessary actisns to protect the public.

13. The College ccmplaints process is coordinated and integrated

14. The College mcnitors, reports on, and improves its performance.

Domains

Governance

Resources

System Partner

lnformation Management

Regulatory Policies

Suitability to Practice

Measurement, Reporting and
lmprovement
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The CPMF ReportingTool

Standards.

improvement and the various commitments Colleges have made to improve their performance in serving and protecting the public as per their 2021 CPMF Reports, The focus of the

each other,

The ministry's Summary Report will be posted in English and French and weblinks to the report will be shared with the Colleges once it is published.
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For this reporting cycle, Colleges will be asked to report on:

. Their performance against the CPMF standards and updates on the improvements Colleges committed to undertake in their previous CPMF reports;

. Provide detailed improvement plans where they do not fully meet a benchmarked Evidence.

Completing the CPMF Reporting Tool

interpreted given the unigueness of the profession each College oversees.

and progress made on commitments from previous years.

What has changed in2o22?

referencing College documents.
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Part 1: Measurement Domains

Choose an item.The College fulfills this requirement:

The competency and suitability criteria are public: Choose an item.
lf yes, pleose insert o link ond indicote the Wge number where they con be found; if not, pleose list crfterto.

.eviewing/revising existing policies or procedures, etc.) the C-ollege will be taking, expeded timelines ond ony barriers to implementotion.

Professional members are
eligible to stand for election to
Council only after:

i. meeting pre-defined

competency and suitability
criteria; and

Benchmorked Evidence

a.

M*asuru:
1.1 Where possible, Council Fnd Statutsry Committec rnemheru demonstrate that they have the knowledge, skills, and commitmsrt prhr to becoming a memb€r d

Council or a Statutory Committee.

lrl
Uz
z
IJJ

(,
J
z

o
O

College ResponseRequired Evidenced
o

oz
l*rtt
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Choose an item.

Choose an item

Choose an ite m

The College fulfills this requirement:

Duration of orientation training.

Please briefly describe the format of orientation training (e.g. in-person, online. with facilitator, testing knowledge at the end).

Please insert a link and indicate the page number iftraining topics are public OR list orientation training topics.

'' lh" r-,,., , ', ., ,t',t1toll," t- i'; . 1,t (. 1;l,,JL t lttrt aff la tn!p:(\'/e tl l.tll,r:nq't . J h i't.t .11 r."1 u,11;16 1.r'1,, !i

Ail t.l t!:it; t: tz I n n m{fi lsl0r clnrit(-.rlit n (optio na I ) :

The College fulf lls this requirement:

The competency and suitability criteria are public: Choose an item.

lf yes, pleoe insert o link ond indicate the poge number where they con be found; if not, pleose list criterio.

ii. attending an orientation training
about the College's mandate

and expectations pertaining
to the member's role and
responsibilities.

b. Statutory Committee candidates
have:

i. Met pre-defined
competency and suitability
criteria; and

Benchmorked Evidence
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Choose an item

Choose an item.

rf lhe r esprrr,.se rs "pirtio llv" or "nLs", is thr: CL:llegr plu nring l{) improve its Der/orfirnce o wr i:h{ n!:xt re porti;tg ;:te riad ?

ACcy'il/crrrrl cnnrrr;erits /or c/orrfcoii o n (a pti a na ll :

'eviewing/revising existing policies or procedures, etc.) the College will be toking, expected timelines ond ony borrierc to implementotion.

The College fulfills this requirement:

Duration of each Statutory Committee orientation traininS.

Please briefly describe the format of each orientation training (e.g., in-person, online, with facilitator, testing knowledge at the end).

Please insert a link and indicate the page number iftraining topics are public OR list orientation training topics for Statutory Committee

ii. attended an orientation
training about the mandate

of the Committee and

expectations pertaining to a
member's role and
responsibilities.
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Choose an item.

Choose an item-The College fulf Ils this requirement:

Duration of orientation training.

Please brieffy describe the format of orientation training (e.g., in-person, online, with facilitator, testing knowledge at the end).

Please insert a link and indicate the page number if training topics are public OR list orientation training topics.

t,". e ;l , rrt-tt,.r 
''i.11 

,lt.tt.t-!:r',.:.t!t

c. Prior to attending their first
meeting, public appointments to
Council undertake an orientation
training course provided by the
College about the College's
mandate and expectations
pertaining to the appointee's
role and responsibilities.
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llrrl:r ,rr rft:n.

ihoa-{e ar ii:efi.The College fuifills this requirement:

Please provide the year when Framework was developed OR last updated.

Please insert a link to Framework OR link to Council meeting materials and indicate the page number where the Framework is found and was approved.

Evaluation and assessment results are discussed at public Council meeting: Citt:e iin ilt,l:.

tfyes, please inserto tinkto the lost Council meeting ond indicote the poge numberwhere the most recent evoluotion results have been presented ond discussed.

a. Council has developed and

implemented a framework to
regularly evaluate the
effectiveness of:

i, Council meetings; and

ii. Council.
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Choose an item.

Choose an item.

The College fulfills this requirement:

Has a third party been engaged by the College for evaluation of Council effectiveness? Choose an item

lf yes, how often do they occur?

Please indirate the year of last third-party evaluation.

4idllir-,rtl lctrrr:cnt-r /lr r"llrif(iriior: hplior;ol]

b. The framework includes a third-
party assessment of Council
effectiveness at a minimum every
three years.
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Choose an item

Choose an item.

ArJriifiorrol con;n;e,r;ls /oi clor,f rr:illri loulir.rt;olj.

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to documents outlining how outcome evaluations have informed Council and Committee training

Please insert a link to Council meeting materials and indicate the page number where this information is found OR

Please briefly describe how this has been done for the training provided.gJellhClgsllalclri.ilJeA-t.

and indicate the page numbers.

Ongoing training provided to
Council and Committee members

has been informed by:

i. the outcome of relevant
evaluation(s);

ii. the needs identified by

Council and Committee
members; and/or

c.
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Choose an item.

Choose an item.

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to documents outlining how evolving public expectations have informed Council and Committee training and indicate the page numbers.

Please insert a link to Council meeting materials and indicate the page number where this information is found OR

Please briefly describe how this has been done for the training provided over the last calendar vear.

f fhii resporsc is "portiolly" or "no ", 15 lh9 ao//rec plfttltine ta lnrprovr: iis perJi;rmorrct oyrrr t/re nexf reporting perir:d:)

At.ld it i a no I {:* tiltienisfcr a/oliifolitt n {c pt its nt l} :

iii. evolving public expectations
including risk management
and Diversity, Equity, and
lnclusion.

Further clarification:

Colleges are encouraged to define
public expectations based on input
from the public, their members, and
stakeholders.

Risk management is essential to
effective oversight since internal and
external risk may impact the ability
of Council to fulfill its mandate.
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Chcc:e iln licil

Ciros* ln ii:r:i::

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please provide the year when the Council Code of Conduct and 'Conflict of lnterest' Policy was last evaluated/updated.

Please briefly describe any changes made to the Council Code of Conduct and 'Conflict of Interest Policy' resulting from the last review.

a. The College Council has a Code of

Conduct and 'conflict of Interest'

policy that is:

i. reviewed at least every three
years to ensure it reflects

current legislation, practices,
public expectations, issues,

and emerging initiatives (e.g.,

Diversity, Equity, and
lnclusion); and

Further clarification:

Colleges are best placed to determine
the public expectations, issues and

emerging initiatives based on input
from their members, stakeholders,
and the public. While there wlll be

similarities across Colleges such as

Diversity, Equity, and lnclusion, this is

also an opportunity to reflect
additional issues, expectations, and
emerging initiatives unique to a

College or profession.

N
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Choose an item

Choose an item

Choose an item

The College ful=ills this requirement:

Please insert a link to the Council Code of Conduct and 'Conflict of lnterest' Poliry OR Council meeting materials where the policy is found and was bst discussed

and appro[ed and indicate the page number.

'1.:tt; t,'tl',,;, t.t' .. 1': lr1.it411i 11 !, r;i'n4!;

The College ful'ills this requirement:

Cooling offperiod is enforced through: Choose an item.

Please provide the year that the cooling off period policy was developed OR last evaluated/updated.

Please pro\:ide the length ofthe cooling off period.

How does the College define the cooling off period?

- lnsert a link to policy / document specifying the cooling off period, including circumstances where it is enforced and indicate the page number;

- lnsertalinktoCouncilmeetingwherecoolingoffperiodhasbeendiscussedanddecideduponandindicatethepagenumber;OR

- Where not publicly available, please briefly describe the cooling off policy.

ii. accessible to the public.

b. The College enforces a minimum
time before an individual can be

elected to Council after holding a

position that could create an

actual or perceived conflict of
interest with respect their
Council duties (i.e., cooling off
periods).

Further clarification:
Colleges may provide additional
methods not listed here by which they
meet the evidence.
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Choose an item.

Choose an item

Choose an item.

Please provide the year when conflict of interest the questionnaire was implemented OR last evaluated/updated.

Member(s) note whethertheir questionnaire requires amendments at each Council meeting and whetherthey have any conflicts ofinterest based on Council

agenda items: Choose an item"

Please insert a link to the most recent Council meeting materials that includes the questionnaire and indicate the page number.

l/ thc restonse is "p(rtiolly" ot "no", is th( Calleile plct nn ing to impravp ii:s pett'o rn.enrc rrver the nexi rep arl!nq period ?

Atlrlilianuf comme nts ft:r darifiraticn (aptiailtl)

f fhp €)-po,rse is "ysurtinlly" ar "t)a", is the Cclleqe plcnrsing ta inprcve its perfo:rl?{rnae )vtr tlTt r'exi r€portinq perioa ?

Ad d i t i rs n n I c o rn rn t n t a .f a r (1 a r i l' i t G t i o n ( o p t i o n cr I )

The College fulfills this requirement:c. The College has a conflict-of-
interest questionnaire that all

Council members must complete
annually.

Addills-oallv:

i. the completed
questionnaires are included

as an appendix to each
Council meeting package;

ii. questionnaires include
definitions of conflict of
interesu

iii. questionnaires include
questions based on areas of
risk for conflict of interest
identified by Council that are
specific to the profession

and/or College; and

iv. at the beginning of each
Council meeting, members
must declare any updates to
their responses and any

conflict of interest soecific to
the meetins aqenda.
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Choose an item.

Choose an item
The College fulfills this requirement:

Please briefly describe how the College makes public interest rationale for Council decisions accessible for the public.

Please insert a linkto Council meeting materials that include an example of howthe College references a public interest rationale and indicate the page number

;-1dd/iiorr*/ ron;nretts /r:r clcllir:olrr:r 1f ree'dccf

d. Meeting materials for Council
enable the public to clearly
identifo the public interest
rationale and the evidence
supporting a decision related to
the College's strategic direction
or regulatory processes and
actions (e.g., the minutes include
a link to a publicly available
briefing note).
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Choose an item.

Choose an item.

lf the rcsponsf is "partially" ar "no", is the Cr:llege plonnit;a to inlprove its perf\rillonce avdthe iltvl rcp.)rtinq p(riad?

.At1tiit ionoI corrtrrtents for clorificQtio n (if needed)

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please provide the year that the formal approach was last reviewed.

Please insert a link to the internal and external risks identified by the College OR Council meeting materials where the risks were discussed and integrated into the

College's strategic planning activities and indicate page number.

The College has and regularly
reviews a formal approach to
identify, assess, and manage
internal and external risks. This

approach is integrated into the
College's strategic planning and

operations.

Further clarification:
Formal approach refers to the
documented method or
which a College undertakes to
identify, assess, and manage risk. This

method or process should
be regularly reviewed and

appropriate.

Risk management planning activities
should be tied to strategic objectives

of Council since internal and external
risks may impact the ability of Council

to fulfill its mandate, especially in the
absence of mitigations.

lnternal risks are related to operations
of the College and may impact its

ability to meet its strategic objectives.
EKernal risks are economic, political

and/or natural factors that happen

outside of the organization.
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lhccse a,: ilen'r

Chs0sr sn :lrry)The College fulfills this requirement

Please insert a link to the webpage where Council minutes are posted.

Please insert a link to where the status updates on implementation of Council declsions to date are posted OR where the process for requesting these materials is
posted.

..1_ :r . - i.t ii : -r :i,' .r r1 'r 'ra, t .'.:'1 . 
,

a. Council minutes (once approved)
and status updates on the
implementation of Council
decisions to date are accessible
on the College's website, or a

process for requesting materials
is clearly outlined.

LU(Jz
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Choose an item

Choose an item.

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to the webpage where Executive Committee minutes/meeting information are posted

AdCit iorol commp n t s ja r.l n rili1:]0t io n (o ptio n ( l )

b. The following information about

Executive Committee meetings is

clearly posted on the College's

website (alternatively the College

can post the approved minutes if
it includes the following

information).

i. the meetingdate;

ii. the rationale for the

meeting;

iii. a report on discussions and

decisions when Executive

Committee acts as Council

or discusses/deliberates on

matters or materials that
will be brought forward to or

affect Council; and

iv. if decisions will be ratified by

Council,
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Cliocst n'-r ;icr.

{lh{)0s. a,r il.,rnl

C\**se ;r iirr:r.

The College ful=ills this requirement:

Pleas€ insert a link to where past Council meeting materials can be accessed OB vrrhere the process for requesting these materials is clearly posted

i: :. ,. . . I r. :): i:: : :r,.'..':at:'r' .,r: -: .'. .'

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to the College's Notice of Discipline Hearings.

With respect to Council

meetings:

i. Notice of Council meeting

and relevant materials are
posted at least one week in

advance; and
ii. Council meeting materials

remain accessible on the
College's website for a

minimum of 3 years, or a

process for requesting
materials is clearly outlined.

b. Notice of Discipline Hearings are
posted at least one month in

advance and include a link to
allegations posted on the public

register.
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Choose an item.

Choose an item.

Choose an item

lf ltte resaonse is "piriiaiiy" or "no''. is the Colleqe plonning i:L) inprave it's p€rfa{m(tn.{: avtrtlle n'xt rcportinU peri()t!?

Ad(liti o ! o I co Lil r'terlsfor c/ciifcr:lia n (a ptiu nes I )

lfthe response is "p0rtially" or "ilo", isthe Collegt trtktnninq l:o impro,/€its irer/or/rrrl)cr: overtlte ilext reporting periotl?

Acid i i:io nrsl r:a m rnt n S t'o r ckt rit'ito tia n {a ptia na l)

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to the College's DEI plan.

please insert a link to the Council meeting minutes where DEI was discussed as part of strategic planning and appropriate resources were approved and indicate page

number.

a. The DEI plan is reflected in the
Council's strategic planning

activities and appropriately
resourced within the
organization to support relevant
operational initiatives (e.9., DEI

training for staff).

Measur€:
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Ch0ose an item.

Choose an item

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to the Equity lmpact Assessments conducted by the College and indicate the page number OR please briefly describe how the College conducts
Equity lmpact Assessments.

lfthe Equity lmpact Assessments are not publicly accessible, please provide examples ofthe circumstances (e.g., applied to a policy, program, or process) in which
Equity lmpact Assessments were conducted.

f ihc respr:nse is "p0rtiftllv" or "no", is the Calleqe planninq tc iftprave il:s perfanilftnr ay{ir fl)a nexl rrro rl:inQ perietl?

Ad d it.io nal m tn ril e nts t'or cla riJit:otian (o pticn a l)

b. The College conducts Equity lmpact
Assessments to ensure that
decisions are fair and that a

policy, or program, or process is

not discriminatory.

Further clarification:

Colleges are best placed to determine
how best to report on an Evidence.
There are several Equity lmpact
Assessments from which a College
may draw upon. The ministry
encourages Colleges to use the tool
best suited to its situation based on
the profession, stakeholders, and
patients it serves.
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Choose an item.

Choose an item.

lfthe response is "pcrd.ially" ar "no", is the College nl(inning to improve its perforrnonce overthe neKt reporting periad?

Additional comments lor clarif icntion (optionol)

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to Council meeting materials that include discussions about activities or projects to support the strategic plan A,VD a link to the most recent

approved budget and indicate the page number.

Please briefly describe how resources were allocated to activities/projects in support ofthe strategic plan.

a. The College identifies activities

and/or projects that support its

strategic plan including how

resources have been allocated.

Further clarif ication:

A College's strategic plan and budget

should be designed to complement

and support each other. To that end,

budget allocation should depend on

the activities or programs a College

undertakes or identifies to achieve its

goals. To do this, a College should

have estimated the costs of each

activity or program and the budget

should be allocated accordingly.

Measure:

4.l The College demonskatee re$portsible $teward$hip of its financial and human re$ouree$ in achieving its statutor-y objectlves and rssulatory mandate.
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Choose an item.

Choose an item-The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to the "financial reserve policy'' OR Council meeting materials where financial reserve policy has been discussed and approved and indicate the
page number.

Please insert the most recent date when the "financial reserve policy" has been developed OR reviewed/updated.

Hasthefinancial reservepolicybeenvalidatedbyafinancial auditor? Chooseanitern.

i.idoiirr:nr/ r'r;mrn{*ts fot ri,Jrificai:ion (if retded)

b. The College:

i. has a "financial reserve
policy" that sets out the level
of reserves the College
needs to build and maintain
in order to meet its
legislative requirements in
case there are unexpected
expenses andfor a reduction
in revenue and

ii. possesses the level of
reserve set out in its

"financial reserve poliry".
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The College fulfills this requirement: lChoose an item

. Please insert a link to the College's written operational policies which address staffing complement to address current and future needs.

. Please insert a link to Council meeting materials where the operational policy was last reviewed and indicate the page number.

Note: Colleges are encouraged to add examples of written operational policies that they identify as enabling a sustainable human resource complement to ensure

organizational success.

reviewing/revising existing policies or procedures, etc.) the College will be toking, expeded timelines ond ony barriers to implementotion,

c. Council is accountable for the

success and sustainability of the

organization it governs. This

includes:

i. regularly reviewing and

updating written

operational policies to

ensure that the organization

has the staffing complement

it needs to be successful now

and, in the future (e.g.,

processes and procedures

for succession planning for

Senior Leadership and

ensuring an organizational

culture that attracts and

retains key talent, through

elements such as training

and engagement).

Benchmorked Evidence
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Choose an item.

Choose an item

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to the College's data and technology plan which speaks to improving College processes OR please briefly describe the plan.

A.l.iiiioncl ao/l?rile,ris f.Y.i$r'lflcolrcn /oplion.lli

regularly reviewing and

updating the College's data
and technology plan to
reflect how it adapts its use

of technology to improve
College processes in order to
meet its mandate (e.9.,

digitization of processes

such as registration, updated

cyber security technology,
searchable databases).

il.
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*l I

Standard 5: The College actively engages with other health regulatory colleges and system partners to align oversight of the practice of the profession and support execution

of its mandate,

other system partners to support and strengthen alignment of practice expectations, discipline processes, and quality improvement across all parts of the health system

where the profession practices. ln particular, a College is asked to report on:

. How it hos engoged other heolth regulotory Colleges ond other system portners to strengthen the execution of its oversight mondote ond oligned proctice

expectotions? Pleose provide detoits of initidtives undertaken, how engogement hos shoped the outcome of the poticy/progrom ond identify the specific chonges

implemented ot the College (e.g., joint stondards of proctice, common expectotions in workploce settings, communications, policies, guidonce, website, etc.).

The two standards under this domain are not assessed

based on measures and evidence like other domains, as

there is no 'best practice' regarding the execution of

these two standards.

lnstead, Colleges will report on kev activities,

outcomes, and next steps that have emereed through a

dialosue with the ministrv.

Beyond discussing what Colleges have done, the

dialogue might also identiry other potential areas for

alignment with other Colleges and system partners.
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The intent of Standard 5 is to demonstrate that a College has formed the necessa4r relationships with system partners to ensure that it receives and

:ontributes information about relevant changes to public expectations. This could include both relationships where the College is asked to provide information by

;ystem partners, or where the College proactively seeks information in a timely manner.

c Pleose provide exomples of key successes and ochievements from the reporting yeor where the College engoged with portners, including potients/public to ensure

it con respond to chonging public/societol expectotions (e.9., COVID-79 Pondemic, mental heolth, lobor mobility etc.). Pleose olso describe the moftes thdt were

discussed with eoch ofthese partners ond how the information thot the College obtoined/provided wos used to ensure the College could respond to o public/societol

expectotion.

. ln oddition to the portners it regularly interocts with, the College is osked to include informotion dbout how it identifies relevont system portners, mointoins

relotionships so thot the College is oble occess relevant informotion Irom portners in o timely monner, ond leveroges the informotion obtoined to respond

(specific examples of when ond how a hllege responded is requested in Stondord 7).
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Choose an item

Choose an item.

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to policies and processes OR please briefly describe the respective policies and processes that addresses disclosure and requests for information.

ffhp response /s "paft.ially" or "n0", isth* Callegu planninq to improve its perfaftnonce over thc next repcrlina period?

Additionul canme nts for durificcttion (aptionol)

The College demonstrates
how it:

i. uses policies and
processes to govern the
disclosure of, and
requests for
information;

a.

Meazure:

7.1Ths College demon$ratee how it protedts again$t snd addresses unauthorired disclssure of infofitlation.
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Choose an ,tem.The College fulfills this requirement

Please insert a link to policies and processes OR please briefly describe the respective po icies and processes to add ress clbersecurity and accidental or unauthorized

disclosure of information

eviewing/revising existing policies or procedures, etc.) the College will be toking, expected timelines ond ony borriers to implementotion.

uses cybersecurity
measures to protect

against unauthorized
disclosure of
information; and

uses policies, practices

and processes to address
accidental or
unauthorized disclosure
of information.

Benchmorked Evidence

il.

iii.
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Choose an itern

Please insert a link to document(s) that outline how the College evaluates its policies, standards of practice, and practice guidelines to ensure they are up to date

and relevant to the current practice environment and indicate the page number(s) OR please briefly describe the College's evaluation process (e.g., what

triggers an evaluation, how often are evaluations conducted, what steps are being taken, which stakeholders are being engaged in the evaluation and how are

they involved).

"eviewing/revising existing policies or procedures, etc.) the College will be taking, expected timelines ond ony borriers to implementotion.

The College fulfills this requirement:a. The College regularly evaluates

its policies, standards of
practice, and practice

guidelines to determine

whether they are

appropriate, or require

revisions, or if new direction

or guidance is required based

on the current practice

environment.

Benchmorked Evidence
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Choose an item.The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to document(s) that outline how the College develops or amends its policies, standards of practice, and practice guidelines to ensure they
address the listed components and indicate the page number(s) OR please briefly describe the College's development and amendment process.

'eviewing/revising existing policies or procedures, etc.) the College will be toking, expected timelines ond ony borriers to implementotion.

b. Provide information on how
the College takes into
account the following
components when

developing or amending
policies, standards and
practice guidelines:

i. evidence and data;

ii. the risk posed to patients /
the public;

iii, the current practice

environment;

iv. alignment with other
health regulatory Colleges
(where appropriate, for
example where practice

matters overlap);

v. expectations of the public;

and

vi. stakeholder views and
feedback.

Benchmarked Evidence
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Choose an item

Choose an item.

f the respon-jr is "pa|iio lly" ,)r " na", is the C1llege plo nning to inprr:ve its ;terft: rmo nc e ovsr il1€ il*t repJrtina p{?ttac{ /

Atlditirsnui comntents t'or clarif iciltiun (aptionol)

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please briefly describe how the College reviews its policies, guidelines, standards and Code of Ethics to ensure that they promote Diversity, Equity and lnclusion.

Please highlightsome examples ofpolicies, guidelines, standards orthe Code ofEthics where Diversity, Equity and lnclusion are reflected.

c. The College's policies,
guidelines, standards and

Code of Ethics should
promote Diversity, Equity,

and lnclusion (DEl) so that
these principles and values
are reflected in the care
provided by the registrants of
the College.
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Choose an itemThe College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link that o utlines the po licies or processes in place to ensure the documentation provided by candidates meets registration requirements and indicate
page number OR please briefly describe in a few words the processes and checks that are carried out.

Please insert a link and indicate the page number OR please briefly describe an overview of the process undertaken to review how a College operationalizes its
registration processes to ensure documentation provided by candidates meets registration requirements (e.g., communication with other regulators in other
jurisdictions to secure records of good conduct, confirmation of information from supervisors, educators, etc.).

a. Processes are in place to
ensure that those who meet the

registration requirements receive

a certificate to practice

(e.g., how it operationalizes the

registration of members,

including the review and

validation of submitted

documentation to detect

fraudulent documents,

confirmation of information from

supervisors, etc.)1.

o1U() O
=ti<90+aIF

o./tF
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f
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f
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z
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a

any certificate of registration, including whether an applicant is eligible to be granted an exemption from a particular requirement,
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Choose an item

Choose an item

Choose an item

AC d it i{na I co m ne nts fo r cls rlt'i cdtia n lc ptio nn | )

Please insert a link that outlines the policies or processes in place for identifying best practices to assess whether an

(e.g., how to assess English proficiency, suitability to practice etc.), a link to Council meeting materials where these have been discussed and decided upon and

indicate page numbers OR please briefly describe the process and checks that are carried out.

Please provide the date when the criteria to assess registration requirements was last reviewed and updated.

applicant meets registration requirements

f fle i"cs;:ons+ A "p(ttially" or "ni', islhe Ctsiltgt: plonning te iniprove il:s pet'fcrtnonce r:vertht ne:<i rercrlitl(l otriod?

A<1tl iti o nu i rtt ni qte fi ts fot {: I it rifi catio n (untiona l)

The College fulfills this requirement:b. The College periodically

reviews its criteria and

processes for determining

whether an applicant meets

its registration requirements,

against best practices (e.g.,

how a College determines

language proficiency, how

Colleges detect fraudulent

applications or documents

including applicant use of
third parties, how Colleges

confirm registration status in

other jurisdictions or
professions where relevant

etc.).
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Choo:r ar itrrn

C\llst ;r lirnr

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please briefly describe the currency and competency requirements registrants are required to meet.

Please briefly describe how the College identified currency and competency requirements"

Please provide the date when currency and competency req uirements were last reviewed and updated.

Please briefly describe how the College monitors that registrants meet currency and competency requirements (e.g., self-declaration, audits, random audit etc.)
and how frequently this is done.

c. A risk-based approach is used

to ensure that currency2 and
other competency
requirements are monitored
and regularly validated (e.g.,

procedures are in place to
verify good character,
continuing education,
practice hours requirements
etc.).

assessed as part of registration processes are included (e.9., during renewal of a certificate of registration, or at any other time).
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Choose an item.

Choose an item

lf the response is "portiolly" or "no", ts the College planning ta intprave its performsnce overthe nexl reporting period?

Atldition(11 comments far clarificatian (if needed)

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to the most recent assessment report by the OFC OR please provide a summary of outcome assessment report.

Where an action plan was issued, is it: Choose an item.

a. The College addressed all

recommendations, actions

for improvement and next

steps from its most recent

Audit by the Office of the

Fairness Commissioner (OFC).

and fair.

Meosure;
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|ircsc ;r r-. :ie *.

(irOcss an;teilThe College fulfllls this requirement:

Please briefly describe a recent example of how the College has assisted its registrants in the uptake of a new or amended standard

- Name ofStandard

- Duration of period that support was provided

- Activities undertaken to support registrants

- % of registrants reached/participated by each activity

- Evaluation conducted on effectiveness of support provided

DoestheCollegealwaysprovidethislevelofsupport: ahrise tr.t$ttt
lf not, please provide a brief explonotion:

Provide examples of how the
College assists registrants in

implementing required

changes to standards of
practice or practice guidelines

(beyond

communicating the existence
of new standard, FAQs, or
supporting documents).

Fu rther clarif ication:

Colleges are encouraged to
support registrants when
implementing changes to
standards of practice or
guidelines. Such activities could
include carrying out a follow-up
survey on how registrants are
adopting updated standards of
practice and addressing
identifiable gaps.

a.
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Choose an item.

Choose an item

ifth e respr:nse is "ptnially" or "no", isthe Callege plonning tL) imprave its pet(;rnmnce averthe nexl reporting ptriad?

l\d d it i a n n I co n m e n t s fo r rl 0 rif i ca t i ct n (cpt ia n o I i

The College fulfills this requirement;

Please l'tst the College's priority areas offocus for QA assessment and.briefly describe how they have been identified OR please insert a link to the website where

this information can be found and indicate the page number.

ls the process taken above for identirying priority areas codified in a policy: Choose an item

If yes, pleose insert linkto the Wlicy.

a. The College has processes

and policies in place

outlininS:

i. how areas of practice that
are evaluated in QA
assessments are identified
in order to ensure the
most impact on the quality

of a registrant's practice;

Mggzure;
1O.l tho administers the assessment co of lts QA Frogrsm in a manner that is aligred with teuch

https://www.professionalstandards.org.uk/publications/right-touch-regulation).
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lhoose an item

Choose an item.

The College fulfills this requirement: os€ an item.

Please insert a link to document(s) outlining details of right touch approach and evidence used (e.g., data, literature, expert panel) to inform assessment approach
and indicate page numbe(s).

OR please briefly describe right touch approach and evidence used.

Please provide the year the right touch approach was implemented OR when it was evaluated/updated (if applicable).

lf evoluoted/updoted, did the college engoge the following stokeholders in the evoluotion:

- Public Choose an item.

- Employers Choose an item.

- Registronts Choose an item.
- otherstakeholders Choose an item"

Addiiror;r/ ccn;r;,:r ls.lor r lcnfr:cllcr, {i:pi roroli

The College fulfills this requirement an item.

Please insert a link to the document that outlines criteria to inform remediation activities and indicate page number OR list criteria.

ii. details of how the College

uses a right touch,
evidence informed
approach to determine
which registrants will
undergo an assessment
activity (and which type of
multiple assessment

activities); and

iii. criteria that will inform the
remediation activities a

registrant must undergo
based on the OA
assessment, where
necessary.
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Ci:r:lsg;;rt iitrr:

a' Ct:{"\'trl il'iiitt.

The College fulfills this requirement

Please insert a link to the College's process for monitoring whether registrant's complete remediation activities OR please briefly describe the process.

Please insert a link to the College's process for determining whether a registrant has demonstrated the knowledge, skills and judgement following remediation

OR please briefly describe the process.

a. The College tracks the results
of remediation activities a

registrant is directed to
undertake as part of any
College committee and

assesses whether the
registrant subsequently
demonstrates the required

knowledge, skill and
judgement while practicing.
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aho.se ir ite*:

lhar:+ ar rien.

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a li nk to the Col lege's website that clea rly descri bes the Col I ege's complai nt:; p rocess i nclud ing, options to resolve a co mplaint, the potential outcomes

associated with the respective options and supports available to the complainant.

Please insert a link to the polices/procedures for ensuring all relevant information is received during intake OR please briefly describe the policies and procedures

if the documents are not publicly accessible.

The different stages of the

complaints process and all

relevant supports available to

complainants are:

i. supported by formal
policies and procedures

to ensure all relevant

information is received

during intake at each

stage, including next

steps for follow up;

ii. clearly communicated

directly to complainants

who are engaged in the

complaints process,

including what a

complainant can expect

at each stage and the

supports available to

them (e.9., funding for
sexual abuse therapy);

and;

a.
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Choose an item

Choose an item

Choose an item

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please provide details of how the College evaluates whether the information provided to complainants is clear and useful.

f the response is "portiolly" or "no", describe the College's plan to fully implement this meosure. Outline the steps (i.e., drofing policies, consufing stdkeholde$, or
eviewing/revising existing policies or procedures, etc.) the College will be toking, expected timelines ond ony boniers to implementotion.

The College fulfills this requirement

Please insert rate (see Comoanion Document: Technical Specifications for Quantitative CPMF Measures).

Ad d iti Ls n a ! rc nt m c n t.; Io r c l o ri l i r ut i a n (t:t pi l t: n a l )

iii. evaluated by the ColleBe to
ensure the information
provided to
complainants is clear and
useful.

Benchmorked Evidence

b. The College responds to 90% of
inquiries from the public

within 5 business days, with

follow-up timelines as

necessary.
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llc;se arr iini;':

Chca!r ilr lie fi.

Clacsc ar :irl11

lnlcsr.lr lie r:.

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please list supports available for the public during the complaints process.

Please briefly describe at what points during the complaints process that complainants are made aware of supports available.

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a Iink to document(s) outlining how complainants can contact the College during the complaints process and indlcate the page numbe(s) OR please

provide a brief description.

Please insert a link to document(s) outlining how complainants are supported to participate in the complaints process and indicate the page number(s) oR please
provide a brief description.

c. Demonstrate how the College
supports the public during

the complaints process to
ensure that the process is

inclusive and transparent
(e.9., translation services are
available, use of technology,
access outside regular

business hours, transparency
in decision-making to make

sure the public understand
how the College makes
decisions that affect them
etc.).

a. Provide details about how the
College ensures that all parties

are regularly updated on the
progress of their complaint or
discipline case, including how
complainants can contact the
College for information (e.g.,

availability and accessibility to
relevant information,
translation services etc.).
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Choose an item,

Choose an itemThe College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to guidance document and indicate the page number OR please briefly describe the framework and how it is being applied

Please provide the year when it was implemented OR evaluated/updated (if applicable).

U the response is "ptrrticllv" or "na", is the C()llege pl0nning to itjlprave its performance o'rer the next reparl.ing periotl?

Additicnal comfienls t'or clarif ication {optional)

Add tl i o tte I (t til t1e t tl s ftsr t lo r iJlr at io rr ( opt iona I )

a. The College has accessible, up-

to-date, documented
guidance setting out the
framework for assessing risk
and acting on complaints,
including the prioritization of
investitations, complaints,
and reports (e.9., risk matrix,
decision matrix/tree, triage
protocol).

LJJ
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Ci:cnse an ite n

Chcax i:ir ;te n.The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to the policy and indicate page number OR please briefly describe the policy.

Please provide an overview ofwhom the College has shared information with overthe pastyearand the purpose ofsharingthat information (i.e., general sectors

ofsystem partner, such as'hospital', or'long-term care home').

a. The College's policy outlining
consistent criteria for
disclosure and examples of
the general circumstances
and type of information that
has been shared between the
College and other relevant
system partners, within the
legal framework, about
concerns with individuals and
any results.
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Ciicos* ;n itrct

ihOose ln ilellr.The College fulfills this requirement

Please insert a link to a document that list College's KPls with an explanation for why these KPls have been selected (including what the results the respective

KPls tells, and how it relates to the College meeting its strategic objectives and is therefore relevant to track), a link to Council meeting materlals where this

information is included and indicate page number OR list KPls and rationale for selection.

Outline the College's KPls,

including a clear rationale for
why each is important.
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Choose an item.

Choose an item,

Addrljcrr;ol r:orrrrri tnls for <:lrtri!itathn /rl nesc;r:rjj

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to Council meeting materials where the College reported to Council on its progress against stated strategic objectives, regulatory outcomes

and risks that may impact the College's ability to meet its objectives and the corresponding meeting minutes and indicate the page number.

AdrJlll<;nol r:r:lrlr:,,r ls li:r c/orpcctir:n fil ne cor:dl

b. The College regularly reports to
Council on its performance and

risk review against:

i. stated strategic objectives

(i.e., the objectives set out
in a College's strategic
plan);

ii. regulatory outcomes (i.e.,

operational

indicators/targets with

reference to the goals we

are expected to achieve

under the RHPA); and

iii. its risk management

approach.
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Choose an item.

Choose an item.

Choose an item.The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to the College's dashboard or relevant section of the College's website.

i tlditio nu i t c rnt ncrri"l lbr i:/or'ficrlr on {il nr.:r:ded)

The College fulfills this requirement:

Please insert a link to Council meeting materials where the Council used performance and risk review findings to identify where the College needs to implement

improvement activities and indicate the page number.

.eviewing/revising existing policies or procedures, etc.) the College will be toking, expected timelines ond ony bqftiers to implementotion.

Performance results related to a

College's strategic objectives
and regulatory outcomes are
made public on the College's
website.

a. Council uses performance and
risk review findings to identify
where improvement activities
are needed.

Benchmarked Evidence
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Part 2z Context Measures

recommended manner (e.9., due to differences in definitions), a College can report the information in a manner that is conducive to its data infrastructure and availability.

future.

order to understand how the information provided was calculated.

The ministry has also included hyperlinks of the definitions to a glossary of terms for easier navigation.
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Table 1- Context Measure 1

In

Whot does this informotion tell us? Quolity ossuronce (QA) ond Quality
lmprovement (Ql) ore critical components in ensuring thot professionals provide

core tho: is sofe, effective, potient-centred and ethicol. ln oddition, heolth care
professianols foce o number of ongoing chonges that might impoct how they
practice (e.9., chonging roles ond responsibilities, changing public expectations,

legislotivz chonges).

The information provided here illustrotes the diversity of QA octivities the College

undertock in dssessing the competency of its registrants and the QA ond Ql
octivities its registrdnts undertook to mointoin competency in CY 2022. The diversity

of QA/QI octivities ond ossessments is reflective of a College's risk-bosed opprooch
in executing its QA program, whereby the frequency of assessment dnd octivities to

mointoin competency ore informed by the risk of o registront not acting

competently. Detoils of how the College determined the opproprioteness of its
assessment component of its QA program are described or referenced by the
College in Meosure 10.2(o) of Standord 10.

#

Context Measure (CM)

CM 1. Type and distribution of QA/QI activities and assessments used in CY 2022*

Type of QA/QI activity or assessment:

<lnsert QA activity or ossessment>

<lnsert QA octivity or dssessment>

<lnsert QA dctivity or ossessment>

<lnsert QA octivity or ossessment>

<lnsert QA octivity or dssessment>

<lnsert QA octivity or dssessment>

<lnsert QA activity or ossessment>

<lnsert QA octivity or dssessment>

<lnsert QA activity or assessment>

<lnsert QA activity or dssessment>

L

ii.

iii.

vii.

viii.

ix.

X.

Statistica I data collected in accorda nce with the recommend ed method or the College's own method: Chcose a n ite rn

lf a College method is used, pleose specify the rationole for its use:

DOMAIN 6: SUITABILITY TO PRACTICE

STANDARD 10
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Additional comments for clarificotion (if needed)

* Registronts may be undergoing multipk A octivities over the course ofthe reporting period. While future iterations ofthe CPMF

moy evolve to copture the different permutotions of pathways registrdnts moy undergo os port of o College's QA Program, the
requested stotisticol informotion recognizes the current limitotions in doto availobility todoy and is therefore limited to type ond
distribution of QA/QI octivities or assessments used in the reporting period.

NR
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Table 2 - Context Measures 2 and 3

I

What does this information tell us? lf d registront's knowledge, skills,

and judgement to practice sofely, effectively, ond ethicolly hove been

ossessed or reossessed and found to be unsotisfoctory or o registrdnt
is non-complidnt with o College's QA Progrom, the College moy refer
them to the College's QA Committee.

The informdtion provided here shows how many registrdnts who

underwent on octivity or ossessment os part ofthe QA progrom where

the QA Committee deemed thot their proctice is unsotisfoctory ond as

a result have been directed to porticipdte in specified continuing

educdtion or remediotion progrom os of the stdrt of CY 2022,

understonding that some coses moy corry over.

#

Context Measure (CMl

CM 2. Total number of registrants who participated in the QA Program CY 2022

CM 3, Rate of registrants who were referred to the QA Committee as part of the Cl,A

Program where the QA Committee directed the registrant to undertake remediation in

cY 2022.

NR

Additianal comments for clorificdtion (if needed)

Statistica I data collected in accordance with the recom mend:d method or the College own method: Choose a n ilen"t

lf o College method is used, pleose specify the rdtionole for its use:

DOMAIN 6: SUITABILITY TO PRACTICE

STANDARD 10
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Table 3 - Context Measure 4

Whot does this informotion tell us? This informotion provides insight into the
outcome of the College's remedial activities directed by the M Committee dnd mdy
help o College evaluate the effectiveness of its "QA remediotion octivities". Without
additionol context no conclusions con be drown on how successful the QA

remediotion qctivities ore, os mony factors may influence the practice ond
beh aviou r re g i :;tro nts ( conti n u e to ) disp I ay.

#

Statistical data collected in accordance with the recommended method orthe College's own method: Choosr an :tenl

lf o College method is used, pleose specily the rotionole for its use:

context Measure {cM}

CM 4. Outco me of remed ial activities as at the end of CY 2O22:**

l. Registrants who demonstrated required knowledge, skills, and judgement following remediation*

ll. Registrants still undertaking remediation (i.e., remediation in progress)

NR
* This numfur moy include registronts who were directed to undertake remediotion in the previous yeor and completed reossessment in CY 2022.
**This meosure may include ony outcomes from the previous yeor thot were corried over into CY 2022.

Additional comments far clorification (if needed)

DOMAIN 6: SUITABILITY TO PRACTICE

STANDARD 10
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Table 4 - Context Measure 5

What does this informotion tell us? This informotion

facilitotes tronsparency to the public, registronts ond the
ministry regording the most prevolent themes identified in

formol complaints received ond Registrdr's lnvestigotions

undertaken by o College.

tov/"

%

Registrar lnvestigations
initiated

#o/o

LO0PA

Formal Complaints
received

s

Total number of formal complaints and Registra/s lnvestigations**

;tatistical dataiscollectedinaccordancewiththerecommendedmethodortheCollege'sownmethod: Cliocscenitel"lr
lf o College method is used, pleose specify the rotionole for its use:

Context Measure (Clvl)

CM 5. Distribution of formal complaints and Registrar's lnvestigations bytheme inCY 2O22

Themes

t.

il.

ilt.

tv.

vt.

vil.

vilt.

tx.

X.

xt.

Advertising

Billing and Fees

Communication

Competence / Patient Care

lntent to Mislead includlng Fraud

Professional Conduct & Behaviour

Record keeping

Sexual Abuse

Harassment / Boundary Violations

Unauthorized Practice

Qther <pleose specit'y>

DOMAIN 6: SUITABILITY TO PRACTICE

STANDARD 12
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Additiondl comments for clarification (if needed)

Formal Comolaints
NR

Resistra/s lnvestieation

**The requested statistical informotion (number ond distribution by theme) recognizes thot formal complaints ond Registro/s Investigdtions moy
include allegotions thot fdll under multiple themes identified obove, therefore when odded together the numbers set out per theme moy not equol

the total number of formol comoloints or Reoistra/s lnvestiaotions.
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Table 5 - Context Measures 5, 7, 8 and 9

Whot does this informotion tell us? The informotion helps the
public better understond how formol complaints filed with the

College and Registror's lnvestigotions ore disposed of or
resolved. Furthermore, it provides tronsporency on key sources

of concern thot ore being brought forword to the College's

lnquiries, Comploints and Reports Committee.

#

Statistical data collected in accordance with the recommended method orthe College's own method: Chccse an ite m.

lf a College method is used, pleose specify the rotionole for its use:

Conten Measure {CM)

CM 5. Total number of formal complaints that were brought forward to the ICRC in CY 2022

CM 7. Total number of ICRC matters brought forward as a result of a Registra/s lnvestigation in CY 2022

CM8. Total number of requests or notifications for appointment ofan investigatorthrough a Registrar's

lnvestigation brought forward to the ICRC that were approved in CY 2022

CM 9. Ofthe formal complaints and Registrar's lnvestigatbns received in CY 2022**

Formal complaints that proceeded to Alternative D'rpute Resolution (ADR)

Formal complaints that were resolved through ADR

Formal complaints that were disposed of by ICRC

Formal complaints that proceeded to ICRC and are still pending

Formal complaints withdrawn by Registrar at the request of a complainant

Formal complaints that are disposed of by the ICRC as frivolous and vexatious

il"

ilt.

lv.

vt.

DOMAIN 6: SUITABILITY TO PRACTICE

STANDARD 12
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ADR

Disoosal

Formal Comolaints
Formal Comolaints withd rawn bv Resistrar at the reouest of a comolainant
NR

Reqistrar's lnvestiqation

# Moy relate to Registro/s lnvestigotions thot were broughtto the ICRC in the previous yeor.

disposes of as frivolous ond vexdtious and o referrol to the Discipline Committee will olso be counted in totol number of compldints disposed of by the ICRC.

Additionol comments for clorification (if needed)

vil. Formal complaints and Registra/s lnvestigations that are disposed of by the ICRC as a referral to the

Discipline Committee
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Table 6 - Context Measure 10

Advertising

Billing and Fees

Communication

Competence / Patient Care

lntent to Mislead lncluding Fraud

Professional Conduct & Behaviour

Record Keeping

Sexual Abuse

Harassment / Boundary Violations

t.

il.

il1.

tv.

vt.

vil.

vilt.

tx.

Takes any other action it
considers appropriate that is

not inconsistent with its
governing legislation,
regulations, or by-laws.

Refers specified

allegations to the

Discipline

Committee

Agrees to
undertaking

Orders a specified

continuing education or

remediation program

lssues a

caution (oral

or written)

Proves advice or
recommendations

action
Take no

# of ICRC Decislons++

Statistical data collected in accordance with the recommended method orthe College's own method: C[ccs* an ;t*rn.

lf o College method is used, pleose specify the rdtionole for its use:

context Measure (cMl

CM 10. Total number of ICRC decisions in 2022

Distribution of ICRC decisions by theme in 2022*

Nature of Decision

DOMAIN 6: SUITABILITY TO PRACTICE

STANDARD 12
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X,

XI,

Unauthorized Practice

Other <pleose specify>

or Registrar investigation ond could focilitote a diologue with the public obout the approprioteness of on outcome related to o porticulor formal comploint.

Additionol comments for clorificotion (if needed)

obove, therefore when odded together the numbers set out per theme may not equol the total number of formol comploints or registrd/s investigotions, or decisions.

NB
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Table 7 - Context Measure 11

f*

Whot does this informotion tell us? This informdtion illustrotes the moximum length of time in which 9 out of 10 formol
compldints or Registrar's investigotions ore being disposed by the College.

The informotion enhances tronsporency about the timeliness with which o College disposes of formol comploints or
Registrdr's investigotions. As such, the informotim provides the public, ministry, ond other stakeholders with information
regording the approximote timelines they can eqect Jor the disposal of a formal compldint filed with, or Registror's

investigotion undertoken by, the College,

Days

Disposal

Addition0l camments for clorifimtion (if needed)

Statistical data collected in accordance with the recommended method orthe College own method: Chcoso s'1 itorn

lf College method is used, pleose specify the rotionole for its use:

Context Measure (CMl

CM 11. gOth Percentile disposal of:

L A formal complaint in working days inCY 2OZZ

ll. A Registra/s investigation in working days in CY 2022

DOMAIN 6: SUITABILITY TO PRACTICE

STANDARD 12
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Table 8 - Context Measure 12

It

What does this informotion tell us? This informotion illustrotes the moximum length of time in which 9

out of 1-0 uncontested discipline keorings ond 9 out of 10 contested discipline heorings are being

disposed.

The informotion enhances transporency obout the timeliness with which a discipline heoring

undertaken by a College is concluded. As such, the informotion provides the public, ministry, and other
stokeholders with informotion regarding the approximote timelines they can expect for the resolution

of o discipline proceedinq undertoken by the Colleqe.

Days

Statistical data collected in accorda nce with the reco mmended method or the College's own method: Chcl:e il n ite n,1.

lf o College method is used, pleose specify the rdtiondle fot its use:

ContextMeasure (CM)

CM 12. 90th Percentile disposal of:

l. An uncontested discipline hearing in working days in CY 2022

ll. A contested discipline hearing in working daysin CY 2022

Disoosal
Uncontested Discipline Hearins
Contested Discioline Hearins

Additianal comments t'or clarification (if needed)

DOMAIN 6: SUITABILITY TO PRACTICE

STANDARD 12
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Table 9 - Context Measure 13

Whot does this informdtion tell us? This informotion facilitates tronsporency to the public, registronts

dnd the ministry regarding the most prevolent discipline findings where o formal comploint or
Registror's lnvestigotion is.eferred to the Discipline Committee by the ICRC.

#

Conte)c Measur€ (CMl

CM 13. Distribution of Discipline finding by type*

Type

l. Sexual abuse

ll. lncompetence

lll. Fail to maintain Standard

lV. lmproper use of a controlled act

V. Conduct unbecoming

Vl. Dishonourable,disgraceful, unprofessional

Vll. Offence conviction

Vlll. Contravenecertificaterestrictions

lX. Findingsinanotherjurisdiction

X. Breach oforders and/or undertaking

Xl. Falsifying records

Xll. False or misleading document

Xlll. ContravenerelevantActs

Statistical data collected in accordance with the recommended method orthe College's own method: Choose en iterr

lf College method is used, pleose specify the rotionole for its use:

DOMAIN 6: SUITABILITY TO PRACTICE

STANDARD 12
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number of discipline coses.

A'R

Additianal comments for clorificotion (if needed)
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Table 10 - Context Measure 14

What does this informotion tell us? This informdtion will help strengthen tronsporency on the type of
actions tdken to protect the public through decisions rendered by the Discipline Committee. lt is importont
to note thot no conclusions can be drown on the opproprioteness of the discipline decisions without
knowing intimote detoils of eoch case including the rotionale behind the decision.

#

lV. Reprimand

V. Undertaking

not equol the total number of discipline coses.

Revocation
Suspension

Terms, Conditions and Limitations
ReDrimand

Undertaki ns
NR

Additianal comments for clorificqtion {if needed)

Statistical data collected in accordance with the recommended method orthe College own method: Chcose an ilem

lf o College method is used, pleose specifu the rotionole for its use:

Context Measur€ (CM)

CM 14. Distribution of Discipline orders by type*

Type

l. Revocation

ll. Suspension

lll. Terms, Conditions and Limitations on a Certificate of Registration

DOMAIN 6: SUITABILITY TO PRACTICE

STANDARD 12
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Glossary

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR): Means mediation, conciliation, negotiation, or any other means of facilitating the resolution of issues in dispute.

Return toi_Iab!e.5

Contested Discipline Hearing: ln a contested hearing, the College and registrant disagree on some or all of the allegations, penalty and/or costs.

Return to: Iablgg

both liability and penalty decisions, where relevant).

Return to: Table 5, Table 7, Table 8

complaint inquiries and other interactions with the College that do not result in a formally submitted complaint.

Return to: Table 4, Table 5

request of the complainant, where the Registrar believed that the withdrawal was in the public interest.

Return to: Eblgs

NR: Non-reportable: Results are not shown due to < 5 cases (for both # and %). This may include 0 reported cases.

Return to:TaulgL Table 2. Table 3, Table 4, Table 5. Table 6. Table 9. Table 10

must inform the ICRC of the appointment within five days.

T0lFage
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Return to: Table 4, Table 5

certificate which terminates the registrant's registration with the College and therefore their ability to practice the profession.

Return to: Table 10

Suspension: A suspension of a registrant's Certificate of Registration occurs for a set period of time during which the registrant is not permitted to:

. Hold themselves out as a person qualified to practice the profession in Ontario, including using restricted titles (e.g., doctor, nurse),

. Practice the profession in Ontario, or

. Perform controlled acts restricted to the profession underthe Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991.

Return to: Iablglq

Reprimand: A reprimand is where a registrant is required to attend publicly before a discipline panel of the College to hear the concerns that the panel has with their practice.

Return to: Table 10

website.

Return to: Eblglq

College and the respondent may make a joint submission on penalty and costs or the College may make submissions which are uncontested by the Respondent.

Return to:Iab!C..rg

Undertaking: ls a written promise from a registrant that they will carry out certain activities or meet specified conditions requested by the College committee.

Return to:14[!glQ
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lntroduction 523

This document serves as a companion document to the College Performance Measurement

Framework (CPMF) Reporting Tool. lt is designed to provide Ontario's health regulatory
Colleges (Colleges) with recommended methods for calculating the quantitative measures that
form part of the CPMF.

Data may not be readily available for each College to calculate the quantitative measures in the
recommended manner (e.g., due to differences in definitions). Where this is the case, a College

can report the information in a manner that is consistent with their data infrastructure and

availability.

lf a College does use a different method, for transparency purposes it should:

. lndicate in the CPMF Reporting Tool that it is using its own method so that the ministry
can understand how the College calculated the information provided.

o Provide a brief rationale for why it is using its own method.
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Table 1: The College responds to 90% of inquiries from the

public within 5 business days, with follow-up timelines as

necessary.

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard l-2: The complaints process is accessible and

supportive.

524

5

Description

lndicates whether the College provides an individualized response to 90%

of inquiries from the public within 5 business days and provides timelines

for follow up where necessary.

Calculation

Method
N u merator/Denominator

Numerator
Number of responses provided to the initial public inquiry (including

expected timeline for follow-up) within 5 business days.

Denominator
All inquiries from the public related to the College's complaints process

received within the reporting period.

Exclusions

r lnquiries from anyone other than the "public" as defined below.

o lnquires not related to the complaints process.

o Calls to file a complaint or lnquiries about a complaint that has been

filed with the College.

Reporting period January t, 2122to December 3L, 2022

Data source Local data collection by the College

Public

lnquirv

Response

Method of Receipt

Definitions

Measure 12.1,

Evidence b

The €ollege responds 6 9A% of inquiries from the public within 5

business days, with follow-up timelines as necessary.

Ontario Ministry of Health - FOR GUIDANCE PURPOSES
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Table 2: Context Measure - the type and distribution of aA/qt
activities or assessments used in CY 2022r

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard LL: The College ensures the continued competence

of all active registrants through its Quality Assurance processes. This includes an assessment of
their competency, professionalism, ethical practice, and quality of care.

Registrants may be undergoing multiple QA activities over the course of the reporting period. While future
iterations of the CPMF may evolve to capture the different permutations of pathways registrants may undergo
as part of a College's Qfl Program, the requested contextual information recognizes the current limitations in
data availability today and is therefore limited to type and distribution of QA/QI activities or assessments used
in the reporting period.

525

5

Description

The type of QA and Ql activities and assessments that the College uses to

assess a registrant's ongoing competence and support registrants in

maintaining competence, and the distribution of the activities and

assessments used (e.g., CPD portfolio review/audit, practice site

visit/inspection, patient chart audit/chart-simulated recall, examination,

multi-source feedback/360-degree reviews, clinical simulation or objective

structured clinical examination, direct observation in practice, etc.).

Ca lculation

Method

This Measure captures two separate calculations:

1. Distribution of aA/al activities or assessments

i. Report the distinct types of activities or assessments used by the

College.

ii. Calculate the number activities or assessments undertaken across

each type of activity or assessment.

Note:

- Where the number in a given type of aA/al activity or assessment is

between 1 and 5, report in CPMF Reporting Tool as "NR"

- Where no registrant underwent a particular type of QA/QI activity or

assessment, report in CPMF Reporting Tool as "0".

Context
Measure #1

Type and distribution of QA/QI activities and assessments used in CY2022

Ontario Ministry of Health - FOR GUIDANCE PURPOSES
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526

Exclusions

Remedial activities required of registrants outside of the College's Qfl
program (e.g., remediation ordered by a Panel of the ICRC).

QA and Ql activities undertaken by inactive or non-practising

registra nts.

All QA activities or assessments undertaken by active registrants of a

College outside of the QA Program.

a

a

a

lnclusion

All QA activities or assessments undertaken by active registrants of a

College as part of the QA Program.

All Ql activities or assessment undertaken by active registrants of a

College.

a

a

Reporting period January t, 2022 to December 31,, 2022

Data source Local data collection by the College

Definitions
QA activiW and assessment

Ql activiW and assessment

lnactive or non-practicing registrants

Context
Measure #1

Type and distribution of QA/QI activities and assessments used in CY2022

7Ontario Ministry of Health - FOR GUIDANCE PURPOSES
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Table 3: Context Measure - the total number of registrants who

participated in QA Program in CY 2022 527

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 11: The College ensures the continued competence of

all active registrants through its Quality Assurance processes. This includes an assessment of
their competency, professionalism, ethical practice, and quality of care

8

Description
The total number of registrants that participated in an activity or

assessment as part of the Quality Assurance Program.

Ca lculation

Method

The total number of registrants that underwent at least one activity or

assessment as part of the QA Program within the reporting period.

Exclusions

All inactive or non-practicing registrants who underwent QA activities

or assessment.

All Ql activities or assessment undertaken by active registrants of a

College.

All QA activities or assessments undertaken by active registrants of a

College outside of the of the QA Program.

a

a

a

lnclusion
Registrants who initiated a QA activity or assessment within the

reporting period.

a

January 1,, 2022 to December 31,, 2022Reporting period

Data source Local data collection by the College

Definitions

QA activitv and assessment

Ql activiW and assessment

lnactive or non-practicing registra nts

Context

Measure #2
Total number of registrants who participated in the QA Program in CY 2022

Ontario Ministry of Health - FOR GUIDANCE PURPOSES
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Table 4: Context Measure - the rate of registrants who were

referred to the QA Committee as part of the QA Program in CY

2022 where the QA Committee directed the registrant to

undertake remediation

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 1l-: The College ensures the continued competence

of all active registrants through its Quality Assurance processes. This includes an assessment of

their competency, professionalism, ethical practice, and quality of care

528

9

Description

The proportion of registrants that undertook a QA activity or assessment as

part of the QA Program and were directed by the QA Committee to

undertake remediation.

Calculation

Method

Where the number of registrants referred to the QA Committee is

between l and 5, report in CPMF Reporting Tool as "NR" for both the

number reported and%.

Where no referrals have been made to the QA Committee as part of the

QA Program, report in CPMF Reporting Tool as "0".

N u m erator/De nom i nator

Number of registrants who undertook an activity or assessment as part of

the QA Program and were required to undertake remediation at the

direction of the QA Committee in CY2022 (including number carried over

from previous year).

Numerator

Total number of registrants who undertook an activity or assessment as part

of the QA Program in CY2O22 (including number carried over from previous

yea r).
Denominator

Exclusions

All inactive or non-practicing registrants who undertook QA activities or

assessment.

Remediation ordered by any other Committee of the College.

a

a

Context

Measure #3

Rate of registrants who were referred to the QA Committee as part of the

QA Program in CY 2Q22 where the QA Committee directed the registrant to

undertake remediation.

Ontario Ministry of Health - FOR GUIDANCE PURPOSES



lnclusion

All active registrants who undertook a QA activity or assessment as part

of the Qff Program (Note: may include registrants who are were directed

to undertake remediation in the previous year).

a

Reporting

period
January I, 2022 to December 31,, 2022

Data source Local data collection by the College

Definitions lnactive or non-practicing registrants

Remediation activiW or assessment

Context

Measure #3

Rate of registrants who were referred to the QA Committee as part of the

QA Program in CY 2022 where the QA Committee directed the registrant to
u ndertake remediation.

529 January 2023
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Table 5: Context Measure - the rate of registrants who were

directed to undertake remediation by the QA Committee that

demonstrated required knowledge, skills, and judgment 530
following remediation

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 11: The College ensures the continued competence

of all active registrants through its Quality Assurance processes. This includes an assessment of

their competency, professionalism, ethical practice, and quality of care

Description

The proportion of registrants that, following remediation directed by the

QA Committee, subsequently demonstrate the required knowledge, skills

and judgment the remediation was intended to address.

Calculation

Method

N u merator/De nom inator:

Where the number of registrants that, following remediation directed

by the QA Committee, subsequently demonstrate the required

knowledge, skills and judgment the remediation is between L and 5,

report in CPMF Reporting Tool as "NR" for both the number reported

and %o.

Where no registrants demonstrated the required knowledge, skill and

judgment following remediation, report in CPMF Reporting Tool as "0"

Numerator

Total number of registrants that were referred to the QA Committee as

part of the QA Program in CY 2022 (including number carried over from

previous year), where the QA Committee directed the registrant to

undergo a remediation activity and who subsequently demonstrated the

required knowledge, skills and judgment following the remediation activity

Total number of registrants who were referred to the QA Committee as

part of the QA Program in CY 2022 (including number carried over from

previous year) where the QA Committee directed the registrant to undergo

a remediation activity as part of the QA Program (see Context Measure #3

numerator - these numbers should align).

Denominator

Context

Measure #4(i)

Rate of registrants who demonstrated required knowledge, skills, and

judgment following remediation.

Ontario Ministry of Health - FOR GUIDANCE PURPOSES L1.



Exclusions

All inactive nr non-practicing registrants who rrnderwent OA activities

or assessment.

Any remediation activity that the College cannot verify whether upon

completion the registrant demonstrated the required knowledge, skills

or judgment or where the College cannot/does not have an auditing

p rocess.

Any registrant who has not completed remediation or has not been

reassessed by the College within the reporting period (remediation is

ongoing, registrant refusal to undertake).

a

a

a

lnclusion

All registrants who completed required remediation activity within the

reporting period (Note: may include registrants who are were directed

to undertake remediation in the previous year).

a

january 'J,,2022 to December 31,,2022Reporting period2

Data source Local data collection by the College

Definitions

Remediation activitv or assessment

lnactive or non-practicing registrants

Context

Measure #4(i)

Rate of registrants who demonstrated required knowledge, skills, and

judgment following remediation.

.lanuary 2023

2 The ministry is aware that remediation may carry over from the previous year. However, for purposes of the
CPMF, the reporting period will continue to be the calendar year for which the report is being completed. Colleges

should note if cases are being carried over from the previous year.

531
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Table 6: Context Measure - the rate of registrants who were

directed to undertake remediation by the QA Committee that

are still undertaking remediation

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 11: The College ensures the continued competence

of all active registrants through its Quality Assurance processes. This includes an assessment of

their competency, professionalism, ethical practice, and quality of care

532

Description

The proportion of registrants that were required by the QA Committee to

undergo remediation as part of the QA Program that have not yet

completed the remediation during the reporting period.

Calculation

Method

Where the number of registrants still undertaking remediation is

between 1 and 5, report in CPMF Reporting Tool as "NR" for both the

number reported and %.

Where no registrants are still undertaking remediation, report in CPMF

Reporting Tool as "0".

N u merator/Denom inator:

N umerator

Total number of registrants who were required by the QA Committee to

undergo a remediation activity as part of the QA Program that have not

completed the remediation within the reporting period.

Total number of registrants who were referred to the QA Committee as

part of the QA Program in CY 2022 where the QA Committee directed the

registrant to undergo a remediation activity as part of the QA Program

(see Context Measure #3 numerator - these numbers should align).

Denominator

Exclusions

All inactive or non-practicing registrants required to undertake

remediation.

Registrants required to undertake remediation who cease being a

registrant for any reason or those that move to the inactive class.

a

a

Registrants who initiated, but have not completed, remediation within

the reporting period.

a

lnclusion

Context

Measure #4(ii)

Rate of registrants still undertaking remediation (i.e. remediation in

progress)

Ontario Ministry of Health - FOR GUIDANCE PURPOSES 13



Rcporting period

Data source Local data collection by the College

Definitions
Remediation activiW or assessment

lnactive or non-practicing registrants

Context

Measure #4(ii)

Rate of registrants still undertaking remediation (i.e. remediation in

progress)

Janrrary 1,,2A22 to December 31",2A22

January 2023

533
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Table 7: Context Measure - the distribution of formal

complaints and Registrar's lnvestigations by theme in CY 2022

Suitabilityto Practice Domain >Standard 13: Allcomplaints, reports, and investigations are

prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with necessary actions to

protect the public

534

The distribution of complaints by theme as determined by the College, and

the distribution of Registrar's reports by theme as determined by the

College.
Description

1.. Report the total number of formal complaints filed about registrants,

and the number of complaints received across each of the following

themes.

2. Report the total number of Registrar initiated investigations against

registrants, and the number of complaints received across each of the

following themes.

3. Report the percentage of the total formal complaints and Registrar

initiated investigations represented for each theme [e.g., if there are

200 formal complaints and 20 with advertising as a theme then you

would report (201200) X 100 =IO%1.

Note:

Where the number in a given theme is between 1 and 5, report in

CPMF Reporting Tool as "NR" for both the number reported ando/o'

When reporting % in the CPMF Reporting Tool use the reported

numbers as the totalwhen calculating the% (i.e. exclude the values

where the College reports NR). Where no complaints have been

received for a theme, report in CPMF Reporting Tool as "0".

Where there are multiple themes for a single complaint or Registrar's

lnvestigation, each theme related to the complaint or Registrar's

lnvestigation should be included in the count,

Calculation

Method

Context Measure

#5

Distribution of formal complaints and Registrar's lnvestigations by theme

inCY 2O22

ontario Ministry of Health - FoR GUIDANCE PURPOSES L5



Where one of the allegations within a complaint could he categorized

under multiple themes, Colleges are asked to report the theme they
deem most appropriate.

Theme:3

Advertising:

Billing and Fees:

Communication:

Competence /
Patient Care:

Examples:

Concerns that an advertisement related to a registrant's practice is in

violation of a College's requirements, which depending on the profession,

could include allegations that it is false or misleading, claims service

superiority, contains patient testimonials, or is discriminatory among other
a llegations.

Concerns regarding a fee, billing or account submitted by or on behalf of
the registrant, which could include allegations that a payment is misleading,

unfair, reasonable, inaccurate, or unclear, failure to disclose to a patient the
fee for a service before the service is provided, failure to provide itemized

accounting for services and/or products on request, or where charges do

not align with the regulator's guidance on billing arrangements, block fees,

andlor payment plans.

Concerns regarding a registrant's communication with a patient, a patient's

relatives andlor a patient's decision-makers which could include a casual or
uncaring attitude, disrespect, insensitivity, or communication of a non-

thera peutic or cu ltu ra I ly i na ppropriate matter.

Complaints that a registrant provided care that did not meet standards and

expectations of the profession which could include allegations that a

registrant harmed a patient by providing a service, or performed or
delegated a controlled act without the knowledge, skills and judgment to
perform it, allegations regarding treatment decisions or outcomes,

assessment, examinations, referrals, or failure to obtain consent as directed
under the necessary privacy legislation.

Context Measure

#5

Distribution of formal complaints and Registrar's lnvestigations by theme
inCY 2O22

January 2023

3 The ministry notes that Colleges may require time to adjust processes to align with the themes included in the
CPMF. Colleges are encouraged to move towards implementation and uptake of the themes as included in the
CPMF to drive consistency and alignment in how College's report on their processes. During the interim the
ministry encourages colleges to map to the themes as included to their best ability.
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lntent to
Mislead

including Fraud

Professional

Conduct &

Behaviour:

Record Keeping:

Sexual Abuse:

Harassment /
Boundary

Violations:

Unauthorized

Practice:

Other:

Allegations that a registrant intentionally falsified a record, signed or issued

a document containing a statement that the registrant knows or ought to

know contains a false or misleading statement, or knowingly sought a

payment from a person for a service that has been paid in full by another

payer.

Concerns that a registrant has demonstrated conduct that is unbecoming,

disgraceful, dishonorable or unprofessional, including allegations of patient

abuse, failure to maintain the standards of practice of the profession,

practising the profession while in a conflict of interest or breach of

confidentia lity.

Concerns regarding a registrant's financial and patient records, including

retention of records and complying with the necessary privacy legislation to

address the collection, access and sharing of personal health information,

as appropriate. Allegations could include that the registrant failed to

maintain records, include insufficient information, that the records are not

understandable (legible, in English or French, etc.), organized (e.g., dated,

etc.) or accurate (contain required information such as fees charged, date

of services, up to date, permanent, etc.).

Allegations that a registrant may have committed an act of sexual abuse by

means of sexual intercourse or other forms of physical sexual relations

between the registrant and the patient e.g. entering into a relationship with

a patient), touching, of a sexual nature, of the patient by the

member/registrant, or behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature by the

mem ber/registrant towards the patient.

Sharing intimate details of the registrant's personal life, giving or receiving

extravagant gifts from the patient, influencing a patient to change their will

or other testamentary instrument, or initiating non-clinical touch with a

patie nt.

Concerns that a registrant has contravened, by act or omission, a term,

condition or limitation on their certificate of registration, practised the

profession while under suspension, or practised outside of the profession's

scope of practice.

Concerns that do not fall into any of the above themes above.

Context Measure

#5

Distribution of formalcomplaints and Registrar's lnvestigations by theme

inCY 2022

January 2023

536
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Excluslons
Complaint inquiries and other interactions with the College that do not

result in a formally submitted complaint.

a

lnclusions

. Complaints that are formally submitted to the College.

o Matters where the ICRC approved the appointment of an investigator

after reviewing a report.

. Complaints resolved through Alternative Dispute Resolution.

. Complaints that are withdrawn by the Registrar at the request of a

com plaina nt.

Reporting period January 1,,2022 to December 31,,2022

Data source Local data collection by the College

Definitions

FormalComplaint

Resistra /s i nvestigation

Formal Comolaints withdrawn bv Registrar at the request of a complainant

Context Measure
#5

Distribution of formal complaints and Registrar's lnvestigations by theme
inCY 2O22

January 2Q23

537
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January 2023

Table 8: Context Measure - the total number of formal

complaints that were brought forward to the ICRC during the

reporting period in CY 2022

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 13: All complaints, reports, and investigations are

prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with necessary actions to

protect the public

538

The total number of formal complaints the College receives that were

brought forward to a Panel of the ICRC during the reporting period.Description

The total number of formal complaints that were brought forward for review

by a Panel of the ICRC within the reporting period.
Calculation Method

Complaint inquiries and other interactions with the College that do not

result in a formal complaint.

All health-related inquiries.

Matters where the ICRC or Registrar approves the appointment of an

investigator after reviewing a report.

Formal complaints that are withdrawn by the Registrar at the request of

a complainant.

Formal complaints which meet the eligibility criteria for use of the ADR

process and where the Registrar adopts the proposed resolution to

withdraw the complaint the request of the complainant.

a

a

a

a

a

Exclusions

All complaints that a Panel of the ICRC determines are frivolous and

vexatious in nature.

Formal Complaints to the College.

Complaints where an appointment of an investigator has been made

under s.75(1Xc) of the RHPA.

a

a

a

lnclusions

Context

Measure #6

Total number of formal complaints that were brought forward to the ICRC in

cY 2022
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Formal complaints that meet the eligibility criteria for use of the ADR

processa.

a

Reporting period January 1.,2022 to December 31,,2022

Data source Local data collection by the College

Definitions

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR'l

FormalComplaint

Formal Complaints withdrawn bv Registrar at the request of a complainant

Context

Measure #6

Total number of formal complaints that were brought forward to the ICRC in

cY 2022

January 2O2i

4The ministry is aware that not all Colleges have an ADR process. Colleges that already have an ADR process are
encouraged to and should note complaints that meet the eligibility criteria for ADR. Colleges that do not include
ADR complaints should note this in their report.
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January 2423

Table 9: Context Measure - the total number of ICRC matters

brought forward as a result of a Registrar's lnvestigation in CY

2022

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 13: All complaints, reports, and investigations are

prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with necessary actions to

protect the public

540

Description

The total number of ICRC matters that are referred to a Panel of the ICRC

for review as a result of a Registrar's investigation during the reporting

period.

Calculation Method
All Registrars lnvestigations that are brought to a Panel of the ICRC for

revtew

Exclusions

Formal complaints to the College.

Reports or concerns that the Registrar does not bring to the ICRC for

review.

a

a

Reporting period January 1,2022 to December 31,,2022

Data source Local data collection by the College

Definitions
FormalComplaint

Resistra /s I nvestigation

Context

Measure #7

Total number of ICRC matters brought forward to the ICRC as a result of a

Registrar's lnvestigation in CY 2022
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January 2023

Table 10: Corrtext Measure - tlre Lc.rlal rrurnber ol requests or

notifications for appointment of an investigator through a

Registrar's lnvestigation brought forward to the ICRC that were

approved in reporting period in CY 2022

541

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard l-3: All complaints, reports, and investigations are

prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely mannerwith necessary actions to protect

the public

Description
The total number of ICRC matters where the Registrar appointed an

investigator approved by a Panel of the ICRC during the reporting period

Calculation Method
All requests or notifications for appointment of an investigator brought

forward to a Panel of the ICRC that were approved within the calendar year

Exclusions

AII formal complaints that a Panel of the ICRC determines are frivolous and

vexatious in nature.

Formal complaints withdrawn by the Registrar at the request of a

com plaina nt.

All requests for appointment under s.75(1)(c) under the RHPA.

a

a

a

lnclusions

All requests for appointment under s.75(1)(a), s. 75(1)(b) and s.75(2)

underthe RHPA.

Registrar-appointed investigator approved by the ICRC based on

Registrar's belief that a registrant has committed an act of professional

misconduct or is incompetent.

Registrar appointment of an investigator upon request by a Panel of the

ICRC after receiving information about a registrant from the Quality

Assurance Committee.

a

a

Context

Measure #8

Total number of requests or notifications for appointment of an investigator

through a Registrar's lnvestigation brought forward to the ICRC that were

approved in CY 2022
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Registrar appointment of an investigator based on Registrar's belief that

the conduct of the registrant would expose or would likely expose their

patients to harm or injurY.

a

January L, 2022 to December 31., 2022Reporting period

Local data collection by the CollegeData source

Resistra /s I nvestigation

Formal Complaints withdrawn bv Registrar at the request of a complainant

Frivolous a nd vexatious

Defin itions

Context

Measure #8
through a Registrar's lnvestigation brought forward to the ICRC that were

approved in CY 2022

Total number of requests or notifications for appointment of an

lanuary 2023

542
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January 2023

Table LL: Context Measure - of the formal complaints that were

3:::::i::ff::ilille 
rate that proceeded to Arternative 

543

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 13: All complaints, reports, and investigations are
prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely mannerwith necessaryactions to
protect the public

Description

The proportion of all formal complaints filed with the College that are eligible
and are referred by the Registrar to the ADR process with the consent of the
complainant to try and resolve the complaint.

Calculation Method

Where the number of formal complaints that proceeded to ADR is

between l and 5, report in CPMF ReportingToolas "NR" for both the
number reported and %.

Where no formal complaints proceeded to ADR, report in CpMF

ReportingToolas "0".

N u merator/Denom in ator

N u m erator

Total number of formal complaints filed within the reporting period with
agreement from both parties, and upon the Registrar's approval, that
proceeded to ADR.

Denominator

The total number of formal complaints filed against registrants within the
reporting period including total number of formal complaints filed against
registrants in previous reporting periods but were referred to the ADR

process by the Registrar in the current reporting period.

Exclusions

Complaint inquiries and other interactions with the College that do not
result in a formalcomplaint.

Formal complaints that are withdrawn by the Registrar at the request of
a complainant.

All complaints that a Panel of the ICRC determines are frivolous and

vexatious in nature.

a

a

a

Context
Measure #9(i)

Rate of formal complaints that proceeded to Alternative Dispute Resolution
{ADR)in cY 2022
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. Formal complaints to the College.

. Formal complaints that meet eligibility criteria for use of the ADR process

as outlined by the College.

. Complaints where an appointment of an investigator has been made

under s.75(1)(c) of the RHPA as appropriate.

lnclusion

January t,2022 to December 31.,2022Reporting period

Local data collection by the CollegeData source

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

FormalComplaint

Formal Complaints withdrawn bv Registrar at the request of a complainant
Definitions

Context
Measure #9(i)

Rate of formal complaints that proceeded to Alternative Dispute Resolution

(ADR) in cY 2022

a

January 2023

Matters where a Panel of the ICRC or Registrar approved the

appointment of an investigator after reviewing a report under s, s.

7s(1)(a)or (1)(b).

Al I health-related inquiries.

544

a
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January 2023

Table t2: Context Measure - of the formal complaints that were
disposed of in CY 2022 the rate that were resolved through 545
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

Suitabilityto Practice Domain >Standard 13: Allcomplaints, reports, and investigations are

prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with necessary actions to
protect the public

Description
The proportion of all formal complaints filed with the College that are

resolved through the ADR process.

Ca lculation

Method

Where the number of formal complaints that were resolved through
ADR is between l- and 5, report in CPMF Reporting Tool as "NR" for both

the number reported and%.

Where no formal complaints were resolved through ADR, report in
CPMF Reporting Tool as "0".

N u merator/Denom inator

Numerator

Total number of formal complaints filed within the reporting period which

were resolved through the ADR process with agreement from both parties

with the resolution adopted by the Registrar or ICRC as per s. 25.1(4) of
Code.

Denominator

Total number of formal complaints filed against registrants within the
reporting period including formal complaints filed against registrants in
previous reporting periods which were resolved through the ADR process

withing the current reporting period.

Exclusions

Complaint inquiries and other interactions with the College that do not
result in a formal complaint.

Formal Complaints that are withdrawn by the Registrar at the request of
a complainant.

All complaints that a Panel of the ICRC determines are frivolous and

vexatious in nature.

a

a

a

Context Measure

#e(ii)
Rate of formal complaints that were resolved through ADR in CY 2022
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lnclusion

. Formal complaints to the College.

. Complaints where an appointment of an investigator has been made

under s.75(1Xc) of the RHPA.

January 1,,2022 to December 31', 2022Reporting period

Local data collection by the CollegeData source

Definitions

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

FormalComplaint

Formal Complaints withdrawn by Registrar at the request of a complainant

Context Measure

#s(ii)
Rate of formal complaints that were resolved through ADR in CY 2022

January 2023

r Matters where a Panel of the ICRC has approved the Registrar's

appointment or requested the Registrar to conduct an investigation

under s. s. 75(1)(a) or (1Xb).

. All health-related inquiries.

546
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January 2023

Table 13: Context Measure - total number of formal complaints
that were disposed of by the ICRC in CY 2022

Suil.aliiliLy to Practice Domain > Standard 13: All complaints, reports, and investigations are
prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with necessary actions to
protect the public

547

Description
The total number of formal complaints a Panel of the |CRC disposed of
through a decision by the ICRC Panel.

Exclusions

Complaint inquiries and other interactions with the College that do not
result in a formal complaint.

Formal complaints that are withdrawn by the Registrar at the request

of a complainant.

All concerns that a Panel of the ICRC determines are frivolous and

vexatious in nature.

Matters where a Panel of the ICRC has approved the Registrar's

appointment or requested the Registrar to conduct an investigation

under s. s. 75(1)(a) or (1)(b).

All health-related inquiries.

a

a

a

a

a

lnclusion

Formal complaints to the College.

Formal complaints resolved through Alternative Dispute Resolution and

adopted by ICRC.

All complaints where a decision was provided to the registrant and

complainant (if any) by the College within the reporting period.

Complaints where an appointment of an investigator has been made

under s.75(1Xc) of the RHPA.

a

a

Reporting period January 1,,2022 to December 31,2022

Data source Local data collection by the College

Context

Measure # 9(iii)

Total number of formal complaints that were disposed by the ICRC in Cy

2022
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Definitions

Context

Measure # g(iii)
Total number of formal complaints that were disposed by the ICRC in CY

2022

January 2023

FormalComplaint

Formal Complaints withdrawn bv Resistrar at the request of a complainant

Disposal

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

548
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)anuary 2O23

Table 14: Context Measure -the rate of formal complaints that
proceeded to ICRC and are still pending in CY 2022

Suitabilityto Practice Domain >Standard L3: Allcomplaints, reports, and investigations are

prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with necessary actions to
protect the public

549

Description

The proportion of formal complaintsthat have been referred to a Panelof
the ICRC where the complaint has not yet been disposed of through a

decision by an ICRC Panel.

Ca lculation

Method
N u merator/De nom inator

Numerator

Total number of formal complaints referred to a Panel of the ICRC for
disposition within the reporting period where an ICRC Panel has not
provided a decision to the registrant and complainant within the reporting
period.

Denominator
Total number of formal complaints that were brought forward to a Panel of
the ICRC in CY 2022. (This should align with the number from CM 6.)

Exclusions

Complaint inquiries and other interactions with the College that do not
result in a formal complaint.

Formal complaints that are withdrawn by the Registrar at the request

of a complainant.

All complaints where a decision was provided to the registrant and

complainant (if any) by the College within the reporting period.

All formal complaints referred to a Panel of the ICRC for reasons other
than a disposition (e.g. undertaking, investigation advice, request to
summons a witness).

Matters where a Panel of the ICRC has approved the Registrar's

appointment or requested the Registrar to conduct an investigation.

a

a

a

a

a

Context

Measure #9(iv)
Rate of formal complaints that proceeded to ICRC and are still pending in
cY 2022
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lnclusion

. Formal complaints to the College.

. Complaints where an appointment of an investigator has been made

under s.75(1)(c).

January L, 2022 to December 31,, 2022Reporting period

Local data collection by the CollegeData source

Disposal

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

FormalComolai coofa molainantwithdrawn bv Resistrar at the

FormalComplaint

Definitions

Context

Measure #9(iv)
Rate of formal complaints that proceeded to ICRC and are still pending

cY 2022

January 2A23

All hea lth-related inquiries.

Formal complaints resolved through Alternative Dispute Resolution

(ADR).

550
a

a
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January 2023

Table 15: Context Measure - of the formal complaints that were

#il:::,T: ::l:,':Jff J::J:ii,;:" 
w'|hdrawn bv'|he 

551

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 13: All complaints, reports, and investigations are

prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with necessary actions to
protect the public

Description
The proportion of formal complaints received that are withdrawn by the
Registrar at the request of a complainant.

Calculation Method

Where the number of formal complaints withdrawn by the Registrar at

the requestof a complainant is between l and 5, report in CPMF

Reporting Tool as "NR" for both the number reported and %.

Where no formal complaints were withdrawn by the Registrar at the
request of a complainant, report in CPMF Reporting Tool as "0".

N u me rato r/De n om i nato r

N umerator

Total number of formal complaints within the reporting period in which the
Registrar approves the request of a complainant to withdraw the
complaint.

Denominator

Total number of formal complaints filed against registrants within the
reporting period including total number of formal complaints filed against

registrants in previous reporting periods where the Registrar approved the
request of the complainant to withdraw the complaint in the current
reporting period.

Context

Measure #9(v)

Rate of formal complaints withdrawn by the Registrar at the request of a

complainantin CY 2A22
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Exclusions

. Formal complaints to the College.

. Complaints where an appointment of an investigator has been made

under s.75(1Xc) of the RHPA.

lnclusion

Reporting period January 1.,2022 to December 31', 2022

Local data collection by the CollegeData source

FormalComplaint

Formal Complaints withdrawn bv Registrar at the request of a complainant
Definitions

Context

Measure #9(v)

Rate of formal complaints withdrawn by the Registrar at the request of a

complainantin CY 2O22

January 2023

Complaint inquiries and other interactions with the College that do not

result in a formalcomplaint.

All concerns that a Panel of the ICRC determines are frivolous and

vexatious in nature.

Matters where a Panel of the ICRC has approved the Registrar's

appointment or requested the Registrar to conduct an investigation.

All health-related inquiries.

552
a

a

a
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lanuary 2023

Table 16: Context Measure - of the formal complaints that were
disposed of in CY 2022 the rate that are disposed of by the lcRC

as frivolous and vexatious

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 13: All complaints, reports, and investigations are
prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely mannerwith necessary actions to
protect the public

553

Description

The proportion of formalcomplaints received that a Panelof the ICRC

determines are frivolous or vexatious, and where a Panel of the ICRC takes

no action with respect to the complaint.

Calculation

Method
N u merator/Denom inator

Numerator

Total number of formal complaints within the reporting period that a Panel

of the ICRC takes no action on the that the complaint is frivolous, vexatious,

made in bad faith, moot or otherwise an abuse of process.

Denominator
Total number of formal complaints disposed of by a panel against

registrants within the reporting period.

Exclusions

Complaint inquiries and other interactions with the College that do not
result in a formal complaint.

Matters where a Panel of the ICRC has approved the Registrar's

appointment or requested the Registrar to conduct an investigation

under s. 75(1Xa) and (1Xb).

All health-related inquiries.

a

a

a

lnclusion

Formal complaints to the College.

Complaints where an appointment of an investigator has been made

under s.75(1Xc) under the RHPA.

a

a

Reporting period January I,2022 to December 31,,2022

Context

Measure #9(vi)

Rate of formal complaints that are disposed of by the ICRC as frivolous and

vexatious in CY2O22
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Data source

Definitions

Context

Measure #9(vi)

Rate of formal complaints that are disposed of by the ICRC as frivolous and

vexatious in CY2O22

january 2023

Local data collection by the College

FormalComplaint

Frivolous and vexatious

554
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January 2A73

Table 17: Cclrrtext Measure - Rate of formal complaints and

Registrar's lnvestigations that were disposed of in CY 2022 that
are disposed of by the ICRC as a referral to the Discipline 555
Co m m ittee

Suitabilityto Practice Domain >Standard 13: Allcornplaints, reports, and investigations are

prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely mannerwith necessaryactions to
protect the public

Description

The proportion of formalcomplaints and Registrar's investigations received

that a Panel of the ICRC disposes of through a referral of specified

allegations to the Discipline Committee.

Calculation

Method
N u merator/De nom i nator

Numerator

Total number of formalcomplaints within the reporting period that a Panel

of the ICRC disposes of through a referral of specified allegations to the
Discipline Committee.

Denominator

Total number of formal complaints and number of Registrar's investigations

filed against registrants within the reporting period. These may include ADR

complaints.

Exclusions

Complaint inquiries and other interactions with the College that do not
result in a formal complaint.

Formal complaints that are withdrawn by the Registrar at the request

of a complainant.

All concerns that a Panel of the ICRC determines are frivolous and

vexatious in nature.

All health-related inquiries.

Formal complaints resolved through Alternative Dispute Resolution.

a

a

a

Context

Measure #9(vii)

Rate of formal complaints and Registrar's lnvestigations that are disposed

of by the ICRC as a referral to the Discipline Committee in CY 2O22
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lnclusion

January L,2022 to December 31,,2022Reporting period

Local data collection by the CollegeData source

Definitions

FormalComplaint

Formal Complaints withdrawn bv Registrar at the request of a complainant

Disposal

Frivolous and vexatious

Reports

Context

Measure #9(vii)

Rate of formal complaints and Registrar's lnvestigations that are disposed

of by the ICRC as a referral to the Discipline Committee in CY 2022

January 2023

Formal complaints to the College.

All complaints where a decision was provided to the registrant and

complainant (if any) by the College within the reporting period.

Complaints where an appointment of an investigator has been made

under s.75(1)(c) of the RHPA.

lnvestigations where an appointment of an investigator has been made

under s.75(1)(a), s. 75(1)(b) and s.75(2) under the RHPA.

556
a

a

a

a
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January 2023

Table 18: Context Measure - the distribution of ICRC decisions

by theme in CY 2022

Suitabilityto Practice Domain >Standard L3: Allcomplaints, reports, ancl investigations are

prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely mannerwith necessaryactions to
protect the public

557

Description
The total number of each type of ICRC decision issued for each of the 10

high-levelthemes.

Ca lculation

Method

1,. Report the total number of ICRC decisions, and the number of ICRC

decisions across each of the following themes.

Note:

Wherethe number in a given theme is between L and 5, report in
CPMF Reporting Tool as "NR".

Where no complaints have been received for a theme, report in CPMF

ReportingTool as "0".

ln reporting on the number of each type of ICRC decision (as defined
below in definitions section) across all themes, the College will already

have identified the main themes applicable to the complaint or
Registrar's lnvestigation at the intake stage of the incoming matter. As

such, when a decision is made by a Panel of the ICRC about a formal
complaint or report those themes identified at intake would continue
to be attributed to the matter at the decision stage.

Where there are multiple themes for a single complaint or report,
each theme related to the complaint or report should be included in

the count.

Where one of the allegations within a complaint could be categorized

under multiple themes, Colleges are asked to report the theme they
deem most appropriate.

Context Measure

#L0
Distribution of ICRC decisions by theme in CY 2022
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Context Measure

#10
Distribution of ICRC decisions by theme in CY 2O22

January 2023

Examples:

Concerns that an advertisement related to a registrant's practice is in

violation of a College's requirements, which depending on the profession

could include allegations that it is false or misleading, claims service

superiority, contains patient testimonials, discriminatory'

Concerns regarding a fee, billing or account submitted by, or on behalf of

the registrant, which could include allegations that a payment is misleading,

unfair, unreasonable, inaccurate, or unclear, failure to disclose to a patient

the fee for a service before the service is provided, failure to provide

itemized accounting for services andlor products on request, or where a

charge does not align with regulator's guidance on billing arrangements,

block fees, payment plans.

Concerns regarding a registrant's communication with a patient, a patient's

relatives andlor a patient's decision makers which could include a casual or

uncaring attitude, disrespect, insensitivity, or communication of a non-

therapeutic or culturally inappropriate matter.

Concerns that a registrant provided care that did not meet standards and

expectations of the profession which could include allegations that a

registrant harmed a patient by providing a service, or performed or

delegated a controlled act without the knowledge, skills and judgment to

perform it, allegations regarding treatment decisions or outcomes,

assessment, examinations, referrals, or failure to obtain consent.

Allegations that a registrant intentionally falsified a record, signed or issued

a document containing a statement that the registrant knows or ought to

know contains a false or misleading statement, or knowingly sought a

payment from a person for a service that has been paid in full by another

payer.

Concerns against a registrant related to conduct that is unbecoming,

disgraceful, dishonorable or unprofessional, including allegations of patient

abuse, failure to maintaln the standards of practice of the profession,

practising the profession while in a conflict of interest or a breach of

confidentia lity.

558
Theme:

Advertising:

Billing and Fees:

Communication

Competence /
Patient Care:

lntent to
mislead

including Fraud

Professional

Conduct &

Behaviour:
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Complaints regarding a registrant's financial and patient records, including
retention of records and complying with the necessary privacy legislation to
address the collection, access and sharing of personal health information,
as appropriate. Allegations could include that the registrant failed to
maintain records, include sufficient information, that the records are not
understandable (legible, in English or French, etc.), organized (e.g., dated,
etc.) or accurate (contain required information such as fees charged, date
of services, up to date, permanent, etc.).

Allegations that a registrant may have committed an act of sexual abuse by

means of sexual intercourse or other forms of physical sexual relations
between the registrant and the patient e.g. entering into a relationship with
a patient), touching, of a sexual nature, of the patient by the
member/registrant, or behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature by the
member/registrant towards the patient.

sharing intimate details of the registrant's personal life, giving or receiving
extravagant gifts from the patient, influencing a patient to change their will
or other testamentary instrument, or initiating non-clinical touch with a

patient.

Complaints that a registrant has contravened, by act or omission, a term,
condition or limitation on their certificate of registration, practised the
profession while under suspension, or practised outside of the profession's

scope of practice.

Complaints that do not fall into any of the above themes above.

Record Keeping:

Sexual Abuse

Harassment /
Boundary

Violations:

Unauthorized

Practice:

Other

Context Measure

#10
Distribution of ICRC decisions by theme in CY 2022

January 2023

559
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All complaints that a Panel of the ICRC determines are frivolous and

vexatious in nature.

Complaints in which the Registrar approves the complaint's request to

withdraw the complaint.

Complaints that are still under review at end of reporting period'

a

a

Exclusions

All complaints where a decision was provided to the registrant and

complainant by the College within the reporting period'

Matters where a Panel of the ICRC has approved the Registrar's

appointment or requested the Registrar to conduct an investigation

a

a
lnclusion

January 1.,2022 to December 31',2022Reporting period

Local data collection by the CollegeData source

Registra /s i nvestigation

Formal Complaints withdrawn by Resistrar at the request of a complainant

Frivolous a nd vexatious

Formal

rcRc Decision

olaint

Definitions

Context Measure

#10
Distribution of ICRC decisions by theme in CY 2022

January 2023

560
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Table 19: Context Measure - the gOth percentile disposal of a

formal complaint in working days in CY 2022 561

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 13: All complaints, reports, and investigations are
prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely mannerwith necessaryactions to
protect the public

Description The time that a College requires to dispose of 9 out of 10 complaints

Calculation

Method

Disposal of compla ints:

1. Calculate the length of time in disposing of each complaint within the
reporting period.

2. Apply inclusions and exclusion criteria.

3. Sort the total number of disposals from shortest to longest.

4. The 90th percentile is the number of working days where 9 out of l-O

complaints have been disposed of.

Exclusions

. All concerns that a Panel of the ICRC determines are frivolous and

vexatious in nature.

. Complaints withdrawn by the Registrar at the request of a

co m pla ina nt.

. All health-related inquiries.

. All matters brought to a Panel of the ICRC as a result of a Registrar's

lnvestigation as per s. 75(1)(a) or (b)of the Code.

lnclusion

. All complaints where a decision was provided by the ICRC to the
registrant and complainant (if any) within the reporting period.

. All decisions that result from a Registrar's investigation.

. All complaints which were resolved as a result of the ADR process

where applicable.

Context Measure

#11(i)
90th percentile disposal of a formal complaint in working days in Cy 2022
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Reporting period

Local data collection by the CollegeData source

FormalComplaint

Registra /s i nvestigation

Formal Complaints withdrawn bv Registrar at the request of a complainant

Time of Receipt:

. Complaint

Disposal:

. Complaint

Frivolous and vexatious

ontcRc

Definitions

Context Measure

#1r_(i)
90th percentile disposal of a formal complaint in working days in CY 2022

January 2023

562
January I,2022 to December 31',2022
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Table 20: context Measuret the 90th percentile disposal of a

Registrar's lnvestigation in working days in CY 2022
Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard L3: All complaints, reports, and investigations are
prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with necessary actions to
protect the public

563

Description
The time that a College requires to dispose of 9 out of 1_0 Registrar's

investigations.

Ca lcu lation

Method

Disposal of Registrar's investigations:

1. Calculate the length of time in disposing of each Registrar's

investigation within the reporting period.

2. Apply inclusions and exclusion criteria.

3. Sort the total number of disposals from shortest to longest.

4. The gOth percentile is the number of working days where 9 out of l_O

Registrar's investigations have been disposed of.

Exclusio n s

All concerns that a Panel of the ICRC determines are frivolous and

vexatious in nature.

Complaints withdrawn by the Registrar at the request of a
complainant.

All health-related inquiries.

Allformal complaints.

a

a

a

a

lnclusion
All Registrar's investigations where a decision was provided by the ICRC

to the registrant and complainant (if any)within the reporting period.

a

Reporting period january 1.,2022 to December 31,2022

Data source Local data collection by the College

Context Measure

#11(ii)
90th percentile disposal ol'a Registrar's lnvestigation in working days in Cy
2022
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Formal olaint

Registra /s i nvestigation

Formal Complaints withdrawn bv Registrar at the request of a complainant

Time of Receipt:

o Repistra r's i vestisation

Disposal:

. Resistra r's i stisation

ICRC Decision

Frivolous and vexatious

564

Definitions

Context Measure

#11(ii)
90th percentile disposal of a Registra/s lnvestigation in working days in CY

2022
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Table 21: context Measure - Lhe 90Lh percentile disposal of an

uncontested discipline hearing in working days in CY 2022

Suitabilityto Practice Domain >Standard 13: Allcomplaints, reports, and investigations are
prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with necessary actions to
protect the public

565

Description
The time that a College requires to dispose of 9 out of 10 uncontested

discipline hearings.

Calculation Method

I. Calculate the length of time of each uncontested discipline hearing

disposed of within the reporting period.

2. Apply inclusions and exclusion criteria.

3. Sort the total number of uncontested discipline hearing disposals

from shortest to longest.

4. The gOth percentile is the number of working days where 9 out of 10

uncontested discipline hearings have been disposed of.

Exclusions

Appeals to the Divisional Court.

All active uncontested Discipline Committee hearings in which the
panel has not yet issued its written decision and reasons.

lnclusion

All uncontested discipline hearings where a decision was provided to
the registrant and complainant (if any) by the College within the
reporting period.

All uncontested disposal for matters that are active at the contested

hearing that suddenly settle and become uncontested.

a

a

Reporting period January 1,,2022 to December 31,,2022

Data source Local data collection by the College

Definitions
Disposal

Uncontested Discipline Hearing

Contested Discioline Hearine

Time of Receipt

Context

Measure #L2(i)

90th percentile disposal of an uncontested discipline hearing in working
days in CY 2022
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Table 22: Context Measure - the 90th percentile disposal of a

contested discipline hearing in working days in CY 2022

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 13: All complaints, reports, and investigations are

prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with necessary actions to

protect the public

566

Description
The time that a College requires to dispose of 9 out of 10 contested

discipline hearings.

1.. Calculate the length of time of each contested discipline hearing

disposed of within the reporting period.

2. Apply inclusions and exclusion criteria.

3. Sort the total number of contested discipline hearing disposals from

shortest to longest.

4. The gOth percentile is the number of working days where 9 out of 10

contested discipline hearings have been disposed of.

Calculation Method

Appeals to the Health Professions Appeal and Review Board or

Divisional Court.

All active uncontested Discipline Committee hearings in which the

panel has not yet issued its written decision and reasons.

a

a
Exclusions

All contested discipline hearings where a decision was provided to the

registrant and complainant (if any) by the College within the reporting

period.

a

lnclusion

Reporting period January t,2022 to December 31,2022

Data source Local data collection by the College

Time of Receipt

Disposal

Uncontested Discipline Hearing

Contested Discipline Hearing

Defin itio ns

Context Measure

#12(ii)

90th percentile disposal of a contested discipline hearing in working days

inCY 2022
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Table 23: Context Measure - the distribution of discipline

findings by theme in CY 2022 567

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard l-3: All complaints, reports, and investigations are
prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with'necessary actions to
protect the public

Description

The total number of each type of finding made by a Panel of the Discipline

Committee for each of the 13 high level findings for both formal complaints

and Registrar's lnvestigation (as identified under Findings section).

Calculation Method

1,. Report the total number of findings made by a Panel of the Discipline

Committee across each of the following findings for all formal

com plaints and Registrar's investigations.

Note:

Where the number under a given finding is between 1 and 5, report in
CPMF Reporting Tool as "NR".

Where no findings have been received for a theme, report in CPMF

Reporting Tool as "0".

Where there are multiple findings for a discipline decision, each finding
related to the discipline decision should be included in the count.

Where one of the findings within a decision could be categorized under

multiple categories, Colleges are asked to report the finding they deem

most appropriate.

Context

Measure #13
Distribution of discipline finding by type in CY 2022
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Description of Findingss

Matters that deal with a registrant engaging in sexual intercourse or other

forms of physical relations with a patient, entering into an intimate or

romantic relationship with a patient, remarks of a sexual nature towards a

patient, sharing intimate details of the registrant's personal life, giving or

receiving extravagant gifts from the patient, influencing a patient to change

their will or other testamentary instrument, or initiating non-clinical touch

with a patient.

Matters where a registrant provided care that did not meet standards and

expectations of the profession which could include allegations that a

registrant harmed a patient by providing a service, or performed or

delegated a controlled act without the knowledge, skills and judgment to

perform it, allegations regarding treatment decisions or outcomes,

assessment, examinations, referrals, or failure to obtain consent.

Matters where a registrant's practice did not meet reasonable

expectations placed on the registrant by their College and by the

profession to ensure that care is provided in a responsible, safe and ethical

manner.

Matters that dealwith circumstances where a registrant engaged in a

controlled act for purposes other than its intended purpose. This can

include for example, prescribing, dispensing or selling a drug for an

improper purpose.

Matters that dealwith the conduct on the part of a registrant that occur

outside of the practice of the profession that is contrary to the public

interest, or which harms their standing of the profession in the eyes of the

public.

Findinss:

Sexual abuse:

lncompetence

Failto maintain

standard:

lmproper use of a

controlled act:

Conduct

unbecoming:

Context

Measure #13
Distribution of discipline finding by type in CY 2022

January 2023

s Colleges should apply the distribution of findings as listed here. However, Colleges may also add additional

categories not listed here and make a note of it.

568
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569
Matters that deal with conduct by a registrant in the course of practising

the profession that has not been foreseen by specific definitions of
professional misconduct articulated by the College but would be

considered by the majority of registrants to be disgraceful, dishonourable
or unprofessional conduct. Such behaviour goes beyond legitimate
professional discretion, or errors in judgment, and constitutes misconduct

as defined by the profession - as opposed to the public,

Matters where the registrant has been found guilty of an offence that is

relevant to the registrant's suitability to practise,

Matters where a registrant has contravened, by act or omission, a term,
condition or limitation on their certificate of registration, or practised the
profession while under suspension.

Finding in

another
jurisdiction:

Matters where the governing body of another health profession in ontario,
or the governing body of a health profession in a jurisdiction other than
Ontario, has found that the registrant committed an act of professional

misconduct that would, in the opinion of a discipline panel, be an act of
professional misconduct as defined in the RHPA or an act of professional

misconduct as defined in the profession specific regulation.

Dishonorable,

disgraceful,

unprofessional:

Offence

conviction:

Contravene

certificate

restrictions:

Breach of orders

and

undertakings:

Matters where a registrant has contravened, by act or omission, a

restriction placed on their practice through an order by a panel of a

committee of the college or undertaking that the registrant entered into
with the College.

Falsifying

records:

Matters regarding a registrant's financial and patient records, where the
registrant was found to have intentionally falsified a record.

Context

Measure #l-3
Distrihution of discipline finding by type in CY 2022
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Allformal complaints or Registrar investigations that were not referred

to a Panel of the Discipline Committee within the reporting period.

a

Exclusions

All decisions issued by a Panel of the Discipline Committee

communicated to the registrant and complainant (if any) within the

reporting period.

a

lnclusion

January 1,2022 to December 31,2022Reporting period

Local data collection by the CollegeData source

Definitions
FormalComplaifi

Registra /s I nvestigation

Context

Measure #13
Distribution of discipline finding by type in CY 2O22

January 2023

570

False or

misleading

document:

Contravene

relevant Acts:

Matters where a registrant signed or issued a document containing a

statement that the registrant knows or ought to know contains a false or

misleading statement, or knowingly sought a payment from a person for a

service that has been paid in full by another payer'

Matters where a registrant contravenes any provision of relevant Canadian

legislation if the purpose of the law is to protect or promote public health

(broadly defined), or if the contravention is relevant to the registrant's

suitability to practise.
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Table 24: Context Measure - the distribution of discipline orders

by type in cY 2022 571

Suitability to Practice Domain > Standard 13: All complaints, reports, and investigations are
prioritized based on public risk, and conducted in a timely manner with necessary actions to
protect the public

Description

The total number of each type of order made by a Panel of the Discipline

Committee for each of type of order (as identified below under Orders

section).

Calculation Method

L. Report the total number of orders made by a Panel of the Discipline

Committee for each type of order for all disciplinary matters relating to
forma I com pla ints a nd Registra r's i nvestigations.

Note:

Where the number under a given order is between 1 and 5, report in
CPMF Reporting Tool as "NR".

Where no orders have been received for a theme, report in CpMF

Reporting Tool as "0".

Occurs where a Panel of the discipline or fitness to practice committee
makes an order to "revoke" a certificate of registration which terminates
the registrant's registration with the College and therefore their ability
to practice the profession.

A suspension of a registrant's certificate of registration occurs for a set
period of time during which the registrant is not permitted to:

. Hold themselves out as a person qualified to practice the profession

in Ontario, including using restricted titles (e.g. doctor, nurse),

. Practice the profession in Ontario, or

Suspension

Description of OrdersOrders:

Revocation

Context

Measure #l-4
Distribution of discipline orders by type in CY 2022
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All active formal complaints or Registrar investigations that were not

referred to a Panel of the Discipline Committee which have not yet

resulted in a decision or order from the Discipline Committee within the

reporting period.

Allegations referred to discipline that were withdrawn before a hearing

is complete.

a

a

Exclusions

lnclusion
All decisions and orders issued by a Panel of the Discipline Committee

within the reporting period.

a

January 1,2022 to December 31,2022Reporting period

Local data collection by the CollegeData source

Definitions FormalComplaint

Registra /s I nvestigation

Context

Measure #14
Distribution of discipline orders by type in CY 2022

January 2O23

. Perform controlled acts restricted to the profession underthe

Reguloted Health Professions Act, 1-991-.

Terms, Conditions and Limitations on a certificate of registration are

restrictions placed on a registrant's practice and are part of the Public

Register posted on a College's website.

A reprimand is where a registrant is required to attend publicly before a

discipline panel of the College to hear the concerns that the Panel has

with their practice.

An undertaking is a written promise from a registrant that they will carry

out certain activities or meet specified conditions requested by the

College committee.

572

Terms, Conditions

and Limitations on

a Certificate of
Registration

Reprimand

Undertaking
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573

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR): Means mediation, conciliation, negotiation, or any other
means of facilitating the resolution of issues in dispute.

Return to:Table B, Table 1l-, Table 12, Table 13, Table 14

Contested Discipline Hearing: ln a contested hearing, thc Collegc and Registrant disagree on

some or all of the allegations, penalty and/or costs.

Return to: Table 21 ,Table 22

Disposal: The day upon which all relevant decisions were provided to the registrant and

complainant by the College (i.e., the date the reasons are released and sent to the registrant and

complainant, including both liability and penalty decisions, where relevant).

Return to: Table l-3, Table 14, Table 17, Table 19, Table 20, Table 21-, Table 22

Frivolous and vexatious: ICRC can decide to take no action where the Panel considers a

complaint to be frivolous, vexatious, made in bad faith, moot or otherwise an abuse of process.

Return to: Table 10, Table 16, Table 17, Table 18, Table l-9, Table 20

Formal Complaint: A statement received by a College in writing or in another acceptable form
that contains the information required by the College to initiate an investigation. This excludes

complaint inquiries and other interactions with the College that do not result in a formally
submitted complaint.

Return to:Table 7, Table 8, Table 9. Table Ll-, Table 12, Table l-3, Table L4, Table l-5, Table 16,

Table 17, Table 18, Table 19, Table 20, able 23 Table 24

Formal Complaints withdrawn by Registrar at the request of a complainant: Any formal
complaint withdrawn by the Registrar prior to any action being taken by a Panel of the ICRC, at

the request of the complainant, where the Registrar believed that the withdrawal was in the
public interest.

Return to:Table 7, Table 8, Table 11, Table 12, Table 13, Table 14, Table L5, Table 17, Table 18,

Table l-9, Table 20

ICRC Decision: lncludes where a Panel of the ICRC does one or more of the following with
respect to a registrant following a complaint or Registrar's investigation:

1. Takes no action,

2. Proves advice or recommendations,

3. lssues a caution, including oral and written cautions
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4. Orders a specified continuing education or remediation program,

5. Agrees to an undertaking,

6. Refers specified allegations to the Discipline Committee,

7. Takes any other action it considers appropriate that is not inconsistent with its governing

legislation, regulations or by-laws.

Return to:Table 18, Tab!e_]p, Table 20

lnactive or non-practicing registrants: lncludes any registrants who have a certificate of

registration that does not permit them to provide direct patient care or to engage in the practice

of the profession. lt is noted that Colleges may use d ifferent terms to identify classes of

certificates of registration and the use of "inactive or non-practicing" is intended to represent all

such certificate classes used by the various Colleges.

Return to: Table 2, Table 3, Table 4, Table 5, Table 6

lnquiry: Within the context of this Evidence, an inquiry is defined as the time when an individual,

who is from the public, seeks information from the College.

Return to:Table l-

Public: Any individual, including media and researchers, who contacts the College.

Return to:Table 1

Registra /s i nvestigation :

Under s.75(lXa) of the RHPA, where a Registrar believes, on reasonable and probable grounds,

that a registrant has committed an act of professional misconduct or is incompetent he/she can

appointan investigatorwhich must be approved by ICRC, Unders.75(1Xb)of the RHPA, where

the ICRC receives information about a member/registrant from the Quality Assurance

Committee, it may request the Registrar to conduct an investigation. ln situations where the

Registrar determines that the registrant exposes, or is likely to expose, their patient to harm or

injury, the Registrar can appoint an investigator immediately without ICRC approval and must

inform the ICRC of the appointment within five days.

Return to: Table 7, Table 9, Table 10, Table 18, Table 19, Table 20, Table 23, Table 24

Remediation activity or assessment: The different methods that a QA Committee can require a

registrant to undertake in order to provide additional support to registrants where the QA

committee determines a registrant does not demonstrate the required knowledge, skills or

judgment including, specified continuing education or remediation programs (e.9., course work

or education programs, etc.).

Return to: Table 4, Table 5, Table 6

574
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Reports: All mandatory reports received under s. 85.1- - 85.6.4 of the Code, and other reports
which are not mandatory, but are filed by persons such as police and colleagues.

Return to:Table 17

Response: The College sends an individualized response to the inquiry and provicles eiLlrer a

resolution or timelines for follow up where necessary.

Return to:Table 1

Method of Receipt: This refers to the form and manner in which the inquiry is received by the
College. lt may take the form of a phone call, email, social media or physical correspondence
(e.g., letter).

Return to:Table 1

QA activity and assessment: The different types of QA activities and assessments that registrants
undergo/undertake to improve their practice and/or a College uses to assess the ongoing
competence of registrant's practice, including any activity and assessment that assesses (either
through self-assessment or College assessment) knowledge, skills and judgment or expectations
fora registrant's practice and where non-compliance may lead to a eA Committee referral (e.g.,

article review, peer circles, CPD portfolio review/audit, practice site visit/inspection, patient
chart audit/chart-simulated recall, examination, multi-source feedback/360-degree reviews,
clinical simulation or objective structured clinical examination, direct observation in practice,

etc.).

Return to: Table 2, Table 3

Ql activity and assessment: The different types of quality improvement activities and

assessments that use a preventative/proactive approach and are more focused on individual
practice and self-assessments to identify opportunities for self-directed learning and

improvement in an individual's practice. These activities occur outside of the legislated QA

Program and include activities, such as, for example a Quality lmprovement Survey, Practice

Profile, Self-Guided Chart Review; Data-Driven Quality lmprovement; and a practice

lmprovement Plan.

Return to:Table 2. Tabl e3

Time of Receipt: The day a Panel of the ICRC refers a matter to Discipline Committee.

Return to: Table 21 ,Table 22

575
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rime of Receipt: 576
. Complaint:The day the College receives a formal complaint regarding a registrant that

contains the information required bythe College to initiate an investigation (e.g., in writing

or in another acceptable form, etc.).

Return to:Table l-9

. Registrar's investigation: The day the Registrar determines that information received about a

registrant will result in a referralto a panelof the lCRCfor approvalof the Registrar's

appointment of an investigator.

Return to able 20

Uncontested Discipline Hearing: ln an uncontested hearing, the College reads a statement of

facts into the record which is either agreed to or uncontested by the Respondent. Subsequently,

the College and the Respondent may make a joint submission on penalty and costs or the

College may make submissions which are uncontested by the Respondent.

Return to: Table 2L ,Table 22
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For questions and/or comments, or to request permission to use, adapt or reproduce the information
in the CPMF please contact:

Regulatory Oversight and Performance Unit
Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight Branch
Nursing and Professional Practice Division

Ministry of Health
438 University Avenue, 10th floor
Toronto ON M5G 2K8

E-mai I : RegulatorvProiects@ Onta rio.ca
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zA22College Performance Measurement Framework (CPMF): Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

This document is considered confidential and for the use by the Colleges only.
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College Performance Measurement Framework (CPMF) FAQs

For questions and/or comments, or to request permission to use, adapt or reproduce the information in the CPMF please contactt

Regulatory Oversight and Performance Unit
Health WorKorce Regulatory Oversight Eranch
Nursing and Professional Practice Division

Ministry of Health
438 University Avenue, 1fth floor
Toronto ON M5G 2K8

E-mai l: ResulatorvProiects@Ontario.ca
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INTRODUCTION

Where necessary, the applicable standard, measure, or Evidence is included to provide the reader with the appropriate context and clarity.

Evidence of the CPMF Reporting Tool.

WHAT HAs CHANGED IN 2022?

linking or referencing to College documents.

3
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CPMF Frequently Asked Questions

ql. What is the purpose of the College Performance Measurement Framework (CPMF)?

Q2. Why does the ministry wish to measure the performance of Colleges?

The ministry is committed to building a connected and sustainable health care system centered around the needs of patients. One key component of this commitment is to continue

these goals.

interest, etc.) and helps to foster trust in the ability of the health professions to regulate themselves in the interest ofthe public.

Finally, this work places a focus on areas of improvement, including how Colleges could better meet changing public expectations, patient needs, and delivery sf care models.

Q3. Does the CPMF intend to set the minimum level to which a College should be performing?

regulatory excellence and, where relevan! a College's performance improvement commitments.

No ranking will be made lor the 2O22 reporting year, however, the information that is reported on will support:

Collection of baseline data regarding identified benchmarks.

ldentification of areas of concern that warrant closer attention; and

Facilitation of performance improvement among Colleges.

for benchmarks if they do not fully meet the Evidence.

581

a

a

a
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582Q4. What are the main components of the CPMF?

The CPMF is made up of six components as presented in Table 1.

Table 1: CPMF Measurement Domains and Components

Q5. What are the measurement domains and how were these determined?

lmprovement.

of the public, experts in performance measurement and ministry staff.

5

-+ Critical attributes of an excel lent hea lth regulator in Ontario that should be measured for the purpose of the
CPMF.

-) Performance-based activities that a College is expected to achieve and against which a College will be
measured.

-+ More specific requirements to demonstrate and enable the assessment of how a College achieves a

Standard.

-+ Decisions, activities, processes, or the q ua ntifiable resu lts that a re being used to demonstrate a nd assess a

College's achievement of a standard.

-) Statistical data Colleges report that will provide helpful context about a College's performance related to a

standard.

--) lnitiatives a College commits to implement over the next reporting period to improve its performance on
one or more standards, where appropriate.

Measures

Standards

Evidence

Measurement
domains

Context
measures

Planned
improvement
actions

3

6

1,

2

4

5
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583
Q6. what will the ministry do with the information collected?

a culture of continuous improvement among health regulatory colleges.

from each other.

Q7. How were the benchmarks determined?

on which areas need to be further strengthened and which areas are doing well.

The CpMF 2021 Working Group reviewed and ranked Evidence in the reporting tool to determine whether it could be benchmarked. This was done based on the following criteria:

. Importonce: whether an Evidence was vital to the College fulfilling its public protection mandate and whether benchmarking it would enable continuous improvement; and

t Feosibitity: whether all Colleges would be able to implement an Evidence and whether progress could be tracked with respect to that Evidence

Based on the Working Group's assessment, 8 pieces of Evidence were benchmarked for the CPMF 2022 reporting tool.

e8, ln GY 2022 there were a number of disruptions to regular business, how will the ministry account for this in its review of the College's reports?

of Evidence requested.

6
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584
Q9. What if a College hasn't completed all improvement commitments identified last year?

The ministry recognizes that Colleges may not have been able to complete all identified improvement commitments in2O2L (e.g., a College may have made a multi-year improvement

commitment). The ministr encourages Colleges to highlight their continued improvement plans and/or any challenges they faced in fulfilling their improvement commitments.

Q10. lf an initiative is approved in2O22, but comes into effect in 2023, would the ministry consider the initiative fulfilled or partially meeting the requirements?

and consider providing more information in the "Additional lnformation" section (e.g., the date when the initiative will be fully implemented).

Q11. Can Colleges consult with ministry staff as they complete the CPMF Reporting Tool?

outlined in the CPMF Reporting Tool.

Q12. Are there any requirements for a third-party assessor (Measure 1.2 b)?

require a full assessment of College governance.

conflict of role or interest.
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Ontario Reducing Wait Times for Surgeries and

P roced u res

Community surgical and diagnostic centres connecting people to faster, more convenient

care with your health card

January 16,2023

Office of the Premier

Health

TORONTO - The Ontario government is making it easier and faster for people to

access the publicly-funded surgeries and procedures they need by further

leveraging community surgical and diagnostic centres to eliminate surgical backlogs

and reduce wait times. As the government significantly expands the number of

surgeries being done through community surgical and diagnostic centres, it will do

so with measures in place to protect the stability of health human resources at

public hospitals, including requiring new facilities to provide detailed staffing plans

as part of their application and requiring a number of physicians at these centres

to have active privileges at their local hospital'

"When it comes to your health, the status quo is no longer acceptable," said

premier Doug Ford. "Our government is taking bold action to reduce wait times for

surgeries, all while ensuring Ontarians use their OHIP card to get the care they

need, never their credit card."

community surgical and diagnostic centres have been valuable partners in

responding to the pandemic and addressing the pandemic-related backlog in

surgeries. lncreasing community delivery of surgeries has proven to increase

patient and provider satisfaction and reduces the risk of a rescheduled

appointment. Surgeries performed at these centres will be publicly-funded.

Ontario has a three-step plan that better integrates and uses these state-of-the-art

facilities to speed up how quickly people are able to get surgeries and procedures

using their health card.

Step One: Ontario is urgently tackling the existing backlog for cataract surgeries,

which has one of the longest waits for procedures' New partnerships with

community surgical and diagnostic centres in Windsor, Kitchener-Waterloo and
1t7



Ottawa will add 14,000 additional cataract surgeries that will be performed each
year. This number represents up lo 25o/o of the province's current cataract waitlist,
and accounts for the estimated COVID-related backlog of cataract surgeries. These
centres will perform the 14,000 additional surgeries with existing health humanresources 586
Ontario is also investing more than $18 million in existing centres to cover care for
thousands of patients, including more than 49,000 hours of MRI and CT scans,
4,800 cataract surgeries, 900 other ophthalmic surgeries, 1,000 minimally invasive
gynecological surgeries and 2,845 plastic surgeries such as hand soft tissue repair.
Surgical wait lists are anticipated to return to pre-pandemic levels by March 2A23,
barring operational issues,

step Two: To further reduce wait times, ontario is expanding the scope of
community surgical and diagnostic centres to address regional needs with a
continued focus on cataracts, as well as MRI and CT imaging and colonoscopy and
endoscopy procedures. To start as early as2023, these procedures will be non-
urgent, low-risk and minimally invasive and, in addition to shortening wait times,
will allow hospitals to focus their efforts and resources on more complex and high-
risk surgeries.

Step Three: Early detection and diagnosis of a health issue has an immense benefit
on a patient's quality of life, prognosis and treatment path. As a next step, the
government will introduce legislation in February that will, if passed, allow existing
community diagnostic centres to conduct more MRI and CT scanning so that
people can access publicly funded diagnostic services faster and closer to home.
Starting in2a24, this next step will also expand surgeries for hip and knee
replacements. Legislative changes will also, if passed, strengthen oversight of
community surgical settings so that patients can continue to expect to receive the
world class care they know and deserve and provide the province with more
flexibility to continue to expand access to more surgeries and further reduce wait
times. As the province expands the role of community surgical and diagnostic
centres, Ontario Health and the Ministry of Health will continue to work with
system partners and clinical experts to put in place the highest standards for
quality and safety.

"Timely and convenient access to surgery and diagnostic imaging is critical to
keeping people healthy," said Sylvia Jones, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health.
"This plan will boost the availability of publicly funded health services in Ontario,
ensuring that Ontarians currently waiting for specialized surgeries will have greater
access to the world class care they need, where and when they need it.,'

2t7



As the government shortens wait times using community surgical and diagnostic

centres, Ontario Health will ensure that these centres are included in regional

health system planning. Funding agreements with new community surgical and

diagnostic centres will require these facilities to work with local public hospitals to

ensure health system integration and linkages, including connection and reporting

into the province's wait times information system and participation in regional

central intakes, where available. Community surgical and diagnostic centres will

also coordinate with local public hospitals to accept patients that are being

referred, ensuring people get the surgery they need as quickly as possible.

Quick Facts

o There are currently 206,000 people estimated to be waiting for surgical

procedures, For reference, last fall, there were approximately 209,000 patients

waiting for a hospital operating room-based surgical procedure in Ontario, and

about 200,000 before the pandemic. Further information on surgical wait times

is available here.

o Community surgical and diagnostic centres Iicensed under the lndependent

Health Facilities Act currently perform approximately 26,000 OHIP-insured

surgeries and procedures annually.

. Ontario is investing $300 million in 2022/23 as part of the surgical recovery

strategy to increase scheduled surgeries and procedures, as well as appropriate

diagnostic imaging services with a focus on areas with the greatest reduction in

services due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

r Ontario's surgical recovery strategy prioritizes patients waiting longer than

recommended in clinical guidelines.ln 2O22l23,lhe government continues to

offer premiums to hospitals to support completion of over 200,000 surgeries

and procedures.

. The government is also investing in digital tools to enhance coordination of

surgical services between hospitals and enable better patient flow through the

implementation of the Centralized Waitlist Management (CWM) program'

o lnvestments in the CWM program are providing funding for regionally led

projects across the province that support a more equitable distribution of

surgical cases and reductions in patient wait times, as well as for Ontario

Health's development of the technical infrastructure required to support

centralized waitlist management at the provincial level.

587
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Quotes

"Ontario's hospitals have a long history of leadership in clinical innovation and i

working collaboratively to implement new ways to reduce wait times and 588
deliver exceptional patient-centred care in a safe and timely manner. The

Ontario Hospital Association (OHA) welcomes the opportunity to work together
with government and system partners to integrate Community Surgical 

,

Centres into Ontario's health care system and establish new partnerships

between hospitals and community-based surgical clinics to help ensure access

to care for patients. Given the hugely disruptive impact of the covlD-19 :

pandemic on hospitals, health human resources and wait times for services, it

is essential that the expanded use of Community Surgical Centres into new
areas of clinical activity take place in a planned manner with appropriate
change management and risk management measures in place. As always, by

working together as Team Ontario, we can overcome any challenge and deliver
on our shared commitment to strengthening our public healthcare system in
service of the people of Ontario."

- Anthony Dale

President and CEO, Ontario Hospital Association

'As a surgeon, I feel any measure that will allow for more surgeries and cut
wait times should be considered, Expanding the scope of Community Surgical

Centres is a measure that could potentially help reduce wait times across the
province. With the proper safeguards that ensures staffing in hospitals won't
be impacted and lHFs are affiliated with existing hospitals to support patients

throughout their care journey, this could benefit many patients and families in
Ontario. We look forward to working with the Ontario government to develop
this model to best serve Ontarians."

- Dr. Amit Atrey
Assistant Professor of Orthopaedics University of Toronto Staff Trauma &

Arthroplasty surgeon, St Michael's Hospital
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"Experience elsewhere has shown that providing outpatient surgeries and

procedures in the community greatly improves the patient experience. Patients

get their surgeries sooner, have lower rates of infection and get to go home

the same day. We look forward to working with the government to develop a

strategy to make sure these new centres do not take resources away from

hospitals or exacerbate existing health human resources challenges."

- Dr. Rose Zacharias

President, Ontario Medical Association

589

"This is an important solution that can help address wait times, one of the

biggest structural problems in the health-care system. The OMA looks forward

to working with the government to implement this model of care that will

expand capacity throughout the health-care system. lntegrating these new

centres with hospitals and the broader health-care system will help ensure

high-quality care and patient safety and free up beds and operating rooms for

emergency, acute and complex cases."

- Allan O'Dette

CEO, Ontario Medical Association

"Sunnybrook has had success in reducing patient wait times for both low risk

and complex surgeries by partnering with health care organizations outside of

the hospital to perform endoscopies, cataract procedures, and hearing loss

treatments. We have also been able to achieve reductions in wait times by

partnering on regional models of care with our fellow hospitals. Reducing wait

times is a priority for everyone in health care and it is an issue that requires

innovation and investment on a number of fronts. From embracing new

models of care to ensuring our most important resource, our people, have the

support they need to succeed, we are committed to improving the Ontario

health care system in every way possible. We look forward to working with the

government to ensure all Ontarians are able to access care in a timely and safe

manner."

- Dr. Andy Smith

President and CEO, Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre
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"Today's announcement, focused on day surgeries which provide patients with
improved quality of life, is an important step in helping to reduce the surgical

backlog and getting people the surgeries they need in a timely manner, all

while protecting r"rniversal access. I look forward to working with the

government, system partners and the potential centre's to develop the

framework needed to maintain the integrity of our public system regarding

staffing and quality assurance."

- Dr. Kevin Smith

President and CEO, University Health Network

"Community-based surgical facilities can help ensure timely access to safe,

high quality and personalized care. With the significant and growing backlog of
surgical procedures, today's announcement is a positive step forward for
patients, communities and the Ontario health system. We look forward to
working with government and partners to ensure an integrated and

sustainable approach."

-John Yip

President and CEO, SE Health

"We are committed to reducing wait times so that all Ontarians can get timely
access to quality care. ln partnership with health system providers, and

informed by best practice, data and evidence, we will ensure system

integration that supports provincial reporting, coordinated planning and

equitable access for patients across the province."

- Dr. Chris Simpson

Executive Vice President Medical, Ontario Health
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"The Ontario Association of Radiologists welcomes the government's plans to

reduce wait times for surgical and diagnostic services. Ontario's healthcare

system was tested during the COVID-19 pandemic, and while it continues to

recover, innovation is necessary to overcome systemic challenges. As the

government moves forward with these investments and system

improvements, protecting hospitals' health human resources will be critical to

the success of these initiatives. This will require continued investments in

training and re-skilling programs, that will both support the ongoing surge in

healthcare demands and lead to mor€ rewarding careers for Ontarians.

Diagnostic and lnterventional Radiologists remain committed to working

alongside the government and Ministry to provide high-quality diagnostic care

to Ontario patients."

- Dr. David Jacobs

President, Ontario Association of Radiologists
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Additional Resources

Plan to StaV ppen: HealIh System Stabiltlly and-Recovelya

Media Contacts

Caitlin Clark

Premier's Office

Caitl in.Cla rk2@ontario.ca

Hannah Jensen
Minister Jones' Office

Han nah. RJensen@ontario.ca
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Subject: FW: College against surgery centres

From: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>

Sent: January L3,2023 8:05 AM
To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Subject: FW: College against surgery centres

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden Street, Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.111
Toll Free: 1 -877 -57 7 -477 2
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: iowillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

College of Chiropractors of Ontario ("CCO") services continue as stafffollow recommended health and safety guidelines related

to the COVID-19 global pandemic. ln-office services are available by appointment oniy. Please use the email or phone contact

information above or, if you require urgent assistance, please contact Reception by phone at 416-922-6355 ext. 1"00 or email

reception@cco.on.ca
and your inquiry will be directed appropriately.

CCO is committed to providing inclusive, accomffodating, and responsive services and ensuring that individuals are treated

with dignity and respect. Please contact us if you require accommodations. Please ensure that all communications wlth CCO are

respectful and professional.

CONFI DENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify CCO immediately by reply e-

mail and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Dennis Mizel <drmizel @stcatharineschiropractic.com>
Sent: Friday, January L3,2023 6:39 AM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <ipwillson@cco.on.ca>
Cc: Sarah Grben <drsarahgreenl@gmail.com>

Subject: College against surgery centres

CAUTION EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open

attachments unless you have verified the sender and know the content is safe.
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College against surgery centres
HEATTH CARE

I{ospitals would
lose s&rff, wait times
to g'ou', docs wam

not tEnGusoN
Q U E f N'S PARK 8U REAU

Hospitals will lose staff and waits
for rugent me will grow if Prcmier
Doug Ford opere privately opent-
ed independent sugical centres to
cleu a bacldog from the COtr{D-Ig
pandemic, wuns thc regulatory
body for Ontario's doctore.

The shot across the bow llom the
College of Physicim md Sugeons
of Ontario came a day after Ford
sid 'lile need to have facilities like
that to take the burden offthe hos-
pitals."

He pledged "the sarne standmds,
the sme actual (doctors) being
able to go there on tieir spare
time."

Details ue expected from the gov-
ement ndt week

College registra' Dr Nancy Whit-
more nised rcncerns that new fa-
cilities will not be comected to hos-
pitals md will dmw doctors, nures
and other medical profcssionals
amyfrom a public health-cre sys-
tem struggling with staff shortages
alter three guelling yeus of CO-
VID-I9.
'Mmy months ago, we were con-

sulted md shaed our opinion that
stand-alone surgical entres nred
to be connected to the hospital sys-
tem to emure contiluity of ctre
md patient safety," Whitmore said
in a statement Thursday.

'w'e also shued that tlils wmn't
the solution to the health-care cri-
sis md would further try ouhcalih
hman resources shortages and
further increase wait times for
more rugent hospilrl-broed cue,"

Whitmoreadded.
"\Me have not recently been en-

gaged in the coruereation md were
not infomred that this ws being
mnomced or implcme nted."

At a nss conferene in Etobimke
on Wednesdali Ford told reporters
"we need to be bold, we need to be
iruovative ... we need to look to
other provinces md mrntries to
see what they're doing differently
and for the best ide*."

He stressed health ffe rnust re-
main publicly funded md wiver-
sally available.
"People don't care where they

have to go s long s it hre the me
regulations, sme top notch doc-
tors that ile working in thc hospi-
tal" lbrd said, citing knee replace-
ments, hip replacements md cat-
aract operations as possibilities,

and mentioning the privately
omed Shouldice Hospital forher-
ai* m an emmple of a model
"These are no-brainers," Ford

said.
Ford also issued m 6surmce:

"Ontarim will always acess the
health care they need wit-h their
OHIP wd, never their o'edit mdl'

The Liberals said my nryhealth-
rue facilities mutbe not-for-prof-
it entities to prevent losses of staff
that could undemine the public
health system.

"We don't have enough front-line
worken to me for those ufio need
cue," iuterim Liberal Leader John
trla*r told a news conference.
"Ontarians deseroe a publicly

funded health-care system *'here
the only shreholders tlat count
re the people they are wingfor."

Lisa Marie
Presley dies
ofheart
attack atffi
STEFANIE DAZIO
AND KRISTIN M. HAI.I

Los ANcEIES Lisa Mrie Prcs-
ley - the only child ofElvis Presley

- died Thusday after being hospi^
talired mlier that da54 her mother
said in a statement. T'he singer was
54.
'Tt is wi& a heavy heart that I

mwt shre the devastatiug nws
that my beautiful daughter Liu
Mrie hro lelt u," Priscilla Prcsley
said in a statement Thusday ere-
ning. "She ms the most pffiionate,
stmng md loving womm I hare
everknom."
The announcement came just

houm after Priscilla Presley had
mntrmed tlat Lisa Muie Presley
m ruhed to the hospital erlier
Thursday. Los Angelcs County
pumedia were dispatched to a
Calabmm home at IO:37 am. fol-
lowing a report of a womm in full
rudiac mesl acmrding to Cmig
Little, a spokespemon forthe coun-
q/s fu€ department. ProlErty re-
cords indicate Presley m a resi-
dent at that address.
Puamcdis mived about sixmin-

uies later, Little said- A subsquent
statement from the Los Angeles
Comty Sheriff's Deputment mid
prmedic performed CPR and
"detemi:ned the patient had sigtr
oflife" before taking her to a hospi-
tal in neaby West Hills imredi-
ately. The city of Calabmas is nes-
iled between the foothills of the
Santa Monica md the Smta Sm-
na Momtains, about 50 kilometres
northwest of domtom Los Ange-
les.

News of Presle/s hospitaliation
m first reportedby TMZ md later
confimed by People magzine.
THT ASSOCIATID PRESS

Premier Doug
Ford stressed
that health care
must remain
publicly funded
and universally
available in
Ontario.

TIIANA MARTIN
THT CANADIAN
PRESS

Sent from my iPad
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Ontario releases 3-step plan to invest in for-profit care to reduce surgical backlog

fl Katherine DeClerq, CTV News Toronto Multi-Platform Writer

@KateDeClerq 594
Published Monday, January 16, 2023 5:17AM EST

Last Updated Monday, January 16, 2023 1'1:04AM EST

ontario has released a new three-step plan that will see some for-profit community surgical and diagnostic centres take on more responsibilities'

including additional surgeries and other medical procedures'

speaking to reporters Monday morning, Health Minister sylvia Jones said this will help reduce wait times and eliminate surgical backlogs'

,,we need to be bold, innovative and creative,,, she said. "we need to build on the spirit of collaboration on display across the health-care sector'"

A'VERTISEMEN;

r:I,.

The government said surgical wait lists should return to pre-pandemic Ievels by March 2023 under this plan' pEIATED sToRlEs

The first step would be to invest in "new partnerships with community surgical and diagnostic centres" to

reduce the waitlist for cataract surgeries, ensuring 14,000 more surgeries will be performed each year'

The government will also invest more than $18 million in existing centres to cover other procedural care

such as MRI and CT scans, ophthalmic surgeries, minimally invasive gynecological surgeries and plastic

surgeries.

The announcement, which was made jointly by Jones and Premier Doug Ford, comes as health-care

experts warn about the possibilities of exacerbated staffing shortages in hospitals'

Experts have questioned why the Ford government would invest further in independent centres instead of

providing support to the public sector.

Last week the college of physicians and surgeons of ontario said any expansion of private surgical centres
Ontario Premier Doug Ford and Minister

would create challenges for hospitals. 
::ffi::';;tiliri"il:'r:ff1il*ffiil'",

,,Many months agoJ we were consulted and shared our opinion that stand-alone surgical centers need to be Education in Toronto' Thursday' Dec' 1

connected to the hospitar system to ensure continuity of care and patient safety," Registrar and cEo Dr. 2022'rHE CANADIAN PRESS/chris

Nancy Whitmore said in a statement 
" Young

,,We also shared that this wasn't the solution to the health care crisis and would further tax our healih

human resources shortages and further increase wait times for more urgent hospital-based care"'

Dr. Michael warner, a physician at Toronto's Michael Garron Hospital, said unless the government plans on training a new group of staff, it's

,,unclear how this plan will not reduce staffing levels in public hospitals."

,,where the people going to come without cannibalizing staff for public hospitals," he asked on Twitter before the announcement'

This is a breaking news story. More to come.

https://www.cp24.com/news/ontario-releases-3-step-plan-to-invest-in-for-profit-care-to-reduce-surgical-ba 
cklog-1 '6232044

I

:

Ford government will exPand use of

private surgical clinics in Ontario'

sources say
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NEWS RELEASE

Your Health: A Plan for Connected and Convenient Care

Ontario government connecting people to convenient care, close to home

February 02,2023

Health ITEM 4.1.39

595

TORONTO - The Ontario government today released Your Health: A Plan for

Connected and Convenient Care. The plan focuses on providing people with a

better health care experience by connecting them to more convenient options

closer to home while shortening wait times for key services across the province and

growing the health care workforce for years to come.

"when it comes to your health and the health of all ontarians, the status quo isn't

working," said Sylvia Jones, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health. "As we put our

bold plan into action, you will be connected to care when you need it most and

where it's most convenient, whether that's closer to home in your community or

even at home."

The plan lays out a broad series of initiatives under three pillars: The Right Care in

the Right Place, Faster Access to Care and Hiring More Health Care Workers.

Designed to work together and work for people, these pillars will deliver connected

and convenient care in hospital emergency rooms, in community settings like

pharmacies and community organizations and doctors' offices, in long-term care

homes and through care delivered right at home.

Key initiatives in the plan include the following, some of which are being

implemented immediately as the province takes action to address pressing issues,

while other changes will take time but are still important to improving the care

people receive:

Pillar One: The Right Care in the Right Place

. Expanding the role of pharmacists so that people can connect to care closer to

home at their local pharmacy, and giving family doctors more time for

appointments with people who need more specialized care for more serious

concerns. As of Janu ary 1,2023, pharmacists are able to prescribe medicat

for 13 common ailmentsto people across Ontario at no extra cost. As of



January 29,2023, nearly 40,000 assessments for minor ailments have been

completed and over 31,000 prescriptions have been issued, with 65 per cent of

::il::::::::?:::,:;'0"' 
hearth units having provided minor airment 596

r Making it faster and easier for youth to connect to mental health and substance

use support, primary care, social services and more by adding eight additional
Youth Wellness Hubs to the 14 that are already operating across the province.

o Expanding team-based care through Ontario Health Teams to better connect
and coordinate people's care within their own community by improving their
transition between various health care providers and ensuring their health
records follow them wherever thcy go for care. lntroducing new primary care

networks under Ontario Health Teams and expanding team models of primary

care with up to 1,200 more physicians being added to family health

organizations.

Pillar Two: Faster Access to Care

o Making it easier and faster to get publicly funded surgeries and @CdUles by

further leveraging the support of commgd_ty sulgical and diagnostic centres to
eliminate surgical backlogs and reduce wait times. This includes investing more
than $18 million in existing centres to cover care for thousands of patients,

including more than 49,000 hours of MRI and CT scans,4,800 cataract surgeries,

900 other ophthalmic surgeries, 1,000 minimally invasive gynecological

surgeries and 2,845 plastic surgeries.
o Providing paramedics more flexibility to treat people who call 9-1-1 at home or

on scene in the community rather than in emergency rooms. Successful g-1-1

models of care have been expanded in more than 40 communities across the
province, resulting in patients receiving the care they needed up to 17 times
faster with 94 per cent of patients avoiding the emergency room in the days

following treatment.
. Building almost 60,000 new and upgraded long-term care beds to help address

wait lists for long-term care and ensure seniors are being cared for in the right
place, where they can connect to more supports, activities and social activities.

This is in addition to the more than 3,500 hospital beds added across the
province in the last three years to ensure access to hospital care when it is
needed.

Pillar Three: Hiring More Health Care Workers

r Moving forward with the largest medical school education expansion in more
than a decade by adding 160 undergraduate seats and 295 postgraduate



positions over the next five years. This expansion includes the new Toronto

Metropolitan University's School of Medicine that recently found its new home 
SgTin Brampton.

o Expanding education and training opportunities for those interested in working

in health care, including expanding the Learn and Stay-grant that is helping over

a dozen growing and underserved communities grow their health care

workforce by covering the costs of tuition, books and other direct educational

costs for postsecondary students who enroll in high-priority programs in return

for working in those communities for up to two years after they graduate.

e lntroducing new "As of Right" rules that will allow health care workers registered

in other provinces and territories to immediately start working and caring for

people without first having to register with one of Ontario's health regulatory

colleges.

Your Health: A Plan for Connected and Convenient Care will put Ontarians back in

charge of their health, making it easier to navigate care at every stage of their life,

providing more ways to receive care closer to home, and ensuring that people will

be able to get the care they need faster, when it can have the greatest impact to

their health.

Quick Facts

r Ontario is investing $300 million in 2022/23 as part of the surgical recovery

strategyto increase scheduled surgeries and procedures, as well as diagnostic

imaging with a focus on areas with the greatest reduction in services due to the

COVID-19 pandemic.

o Across the provin ce,54 Ontario Health Teams are working to improve

transitions between health providers and to make sure a patient's medical

record follows them wherever they go for care. They are also focused on

embedding home care and primary care services so that care can be provided

at home or in the communitY.

o ln2O22, the Ontario government introduced its Plan to Stay Open: Heallh

System StaUitity anO a five-point plan to provide the best care

possible to patients and residents while ensuring the resources and supports

are in place to keep the province and economy open.

o ln 2020, the Ontario government released the Roadmap-to Welhess supported

by an investment of $3.8 billion over 10 years, with a vision of creating a mental

health and addictions system where everyone has high-quality and easily

accessible mental health and addictions support available to them throughout

their lifetime.



Quotes

"The Your Health plan is helping connect Ontarians with the care they need
when they need it. As part of our plan, we're providing long-term care residents
with faster, more convenient access to diagnostics services. Starting with two
pilot projects in Toronto and Barrie, we're working to expand access to
diagnostics services to residents across Ontario."

- Paul Calandra

Minister of Long-Term Care

'As we continue to prioritize a strong health care workforce in the years ahead,

expanding bold initiatives like the new Learn and Stay Grant will help train the
next generation of health care workers to support communities with the
greatest need. By providing targeted financial incentives to encourage students
to learn and work in priority regions, the Learn and Stay Grant will ensure that
our health care professionals get the training they need to make immediate
impacts in their local communities. This is an historic investment in our
students and in the future of our health care workforce in Ontario, and will be

a game changer for communities across the province."

-Jill Dunlop

Minister of Colleges and Universities

"Our One Stop Talk virtual walk-in counselling program is connecting children,
youth, and their families with convenient and timely mental health services

where and when they need them. Creating low-barrier services like One Stop

Talk is an important foundational piece to the continuum of care we are

building here in Ontario as outlined in the Road Map to Wellness."

- Michael Tibollo
Associate Minister of Mental Health and Addictions
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"lt is time for renewal in our health system. Working with government and

providers across the system, we are committed to building on what works and

exploring innovative approaches to care that support a better connected and

integrated care experience for patients and their families."

Presid ent, 
"o 
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"The Minor Ailments program in Ontario is already having a positive impact.

Since the launch of the program on January 1 st, Ontario's pharmacists have

already helped more than 30,000 people get access to the care they need for

minor ailments including UTls, pink eye and cold sores. We commend the

Ontario government for taking this important step to make care more

convenient. Looking ahead we need to continue to leverage the expertise and

training of pharmacy professionals to make care more accessible for Ontarians

and to help take pressure off other areas of our health system."

-Justin Bates

CEO of the Ontario Pharmacists Association

"Primary care is the foundation of our health care system and team-based

primary care provides comprehensive services that Ontarians need. We are

thrilled to see the new investment in team-based primary care including family

health teams in today's announcement and we look forward to working with

the government and our primary care partners and providers across the

province to expand access to team-based primary care."

- Kavita Mehta

CEO of the Association of Family Health Teams of Ontario
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"Spectrum Health Care welcomes the government's ongoing commitment to
improve access to care at home and to continue to invest in expanding home
care as outlined in the plan released today. This will help keep patients out of
hospital and allow them to access quality care where they want to receive it -
in their homes. We are glad to see the future of home care prioritized by this
government."

- Sandra Ketchen

President and CEO of Spectrum Health Care

'Addictions and Mental Health Ontario is plcascd that thc Ontario government
is investing in practical supports that will help millions of Ontarians connect
with care who struggle with their mental health or substance use. This

announcement will help to ensure that young people receive the necessary

support they deserve and continue to build on the work of the Roadmap to
Wellness in Ontario."

- Alisha Tharani
CEO of Addictions and Mental Health Ontario

"The Ontario Personal Support Workers Association (OPSWA) is pleased to
hear about the announcement today of the newest Ministry of Health
initiative: "Your Health: A Plan for Connected and convenient care." This

holistic and comprehensive approach will see the beginnings of a regulatory
structure for front-line health care workers in Ontario. The Oversight Authority
will embed professional respect for the Personal Support Workers (PSWs) in

ontario and prepare the province for the promised 24,000 new psws with a

structure being built to protect our patients. The OPSWA looks forward to
continuing to work with this government toward the improvement of health
care in this province."

- Miranda Ferrier
CEO of the Ontario Personal Support Workers Association
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"Creating practice ready assessments for internationally trained physicians

means we could have more doctors working in Ontario by this summer, seeing

patients who may not have a doctor, catching up on the pandemic backlog of

care and helping to relieve the strain on the health-care system. The OMA

looks forward to supporting and mentoring these new physicians'''

- Allan O'Dette

CEO of the Ontario Medical Association

"We are pleased the government's plan includes measures to further integrate

the health-care system, which Ontario's doctors have been recommending in

our Prescription for Ontario. We believe that every patient should have access

to a family doctor and a team of health-care providers. Family doctors and

team-based care are critical components of an effective health-care system.

We look forward to working with the government to improve patient access to

ca re. "

- Dr. Rose Zacharias

President of the Ontario Medical Association

"Home Care Ontario applauds the government for recognizing the critical role

home care plays in Ontario's health system. Today's plan says it best - 'The only

thing better than having care close to home, is having care in your home.' Now

is the time to put those words into action. The government can capitalize on its

historic investments by fast tracking funding to home care in order to stabilize

and grow the sector."

- Sue VanderBent

CEO of Home Care Ontario
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"We are pleased to see the Ontario government recognize the important role
of family doctors and primary care in our health system. The actions taken in

this plan will improve local primary care planning, access to team-based care,

and will support the training and development of more family physicians in

Ontario. These are aligned with recommendations from our plan of action,
Solutions for Today: Ensuring every Ontarian has Access to a Family Doctor.

Today's announcement is a step in the right direction, and we look forward to
working closely with the government to ensure all Ontarians have timely
access to a family doctor."

- Dr. Mekalai Kumanan
President of the Ontario College of Family Physicians

"The Nurse Practitioners'Association of Ontario (NPAO) is grateful to the
Government of Ontario and the Minister of Health, Sylvia Jones, for the
initiatives included in the "Your Health" plan to better leverage Nurse

Practitioners in Ontario. There are more than a dozen communities seeking to
have a Nurse Practitioner-Led Clinic to improve access to care for patients.

Nurse Practitioners will play a critical role for an efficient and effective

healthcare system in Ontario. lnitiatives to train more Nurse Practitioners to
deliver patient-centered care is valuable and needed for Ontarians. Ontario
needs more Nurse Practitioners."

- Dana Cooper
Executive Director of the Nurse Practitioners'Association of Ontario
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'As the health care system recovers from the COVID-19 pandemic and civil

emergency, the Ontario Hospital Association (OHA) thanks the Government of

Ontario for its strong, ongoing support of Ontario's hospitals. After almost

three years of grappling with a once-in-a-century public health crisis, on behalf

of Ontario's hospitals the OHA is grateful for the new investments, resources

and policies that are helping to strengthen our province's health care system.

During the pandemic, Ontario's hospitals rose to every challenge in service of

the people of Ontario. ln its aftermath, hospitalswill continueto lead and work

closely with the government and our other partners, to overcome the

challenges facing our health system, reduce wait times and improve access to

care for patients."

- Anthony Dale

President and CEO of the Ontario Hospital Association

"Children's Mental Health Ontario is very appreciative of all investments in the

child and youth mental health sector, one that has been historically

underfunded. We look forward to the continued implementation of the

Roadmap to Wellness, and the required new investments to stabilize the

system, that will eventually maximize its capacity to meet the needs of

Ontario's children, youth and their families."

- Tatum Wilson

CEO of Children's Mental Health Ontario

"The OAPC supports investments and programs that help put less pressure on

emergency departments and get paramedics back on the road providing care

in the community as quickly as possible. We welcome the announcement of

$23.1 million to expand dedicated offload nurses and healthcare workers in

hospitals in places where we didn't have access to these supports. We also

welcome programs that ensure patients get the care they need without having

to go to a hospital. These are positive changes that put patients first and allow

paramedics, with our healthcare partners, provide the right care, at the right

time, in the right place."

- Mike Sanderson

President of the Ontario Association of Paramedic Chiefs
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"We appreciate the government's ongoing commitment to the Roadmap to
Wellness: a plan to build Ontario's mental health and addictions system. These
program-based investments in the mental health and addictions sector allow
rus to reach different popr"rlations and those in need."

- Camille Quenneville
CEO of the Canadian Mental Health Association Ontario

"OnPharm-United, and the over 600 independent pharmacies we represent

across ontario, are excited to see the progress being made on increasing

access to care. The Govcrnmcnt of Ontario's announcement earlier this year to
allow pharmacists to assess and prescribe treatment for 13 minor health
ailments has already been a game changer. we applaud the government's

diligence for finding innovative ways to improve our health care system and for
keeping pharmacy as part of the solution. We look forward to continued
collaboration to give Ontarians faster and more convenient care."

- Sherif Guorgui

Co-CEO of OnPharm-United

"Home and community care is a vital component of our health system. We are

encouraged that Ontario acknowledges long term strategies and sustainable
funding are necessary for home and community support to create an

integrated health system that ensures Ontarians receive services and live

where they want to, in their home and communities."

- Deborah Simon

CEO of the Ontario Community Support Association
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"The Medical Laboratory Professionals'Association of Ontario applauds the

government's recognition of the critical role that Ontario laboratories play in

our health system. This investment will bolster the number of Medical

Laboratory Technologists, who interpret testing and provide physicians with

the information needed to diagnose and treat patients. This support will result

in better healthcare for all Ontarians."

- Michelle Hoad

CEO of the Medical Laboratory Professionals'Association of Ontario

"PAs in Ontario and across Canada applaud this important announcement

today. This is the first increase to the number of training spots in a decade.

This announcement will bring more PAs to hospitals, EDs, surgical suites and to

communities without access to a family doctor."

- Kevin Dickson

President of the Canadian Association of Physician Assistants

"RNAO is thrilled the government heeded our advice and is funding additional

nursing seats: 1,000 RNs, 500 RPNs and I50 NPs, starting in 2023-2024. We are

pleased funding will be tied to innovative baccalaureate nursing programs

including second entry, compressed programs, and RPN to BScN bridging

programs as per RNAO's Nursing Through Crisis report. Applications to BScN

and NP programs are higher than ever. To retain new graduates, competitive

compensation and appropriate workloads are a must. Nurses are key to

strengthen our health system. Too many Ontarians lack access to primary care

and we urge Premier Ford to move aggressively to expand Nurse Practitioner

led-clinics (NPLC) and deliver on RN prescribing."

- Dr. Doris Grinspun

CEO of the Registered Nurses'Association of Ontario
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"The Ontario Occupational Health Nurses Association (OOHNA) and the over

350 occupational health nurses we represent across Ontario applaud today's

announcement by the government to address head-on the challenges we face

when it comes to our Health Human Resources. Nursing is a calling, but many

are experiencing a whole host of challenges. These measures announced

today will help with the retention and recruitment of nurses, and OOHNA will

continue to support collaborate initiatives going forward that help to retain

and recruit nurses to Ontario."

- Lina Di Carlo

Executive Director of the Ontario Occupational Health Nurses Association

"We applaud the Government's newly announced strategies to accelerate

access to healthcare services, providing an important foundation for
addressing current health system challenges while fostering equitable care and

services for all Ontarians. The province's successful implementation of access

to minor ailments services through community pharmacies is a shining

example of providing care close to home. We look forward to continued

partnership with the Government to further develop pharmacies as

community health hubs providing convenient and accessible care to

Ontarians."

- Sandra Hanna

Chief Executive Officer of the Neighbourhood Pharmacy Association of
Canada
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Additional. Resources

a Yorrr Health: A Plan for Con ected and Convenient Care

o Ontario Connecting Long-Term Care Home Residents to More Diagnostic

Services

. Ontario Expanc[4g Mental Health Services for Children and Youth in Every

Corner of the Province

o Ontario Ex@gling Learn and Stay Grant to Train More Health Care Workers
. New "As of Right" Rules a First in Canada to Attract More Health Care Workers

to Ontario
o Ontario Reducing Wait Times for Surgeries and Procedures
o Pharmacists Now Treating Thirteen Common Ailments and Renewing
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Related Topics

Government

Learn about the government services available to you and how government works.

Learn more

HeaLth and Wetlness

Get help navigating Ontario's health care system and connecting with the programs

or services you're looking for. Learn more

Media Contacts

Hannah Jensen
Minister Jones' Office

Ha nna h. RJensen@onta rio.ca

Anna Miller
Communications Division

media.moh@ontario.ca

416-314-6197
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A Message from the Minister

Since being appointed Ontario's Minister of Health, I have travelted
across the province to the frontlines of our health care system,

I have seen the delivery of world-class cancer care in Toronto,

lifesaving pediatric care in Ottawa, state-of-the-art mental health

care in Penetanguishene, and I've had the opportunity to engage
with dedicated health care workers across the province,

I have witnessed the brilliance of our health care workers and their
dedication to providing care to their patients. I've met with nurses,

doctors, personal support workers, pharmacists, hospital leaders and

health professionals in long-term care homes and those who provide

care directly in your homes. I've been grateful to hear from many of
them that they are collaborating across the heaLth sector in higher
numbers than ever before,

But I have also seen that our heal.th care system and our health care

workers are under incredibte pressure. For too many people, health

care is too hard and slow to access.

The status quo is not working, Too many people are waiting too
Long to get an appointment or surgery, having to travet too far to
get care, and spending too much time trying to navigate our health

care system,

We can't accept this, We won't.
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612
We need to be bo[d, innovative and creative. We need to buitd on the spirit of
collaboration on displ.ay across the heatth care sector, We need to have the
courage to look to other provinces and countries and borrow the best of what
the world is already doing, And we need to be clear: ontarians wilt always
access the heaLth care they need with their OHIP card, never their credit card,

Our goal. is to make health care more convenient for
Ontarians by connecting you to care ctoser to home.

We will do this by increasing access to services in health care settings near
you - Like in pharmacies by increasing the number of assessments and
treatments that can be provided by your Local pharmacist without a doctor's
appointment, By expanding the number of community surgical and diagnostic
centres, By cutting wait times for services like MRI and CT scans and cataract
surgeries, And by expanding access to home and community care services so
you can stay safely at home.

Over the last several years we have made progress, We have expanded
ontario's health workforce with more doctors, nurses and personal support
workers. We're building new hospitals in every region of the province, We're
adding nearty 60,000 new and upgraded long-term care beds and increasing
the amount of care residents receive so seniors can Live with dignity,

But we must do more - and we are doing more.

With Your Heolth:A Plon for Connected and Convenient Care we wiU. continue
to prioritize making it easier for you and your famiLy to connect to the care
you need, whether that's by expanding access to services in your home or
community, giving you the choice to book or take an appointment virtually, or
ensuring a hospital bed is there for you when you need it.

We are preparing for the future by putting aside the ideas of the past. We are
focused on connecting you to the care you need, when and where you need it,

Sylvia Jones
Deputy Premier
and Minister of Health
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AVision for Patient-Centred Care

Our core promise to every person in Ontario is this:you wi[L be

connected to the heatth care you need when you need it.

Whether it's an unplanned 3:OO a.m. trip to the emergency room

with your chil"d or a routine check-up with your fami[y doctor.

Whether your aging mother needs more support to keep living in

the famity home she loves, or you need cataract surgery to fix a

problem thafs been bothering you for years,

Whether you live in a big city, small town or in a remote spot in
the north,

Your Health: A Plon for Connected and Convenient Cqre puts people

at its heart, by adding and expanding heal"th care services closer

to home.

We are taking action to strengthen a[[ aspects of health care,

particul"arty where you access it most frequently - in hospital
emergency rooms, in community settings like pharmacies and

doctors'offices, in tong-term care homes and through care

delivered right in your own homes.
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We know we can't do it alone, Thats why we're hiring and training
more doctors, nurses and personat support workers to help us
deliver on that promise.

This Long-term plan is buil.t on three piltars:The Right Care in the
Right Place, FasterAccess to Care, and Hiring More Heal.th Care
Workers, By focusing on improving the heaLth care experiences of
Ontarians and growing our health care workforce, we wiLL improve
the qual,ity of health care detivery across the province for years
to come.

Some of these changes wilt happen immediately as we take action
to address pressing issues. Other changes wi[[ take time, They wiLl
be phased in over the months and years ahead as we educate and
graduate new health care workers, buil.d new hospitals, community
surgical and diagnostic centres and tong-term care homes, and
deliver care in new and innovative ways. But over time, you wil.l. see
and feel real improvements in the care you receive as we build a
better health care system for the future.

You wi[ have more information and better tools to make the right
decisions about your health,

You wi[[ be able to book more appointments online or take an
appoi ntment virtual.[y,

It witt become faster and easier for you to connect to the health
services you need in your community or at home, no matter where
you [ive.

You witl experience shorter wait times for key services - Like

surgeries, emergency care and supports for mental heatth
and addictions,

Your health care workers wilL be set up to work together as a team
for you, making it easier for you to navigate care at every stage of
your [ife.

Fotlowing the best evidence available and successes of other
jurisdictions, Ontario is taking action to connect you to care
when and where you need it, lts about making heal.th care more
convenient, lts about connecting you to the care you need. lts about
you and your health.
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Building on a Strong System: Actions to Date

We are buil"ding a health care system that works for you and
your family,

We heard from Ontarians that you wanted to be able to get care

where and when you need it, This means more hospital and [ong-
term care beds in your community, more diagnostic testing - Like

MRls - closer to home, and more skill.ed health care workers
avaiLabl.e to care for you. We are on our way to providing this.

We have added more than 3,5OO hospital beds across the province

in the last three years to ensure you and your loved ones have

access to hospital care when you need it, And this year we added 24

more pediatric critical care beds,

Through 5O new major hospital. development projects, we witl' add
another 3,OOO new hospital beds over the next ].O years.

We funded the operations for 49 new MRI machines in hospitals

across Ontario (including three for pediatric hospitats) so you can be

diagnosed faster and, if needed, begin treatment and fo[[ow-up care

even sooner.

We have increased the number of surgeries performed in the
province and decreased wait times. We have also created new
programs to get you out of hospital and back home with support
safely and quickly,

YourHealth 9



Seniors and those needing long-term care are moving into
thousands of new or upgraded long-term care beds as we improve
seniors'care across Ontario. We are investing $6.4 biU.ion to build
more than 3O,OOO new beds by 2A28 and 28,OOO upgraded tong-
term care beds across the province which wilt result in shorter
waits for many of our seniors to get the 24/7 care they need, Were
investing nearly $S bil.lion over fouryears to hire more than 2ZOOO
long-term care staf, inctuding nurses and personat support workers,
to provide long-term care home residents with an average of four
hours of direct care per day.

We continue to make it easier and faster for individuals of a[[ ages
to connect to mental heal,th and addictions support by building on
our Roadmop to Wellness with additional investments and innovative
new programs, inctuding opening eight new Youth Wellness
Hubs, launching the Ontario Structured Psychotherapy Program
and adding more than 15O new addiction treatment beds across
the province,

We have made it more convenient to book or take a health care
appointment by launching virtual care options and adding more
online appointment booking tools, Through the new Heatth811, you
can chat online or ca[ 811to taLk to a registered nurse day or night
for free in multiple languages, You can also use the service to'find
services like community heatth centres, mental heatth support or a
walk-in clinic close to where you Live,

We have also invested in growing our heatth care
workforce. Since 2OLB, over 60,000 new nurses
and nearty B,OOO new physicians have registered
to work in Ontario, with thousands more personal
support workers now providing care in Ontario.

And we are better connecting heatth care organizations and
providers in your communities through Ontario HeaLth Teams

616
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Ontario HeaLth Teams bring together heal.th care providers from across

heatth and community sectors, including primary care, hospitals, home and

community care, mental health and addictions services, and long-term care,

as one collaborative team to better coordinate care and share resources.

Working together, they ensure that you can move between health care
providers more easity with one patient record and one care plan that fotlows
you wherever you go for hel.p.

Ontario HeaLth Teams are responsible for delivering care for their patients,

understanding their health care history, easing their transition from one
provider to another, directLy connecting them to diferent types of care, and
providing 24/7 help in navigating the heal.th care system.

Ontario is making historic investments of more than $75 biLLion annuatly in

health and long-term care. But it's clear money on its own isn't enough. We

need to innovate and continue to buil.d on our successes to create tangibte,

lasting improvements in your health care.

Securing Sustainable Federal, Health Funding

Ontario is making record investments to improve health care delivery and to
connect you to care faster, more easily and closer to home,

But we wil.L be abte to make quicker progress with increased financial support
from our primary funding partner - the federal government. Over several
decades the portion of heatth care funding provided by the federat government

has decreased from a cost sharing agreement of 5O per cent from the federal
government down to 22 per cent today - leaving the Ontario government

responsible for covering 78 per cent of heaLth care costs within the province.

Provincial governments of atl. potitical stripes across Canada remain united
in their ca[[ for sustainable and predictabl.e funding that supports the work
provinces are already doing to add more heatth care workers, build more
hospitals and deliver better health care to Canadians.

We aren't asking the federal government to do anything that we aren't prepared

to do ourselves. Our governments have shown that when we work togethen we
can deliver real results. As we increase our investment in Ontarians and their
heaLth and wetL-being, we are asking the federal government to do the same.

We l.ook forward to continuing this work to strengthen health care in Ontario,

617
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A P[an for Connected and
Convenient Care

Our plan to deliver connected and convenient care to you and your
famil.y is built on three pillars:The Right Care in the Right Place,
Faster Access to Care, and Hiring More Heatth Care Workers,

These three pillars are designed to work together, and work for
you. Delivering more care in the community frees up more space in
hospitals and doctors'offices, whi[e hiring more health care workers
ensures you can get the care you need sooner, and in ways that are
more convenient for you,

Connecting these pill.ars to each other and to patient care wi[[ mean
a better experience for you and your famil.y when you need care.
Your loca[ pharmacists wiLt now be able to help you with more of
your health care needs. Home care wi[[ be availab[e to keep your
loved ones safe at home. Your child wil.l. be able to access the mental"
heal.th and addictions services and supports they need. There wil.L be
shorter wait times for common but vital surgeries such as cataracts
and hip and knee reptacements, and you can expect shorter wait
times for diagnostic services such as MRI and CT scans,
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PiLlar L

The right care in
the right place
Supporting more care in the
community, Leveraging virtual
care, supporting targeted
care needs with speciatized

supports, building on mentat

health and addiction services,

creating stronger long-term
care, and reducing emergency

department pressures.

619

As we put our plan into action, you wi[[ be better connected to care
when you need it most and where it's most convenient - in your
community, closer to home, no matter where you [ive, You will be
able to get the care you need more quickl.y when it can have the
greatest impact to your health, And we will make all parts of the
heal.th care system more ftexible and responsive to your needs,
making it easier foryou to navigate at every stage of your [ife,

lntegrated Capacity and Health Human Resources P[an
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Pil.l.ar One:
The Right Care in the Right Pl,ace

When people have heatth care available in their communities,
and in ways that are convenient for them, they are more Likely to
seek and receive the treatment they need when they need it and
stay healihier.

Delivering convenient care to people in their communities will
heLp keep Ontario healthier by diagnosing illnesses eartien starting
treatment as soon as possible, and keeping emergency room wait
times down when you and your family need urgent care,

Whether you need antibiotics to treat a b[adder infection or
medication for your child's pink eye, being able to get those
prescriptions at your local pharmacy saves you a trip to the doctor's
office or emergency room. Or whether your parent is aging, and you
need support to keep them at home,
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This care wiU. be more convenient for you and take pressures

of other areas of the health care system like doctors' offices,

emergency rooms and long-term care homes'

We wil.[ bring the right care to the right places for you and your

family wherever you cal.[ home, Through the innovations outlined

below, we will expand ourview of what is possibte for health care in

Ontario, by prioritizing the resources we need to deliver a new level

of care and convenience to families across the province.

Here is how we wi[ ensure you and your family have access to the

right care in the right ptace.

Expanding care atyour local pharmacy

Pharmacists in Ontario are highty trained, highty trusted, and

regulated heatth professionals. They are often the closest, most

convenient option for heal.th care in communities across Ontario,

Throughout the last few years, pharmacists pl.ayed a critical role in

supporting patients across the province by supporting COVID-L9

testing and vaccinations efforts and educating patients about
medication and treatment options. Pharmacists continue to offer

families the kind of convenient care close to home we know

Ontarians are looking for.

We are expanding the role of pharmacists by increasing their scope

of practice so that you and your family will, be able to connect to

care ctoser to home at your local pharmacy.

As of January 1, 2023, pharmacists are able to prescribe medications

for l-3 common ailments to patients across Ontario. These

medications treat everyday health concerns like rashes, pink eye,

insect bites and urinary tract infections. Visiting your pharmacist

to assess and treat these common medicat conditions can save

you a trip to the doctor, and give famil.y doctors more time for
appointments with patients who need more specialized care for
more serious concerns,

As with visiting a famiLy physician or walk-in ctinic, there is no extra

cost to Ontarians for receiving a prescription from a pharmacist for
common aitments when showing an Ontario heatth card'

621
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Weve also made it more convenient foryou to renew prescriptions
for certain medications without having to first make arrangements
with your famity doctor. Pharmacists are able to renew prescriptions
for chronic medications that no longer have refills to help you avoid
interrupting drug therapy,

These initiatives are part of our ongoing work with frontline
pharmacists, nurses and other regulated health workers to expand
their scope of practice in ways that make it more convenient ancl
faster foryou to get care in your community.

Nurse Practitioner-Led Cl,inics Deliver Timely Care

Thousands of patients in communities across the province are
connecting to heaLth care quickty and ctoser to home through new
clinics Led by nurse practitioners.

Twenty-five of these ctinics are now supporting nearly 8O,OOO
people who have previously had chatlenges getting the famity
heal.th care they need. ln many cases, people are able to book
same-day or next day appointments,

The Ontario government invests nearly $46 mil.Lion annual.ly to
fund these clinics, Al[ nurse-practitioner-led cl.inics are funded for
a lead nurse practitioner: a collaborating physician and a team of
interdisciptinary providers such as nurse practitioners, registered
nurses, sociaI workers, registered dietitians, pharmacists, and
heaLth educators.

ontario is the first jurisdiction that has adopted this model to make
primary care more accessible and is exploring ways to bring this
innovative way of delivering care to more peopl.e.

622
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623lmproving access to care at home

The only thing better than having care close to home is having care
in your home.

We have heard loud and clear that you and your family want better
and faster access to home care services,

Last year, we dedicated over $L biLl.ion to expand access to home
care services over the next three years. This funding wil.l benefit
nearty TOO,OOO families who rely on home care annual.Ly by
expanding home care services whi[e recruiting and training more
home care workers. lt wil.l. help prevent unnecessary hospitaI
and long-term care admissions and shorten hospital stays, Most
importantl.y, it will provide you and your family with the choice to
stay in your home longer.

We are also working with Ontario HeaLth Teams and home and
community care providers to establish new home and community
care programs. Your home care plan shoul.d and will start as soon as

you step foot in the hospital or other health care settings. Connecting
home and community care through these teams wi[[ expand the
reach of health care professionals atl. the way to your front door and
wi[[ ensure you start to receive these important services sooner.
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These investments and initiatives are only part of the solution.
We know we need to do more to expand and improve home care
services across the province, particularty in rural and remote areas.
We wil.l continue to make investments to ensure you and your famiLy
are able to connect to home care more quickly and easily, when you
need support,

Ontario's expanded community paramedicine program is also
heLping people with chronic heaLth conditions live independently at
home, where they want to be,

The program enables paramedics
to use their training and expertise
beyond their traditional emergency
response rote. ln part, they provide
home visits to seniors for a range
of services, inctuding making sure
they are taking their medications
as prescribed, educating patients
on managing chronic conditions
and increasing assessments and
referrals to LocaI community
services, such as home care.
Through this program, which works
alongside home care, primary care
and home and community care, 55
communities are already benefiting
from 24/7 non-emergency support,

Ontario's Community Paramedicine
for Long-Term Care Program
has supported more than
3O,OOO peopte.

lmproving access to mental heal,th

and addictions services

We cannot tal.k about improving
the heal.th care experiences of
people across the province without
acknowledging the need to improve
mental heal.th and addictions
services as we[l. ----a--
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Every year, more than one mil[ion people in Ontario experience a

mental health or addictions challenge, which can have a serious

impact on their quatity of Life, including the abil.ity to go to school or

make a living,

The system to support individuals with these challenges has been

broken and fragmented for many years. People who badl"y needed

support were waiting far too long to connect to care or having

difficutty figuring out how to even begin navigating a complicated,

disjointed system to get hetp. Too often they were Left to struggle on

their own.

We are determined to fix long-standing issues in the mental health

and addictions care sector once and for all., Doing so will take time'

Three years ago, we launched our comprehensive strategy -
Roodmop toWellness:A Plan to Build Ontqrio's Mentqt Heolth

ond Addictions System - lo improve mentat heatth services for
communities across Ontario, and support patients and famiLies living

with mental heal.th and addictions challenges.

The plan is built on four central pil.[ars - improving qual.ity, expanding

existing services, implementing innovative solutions and improving

access - that are designed to work together to support the delivery

of the services people need, where and when they need them'

We launched the Mental Health and Addictions Centre of Excellence

within Ontario HeaLth to guide our work, To ensure the plan's

success, we are investing $s,g ulll.ion over L0 years to develop and

implement a comprehensive and connected mentat heal,th and

addictions system for Ontarians,

Since Launching the plan, we have already invested more than

$SOO mill.ion annually to hel.p mental health and addictions services

expand access to care and reduce wait times'

We have also Launched innovative new programs inctuding the

Ontario Structured Psychotherapy Program to provide more Ontarians

support for anxiety and depression with Cognitive BehaviourTherapy,

new eating disorders prevention and early intervention programming.

To make it faster and easier for young people to connect to mental

heal.th and substance use support, primary care, social services,

and more, we are significantl'y expanding the number of Youth

Wellness Hubs,
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These hubs hel"p fitt the gap in youth addictions services and also
provide children and youth aged 12 to 25 a range of other services,
such as vocationaI support, education services, housing and
recreation and we[[ness.

We are adding eight new youth wellness hubs to the i.4 that are
already operating in communities across the province. Five of
the new hubs are atready providing services to youth whil.e in
development, These sites are supporting youth in Kingston, London,
Sarnia, Sault Ste. Marie and Toronto, The three remaining new hubs
* in Sagamok First Nation, Sudbury and ThorncLiffe park fforonto) -
are in development,

We have also invested $4.75 million to support a new virtual
wa[k-in counsetling service for chiLdren, youth, and families. The
service - One Stop TaLk,zParlons maintenant - provides access to
mental heal.th care with a clinician by phone, video, text or chat, The
counselling program began in November 2022 with six participating
mental heal.th organizations and has already served nearly 1,OOO
people. The service is now being expanded to additional agencies
and their waitlisted patients and witl be availabl.e to al.L children,
youth and families across the province once the program is full.y
implemented, We know that reaching out for mentaL health or
substance use support is not easy * it takes courage - and that is
why we want to ensure hel.p is there when peopl.e do reach out, We
wi[L continue to invest in mental health and addictions care as part of
the ongoing ro[out of the Roadmop to Wellness.
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627Connecting you to health information24/7

Health Connect Ontario has a new name: HeatthSLL.

Last Spring, we Launched the service for people to ca[L or chat
online with a registered nurse and find the heatth care services and

information aLl. through one, easy-to-use website' We wanted a

name that better reftects the service and how to use it'

With Heatth81L, you can get support for health care questions or to
find a service like community health centres, mental health support
or watk-in clinics 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Through cal.Ling 81L or heading to the Heal"thSll website, you can

also use a symptom assessment toot to better understand your

health, get an initial. health assessment and heaLth advice from a
nurse, and get help finding a primary care provider, locat health
services or general guidance on your heaLth care journey'

We are continuing to invest in HeaLthSLl to ensure that when you

reach out for hel.p, someone is there to support you right there, when
you need it most,

Future improvements planned for HeaLth8l1 wi[[ a[[ow you to create

a confidential profil.e, schedu[e video visits with clinical advisors and

manage your heal.th more easily through integrated records that can

be shared with Ontario Health Teams, mental heal.th and addictions
supports, and other health providers,
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We're Finally Axing the Fax

Anyone under the age of L8 might be wondering: what's a fax?
We don't blame them,

As we use technoLogy to improve health care, it may come as
a surprise to some that the old-school fax machine continues
to occupy a place in hospitals, doctors'offices and other
heaLth or$anizations,

WeLt, not for much longer, lt's time we finallv axe the fax.

The Ontario government is replacing antiquated fax machines
with digitaI communication atternatives at a[[ Ontario health care
providers within the next fivqrj?ears,

E[iminating faxing in heatth care settings wil.L reduce the risk of
delays in diagnosis and.]reatment, promote safer patient care and
improve patient privacy, lt a[so. makijs it easier and faster for heal.th

. data to follow the patient wherever they access care.
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629Expanding Ontario Heal,th Teams to deliver care in your

communities

We know that to ensure you have faster and easier access to the

care you need, we need to better connect you to care within your

own community,

Our work to better connect and coordinate care for you is underway

with the expansion of Ontario Health Teams across the province.

Throughout the pandemic, Ontario Health Teams demonstrated the

importance of heaLth providers working together to care for patients'

With their Leadership, communities across the province were able to

establish community COVID-19 testing sites, vaccination programs

and other vitaI services.

Across the province,54 Ontario HeaLth Teams are working to improve

transitions between heatth care providers and are ensuring a patient'S

medicat record foLlows them wherever they go for care, They are also

focused on embedding home care and primary care services so that
you and your famil.y can get care in your home or in your community.

Apptications for four additional ontario Health Teams are being

reviewed. Once approved, these remaining teams wi[L result in the
province achieving its goal. of fu[|. provincial coverage, ensuring

everyone has the support of an Ontario Health Team'

With an investment of more than $106 mil.l.ion, Ontario Heal.th Teams

are also investing in digital. and virtual care options so you can

easiLy connect with a heatth care worker when you need to from the

comfort of your home.

Beginning with a focus on hetping people that suffer from chronic

i[nesses [ike congestive heart faiLure, chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease, stroke and diabetes, Ontario Heatth Teams are developing

stronger care pathways for patients'

Through Ontario Health Teams, patients who need support for a

chronic iLlness wi[[ receive greater care throughout the lifecycle

of their treatment, from screening and prevention to community

support and recovery at home, A big focus of this wilL be better

support at home or in the community - outside of hospitats'

Prioritizing chronic disease management as a community or home

care service wiLl, reduce hospitat wait times and free up hospitat

beds for more patients in need.
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630Ontario Health Teams

ontario Heatth Teams are already transforming the way you access care,
Heres how:

ontario Heatth ream partners worked together to respond quickly to
the COVID-19 pandemic to set up testing centres and vaccine clinics in
your communities.

. East Toronto Health Partners Ontario Health Team put in place mobile
teams and pop-up sites for high-risk populations, as wetl as establishing
a mass vaccination site and speciatity cLinics to reach everyone in
the community,

. Hills of Headwaters ontario Health ream brought together primary
care, home and community care, municipalities, and community
services to create a one-stop covlD-19 Response Site for physical
assessment, testing and vaccination across the region.

By implementing virtual and digitat sotutions, ontario Heal,th reams are
giving you faster access to care.

' Durham Ontario Heatth Team launched a virtuaL urgent care clinic, the
first community and acute-care virtual urgent care clinic in the province,

. Ottawa Ontario Health Team opened free, bilinguaL (EngLish and
French) phone and video mental heatth counseling for residents with
specialized counseling for chi[dren and youth, First Nations, lndigenous
and Metis individuats, Black communities, substance abuse and
gambting addiction, and LGBT2SQ*,

ontario Heatth reams are putting in place clear steps to take when
someone is diagnosed with a chronic disease to create seamless care
pathways and make transitions between health care providers smoother.

. North western Toronto ontario Heatth ream implemented a care
pathway for Chronic Obstructive Putmonary Disease patients to
streamline transitions from the hospital. to home.

. Barrie and Area Ontario Health Team developed the Oncotogy
Symptom Management C[inic to connect patients with paLtiative care
specialists and ensure they receive follow up close to home.
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631Bringing together primary care

Ontario teads the country in how many people benefit from a

long-term, stable relationship with a famiLy doctor or primary care

provider. But we can do more, We are doing more'

Has a ReguLar Health Care Provider

Canada

Newfoundland and Labrador

Prince Edward lstand

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick

Quebec

Ontario

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Atberta

British Cotumbia

Nunavut

Northwest Territories

Yukon

23.6%

o% 70% 20% 30% 40% 50% 6O"/L 70%

Source: Canadian lnstitute for Health lnformation

As our popuLation grows and ages, we need more primary care

providers in our province. Currently, primary care providers, including

famity doctors and nurse practitioners, are being asked to do

more and more every day and we cannot expect them to keep up

without reinforcements. We are supporting primary care by building

collaborative networks and expanding access to team models

of care that we know represent how family doctors and nurse

practitioners want to work.

Primary care and family physicians are the foundation of our heal.th

care system in Ontario, To create a connected health care system for
you through Ontario Heal.th Teams, we are supporting collaboration
and engagement with our primary care providers across the
province through the creation of primary care networks' Every

Ontario Health Team wi[|. incl.ude a group of primary care providers

organized in a network to be part of decision-making and to improve

access to care for Patients,

a5.6%

83.4%

a6.a%

795%

atT/.

a3.o"/"

ao%

903%

90.6%

443%

45.2%

90% 100"/.
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Some [oca[ primary care partners have already created networks of
primary care providers across the province and are working together
for improved care delivery, These are open to al.[ primary care
providers and wi[[ be central to ontario Heal.th reams as they develop.

We are also providing additional funding to create more
interprofessional primary care teams, which include team members
from two or more professions such as nurses, doctors, socialworkers
and others.

Our investment of $3O million willcreate up [o L8 new teams and
help bridge the gap ln accessing interprofessional primary care for
vulnerable, marginalized and unattached patients to ensure they are
able to connect to care where and when they need it, ln addition, this
expansion wiI support primary care integration within ontario Heal.th
Teams and sustain direct service detivery in existing interprofessional
primary care teams that are experiencing increased operating costs.

Expanding Team Models of Primary Care in Ontario

When famity physicians work in a team model aLongside other famity physicians,
nurses, dietitians, sociaIworkers, pharmacists, and other heaLth care professiona[s
to deliver programs and services, you get better continuity of care and more
access to after-hours care.

We are increasing the number of spots for physicians to join a team modeL of care
through the expansion of existing famity heatth organizations and allowing new
ones to form.

This wilt add up to 1,2OO physicians in this model over the next two years starting
with an additional 72O spots for physicians interested in joining the famity heal.th
organization model in 2022-23 and 48O spots in 2023-24. These famil.y health
organizations wi[[ be required to provide comprehensive primary care services,
extend evening and weekend hours of practice and provide more weekend
coverage so you can access a family physician when you need it,

Team models of primary care have demonstrated how bringing health care
providers together as one team can improve the patient experience and how you
access care. We are building on this through the development of Ontario HeaLth
Teams, Teams of primary care providers, regardless of model, witt be central to aLL

Ontario Heatth Teams across the province,
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Pi[LarTwo:
Faster Access to Care

The sooner you have access to the care you need, the better the

outcomes. Long wait times take a toll on people's physical and

mental heatth, creating more anxiety and stress'

We have all seen loved ones struggle because the wait for their

knee or cataract surgery is many months too [ong. Or maybe you've

spent a stressful night in a busy emergency room waiting for your

sick or injured child's name to be cal.l.ed, Delays and complications in

care only add to the tolt of dealing with heatth issues.

For heatth care to heLp, it needs to happen in a timely manner. This is

how you and your famity will receive faster access to care in Ontario:

Reducing wait times for surgeries and-procedures

We know that Lengthy wait times for surgeries are one of the biggest

chaU.enges you and your famity are facing in Ontario, Whil.e Ontario

leads the country in the number of people who receive the surgery

they need for hip and knee replacements, we sti[[ aren't meeting the

right benchmarks. We need to do more, Were doing more,
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We are making it easier and faster for you to get the pubticty funded
surgeries and procedures you need, We are further Leveraging the
support of community surgicaI and diagnostic centres to eliminate
surgical backlogs and reduce wait times,

As a first step, we are tackling the existing backLog for cataract
surgeries, which has one of the longest waits for procedures,
we issued four new licences to heal.th centres in windsor, Kitchener-
Waterloo and Ottawa to support an additional 14,OOO publicty
funded cataract surgeries annually, These additionat volumes make
up to 25 per cent of the province's current cataract wait l.ist, which
wil.l help significantty reduce surgicaI backlog,

Cataract Surgery

Canada

Newfoundland and Labrador

Prince Edward lsland

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick

Quebec

Ontario

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Atberta

British Columbia

66%

62%

7t%

6A%

39%

42%

30%

63%

64"/a

60% 70%

76%

ao%o% 70% 20% 3c% 4c% 50"/"

percentage of pdtients treated within benchmark by province. 2021

Source: Canadian lnstitute for Health lnformation

90% 700%

We are also investing more than $].8 million in existing centres to
cover care for thousands of patients, including more than 49,OOO
hours of MRI and CT scans, 4,8OO cataract surgeries, 9OO other
ophthalmic surgeries, L,000 minimally invasive gynecologicaL
surgeries and 2,845 plastic surgeries, SurgicaIwait lists are
anticipated to return to pre-pandemic levels by March 2023.

ln addition to shortening wait times, providing these publicl.y funded
services through community surgicat and diagnostic centres wiLL

a[[ow hospitals to focus their eforts and resources on more complex
and high-risk surgeries.
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ln the coming months, we wi[l. make it even easier for you to get

more minimal.l.y invasive surgical procedures such as regular

colonoscopies and endoscopies, hip and knee surgeries, as we[[ as

MRI and CT scans.

Hip Replacement

Canada

Newfoundtand and Labrador

Prince Edward lsland

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick

Quebec

Ontario

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Atberta

British Columbia

65%

59"/.

43%

o% 70% 20v" 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Percentage of patients treated within benchmark by province. 2021

Knee Replacement

Canada

Newfoundtand and Labrador

Prince Edward lsland

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick

Quebec

Ontario

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Atberta

British Columbia

59%

46%

57%

38%

49%

57%

56%

52%

54%

55%

75%

59%

44%

77%

ao%

ao%

90% 100%

90% 7o0%

45%

44%

30%

5a%

60% 70%o% ro% 2c% 30% 40% 50%

Percentage of patients ireated within benchmark by province. 2021

Source: Canadian lnstitute for Heatth lnformation

Earl.y detection and diagnosis of a health issue is more than just a
matter of convenience - it has an immense benefit on your qual.ity of
Life, prognosis and treatment path, As a next step, the government

wiil. introduce legisLation this February that wiLL, if passed, allow
existing community diagnostic centres to conduct more MRI and CT

scans so that you can access publ.icty funded diagnostic services

faster and closer to home. Starting in 2024, this next step wi[[ also

expand surgeries for hip and knee replacements.

The care you receive in community surgical and diagnostic centres

is covered through your Ontario health card, not out of your wa[[et'
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As the government significantly expands the number of surgeries
being done through community surgical. and diagnostic centres, it
will. do so with measures in place to protect the stabitity of staffing at
pubLic hospitals, including requiring new facilities to provide detaiLed
staffing plans as part of their application and requiring a number of
physicians at these centres to have active priviteges at their [oca[
hospitat. Further, ontario Health wi[l ensure that these centres are
included in regionat heatth system planning. Funding agreements
with new community surgicat and diagnostic centres witl require
these facilities to work with tocal pubLic hospitals to ensure hear.th
system integration and [inkages, including connection and reporting
into the provinces wait times information system and participation
in regional central intakes, where availabte, community surgicaL and
diagnostic centres wi[[ also coordinate with [oca[ publ"ic hospitar.s
to accept patients that are being referred, ensuring people get the
surgery they need as quickly as possible.

Faster access to emergency care

When you or your loved ones experience a medical emergency,
its important that you get the attention you need quickly,

Emergency
DepartmentWait
Time for Physician
lnitialAssessment
eo2t-2o.221

Source: Canadian lnstitute for Heatth lnformation

Whil.e wait times in Ontario emergency departments are below
national averages, we continue to find innovative ways to reduce
wait times and make it faster and easier for you to access timeLy
care. Part of the solution is to divert individuals from emergency
rooms when it's safe to do so and provide them care and treatment
in the community,
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ln more than 40 communities across the province, we have

expanded successfuL 9-1-1 models of care that provide paramedics

more flexibiLity to treat certain patients who catl 911at home or on-
scene in the community rather than in emergency rooms'

Patients diverted from emergency rooms through these initiatives

received the care they needed up to L7 times fasterwith 94
per cent of patients avoiding the emergency room in the days

fotl.owing treatment.

Based on the proven success of the program, were nowworking
with key partners to expand these models to different patient
groups, such as people with diabetes and epil"epsy, and imptement a

new treat-and-release modelwith recommendations to patients for
appropriate foLtow-up care.

These initiatives are helping to divert patients from emergency
rooms and reducing repeat hospitalvisits, which helps reduce
patient wait times and ensures these hospital beds are available for
those that need them most.

ln addition, we are working on a number of strategies to increase

the availability of paramedics and ambulances by reducing delays

they can encounter dropping of
patients at hospitat. A Lack of avai[ab[e
beds in a hospitals emergency
room can prevent paramedics from
quickty transferring a patient in an

ambulance to hospital. staff, typical.ly
referred to as an ofrIoad delay, We are
reducing ofiload times at hospitals,
inctuding investing $ZA.f mi[[ion to
support dedicated offIoad nurses and
other health care workers to allow
paramedics to drop of patients more
quickty and be available to get to their
next calt faster.

Together, these actions wil.l. help
reduce the strain on hospitals and
ensure you and your family get care
sooner, with fewer complications and
in state-of-the-art faci lities,
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Freeing Up More Hospital Beds

Action we took Last fal.L to ctear hospitat backlogs and free up patient
beds is already having a significant impact, creating more space for
patients who need hospital care.

Last fa[[, we passed legisl.ation,the More Beds, Better Cqre Act,lo
support patients whose doctors have said they no longer need
hospital" treatment and should instead be placed in a long-term
care home, while they wait for their preferred home. This new policy
provides individuals with the care they need and a better quaLity of
life in a more appropriate setting.

Since September 2022, the number of patients in hospitals waiting
for long-term care has fallen by more than 25 per cent. Those beds
are now available for people needing a surgery, or someone who
arrives in the emergency department and needs to be admitted to
the hospital.,

Heres how else the policy change is helping:

. Since implementation, 4,845 patients in hospitals have accepted
placements in long-term care homes.

. A total of 3,907 hospital. patients waiting for long-term care
placements have votuntarily added more long-term cares homes
to their List of preferred options.

. By freeing up more hospital. beds, we continue to work towards
clearing our surgical backlog:

o Between August and December 2022, there were 25,OOO
fewer people waiting for scheduled surgery,

o As of December 5, there were nearly 1O,OOO fewer people
identified as "long waiters" for surgery (those waiting longer
than the cl.inical.ty recommended time for their specific
surgery), compared to August.

o As of December 5, there were 92533 people identified as "[ong
waiters" for surgery (those waiting longer than the cLinical.ly
recommended time for their specific surgery), compared to
LO7,245 in August
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Building new hospitals and adding more beds

Since z}I8.,we have added 3,5OO more hospital. beds - but we aren't

stopping there. We are moving quickLy to expand and modernize
Ontario's hospitats to ensure you are able to connect to quality care

when and where you need it,

Our investments over the next LO years wiLL lead to $4O bitLion in

heaLth infrastructure across the province, These investments wil.[

increase the number of people hospitals can care for, build new

health care facilities and renew existing hospitats and community
health centres.

As of the end of 2022, we have already approved 50 hospitat

development projects that wil.t create more than 3,OOO new hospital.

beds in communities across the province by 2032' We are also

investing $tgZ mitLion this year to support vitaI repairs, maintenance,

and upgrades to Ontario hospitals.

New and redeveloped hospitals with more space to care for
patients wiLL uttimatel.y Lead to shorter wait times and less ha[[way

heatth care.
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I 640TlRelieving pediatric pressures
on hospitats

We are working closely with hospitals
to provide them with additional tools
to care for more children and youth,
while reducing pressures created by
surging pediatric demand.

Responding to an increase in seasonal
respiratory illnesses over the Late fal,l'

and early winter we have been in

regular communication with pediatric
hospital leadership to come up with
creative solutions to ensure patients
get the care and treatment they need.
We continue to work with pediatric
hospitals to ramp up capacity,
when possible.

This includes making a permanent
investment of $8,5 mi[[ion at Children's
Hospital of Eastern Ontario (CHEO)

in Ottawa to double the number of
critical care beds to L2 from six. These
beds are also for kids fighting severe
infections such as meningitis, those
with i[nesses resulting in single organ
dysfunction and those who may need non-invasive ventilation to
support their breathing,

The funding will. also enabte CHEO to add six more beds for chiLdren
with the most critical i[nesses including sepsis, those requiring
advanced ventilation to support their breathing, trauma victims and
those on heart-lung bypass, among other conditions.

We are atso investing $54Z5OO to permanently increase the number
of critical care beds at McMaster Children's HospitaL, $545,7OO for
the Hospital for Sick Chil.dren and $3,3 mill.ion at the London Heatth
Sciences Centre Chitdren's Hospita[,

At the same time, we have directed a[[ hospitats to use beds
traditionafty designated for adults to create capacity to admit more
pediatric patients, shou[d it be necessary,

\
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Hospital capital projects in progress

Southern Ontario

Stevenson Memorial Hospitat
Redevetopment The Ottawa Hospital

New Civic
Redevetopment

Quinte Health Gare
Prince Edward County Memorial
Hospitat RedevetopmentCollingwood General and Marine Hospital.

Hospital. Redevelopment

Muskoka Atgonquin Healthcare
Bracebridge and Huntsville

Kingston Heatth Sciences Centre
Kingston General Hospitat Redevetopment

Lakeridge Heatth
Bowmanvi[[e Hospital Redevelopment

OakVal.tey HeaLth
Uxbridge Redevelopment

Scarborough Heatth Network
Birchmount Redeve[opment

Unity Heatth Toronto
St. Joseph's Heal.th Centre Redevetopment

North York General Hospital
lnpatient Redevelopment

Centre for Addiction and Mental Heatth
Phase 1D Redevelopment

Tritlium Heal.th Partners Broader Redevelopment
Queensway HeaLth Centre and Mississauga HospitaI Site

Projects in planning:
. Brant Community Healthcare System

. Grand River Hospital and
St. Mary's General HosPita[
Joint Redevelopment Project

. Lake of the Woods District Hospitat (Kenora)

Redevelopment Project

. RoyalVictoria Regionat Health Centre

. SouthLake Regional Heatth Centre
Critical Care Tower

. Sunnybrook Heatth Sciences Centre

Windsor
RegionaI
Hospital.
NewWindsor
Essex
RegionaI
HospitaL

Northern Ontario

Niagara Heatth
New South Niagara Hospital. Project

Hamilton Heatth Sciences
Juravinski Hospital. Redevelopment

Wittiam Oster Health System
Peet Memorial Centre for lntegrated Heatth and Weltness

Weeneebayko Area Heatth Authority
Heatth Campus
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lmproving long-term care, reducing wait lists

Seniors and those who can no Longer live independently deserve to
live with dignity in a safe, compassionate environment in long-term
care homes - ctose to their loved ones and the communities they
have helped buitd. These connections are key to their wel.Lbeing and
quaLity of Life.

Through a total investment of $6.4 biLlion, we are on track to build
more than 3O,OOO new long-term care beds in Ontario by 2028 and
upgrade more than 28,OOO older beds to modern design standards,

These projects wi[[ increase the number of available beds to
heLp address wait lists for long-term care and ensure seniors are
being cared for in the right place, where they can connect to more
supports, activities and sociaI activities that may not be availabLe if
they are being cared for in a hospitalwhile waiting to move into a
long-term care home.

We have also already begun increasing how much direct care
residents in long-term care homes receive on a daily basis. ln 2021.,
we initiated the first phase of a $+.9 biLlion investment over four
years that wil.l. ensure residents receive an average of four hours
of hands-on care by nurses and personal support workers each
day by March 31,,2025 Ontario is the first province in Canada to
begin delivery on this best-in-class standard of care. The funding
is hel.ping long-term care providers retain and expand their staf
teams and hire additional registered nurses, registered practical
nurses, personal support workers and allied
heaLth professiona[s.

ln addition, we are making a new investment
of over $+O miltion this year to hel.p Long-term
care homes provide specialized services and
supports to residents with more complex needs
This support helps long-term care residents
get the care they need without having to go to
emergency rooms or be admitted to hospitals.

A portion of this expanded funding is also
supporting the transfer of patients in hospitals
who no longer require acute care to long-term
care homes,
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Expanding Long-Term Care for More Ontarians

As Ontarios population of seniors grows, we are making historic
investments to create new and upgraded Long-term care homes

where you and your loved ones can Live safety and with dignity.

. As of December 2022,364 projects are in the development
pipetine. This includes 31,705 new beds as we[[ as 28,648 older
beds being upgraded to modern standards,

. Since JuLy 20L8 to December 2022,19 long-term care projects

have been completed and opened, representing 2,382 long-term
care beds, of which 1,228 are net new beds, and 1,L54 are older
beds being upgraded to modern standards,

. 25 long-term care projects are under construction, representing
4,755 long-term care beds, of which 1,802 are new beds, and

2,953 are older beds being upgraded to modern standards'

Enhancing diagnostic services for long'term care residents

Connecting seniors to faster: more convenient care means providing

improved access to heatth services to residents of Long-term care

homes, improving their quality of life and sparing them avoidable
visits to emergency departments or hospitat stays,

lnitiaLly, we are partnering on pilot projects with Humber River

Regional. Hospital in Toronto and RoyalVictoria Regional HeaLth

Centre in Barrie to enhance access to more diagnostic services

for long-term care residents. The projects will support residents
through various stages of their care, including assessment,
diagnostic testing and timely interpretation of results.

We witLwork with our partners, such as hospitals and community
[abs, on a provinciat plan that wil.t look at all stages of care typically
accessed by Long-term care residents and identify solutions to close
service gaps, increase timeliness and convenience and improve their

overa[l. experience.
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644Supporting end-of-life care

When you or your family are at the end of your tife, you deserve to
know that you can die with dignity and support.

Ensuring Ontarians have a choice about where they spend their
final days is an important part of ensuring access to health care
throughout your entire tife,

We are working to expand pattiative care services in local
communities and adding 23 new hospice beds to the 5OO beds
already avai[ab[e so that Ontarians are provided comfort and dignity
near their communities and Loved ones at the end of their lives.

Expanding access to mental health and addiction treatment in
your communities

When someone reaches out for heLp with their addiction, they
shouldn't have to wait, By adding more addiction treatment beds in
communities across the province, we are making it possible for you
to get more timety, convenient care.

ln February 2022, the government announced a one-time
investment of $9O miLlion over three years through the Addictions
Recovery Fund to meet the anticipated surge in demand for
substance use services. This funding wi[[ open new addictions beds
and other substance use services across the province.

ln addition, we are opening new beds to care for children and youth
with complex mentat health needs. We are investing $fO.S miLl.ion to
address gaps in care and improve access while decreasing existing
wait lists and extensive wait times, Through this investment, we are
expanding the chil.d and youth mental heal,th Secure Treatment
Program and adding up to 24 new beds to serve vulnerabte children
and youth. This program provides intensive care for chitdren and
youth experiencing acute and complex mental. heal.th challenges
that may put them at risk of self-harm or harm to others.
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645An investment of $3.5 mill.ion for two new step-up, step-down live-in
treatment programs wi[L connect more youth to care in communities
in western and northern regions of the province, We witt add up to
16 new beds to meet the needs of youth who don't require the highly
intensive care provided at a hospital or secure treatment setting
but need more support than a community-based live-in treatment
program is designed to ofer. Expanding this program witl connect
more youth to less-intensive services in their communities and
eventually hel.p them return to their homes.
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Pitlar Three:
Hiring More Health Care Workers

Ontario has one of the most dedicated and highly trained health
work forces in the world. They step up, day in and day out, to keep
you and communities across the province safe and healthy.

Weve made significant progress recentty to increase the number of
heal.th workers available to provide you care and support. Together;
we've come so far, Over 60,000 new nurses and nearly 8,OOO new
doctors have registered to work in Ontario. ln fact, last year was a
record-breaking year for new nurses in Ontario with over 1-2,OOO new
nurses registered and ready to work and another 3O,OOO nursing
students studying at a college or university - providing a pipeline of
tatent and reinforcements.

But we know we need to do far more - and we are doing more.
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Hiring more health care professionals is the most effective step to
ensure you and your family are able to see a health care provider
where and when you need to. Wetl-trained and well-supported
doctors, nurses, personat support workers and more, are the peopte
you rely on when you need care,

Training More Health Professionals in Ontario EveryYear

. 455 new spots for physicians in training

. 52 new physician assistant training spots

. 15O new nurse practitioner spots

. 1,5OO additionat nursing spots

. 24,OOO personal support workers in training by the end of 2023

Here is how we wiLl Hire More Heatth Care Workers to provide you care:

Expanding the Ontario Learn and Stay Grant

We know that there are unique heal.th care challenges in sma[[, rural
and remote communities, and that recruiting and retaining heal.th

care workers in these regions requires a dedicated approach'

Last spring, we launched the Ontario Learn and Stay Grant to heLp

these communities build their own heal.th workforces. This program

covers the costs of tuition, books and other direct educational costs

for postsecondary students who enrolt in high-priority programs

in more than a dozen growing and underserved communities and

commit to work in those communities when they graduate'

This year we are expanding the program beginning in Spring 2023'
targeting approximatety 2,5OO el.igibLe postsecondary students who
enroL[ in high-priority programs, such as select nursing, paramedic

and medicaL laboratory technologylmedical laboratory science at
the diploma, advanced diptoma, undergraduate, masters and post-
graduate [eve[s.
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This program focuses on building a stronger health care workforce
in priority communities that have been challenged by staffng
shortages. lt witl. help ensure every community in our province is
stronger and has access to the care they need, when and where
they need it,

Helping those who want to work in Ontario

There are many heaLth care workers from across the country and
across the world who want to work in Ontario, We are making
innovative changes to make is easier and faster for them to begin
working and providing care to people in Ontario.

We are significantly reducing unnecessary bureaucratic delays and
bringing reinforcements to the frontlines of our health care systeml,

With new'As of Right" rules, Ontario wi[[ become the first province
in canada to altow heaLth care workers registered in other provinces
and territories to immediatel.y start caring for you, without having
to first register with one of Ontario's health regulatory col.l"eges, This
change wiLl" hel"p health care workers overcome excessive red tape
that makes it difficutt for them to practice in Ontario.

We wil.l also help hospitals and other health organizations
temporariLy increase staffing when they need to filL vacancies or
manage periods of high patient volume, such as during a flu surge.
This will. a[[ow nurses, paramedics, respiratory therapists, and
other health care professionals to work outside of their regular
responsibiLities or settings, as long as they have the knowledge, skiLl.,

and judgement to do so, providing hospitals and other settings with
more flexibil.ity to ensure heaLth care professionals are fil.l.ing the
most in-demand roles at the right time,

Together, these new initiatives wil.|' strengthen our workforce during
the busy months ahead and ensure care is there when and where
you need it most,

I These changes are subject to the passing of legisLation that the government intends to introduce in
February 2O23,
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At the same time, we are continuing our work to make it easier for
internationaLl.y trained heal.th care professionals to use their expertise

here in Ontario. We are working closely with regulatory colleges,

incLuding the CoLlege of Nurses of Ontario and the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario, to make it easier and faster for
qualified heatth care professionals to work in Ontario. We are working

with these regul.atory colteges to ensure heal.th care professionals

are properly trained and quatified without facing unnecessary barriers

and costs, incl.uding requiring colleges to comply with time limits to
make registration decisions.

Portable Benefits Eyed as Tool to Retain Health Workers

Our government is deveLoping a new portable benefits program that

will" incl.ude a package of workplace heatth benefits that move with
workers as they change jobs,

A portabLe benefits program would provide innovative benefits that
are attached to a Worker, rather than an employer, This would allow
part-time, temporary and contract workers to seamlessty access

benefits, even if they move from job tojob.

Not onty would the program improve workers' health and financial

security, it would support labour mobility and hetp organizations

attract and retain talent.

Portabte benefits would be particutarty hel.pful in the heal.th sector,

where many temporary and part-time workers don't have health,

dentaL or vision benefits through their employment'

An advisory panel. struck by the Ministry of Labour, lmmigration,

Training and Skitts Development is expected to issue

recommendations on portabte benefits this year'

Reducing fees for nurses

We are expanding our work with the Cottege of Nurses of Ontario to
reduce the financial barriers that may be stopping some retired or

international.[y educated nurses from receiving accreditation so that
they can resume or begin practicing in Ontario.
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we are investing an additionat $15 mi[[ion to temporari[y cover the
costs of examination, application and registration fees for internationally
trained and retired nurses, saving them up to $1,5OO each. This wil.l. help
up to 5,OOO internationatly educated nurses and up to 3,OOO retired
nurses begin working sooner to strengthen our frontlines,

Part of the investment wi[[ atso be used to develop a centralized site
for atl internationa[[y educated heal.th professionals to streamline
their access to supports such as education, registration and
employment in their profession or an atternative career, This initiative
wil[ make it easier for international.ly trained heal.th professionals to
navigate the system and get the support they need on their path to
getting ticensed to practice in Ontario.

lnvesting in educating and training
our health workforce

Work is already underway to train the
next generation of doctors, nurses,
personal support workers and other
heatth professionals in this province.

We are actively investing in the
educating and training of health
care workers to help grow our
health care workforce. This
includes investing in postsecondary
education and removing financial
barriers to education and training
wherever possible.

As part of this work, we are
botstering our supply of medical
lab technologists to strengthen our
iesting and analytic capacity.We need
to ensure we have the appropriate
resources avai[able to identify
diseases and support physicians in
diagnosing and treating patients.
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We wiLl develop a strategy to guide this initiative and work with
our education partners to establish bridging programs and create

additional education seats for more students to become medical
Lab technologists,

Last year, we promised to expand medicat school education by

adding L6O undergraduate seats and 295 postgraduate positions in

the province over the next five years, Of the 295 new postgraduate
positions, 60 per cent wil.L be dedicated to famity medicine and

40 per cent wil.L be dedicated to speciatty programs. This expansion,

the largest of its kind in more than a decade, inctudes supporting

ail. six medical. schools across Ontario and allotting seats to the

new Toronto Metropolitan University's School of Medicine, which

recently found its new home in Brampton, ln 2023, we will launch

the physician practice ready assessment program, which wiLL

heLp internationail.y educated physicians, with previous medicat
practice experience abroad, undergo screening and assessment to
determine if they are ready to enter practice in Ontario immediatety
without having to complete l.engthy re-education programs, This witl
altow us to add at Least 5O new physicians by 2024'

We wiLl. atso permanently increase training spots for physician

assistants by adding 52 new educational seats. Physician assistants

are highLy trained professionals who work under the supervision of
a physician to take patient histories, conduct physicaL examinations,

order and interpret tests, diagnose and treat illnesses, and counsel

on preventive heaLth care. They witL support physicians in a range

of heal"th care settings and work aLongside physicians, nurses and

other members of interprofessional heal.th care teams to provide

patient care, With their he[p, we will reduce wait times and improve
patient access in high-need areas including emergency medicine

and primary care to improve the integration of physician assistants

in our heatth care system, the Cottege of Physicians and Surgeons

of Ontario wil.[ be detivering its framework for regulating physician

assistants as a class of members in tate 2023 and physician

assistants will. be regulated in 2024.

Since 2018, more than 60,O00 new nurses have registered to
join Ontarios workforce, but we know there is more we can do to

increase our nursing numbers even further'
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We are expanding access to training for our nurses over the next
two years by adding up to 5OO registered practical nurse and
L,000 registered nurse training spots to help create faster access
to primary care. We are investing up to $1OO million to add an
additional 2,OOO nurses to the long-term care sector by ZOZ4-25.

ln a partnership between the Ministry of Long-Term Care, Ministry of
HeaLth and the Registered PracticaI Nurses Association of ontario,
we are providing tuition support to current personal support workers
to further their education to become registered practical nurses, and
for current registered practical nurses to advance their education to
become registered nurses. AppLicants wi[ be expected to commit to
working in the long-term care sector for the same period of time as
they receive these funding supports for their education,

we are also growing the suppLy of nurse practitioners to facilitate
faster access to primary care, long-term care and to add capacity in
northern and rural areas, were adding 15o more education seats for
nurse practitioners starting in2Q23-2o24. This expansion wit[ bring
the total number of seats to 35O annually,

we wiI be working with our partners to ensure that we're getting the
nurses we need, when we need them. We wi[[ continue to took at
innovative ways to provide education to strengthen our workforce,
such as streamlining our education programs and running doubLe
cohorts of students.
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To continue to support our health system, we wi[[ scale up the
Enhanced Extern Program and Supervised Practice Experience
Partnership Program for an additionalyear, Since January 2022,

more than 2,OOO internationatly educated nurses have been

enro[[ed through the Supervised Practice Experience Partnership
Program and over 1,3OO of them are already fulty registered,

We are providing additional. funding to hire over 3,1OO

internationatty educated nurses to work under the supervision of
regulated heatth professionals in order to give them an opportunity
to meet the experience requirements and language proficiency
requirements they need to become full.y licensed to work in Ontario'

New funding will" be extended to the home and community care

sector to extend the reach of the program this year. This investment
atso expands the Enhanced Extern Program for an additional.
year. Last year, the program heLped hire up to 5,OOO qual.ified

nu rsi n g, medical, respi ratory therapy, paramed ic, physiotherapy,

occupationat therapy students and internationalty educated nurses

to work in hospitaLs across the province. lncreased funding for both

the Supervised Practice Experience Partnership and Enhanced
Extern Program wi[[ atso allow hospitals to continue to hire more
preceptors, mentors and coordinators to work with students and

internationa[y educated nurses.

And we are fulfill.ing our commitment to funding the training of
24,OOO personal support workers by the end of 2023. Between
Winter 2O2O and January 2023, over 23,600 are in training or have

compteted their training,

ln addition to expanding these programs, we wilt engage our
education and health sector partners to look for other innovative
ways to accelerate health provider training, so students move into
practice and providing care to people sooner.

We are also providing the new Health and Supportive Care Providers

Oversight Authority with the funding and support they need this
year so they can become futty operational by December 2023.

This authority wil.l" begin by ensuring qual.ity care, consistency
of education and training of personal support workers and witl.

eventua[Ly expand to other health care provider groups.
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Maximizing expertise of health care workers

As we expand education and training opportunities for those
interested in working in heal"th care, we are making it easier for
regulated heatth care professionals, such as nurse practitioners, to
work to the ful'[ extent of their training and expertise by expanding
their scope of practice. For example, we have been working with
the Coll.ege of Nurses of Ontario on proposed regulation changes
to alow registered practical nurses increased responsibilities
that would hel.p patients access care for certain procedures more
quickty. This may include starting an lVwhen an individual requires
medical attention and delaying it is l,ikeLy to be harmfut to the
individual, or initiating additionaI wound care procedures,

We know that nurse practitioners' and registered nurses' scopes
of practice can be optimized to better serve Ontarians and so we
continue to explore and consutt with our partners on how best to
do this.

We have also been working with the Ontario College of Pharmacists
to explore options to continue to expand the pharmacy scopes of
practice in ways that make it more convenient and faster for you to
get care in your community,

ln addition, we recognize that heaLth care requires an integrated
approach that includes the knowledge, skiL[ and expertise of
many dedicated regulated health care professionals. We continue
to explore and consuLt with midwives, respiratory therapists,
naturopaths and other partners regarding possible changes to
scopes of practice.
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lnvesting in Other lnnovative Models that Maximize the Skills of
Health Care Professionals

BuiLding on the success of 9-1-1. models of care that are providing
you better access to services, we wiLl" be creating a Models of Care

lnnovation Fund for individual hospitals, long-term care homes,

home care providers and Ontario Health Teams that want to find
innovative ways of maximizing the skitts and expertise of their
current health care workers,

Some examples of these projects could include:

. Allowing heaLth care providers to work to the full scope of
their abitities,

. lnterprofessional Staf Pooling, such as a Registered Nurse whose
time is shared in both a hospital and a long-term care home.

. Using heaLth care providers in innovative and unconventional
ways, such as 9-1-1 models of care,

. Virtual care delivery in rural areas, such as virtual peer support for
Emergency Department physicians,

. lncluding famity caregivers as part of the care team.

b
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656Long-Term Support: The Capacity Plan

Ontarios population is projected to increase by almost L5 per cent
over the next 10 years, The population of seniors aged 75 and
older is expected to increase by 49,3 per cent, from ]".2 mitl.ion to
1.8 mil.lion over the same period, We need to continue to grow our
health care workforce to meet the needs of our growing population.

Last faU. we began our work to develop an lntegrated Capocity and
Heqlth Humqn Resources Plon for Ontario. We are analyzing current
gaps in our system, anticipating needs over the next LO years and
determining solutions to address growing health care demands. The
pLan wil.t focus on how to meet this demand through investments,
heaLth human resources and innovative solutions.

This year we are buil.ding on this work and shifting our focus
to working directly with Leaders in our health care system on a
workforce pl.an that includes:where to prioritize current and future
resources, addressing and minimizing system gaps and buiLding a
strong health system for the tong term,

We will also look at specific strategies for increasing the number of
heal.th care professionats starting with physician assistants, nurse
practitioners, registered nurses, registered practical nurses and
medical laboratory technologists and will also Look at the retention
of our health workforce through incentives, [everaging programs tike
the Learn and Stay program,

We witl ensure we have a greater understanding of each community
and their needs and that we have a plan to recruit and retain the
heal.th care workers needed, including famil.y doctors, nurses,
specialists and other health providers. We wiLl. prioritize areas most
in need, like rural and remote communities, where gaps already exist,

This plan will incorporate our lessons tearned from COVID-19 and
ensure we are prepared and equipped to meet the health care
needs of Ontarians for years to come.
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Measuring and Reporting Progress

As the saying goes, you can't manage what you don't measure.

Better data is crucial to better understand how our health care

system is working.

lf we don't measure our performance, we can't fully see how gaps in

service are affecting patient care and come up with solutions to fix

them quickLy,

That's why ontario is in full support of the federal government's

call for national heal.th care data reporting as part of its funding
partnership with provinces and territories. Sharing information

can only hel.p us learn from each other and grow stronger. We wil.t

continue to work with our provincial and territorial partners to gain

their support to create a national heal.th care data system that witt
benefit aL[ of us.

To ensure we are buiLding a sYstem

that works for you, Ontario wi[L

continuously measure our progress,

including tracking your abil.ity to
access services like primary care and
mental health care, wait times for MRI

and CT scans, and time sPent waiting
in the emergency room.

We witl. also track how we are
expanding our health care workforce
to ensure it grows as our population in

Ontario grows and ages.

Over the next severalyears, as we
continue to roll out this Ptan, we
witl remain focused on one thing:
connecting you to the health care you
need when you need it most,
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Patients the focus of new health
legislation

Patient safety will be enhanced, oversight of health regulatory colleges

strengthened and governance of health professionals improved with

grou nd-breaking legislation.

"Our government is making the most significant changes to oversight of

regulated health professions in British Columbia's history," said Adrian Dix,

Minister of Health. "These changes will streamline the process to regulate

new health professions, provide stronger oversight, provide more

consistent discipline across the professions, act in the public interest and
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protect patient care in the province, while also laying the groundwork to
further reduce the total number of regulatory colleges."

lhe Health Professions and Occupations Act replaces its predecessor, the
Health Professions Act. The act enables the creation of a new oversight
body, an independent discipline tribunal and a reformed complaints
process that increases accountability and transparency, protects people in
vulnerable circumstances, and creates a commitment to cultural safety

and humility, and a new way to regulate lower-risk health occupations.

The legislation will simplify and streamline the process for regulating new

professions. Government will begin regulating counsellors and then

diagnostic and therapeutic professionais, and will continue finalizing the
amalgamation of colleges from L5 to six. One amalgamation will combine

the colleges for dietitians, occupational therapists, opticians, optometrists,
physical therapists, psychologists, and speech and hearing professionals

into one regulator. The other amalgamation will combine the colleges for
chiropractors, massage therapists, naturopathic physicians, traditional
Chinese medicine and acupuncturists.

The Ministry of Health has made progress ahead of the legislation by

reducing the number of regulatory colleges. ln October 2020, B.C.'s three
nursing colleges were amalgamated into one; in September 2O2L, the
nursing college was amalgamated with the College of Midwives, and the
College of Physician and Surgeons was amalgamated with the College of
Podiatrists. ln September 2022, B.C.'s four oral-health colleges, which

included dentists, dental assistants, dental therapists, denturists, dental
hygienists and dentaltechnicians, were amalgamated into one regulatory

college.

There are L5 health colleges under the act providing a regulatory

framework for 25 health professions.

The legislation is partly in response to concerns raised ln a report
published in 2019 by Harry Cayton, former chief executive of the United
Kingdom's Professional Standards Authority, who was appointed by the
Minister of Health to review the Health Professions Act and its regulations
--l t^ 

--l-^ 
l-^:---dlru tu rndKg reLUilllilettudUU]ts.
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The changes also reflect some of the key recommendations of the 2O2O ln

Plain Sight Report: Addressing lndigenous-specific Racism and

Discrimination in B.C. Health Care, and further implement the Declaration

on the Rights of lndigenous Peoples Action Plan. As well, the amendments

fulfil recommendations made by the multi-party Steering Committee on

Modernization of Health Professional Regulation, which was co-chaired by

Dix; Norm Letnick, MLA for Kelowna-Lake Country; and Sonia Furstenau,

MLA for Cowichan Valley.

"l thank all of those who provided input on these changes, including

people around B.C., health-care workers, my legislative colleagues Norm

Letnick and Sonia Furstenau, and lndigenous leaders, who helped to

create the priorities addressed in the legislation being brought to the

house for consideration," added Dix.

Learn More:

For the Harry Cayton report, An lnquiry into the performance of the

College of Dental Surgeons of British Columbia and the Health Professions

Act, visit : httos://www2 . sov. bc. ca /assets/eov/hea lth /o ractition er-

oro/o rofession a I pu lati o n/cavton-reoo rt-co I I eee-of-d ental-surseons-
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For the Steering Committee on Modernization of Health Professional

Regulation recommendations report, visit:

httos://www2.sov . bc.ca /assets/eovlhea lth /o ractitione -o rolo rofessiona l-

reeulation/recom mendations-to-modernize-regu latorv-fra mework. pdf

Deanna Williams BScPhm, CAE, CDir

President
Dundee Consulting Group Ltd.
(4Lo) 846-7566 (cell)

(905) 633-484L(home office)
dwilliams.dundeeconsulting(osmail.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
January 16,2023 4:31 PM

Rose Bustria

FW: BC Mention of Chiropractors

Exec and Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden Street, Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 1 1 1

Toll Free: 1-877-577-4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

College of Chiropractors of Ontario ("CCO") services continue as staff follow recommended health and safety guidelines related

to the COVID-19 global pandemic. In-office services are available by appointment only. Please use the emailor phone contact

information above or, if you require urgent assistance, please contact Reception by phone al 41,6-922-6355 ext. 100 or email

reception@cco.on.ca
and your inquiry will be directed appropriately.

CCO is committed to providing inclusive, accommodating, and responsive services and ensuring that individuals are treated

with dignity and respecl. Please contact us if you require accommodations. Please ensure that all communications with CCO are

respectf u I and professional.

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notifo CCO immediately by reply e-
mail and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you,

From: Boyd Neil <socialreachconsulting@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, January L6,2023 3:24 PM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>

Cc: chris winsor <chris.winsor@sympatico.ca>; Joel Friedman <JFriedman@cco.on.ca>

Subject: BC Mention of Chiropractors

CAUTION EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments

unless you have verified the sender and know the content is safe.

FYI

This from the Times Colonist: "A new law that changes the way B.C.'s health
colleges are regulated is facing backlash from some doctors who say it gives the
government too much power over how 130,000 health professionals like
chiropractors, dentists and doctors are disciplined,"

https://www.timescolonist.com/loca l-news/heres-whv-bc-doctors-a re-uoset-about-cha nges-to-

d iscipl ina rv-col leees-6382 1.35

1



Boyd Neil
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416.892.6624 663
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Here's why B.C. doctors are upset about changes to
disciplinary colleges
Kqtie DeRoso/Vqncouver Sun
qbout t hours ogo

'sf I

B.C. Premier David Eby, left, qnd Heolth Minister Adrion Dix. NICK PROCAYLO, PNG

Listen to this orticle
00:05:20

A new law that changes the way B.C.'s health colleges are regulated is facing backlash f rom some

doctors who say it gives the government too much power over how 1-30,000 health professionals

I

I

)

https://wwrv.timescolonist.com/local-news/heres-why-bc-doctors-are-upset-about-changes{o-disciplinary-colleges-63821 35 1t4
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like chiropractors, dentists and doctors are disciplined

B.C. Health Minister Adrian Dix, however, said the law is a necessary frx that will help patients by

improving oversight of the colleges and make sure cases of misconduct by practitioners are made

public.

The B.C. Liberals, B.C. Greens, and Doctors of B.C. are concerned that the Health Professions and

Occup_ati_ansAgt was rushed through the legislature with limited debate in late November,

catching health professionals off-guard when it became law on Nov. 24.

Recommended reads for you:

r C o m m e nt : B. C.'s piaoegsts_eao hcl p_lill_Ihc_ ga p_Ll_ p_mne_rv_serc

. B.C. will paylecs, fund schooling-upgrades to get more nurses in health-care system

The law will consolidate the number of health colleges in B.C. from 1-5 to six. One amalgamation

will combine the colleges for dietitians, occupational therapists, opticians, optometrists, physical

therapists, psychologists, and speech and hearing professionals into one regulator for allied health

professionals. The other amalgamation will create a single college for chiropractors, massage

therapists, naturopathic physicians, traditional Chinese medicine and acupuncturists.

The six colleges will be monitored by a new oversight body, an independent discipline tribunal, and

a revamped complaints process that Dix says will increase accountability and transparency, and

protect vul nerable people.

The oversight body, the Health Ministry said, will also ensure more consistent discipline across the

professions and that the public is given information about practitioners who are found guilty of

misconduct. Medical professionals guilty of serious misconduct could face frnes up to $200,000 or
up to six months in jail.

A major complaint from physicians is that the government will now appoint college board

members, a change from the old system in which board members were elected by health

professionals.

"l think the regulatory body has to at least speak the language of the people it's regulating, and I

don't have confidence that a government-appointed board would do that," said Dr. Jennifer Lush, a

family physician in Saanich.

5he said the bill could hurt the government's attempts to recruit and retain family doctors.

https://www.timescolonist.com/local-news/heres-why-bc-doctors-are-upset-about-changes-to-disciplinary-colleges-6382135 214
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"l have heard of multiple excellent physicians who are now looking into licensure in other

provinces because of" the new law, Lush said.

Lush also said the law gives the government the power to seize people's medical records in the

case of a complaint against a health professional.

Dix said this is false. Only an independent investigator appointed by the oversight body can

request medical records related to a patient complaint, he said.

"When there's a complaint for example, a complaint of abuse, you have to be able to review the

evidence to determine the validity of that complaint when a health-care professional has a

complaint against them," Dix said.

He said people will be appointed to the colleges through a "merit-based process" that considers a

person's expertise in regulation and an understanding of the complaints process. That means not

everyone on the board will be professionals in that medical freld'

Dix said that's because "these colleges do not represent the profession. They represent public

interests, they regulate the professionl'

The act is a respons eto a2At9 report by independent expert Harry Cayton that called on B.C. to

completely overhaul the Health Professions Act. Cayton found that some colleges were more

concerned with protecting their members than patient safety.

Cayton, the former chief executive of the U.K.'s Professional Standards Authority, found that many

of B.Cls professional health colleges have demonstrated "a lack of relentless focus on the safety of

patients in many but not all of the current collegesJ'

Cayton was appointed after concerns about regulatory practices by some colleges including how

they dealt with practitioners who provided misinformation about vaccines.

Dr. Kevin Mcleod, an internal medicine specialist at Lions Gate Hospital in North Vancouver, called

some provisions of the act Orwellian. Mcleod said while he supports transparency, he's worried all

complaints against medical professionals, even unfounded ones, will be "very, very public," which

cou ld damage someone's reputation.

"So if somebody makes a frivolous complaint, that now is investigated in a very public way," he said

Dr. Josh Greggain, president of the Doctors of 8.C., said his association "supports efforts to hold

our health-care providers, including physicians, accountable to a high standard for both public

confidence and health issues."

https://www.timescolonist.com/local-news/heres-why-bc-doctors-are-upset-about-changes{o-disciplinary-colleges-6382135 314
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However, he said the "process matters as much as outcome" and many physicians have been

blindsided by a process they weren't fully informed about. 667
B.C. Liberal health critic Shirley Bond said by forcing closure on the bill, essentially forcing it
through without a full debate, the Opposition didn't have the chance to ask questions about

hundreds of clauses in the 600-clause bill.

While Dix maintains the bill was influenced by one of the most extensive consultation processes in

the government's history, Bond disputes that.

"Physicians and others who are irnpacted by this bill were not aware of what the content was,"

Bond said. "5o now we're seeing the reaction to a bill that is already lawJ'

B.C. Green Leader Sonia Furstenau is urging the government to reopen the bill "so that people's

questions can be answered and lthe government] can rebuild trust and accountability."

https://www.timescolonist.com/local-news/heres-why-bc-doctors-are-upset-about-changes-to-disciplinary-colleges-6382135 4t4
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COVID-19 PnorocoLs FoR HYeRo (1ru-Pensou/VlRr
GouttclL AND Colllulrree MeerlNGs
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@
Approved by Council: June 22,2022
Amended: September 9, 2022. November 24. 2022

Pnorocol-s

As CCO returns to in-person and hybrid Council and committee meetings, health and

safety practices and protocols shall be followed to reduce risks associated with COVID-

19, in accordance with regulations, directives and guidance from the Ontario

Government, Ministry of health and Chief Medical Officer of Health, as well as the

Occupational Health and Safety Act 1990'

These protocols will continue to be reviewed as regulations, directives and guidance with

respect to COVID-19 continue to evolve'

The following protocols shall be followed for attendance of Council or committee

members at in-person/hybrid CCO Council meetings:

o Council and committee members are encouraged to attend Council meetings in

person where practicable and possible.

o Council or committee members shall notifr CCO in advance whether they are

attending a Council or committee meeting in-person or attending remotely via

virtual platform.

o Council or committee members who attend a CCO Council or committee meeting

in person shall within 24 hours of the meeting:

o self screen for COVID-l9 symptoms https://covid-
l9.ontario.calexposed#symtoms and not attend if they screen positive for

symptoms consistent with COVID- 1 9.

o Council or committee members shall be respectful of individuals' comfort levels

with respect to COVID-l9, including practices related to mask wearing, hand

hygiene and physical distancing.

o CCO will comply with any rules and regulations of any venue that hosts a CCO

Council or committee meeting, if a meeting takes place outside of the CCO office.

The CCO Council room has transparent partitions placed in a manner to separate in-

person participants, HEPA filters running, and hand sanitizer readily available.
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Notice of Election, Nomination Guide, Candidate Undertaking and

Competencies for Council and Committee Members - January 2023
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

CAUTION EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments

unless you have verified the sender and know the content is safe

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
UOrdre des Chiropraticiens de l'Ontario

pursuant to By-law 6: Election of Council Members, elections to CCO Council
will be held in Districts 5, 6 and 7 in Spring 2023.

Please note, as part of CCO's College Performance Measurement Framework
Action Plan, CCO Council apProved:

. Competencies for Council and Committee Members on November
25,202L, and

. A mandatory orientation session for all candidates scheduled for
February 21, 2023,6 pm, to outline the roles and responsibilities
for CCO Council members, focusing on CCO's public interest
mandate.

Please review the documents below for further details. Nomination papers,

candidate undertakings, biographical information and additional campaign
material must be received by CCO by February L7, 2023 at 4 p'm'

r Notice of Election

. Nomination Paper

. Candidate Undertakinq

. Competencies for Council and Committee Members

Thank you for your interest and participation in the self-regulation of the
chiropractic profession.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario | 59 Hayden St., Suite 800, Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7 Canada
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2823 NoncE oF ElecrloN AND

Nomr*ATloN Gutoe FeR Elecrlo*s ro
Dlsrntcrs 5, 6 eNo 7

College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Norrce

Pursuant to By-law 6: Election of Council
Members, notice is hereby given that elections to
CCO Council will be held in Districts 5,6 arrd 7.
Elections in these districts will be for a term of
approximately 3 years.

District 5: Central West comprised of the counties
of Brant, Dufferin, Wellington, Haldimand and
Norfolk, the regional municipalities of Halton,
Niagara, Peel and Waterloo, and the city of
Hamilton.

District 6: Western comprised of the counties of
Essex, Bruce, Grey, Lambton, Elgin, Middlesex,
Huron, Perth and Oxford, and the municipality of
Chatham-Kent.

District 7: Academic comprised of the entire
province of Ontario (member of faculty of an
accredited academic institution).

Elecron PRoceouRes

CCO will not be providing candidates with a list
of members in their districts or mailing labels.
However, CCO will post on CCO's website and
distribute to members in their districts on
behalf of candidates biographical information
and one additional page of campaign materials,
in accordance with the election timetable and
campaign guidelines.

The elections are carried out by electronic vote
and secret ballot. The Registrar supervises all
aspects of the election.

Ja 2023

ELECTION TIMETABLE
January 26,2023: Notice of Election and
Nomination Guide sent electronically to all

members.

February 17,2023: Nomination Date:
Nomination papers, candidate undertakings,
biographical information and additional cam-
paign material to be circulated by CCO in a
format suitable for distribution to voters must
be received by CCO by 4 p.m.

February 21,2023,6 pm: Mandatory
orientation for all candidates to be held
virtually.

February 24,20232 Deadline for candidates to
withdraw from the election by 4 p.m.

March 6, 2023: CCO posts on its website and
distributes by email a list of candidates and
biographical information reviewed and
approved by CCO to eligible voters in each
district.

March 10, 2023: CCO posts on its website
and distributes by email additional campaign
material submitted by candidates and reviewed
and approved by CCO to eligible voters in
each district.

March 13, 2023: List of candidates,
biographical information, and voting
procedures sent by email to all eligible voters.

March 28, 2023: All votes must be received by
CCO by 4 p.m.

March 28,2023: Unofficial election results
announced,

April'i.2,2023: Deadline to make a written
request for a recount with a $150 deposit,
which must be received by CCO by 4 p.m.

Election results posted on CCO's website at
wwwcco.on.ca,

College of
Chiropractors
of Ontario

L'Ordre des
Chiropraticiens
de l'Ontario

59 Hayden Street
Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7

Tel: (416) 922-635s
Tolf Free: 1 -877 -577 477 2
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : cco,info@cco,on.ca
Web site: www.cco.on,ca
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a Candidates are required to submit their
nomination papers, candidate undertak-
ings, biographical information and one
additional piece of campaign material in a
format suitable for distribution on or
before February 17,2023 at 4 p.m. CCO
will review all materials for general consis-
tency with the campaign guidelines for
elections, the biographical information
guidelines, the principles of fair, accurate
and appropriate election statements and,
by analogr, Standard of Practice 5-016:
Advertising, and will forward a response to
the candidate as soon as possible. If you
have any questions about any campaign
material, contact CCO.

Any additional campaign material and
communications, including written materi-
al, oral presentations/speeches and gener-
a1 decorum of candidates must comply
with the campaign guidelines for elections
in this document. Material should be sub-
mitted to the CCO Election Review
Committee in advance of February 17,
2023.

Elections are conducted in a fair and
transparent manner, consistent with dem-
ocratic principles. Failure to comply with
the principles of fairness by candidates
and others may jeopardize the election
process and results.

Eligibility to nominate, vote and stand for
elections to CCO Council is reflective of By-
law 6.

AcRoNYMS

ELtcretllry ro NoMINATE AND/oR VorE

A member holding a General (active),
Inactive or Retired certificate of registra-
tion is eligtble to nominate and vote in
the electoral district in which the mcmbcr,
as of Januar5/ 1"t of the election year, has
his/her primary practice, or if the member
is not engaged in the practice of
chiropractic, in which the member has
his/her primary residence.

A member is tneligible to nominate or
vote in a Council election if he/she is in
default of payment of any fees prescribed
by by-law or arry fine or order for costs to
CCO imposed by a CCO committee or
court of law or is in default in completing
and returning any form required by CCO.

AFC
ccA
ccEc

CCEB
cco
CCPA

CCRF

cMcc
CNAC
CSCE

FCC
ocA
RWA
ugrR

Alliance ficr Chiropractic
Canadian Chiropractic Associatjon
Council on Chiropracdc Education
tCanada)
Canadian Chiropractic Ekamining Board
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Canadian Chiropractic Protective
Association
Canadian Chiropractic Research
Foundation
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
Canadian National Alliance for Chiropractic
Canadian Society of Chiropractic
Eva-luators
Federation of Canadian Chiropractic
Ontario Chiropractic Association
Regided Health Pn$essions Ad., 1991
Uniwruitd du Quibec A nois-Rivi0res

EucrerLtrY To SrAND FoR ELEcloN

A member is eligible for election to Council
in an electoral district, if, on the closing date
of nominations and any time up to and includ-
ing the date of the election:

. the member has his/her primar5r practice
of chiropractic located in the electoral
district in which he/she is nominated or, if
the member is not engaged in the practice
of chiropractic, has his/her primary resi-
dence located in the electoral district in
which he/she is nominated;

the member is not in default of payments
ofany fees prescribed by by-law or any fine
or order for costs to CCO imposed by a
CCO committee or court of law;

the member is not in default in completing
and returning any form required by CCO;

the member is not the subject of any
disciplinary or incapacity proceeding;

a finding of professional misconduct,
incompetence or incapacity has not been
made against the member in the preceding
six years; (continued on next page);

Kd 3;l5i?"""',","
L'Ordre des
Chiropraticiens
de l'Ontario

59 Hayden Street
Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 4772
Fax: (416) 925.9610
E-mail: cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: wwwcco.on.ca
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a

the member has not resigned from a posi-
tion on Council, before completing their
term, within the last three years and four
months;

the member does not have an outstanding
code of conduct matter with the College;

the member is not, and has not been in the
preceding three years, an employee, officer
or director of any professional chiropractic
association such that a real or apparent
conflict of interest may arise, including but
not limited to being an employee, officer or
director of the OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC,
CCEB, CSCE, the CCEC of the FCC, CCRF
or CNAC;

the member is not, and has not been in the
preceeding three years, an officer, director,
or administrator of any chiropractic educa-
tional institution, including but not limited
to, CMCC and UQTR, such that a real or
apparent conflict of interest may arise;

the member has not been disqualified from
the Council or a committee of the Council
in the previous six years;

Mlssror,r

Ttre College of Chiropractors of Ontario
regulates the profession in the public irterest to assure
ethical and competent chiropractic care.

Vt$on

Committed to Regr:latory D<cellence in the Public Interest
in a Diverse Environment.

VALUES

the member is not a member of the Council
or of a committee of the college of any other
health profession;

the member has not been a member of the
staff of CCO at any time within the preced-
ing three years;

for District 7 only, the member is a mem-
ber of the faculty of an accredited educa-
tional institution; and

for any district other than District 7, t}re
member is not eligible for election in
District 7, and has not been eligible for
election in District 7 in the preceding three
years (three year cooling off period effective
on a go forward basis November 25,2021).

Tenna oF OFFTcE

The term of office of a member elected to
Council is approximately three years com-
mencing with the first regular meeting of
Council immediately following the election
(currently scheduled on April 19, 2023)'
Incumbents continue to serve in office until
the first regular Council meeting, unless oth-
erwise disqualified from Council. By-law 6:
Election of Council Members ouflines the cir-
cumstances in which a member maY be
removed from Council.

Please note: A member who has served on
Council for nine consecutive years is ineligible
for election to Council until a full three-year
term has passed since that member last
served on Council. A non-Council member
may only serve on CCO committees for nine
consecutive yeafs, whether the time is served
as a Council member or as a non-Council
member.

ORrenranoN FoR Caruolonres

Candidates are required to attend the virtual
orientation session, schedule for February 21,
2023,6 pm.

Integnty, Respect, Collaborative, knovative, Transparent'
Responsive

Srilresc OgJEcnvEs

1. Build public trust and confidence and promote under-
standing of the role of CCO amongst all stakeholders.

2. Ensure the practice of members is safe' ethical, and
patient-centered.

3. Ensure standards and core competencies promote
excellence of care while responding to ernerging devel-
opments.

4. Optimize the use of technologr to facilitate regr.rlatory
fi.rnctions and communications.

5. Continue to meet CCO's statutory mandate and
resource priorities in a {iscally responsible rlanner.

Deuelaped ot the *rategb Plannitg Sessbn'
SePtetrber 2O17

Gollege of
Chiropractors
of Ontario

L'Ordre des
Chiropraticiens
de l'Ontario

59 Hayden Street
Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: www.cco.on.ca
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Role or CGO ano Cour,rcl- MeMgeRs

CCO is the regulatory body for chiropractors
in Ontario, governed by a 15-16 member
Council comprised of 6-7 public members
appointed by the provincial government and 9
registered chiropractors elected by the mem-
bership.

CCO's legislative mandate is to govern
chiropractic in the public interest. CCO's main
responsibilities inclurde :

. developing standards of admission to the
profession;

. investigating complaints and disciplining
members who have committed acts of
professional misconduct or are
incompetent;

. implementing a quality assurance program
to ensure continuous quality improvement
in the profession, including the develop-
ment of standards of practice, policies and
guidelines to which all members of the pro-
fession must conform;

. maintaining a public register; and

. implementing a patient relations program.

TIue CounatrMENTs

Council membership involves a significant
time commitment, which varies according to
committee. Members attend Council meetings
four or more times per year and may serve on
one or more committees. Preparatory readings
and work for Council and committee meetings
can be extensive. Candidates should also note
that, whenever possible, all Council and
committee meetings are held during regular
business hours, Monday to Friday.

Members should review the Competencies for
Council and Committee Members document,
posted on the election page of CCO's website,
for further information about competencies,
expectations and time commitments on
Council and committees.

Gouperusanoru

Council members are compensated for their
time spent on CCO work in accordance with

CCO By-law 9; Remuneration and Internal
Policy l-OL2. However, per diems and expens-
es paid by CCO to Council members are
intended to partially otl-set the cost of a contri-
bution to the self-regulation of the chiropractic
profession rather than to pay for services ren-
dered or to compensate for lost income or the
opportunity to earn income.

Clnlparen Guroeurues FoR ELEcnoNs ro
CCO Couttcu-

The following guidelines are for candidates for
election or re-election to CCO Council and any
member who produces or distributes cam-
paign material on behalf of a candidate. These
guidelines are intended to apply to the candi-
date biography, additional material distributed
by CCO, any other written campaign materials
distributed by any means, including email,
websites or social media, oral
presentations/speeches and general decorum
of candidates. It is each candidate's responsi-
bility to ensure that his/her campaign materi-
al and behaviour complies with the campaign
guidelines:

Do the following:

Be respectful, polite, dignified and profes-
sional in ever5rthing you do;
Announce your qualifications and compe-
tencies rather than denouncing another
candidate's qualifications;
Rely on and promote information that is
both factual and provable;
Focus on your ideas and the positives that
you have to offer;
Ensure the words you use are inclusive
and would not offend any specific group;
Remember the public interest mandate of
CCO and don't make any promises that
could be viewed as inconsistent with that
mandate;
Remember that you are a professional and
a member of a regulated health profession
and so are other candidates;
Take all reasonable steps to ensure anyone
campaigning on your behalf also acts and
communicates in a respectful, professional
manner; (continued on next page)

a

a
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Tel: (416) 922-6355
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: www.cco,on,ca

59 Hayden Street
Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y0E7
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Comply with CCO regulations, standards
of practice, policies and guidelines, includ-
ing, but not limited to: CCO's Code of
Ethics, CCO's Code of Conduct, the
Candidate Undertaking, the Professional
Misconduct Regulation, Policy P-01 1:

Conflict of Interest for Council and
Committee Members, Standard of Practice
S-016: Advertising, Guideline G-016:
Advertising and common law.

Do not do the following:

Include any information or material that is
false or misleading, not readily compre-
hensible by the persons to whom it is
intended, or disgraceful, dishonourable or
unprofessional;
Compare yourself to another member's or
other health care provider's practice, qual-
ification or expertise;
Imply, in any way, that CCO or anY CCO
Council or committee member supports
your candidacy; or
Mount a personal or professional attack on
any candidate.

Non-compliance with the guidelines may
result in a private or public direction issued by
CCO during the election and a review as to
whether the election is valid after the votes are
counted. Non-compliance may result in the
election of a district being recalled.

Professional, respectful discourse
is essential to a fair election process!

Guroelrnes ro CANDTDATEs FoR Pnovlolttc
BrocRlpHrcAL I NFoRMATIoN

In addition to the guidelines above, a
candidate's biographical information must
meet the following guidelines.

Biographical information must:

Reflect CCO's role in protecting the public
interest and be typewritten on one 8.5" x
1l"-page white paper with a minimum of
one-inch margins on all four sides, in por-
trait format (not landscape);

The candidate's name must appear on the
top of the page.
The candidate's photograph may be
included - head and shoulders only.
Candidates must NOT imply, in any way,
that CCO or any CCO Council or commit-
tee member supports their candidacy.
Candidates MUST include the following
statement verbatim in their biographical
information and, based upon it, describe
in the statement how they would con-
tribute to the regulation of chiropractic in
the public interest:

"Chiropractors who qre elected will reflect
their commitment to the public's right to
safe, effectiue qnd ethical chiropractic cnre."

Candidates should include information
that is relevant to their knowledge, compe-
tencies, expertise, skills and attributes
related to:
. chiropractic care of patients, including

patients from different backgrounds
. protection of the public interest
. serving on boards in an oversight role
. interpersonal and communication

skills
. previous roles and experience in

busines s, or ganizational planning,
human resources, health and safety,
policy development, risk management,
education and research, financial or
accounting, information technolory
and any other roles relevant to CCO's
mandate and functions.

In addition to the candidate biography,
candidates may submit one additional piece
of campaign material that CCO will distribute
to eligible voters in their district in accordance
with the election timetable. This additional
campaign material must comply with CCO
election guidelines, be received by CCO on or
before February 17, 2023, 4 pm, and only be
written material typewritten on one 8.5" x 11"-
page white paper with a minimum of
one-inch margins on all four sides, in portrait
format (not landscape).

a

a

Gollege of
Ghiropractors
of Ontario

L'Ordre des
Ghiropraticiens
de I'Ontario

59 Hayden Street
Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : cco.info@cco.on,ca
Web site: www.cco.on.ca
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GGO Gommittees

Statutory:

. Executive

. Inquiries, Complaints and Reports

. Discipline

. Fitness to Practise

. Patient Relations

. Qrrality Assrrrance

. Registration

Non-Statutory:

. Advertising

. Election Review Sub-Committee

Thank you for
participating

in the
self-regulation

of your profession!

Cunnerr GGO Courucrr-

ELECTED MEMBERS

Name District

Dr. Angelo Santin, Thunder Bag
Dr. Paul Groulx, Stittsuille
Dr. Michael Gauthier, A.;r'ax

Dr. Kyle Grice, Toronto
Dr. Jglia Viscomi, Maple
*Dr. Sarah Green, Elmira.
Dr. Dennis Mizel, St. Cotharines
*Dr. Colin Goudreau, Chatham-Kent
*Dr. Jarrod Goldin, Toronto

#Term of olfice expires Apnl 2023. Eligible for re-electian.

PUBLIC MEMBERS

Name
Ms Anuli Ausbeth-Ajaga, Brampton
Mr. Markus de Domenico, Toronto
Mr. Gagandeep Dhanda, Mississauga
Ms Robyn Gravelle, Burlington
Ms Zoe Kariunas, Toronto
Mr. Shawn Southern, Union
Mr. Scott Stewart, Cauqn Monaghan

Date Order-in Council Expires
December 2024
December 2024
April2O24
May 2023
April2024
October 2024
March 2025

I
2
3
4
4
5
5
6
7

Term of Office
(April to April)
April2O2l - April
April2022 - April
Aprll2O22 - April
April2022 - April
April2O2l - April
April 2020 - April
April2O2I - April
April 2020 - April
April 2021 - April

2024
2025
2025
2025
2024
2023
2024
2023
2023

College of
Ghiropractors
of Ontario

L'Ordre des
Chiropraticiens
de I'Ontario

59 Hayden Street
Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Toll Free: 1-877 -577 4772
Fax (416) 92s-9610
E-mail : cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: www.cco.on.ca
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Elecloxs Quesloxs & Answens

Q. What is the purpose of the election of
professional members to the Council?

A. The RHPA and the Chiropractic Act, 1991
provide for the election of the majority of
the Council from among the membership
of the profession. Since chiropractic is a
self-regulating profession, it is important
that the majority of the Council be mem-
bers of the profession. While there could be
a number of ways for the professional
members to be chosen, the legislation
requires an election system to ensure that
Council members have the confidence and
respect of those whom they regulate.

Q. ls the election of Gouncil members similar
to the election of MPPs or municipal
councillors?

A. While the form of election is somewhat
similar (i.e., voting for candidates by secret
ballot), the purpose is actually quite differ-
ent. Your MPP represents the interests of
those who elected him/her. A Council
member does not represent the specific
interests of chiropractors, but rather the
broader public interest as described in the
RHPA.

CCO, unlike the legislature, is a corpora-
tion. The Council, as the Board of
Directors of the corporation, has a
fiduciary (trust) duty to fulfill the public
interest mandate of the corporation /CCO
and not the specific interests of the
professional electorate.

Q. Does a Gouncil member represent his/her
constituents?

A. No, a Council member does not have
constituents. A Council member is some-
what like the trustee of an estate: he/she
acts in the best interest of the beneficia4i,
not the persons who selected him/her as
Trustee. The beneficiary under tl:e RHPA

and the Chiropractic Act, 1991is the public
interest. If a chiropractor from a Council
member's district has a problem with CCO,
it would be inappropriate for the Council
member to intervene on the chiropractor's
behalf with the pertinent committee or
CCO staff person.

O. How does this affect a candidate's
'campaign' materials?

A. While people sometimes do refer to the
election process as a 'campaign', this, too,
is a bit of a misnomer. Candidates for
election can and should provide informa-
tion about themselves and their
philosophy to the other chiropractors in
their district to assist them in making an
informed choice. However, there is not
really a role for campaign 'promises' or
statements about how a candidate, if elect-
ed, will decide specific matters that might
arise in the future. In addition, candidates
are strongly urged to forward their cam-
paign material to CCO before distribution
to ensure the elections are conducted in a
fair manner.

The Election Review Sub-Committee will
review all material for compliance with
CCO standards and policies and consis-
tency with the requirement for profession-
al, respectful communication.

Q. Why, then, are Council members elected
from districts?

A. Perspective. Having Council members
elected from various districts ensures that
the perspective of all chiropractors, not
just those from one region (e.g., the
Greater Toronto Area), is reflected on
Council. Some issues might have a
different impact on the public from rural or
northern areas, small towns, medium-
sized cities and Toronto. It is important
that all perspectives are heard.

This notice explains the election rules established under tlne Chiropractic Act, 1991. To t}re
extent of any inconsistency, the legislation and the by-laws govern. If you have any questions,
please contact CCO at (416) 922-6355.

L'Ordre des
Ghiropraticiens
de l'Ontario

59 Hayden Street
Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: wwwcco.on.ca
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CCO ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
[map not to scale, illustrative of

districts onlyl

District 1: Northern comprised of the dis-
tricts of Kenora, Rainy River, Thunder Bay,
Algoma, Cochrane, Manitoulin, Parry
Sound, Nipissing, Timiskaming; the district
municipality of Muskoka, and the city of
Greater Sudbury.

NORTH ERN ON TARIO

, District 2: Eastern
comprised of the counties of
Frontenac, Hastings, Lanark,
Prince Edward, Renfrew,
Lennox and Addington; the
united counties of Leeds and
Grenville, Prescott and
Russell, Stormont, Dundas
and Glengarry and the
City of Ottawa.

llE
District 4: Central
comprised of the city
of Toronto and the
regional municipality
of York.

SOUTHERN ONTARIO

District 5: Gentral West
comprised of the counties of
Brant, Dufferin, Wellington,
Haldimand and Norfolk, the
regional municipalities of
Halton, Niagara, Peel and
Waterloo, and the city of
Hamilton.

1
District 3: Gentral East
comprised of the counties of
Haliburton, Northumberland,
Peterborough, and Simcoe,
the city of Kawartha Lakes,
the regional municipality of
Durham and the township
of Scugog.

rdsor

District 6: Western
comprised of the counties
of Essex, Bruce, Grey,
Lambton, Elgin, Middlesex,
Huron, Perth and Oxford,
and the municipality of
Chatham-Kent.

2
Thunder &y

T
Sault Ste Flalie

College of
Ghiropractors
of Ontario

L'Ordre des
Chiropraticiens
de l'Ontario

59 Hayden Street
Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 477 2
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: wwwcco.on.ca
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Elecrton Noulruerloru PapeR - Elecrlons FoR DlsrRlcrs 5, 6 Rtto 7

College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) January 2023

The Election Nomination Paper must be received with the Gandidate Undertaking Form at GCO by
4 p.m. on February 17,2023. Please type or print neatly, using black ink. Forms may be emailed to
CCO at cco.info@cco.on.ca, faxed to CCO at 416-925-9610.

Candidate's Registration Number:

Business Phone: ( )

We, the undersigned members of CCO, eligible to vote in Electoral District

nominate of
(Name of Candidate)

as a candidate for the March 2023 eleclion to CCO Council

(City / Town)

Business Address

Confidential E-mail Address:

CANDIDATE'S CONSENT: I consent to allow my name to stand for election as a member of CCO for the
Electoral District of agree to serve if elected. I will attend the February 21,

2023 Orientation Session for all candidates

Nominator's Namel
(please print)

City / Town Registration
Number

Signature

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I
10

11

12

Gandidate's Name Gandidate's Signature Date

I Minimum of l0 eligible members who support the nomination and who are eligible to vote in the electoral district is required'
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UroeRrRnNG To ne CCO ReelsrnnR FRoM CRttoloRre
College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) January 2023

Note to elected members of CCO Council: Initial the box/boxes that apply. Leave blank box/boxes that do not apply and provide att

explanation on a sepdrate Page.

l, _, candidate for CCO Council in District 

-, 

undertake to the Registrar as follows:

1.

(a)

o)

(c)

Districts 5 and 6
I am not a member of faculty at an accredited educational institution

-AND-
My primary practice of chiropractic is located in the electoral district for

which I was nominated.

-oR-
I am not engaged in the practice of chiropractic and my primary residence is

located in the electoral district for which I was nominated.

AND

OR

AND

2

District 7

(a) I am a member of faculty of an accredited educational institution (attach document to confirm).

- AND-
(b) I primarily practise in or live in Ontario.

I am not:
o in default ofpayments ofany fees prescribed by by-law or any fine or order for costs to CCO imposed by a

CCO committee or court of law.
r in default in completing and retuming any form required by CCO.

o the subject ofa disciplinary or incapacity proceeding.

r the subject ofa finding ofprofessional misconduct, incompetence or incapacity in the preceding six years'

r the subject ofan outstanding code ofconduct matter with the College.

. and have not been in the preceding three years, an employee, officer or director of any professional

chiropractic association such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise, including but not limited

to being an employee, officer or director of the OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE' the Council on

Chiropiactic Education (Canada) of the FCC, CCRF or CNAC''
o and have not been in the preceding three years, an officer, director, or administrator ofany chiropractic

educational institution, including but not limited to, CMCC and UQTR, such that a real or apparent conflict

of interest may arise.
. a member of the Council or of a committee of the college of any other health profession.

. a member ofthe faculty ofan accredited educational institution (except for District 7).

for any district other than District 7, eligible for election in District 7, and have not been eligible for election

in District 7 in the preceding three years (three year cooling offperiod effective on a go forward basis

November 25, 2021).

If applicable, I have attached to this undertaking a copy of all letters ofresignation from my position

as an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic association or an officer, director or

administiator of any chiropractic educational institution such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise.

If applicable, I have taken all reasonable and necessary steps to ensure I am not reflected in any

documents or on any websites as an employee, officer or director ofany professional chiropractic association or

an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution such that a real or apparent conflict

of interest may arise.

J

4.

r The effective date on which the candidate must not be an employee, officer or director ofany professional chiropractic association, or an officer,

director or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise, is the closing date of
nominations and any time up to and including the date ofthe election (i.e., before the election results are known). Copies ofrelevant lefters of
resignation must be frled with CCo, along with the candidate's nomination papers. The candidate should take all reasonable and necessary steps

to eisure he/she is not reflected in any documents or on any websites as an employee, officer or director ofany professional chiropractic

association, or an officer, director or ;dministrator ofany Chiropractic educational institution, such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may

arise.
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I undertake to maintain all confidentiality within the election process, including but not limited to,
maintaining confidentiality with respect to which members voted or did not vote and/or submitted spoiled ballots.

I have not:
r been disqualified from the Council or a committee of the Council in the previous six years.
. resigned from a position on Council, before completing my term, within the last three years and four

months.
. served on Council for nine consecutive years without a full three-year term passing since I last served on

Council.
. been a member of the staff of the College at any time within the preceding three years.

A finding ofprofessional misconduct, incompetence or incapacity has not been made against
me in the preceding six years.

I confirm I have reviewed my active personal and business communications, including those on social media,
and there is no current content that could embarrass or harm the reputation ofCCO or give cause to consider that
I am unable or unwilling to comply with CCO's mission, vision, values, strategic objectives and byJaws, and the
duty to be fair and impartial in all considerations.

9 . I acknowledge that as a member of Council, my primary duty is to serve and protect the public interest.

10. I undertake to:
e review and comply with CCO's provisions, including the Code of Conduct, CCO Internal Policy I-015:

Policy to Avoid Abuse, Neglect and Harassment, Policy P-011: Conflict of Interest for Council and
Committee Members, and CCO's mission, vision, values and strategic objectives,

r review CCO's orientation material and attend any relevant training workshop,
o participate in CCO's Peer and Practice Assessment Program within six months of my election

(ifl have not already been peer assessed by that time), and
o participate as a member ofa discipline panel or fitness to practise panel ifselected by the Chair ofthe

Discipline or Fitness to Practise Committee, unless I have a conflict of interest.

11 I confirm that I have access to and agree to use the following confidential e-mail address for any and all CCO
matters:

12. I recognize that, ifl were to resign from Council, it will not be properly constituted. Therefore, ifelected,
I undertake not to resign from Council without first giving 60 days written notice to the President and Registrar
so that the Council can take steps to ensure that Council can remain properly constituted at all times.

I confirm all the information in this undertaking is accurate, complete and true.

I further undertake to advise the Registrar forthwith ofany change in the above-noted statements.

I understand it is an act ofprofessional misconduct to fail to comply with an undertaking
to the Registrar.

2

5

6.

7

8

13.

14.

15.

I

Candidate's Name Candidate's Signature Date

Witness'Name Witness' Signature Date
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GouperENctES FoR Gouncu AND Gonrtmlrree MeMee

Executive Gommittee
Approved by Council: November 25,2021

lrurnooucnoN

Effective regulation is enhanced when Council and committee members possess specific

competencies to act in accordance with the objects of health regulatory colleges under the

Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA) and the mission, vision, values and

stritegic objectives of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO), and to regulate the

full scope of practice of chiropractic. Many of these competencies may be acquired

through ongoing orientation, continuing education and professional development once on

CCO Council and committees.

The following document outlines the competencies expected of Council and Committee

members, as they relate to the duties and objects of the college and the mission, vision,

values and strategic objectives of CCO. Please note that it is not expected that candidates

for Council and committees possess all of these competencies prior to being elected or

appointed to CCO Council or committees. CCO provides ongoing training, orientation

anb education opportunities both through Council and committees and through the Health

Profession Regulators of Ontario (HPRO).

Oe.,eCrS OF THE COLLEGE

Section 3(1) of the Health Professions Procedural Code, under the RHPA identifies the

following objects of the College:

The College has the following objects:

1. To regulate the practice of the profession and to govern the members in
accordance with the health profession Act, this Code and the Regulated Health

Professions Act, 1991and the regulations and by-laws.

2. To develop, establish and maintain standards of qualification for persons to be

issued certifi cates of registration.

3. To develop, establish and maintain programs and standards of practice to assure

the quality of the practice of the profession.

4. To develop, establish and maintain standards of knowledge and skill and

programs to promote continuing evaluation, competence and improvement

among the members.
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4.1 To develop, in collaboration and consultation with other Colleges, standards of
knowledge, skill and judgment relating to the performance of controlled acts
common among health professions to enhance interprofessional collaboration,
while respecting the unique character of individual health professions and their
members.

5. To develop, establish and maintain standards of professional ethics for the
members.

6. To develop, establish and maintain programs to assist individuals to exercise their
rights under this Code and the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991.

7. To administer the health profession Act, this Code and the Regulated Health
Professions Act, l99l as it relates to the profession and to perform the other
duties and exercise the other powers that are imposed or conferred on the
College.

8. To promote and enhance relations between the College and its members, other
health profession colleges, key stakeholders, and the public.

9. To promote inter-professional collaboration with other health profession colleges

10. To develop, establish, and maintain standards and programs to promote the
ability of members to respond to changes in practice environments, advances in
technology and other emerging issues.

11. Any other objects relating to human health care that the Council considers
desirable.

(2) In carrying out its objects, the College has a duty to serve and protect the public
mterest.

CCO Mrssrorrr, VrsroN, Velues AND Srnnrectc OBJEcIvES

Mission

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario regulates the profession in the public interest to
assure ethical and competent chiropractic care.

Vision

Committed to Regulatory Excellence in the Public Interest in a Diverse Environment.

2
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Values

. Integrity

. Respect

. Collaborative

. Innovative

. Transparent

. Responsive

Strategic Objectives

l. Build public trust and confidence and promote understanding of the role of CCO

amongst all stakeholders.
2. Ensure the practice of members is safe, ethical, and patient-centered.

3. Ensure standards and core competencies promote excellence of care while
responding to emerging developments.

4. Optimize the use of technology to facilitate regulatory functions and

communications.
5. Continue to meet CCO's statutory mandate and resource priorities in a fiscally

responsible manner.

ComperENcrEs FoR CouNclL MeMeens

The following document outlines the competencies expected of Council and Committee

members, as they relate to the duties and objects of the college and the mission, vision,

values and strategic objectives of CCO.

Please note that it is not expected that candidates for Council and committees possess all

of these competencies prior to being elected or appointed to CCO Council or committees.

CCO provides ongoing training, orientation and education opportunities both through

Council and committees and through the Health Profession Regulators of Ontario

(HPRO). Council and committee members should be prepared to participate in ohgoing

orientation, continuing education and professional development, once elected or

appointed to CCO.

Furthermore, it is not the expectation that all Council and committee members possess all

of the following competencies. Rather the different competencies of Council and

committee members should complement each other and be diverse to represent the public

of Ontario.

702
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Career Skills, Knowledge and Experience

Profes s ion al C hiropractic Experien ce

Experience in providing chiropractic care to a diverse group of patients in various
practice settings
Experience with various aspects of chiropractic care, including, patient
consultation, examination and care, informed consent, record keeping, business
and billing practices, billing of insurance companies and third-party payors,
advcrtising and other communications to the public (websites and social media). It
is acknowledged that Council and committee members may not have experience
in all of these aspects of chiropractic practice; however, the experience and
background of Council and committee members should complement each other
and represent the diversity of practice in Ontario.
Understanding of the importance of the protection of patient rights and patient
safety, including the prevention of patient abuse and boundary violations

Regulatory, Administrativ e and Oth er Exp erien ce

o Experience in professional regulation, boards of directors or other administrative
and member organizations

r Understand the role of self-regulation of health professions
r Experience with chairing and participating in meetings
r Understand rules of procedure (e.g., Roberts Rules of Order), codes of conduct,

conflict of interest policies and confidentiality undertakings
o Experience in areas such as finance/accounting, education, information

technology and governance
r Have a basic knowledge of technology and ability to use technology to perform

the work of CCO (emails, Zoommeetings and webinars, PDFs, etc.)

Values, Skills, Behaviour and Character Attributes

Communication

o Communicate effectively, concisely, constructively, respectfully and accurately,
verbally and in writing, with council and committee members, staff, members, the
public, government, and other external stakeholders, in the context of regulating
the profession in the public interest

r Listen in a respectful manner and ask for clarification and explanation
o Provide constructive and helpful contributions to discussion and debate with a

view towards problem solving and making effective decisions

Working in a Team-Based, Diverse Environment

wort cooperativcly, uullegially antl respectfully in a team-based environment

a

o

a

4

a
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o Demonstrate respectful behaviour to a variety of viewpoints and social and

cultural differences
. Help in building consensus
e Support decisions and positions of CCO Council
o Demonstrate leadership skills and ability to lead others to solve problems, adapt

and manage change and achieve results
r Demonstrate a commitment to diversity and inclusion

Availability

o Commitment to being available for regular meetings and hearings

. Commitment to being prepared for regular meetings and hearings, by reading

committee packages and background material in advance

o Punctual attendance at meetings and hearings

Commitment to and lJnderstanding of the role of the CCO

Place the interests of the public and mandate of CCO above oneself or one's own

interests

Understand the specific role of the CCO to regulate chiropractic in the public

interest and how it differs from roles ofprofessional associations, advocacy

groups, educational institutions, protective associations and other stakeholders

Understand and respect the roles of council members, committee members and

staff
Ability to identify and declare real and perceived conflicts of interest and

appearances ofbias

Commitment to Learning

Commitment to ongoing learning and education about professional regulation,

CCO and other areas relevant to serving as a Council or committee member on

CCO
Ability to ask questions if knowledge is lacking

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving

o Use professional judgment and strategic thinking to solve problems and address

issues
. Make decisions guided by qualitative and quantitative evidence and background

material from government, other health professions, other jurisdictions and other

sources
o Adapt and demonstrate flexibility based on changing environments

o Understand and manage risk to the public in decision-making

704
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Professionalisrtt

Demonstrate professionalism and good character and act with honestly, integrity
transparency, credibi lity, coll aborati on, diplomacy and respectfulnes s

Knowledge of Professional Health Regulation and CCO

r Understand the role of the regulator and professional health regulation in Ontario
o Understand the difference in roles between a professional health regulator and

other stakeholders, such as professional advocacy groups, protective associations
and educational institutions

. Work within the wider context of the regulatory framework in Ontario and
consistently with the goals and objectives of the Ontario Government and
Ministry of Health

r Understand and work in accordance with the objects of the College and mission,
vision, values and strategic objectives of CCO

r Understand and work within CCO's governance and organizational structure,
governing legislation, and mission, vision, values and strategic objectives

o Understand the mandates and functions of CCO Council and committees
o Understand and apply CCO regulations, by-laws, internal policies, codes of

conduct, standards ofpractice, policies and guidelines
. Apply legal authority (legislation, regulation, standards of practice, policies and

guidelines) to regulatory issues
r Understand the role of a Council member, fiduciary duties and good governance

principles, including the distinction and relationships in the roles of Council, the
Registrar and staff

o Understand and appreciate finances and financial implications of decisions
o Understand and adhere to fiduciary and confidentiality duties

GouperENcIES AND ExpecrnTIoNS FoR CoMMITTEE
MenageRs

In addition to the competencies expected of Council members, the following mandates,
meeting expectations and competencies are expected for committee members on CCO
committees. CCO provides ongoing training, orientation and education opportunities both
through Council and committees and through the Health Profession Regulators of Ontario
(HPRO).

Executive Committee

Committee Mandate

To exercise the powers of Council between meetings with respect to any matter
requiring immediate attention other than the power to make, amend or revoke a
regulation or by-law.

a
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Competencies for Council and Committee Members
Approved by Council: November 25,2021

To provide leadership in exercising CCO's mandate to regulate chiropractic in the

public interest.

Meeting Expectations

Approximately five full day meetings per year (additional meetings on an as-

needed basis)

Competencies for the Executive Committee

. Knowledge and understanding of the regulatory framework of CCO, including the

Regulated Health Professions Act, I99l,the Chiropractic Act, 1991, CCOBy-
laws, internal policies, conflict of interest policies, code of conduct and rules of
order

. Communicate with key stakeholders, including members, members of the public,

government and other external stakeholders
o Contribute to the review and recommendation to Council of an annual budget,

consistent with resources, priorities and strategic objectives
o Review and analyze extensive material,listen and contribute in a respectful

manner to discussion and debate and reach a decision regarding regulatory

decisions
o Effective oral and written communication skills
o Respectful and collegial communication when discussing and debating differing

opinions
r Active contribution to discussion and decision-making
o Active listening and respectful communication with committee members and staff
o Possess strategies to build consensus
o Understands issues from different perspectives

Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee

Committee Mandate

To respond to inquiries, complaints and reports in a manner consistent with its
legislative mandate under the RHPA.
To review reports of investigations and make decisions concerning the possible

referral of specified allegations or professional misconduct to the Discipline

Committee and the imposition of interim terms, conditions and limitations on a

member's certificate of registration.

Meetings Expectations

Approximately 10-12 full day meetings per year
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Competencies for Council and Committee Members
Approved by Council: November 25,2021

Corupetencics fur l.he Inqulrles, Complalnts and Reports Committee

. Commitment to review extensive material related to inquiries, complaints and
reports to CCO, including submissions by the complainant and member, clinical
notes and records, materials from insurance companies, third-party payors and
other third parties (e.g., employers), and expert and investigation reports

o Knowledge and understanding of the regulatory framework specific to the
complaints process, including the Regulated Health Professions Act, I991and the
Chiropractic Act, l99l

o Knowledge and understanding of CCO regulations, standards of practice, policies
and guidelines and able to apply them to specific complaints

o Knowledge and understanding of risk assessment tools used by the committee
. Review, process and organize large amounts of information and material to

synthesize issues and provide a framework for discussion and decision-making
o Use technology effectively and review digital material
o Experience in review of complaints and other forms of adjudication
r For chiropractors - broad knowledge base and experience in chiropractic care
o For public members - ability to listen, learn, discuss and ask questions of the

professional members of the committee related to chiropractic practice
e Available and prepared for meetings
. Identify and declare any real orperceived conflicts ofinterest andlor appearances

of bias
r Understand the fiduciary duty to act honestly, in good faith and in accordance

with the duties and objects of the College
o Commitment to make informed, impartial and transparent decision
o Effective oral and written communication skills
o Respectful and collegial communication when discussing and debating differing

opinions
r Active contribution to discussion and decision-making
r Active listening and respectful communication with committee members and staff
r Possess strategies to build consensus
o Understands issues from different perspectives
o Understands regulatory outcomes of the inquiries, complaints and reports process
o Understands importance of well-supported reasons for decision and fairness,

impartiality and transparency in decision-making
o Identify issues that require external expertise (legal advice or expert opinions)

Discipline Committee

Committee Mandate

To adjudicate specific allegations of professional misconduct or incompetence
referred to the committee by the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee
To review applications for reinstatement following a discipline finding.
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Competencies for Council and Committee Members
Approved by Council: November 25,2021

Meetings Expectations

. Approximately 1-2 full day meetings per year

. Availability for hearings on an as-needed basis

Competencies for the Discipline Committee

. Commitment to review extensive material related to discipline hearings, including
notices of hearings, submissions from CCO and the member, joint submissions

and agreed statements of fact, evidence including, clinical notes and records,

materials from insurance companies, third-party payors and other third parties,

and expert and investigation reports
. Knowledge and understanding of the regulatory framework specific to the

discipline process, including the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, the

Chiropractic Act, 1991, andthe Statutory Powers Procedures Act
. Complete the Discipline Orientation from the Health Profession Regulators of

Ontario (HPRO)
r Knowledge and understanding of CCO regulations, standards of practice, policies

and guidelines and application of them to specific disciplinary matters

o Experience in sitting on regulatory or administrative panels and other forms of
adjudication

o IJse technology effectively and review digital material
r Understand the role of independent legal counsel (ILC), and able to work with

and ask questions of ILC
o Understand the roles of Counsel and witnesses in a discipline hearing

. Identifu and declare any real or perceived conflicts of interest and/or appearances

of bias in deliberating disciplinary matters
r Understand the fiduciary duty to act honestly, in good faith and in accordance

with the duties and objects of the College
o Commitment to make informed, impartial and transparent decisions

e Effective oral and written communication skills
o Respectful and collegial communication when discussing and debating differing

opinions
o Active contribution to discussion and decision-making
o Active listening and respectful communication with committee members and staff
o Possess strategies to build consensus
. Review, process and organize large amounts of information and material to

synthesize issues and provide a framework for discussion
o Understand issues from different perspectives
o Understand regulatory outcomes of discipline hearings and the importance of

well-supported reasons for decisions
o Understand importance of faimess, impartiality and open-mindedness in decision

making

708
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Competencies for Gouncil and Committee Members
Approved by Council: November 25,2021

Fitness to Practise Committee

Committee Mandate

To hear and determine allegations of mental or physical incapacity referred to the
committee by the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee.
To review applications for reinstatement following an incapacity finding.

Meetings tr)xpectations

. Approximately I full day meeting per year

. Availability for hearings on an as-needed basis

Competencies for Fitness to Practise
(See competencies for Discipline Committee, as they related to Fitness to Practise
Hearings)

Registration Committee

Committee Mandate

. To develop, establish and maintain standards of qualification for persons to be
issued certifi cates of registration.

. To review applications for registration referred by the Registrar.

. To determine the terms, conditions or limitations, if any, for granting a certificate
ofregistration to an applicant.

Meetings Expectations

Approximately l-2 full day meetings and 8-10 half day meetings per year

709
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Competencies for Registration Committee

o Knowledge and understanding of the regulatory framework specific to the
registration process, including the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, the
Chiropractic Act, I 99 I , the registration regulation and registration policies and
decision-making tools, and ability to apply them to registration applications with
unique fact scenarios

o Understand the requirements for registration as a member of CCO in Ontario
o Possess strategies to build consensus
o Understand the importance of transparent, objective, impartial and fair decision-

making
o Active contribution to discussion and decision-making
o Active listening and respectful communication with committee members and staff

10



Competencies for Council and Committee Members
Approved by Council: November 25,2021

Understand the role of the Office of the Fairness Commissioner in overseeing the

registration practices of Ontario health regulatory colleges

Quality Assurance Committee

Committee Mandate

To develop, establish and maintain: programs and standards of practice to assure

the quality of the profession, standards of knowledge and skill and programs to
promote continuing competence among members and standards of professional

ethics.
To develop mechanisms and protocols to assess the knowledge, skills and

continuing competence of members.

Meetings Expectations

. Approximately 6-8 full day meetings per year

o Availability for workshops on an as-needed basis

Competencies for the Quality Assurance Committee
r Knowledge and understanding of the regulatory framework specific to the Quality

Assurance Committee, including the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, the

Chiropractic Act, 1991, and CCO standards of practice, policies and guidelines

. Knowledge and understanding of CCO's Quality Assurance Committee including
Peer and Practice Assessment, Self Assessment, Continuing Education and

Professional Development, Record Keeping Workshops and CCO's mechanisms

for monitoring compliance
o Review standards of practice, policies and guidelines from other jurisdictions and

other Ontario health professions as they apply to review of CCO standards of
practice, policies and guidelines

o Effective oral and written communication skills
o Respectful and collegial communication when discussing and debating differing

opinions
o Active contribution to discussion and decision-making
o Active listening and respectful communication with committee members and staff
r Possess strategies to build consensus
. Review, process and organize large amounts of information and material to

synthesize issues and provide a framework for discussion
o Understand issues from different perspectives
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Competencies for Council and Committee Members
Approved by Council: November 25,2021

Patient Relations Committee

Committee Mandate

To develop and implement a program/guidelines to enhance the doctor-patient
relationship.
To develop and implement measures for preventing and dealing with sexual abuse
of patients.
To develop, establish and maintain programs to assist individuals in exercising
their rights under the fuHPA.

Meetings Expectations

Approximately 4-6 full day meetings per year
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Competencies for the Patient Relations Committee
o Knowledge and understanding of the regulatory framework specific to the Patient

Relations Committee, including the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, the
Chiropractic Act, 1991, and CCO standards of practice, policies and guidelines

o Knowledge and understanding of legislation, regulations and policies related to
funding for therapy and counselling for victims of sexual abuse

. Commitment to preventing and dealing with sexual abuse of patients through
educational programs, guidelines for conduct, training for CCO staff and
provision of information to the public

o Effective oral and written communication skills
o Respectful and collegial communication when discussing and debating differing

opinions
o Active contribution to discussion and decision-making
r Active listening and respectful communication with committee members and staff

. o Possess strategies to build consensus
o Review, process and organize large amounts of information and material to

synthesize issues and provide a framework for discussion
r Understand issues from different perspectives

Advertising Committee (non-statutory)

Committee Mandate

To review proposed advertisements by members to ensure compliance with
CCO's Standard of Practice S-016: Advertising and Guideline G-016:
Advertising.

Meetings Expectations

Approximately l-2 half day meetings per year

a
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712Competencies for Council and Committee Members
Approved by Council: November 25,2021

Availability to review and provide feedback on advertisements and website and

social media material submitted by members

Competencies for the Advertising Committee

o Knowledge and understanding of CCO standards of practice and guidelines as

they relate to advertising, websites and social media
o Apply CCO standards of practice and guidelines as they relate to advertising,

websites and social media to the review and feedback provided on submitted

advertisements, website and social media content submitted by members

o Review past feedback provided from the Advertising Committee and apply to the

review of advertisements, website and social media content submitted by
members

r Effective oral and written communication skills
o Respectful and collegial communication when discussing and debating differing

opinions
e Active contribution to discussion and decision-making
o Active listening and respectful communication with committee members and staff
o Possess strategies to build consensus
r Review, process and organize large amounts of information and material to

synthesize issues and provide a framework for discussion
o Understand issues from different perspectives

GouprrENCIES FOR GNruRS OF COUNCIL AND COUUITTEES

In addition to the competencies for Council and Committee members, the following
competencies are expected of Council and committee chairs:

o Lead and guide Council/committee in achieving its goals and objectives
o Demonstrate effectiveness and skills in chairing, including, following rules and

working through meeting agendas
o Promote a strong and positive Council/committee culture
. Build and maintain trusting relationships and good communication with council

members, committee members and staff
o Demonstrate values of respect, honesty and integrity
o Understand and act in accordance with CCO by-laws, intemal policies, codes of

conduct and confidentiality and rules of order
o Understand the authority of Council and committees as a whole
r Promote respectful and efficient discussion and debate and helps to build

consensus in decision-making

a
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Elecnoru Revtew Sue-Goullllrree
Tenrrls or RerenENcE

(Approved by the Executive Committee: January 21,2022)

The Election Review Sub-Committee is a sub-committee of the Executive Committee

which is struck temporarily during the period of CCO's elections to Council.

1. Composition

The composition of the Election Review Sub-Committee Committee shall include a

maximum of 4 committee member, as follows:

I - 2 members of the Council who are members of the College, and not candidates for

election in that year;

1 - 2 members of the Council appointed to the Council by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council; and

if possible, I individual with experience in professional regulation, who is

unaffiliated with the College

2. AccountabilitY and RePorting

The Election Review Sub-Committee reports to the Executive Committee

3. Duties and ResPonsibilities

Review candidates' biographical and campaign materials for the 2022 elections to

CCO Council, consistent with the Notice of Election document and CCO

campaign guidelines;

a
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Provide feedback to candidates if there are any changes to be made to candidates'

biographical and campaign matetial, consistent with the Notice of Election

document and CCO campaign guidelines;

Review and provide feedback to the Executive Committee on other matters

related to campaign material for the 2022 elections to CCO Council from

candidates, individuals or organizations.

It is outside of the scope of the Election Review Sub-Committee to review and make

decisions related to eligibility to stand for election. This responsibility lies with the

Executive Committee.

a
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Election Review Sub-Committee Terms of Reference 2

714
4. Meetlngs

The Election Review Sub-Committee will hold 1-2 virtual meetings, approximately 3 -4
hours in length. Additional meetings may be required.

@ College of Ghiropractors of Ontario
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PnOCCOURES FOR SrNIrcruG AND

Drssol-vt ttc S u e-ColtlvttrrEEs
@D

GGO lnternal Policy: l-014
Executive Gommittee
Approved by Gouncil: APril 16,2009
Re-affirmed: September 15, 2018

lnrerur

To outline CCO's policies and procedures in striking and dissolving sub-committees,

sub-groups, workgroups, projects or alike ("sub-committee"). Sub-committees may be

formid to tut. on specific tasks and/or perform duties on behalf of CCO as directed by

Council andlor a statutory committee.

Por-rcv

When CCO Council and/or a statutory committee require a sub-committee to assist in a

specific project requested by Council andlor one of its statutory committees, the sub-

committee shall require the following approval:

If a sub-committee requires its own budget separate and apart from an existing

statutory committee, the striking of the sub-committee shall require the approval

of Council

a

If a sub-committee's budget falls within the allocated budget of a statutory

committee, the striking of the sub-committee shall require approval from that

statutory committee

All sub-committees:

shall report directly to a statutory committee and to Council as may be

required;

shall require terms of references outlining the purpose, goals, composition,

reporting requirements, anticipated budget and authority of the sub-

committee;

shall typically be comprised of 3-5 members. Any additional member(s)

appointed to a sub-committee must be approved by Council;

a
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lnternal Policy - Procedures for Striking and Dissolving Sub-Committees 2
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may inoludo one or more non-council mcmbcr;

shall include one ore more public members of Council in the same proportion
as that of Council, within reason;

shall perform specific duties as directed by the statutory committee to which it
reports andlor as directed by Council;

shall schedule meetings through CCO;

shall include an agenda and minutes with every meeting;

may hold meetings via teleconference or in person;

shall allocate per diems and reasonable expenses to the statutory committee to
which it reports, unless otherwise directed by Council. All expenses must
remain in the allotted budget of the statutory committee unless council
approves extra expenditures for that specific committee or sub-committee.

PRoceouRes

Appointments

Whenever possible, appointments and re-appointments to sub-committees shall be made
following elections to Council and prior to the first committee meeting of the statutory
committee to which the sub-committee reports. However, a newly required sub-
committee may be struck and appointments may be made to this sub-committee at any
time during the year based on need, following the approval of Council and/or the
statutory committee to which the sub-committee will report.

Appointments and re-appointments to a sub-committee shall be made through the
collaboration of the president, registrar and the committee chair of the statutory
committee to which the sub-committee reports. In cases where a sub-committee reports
directly to the Executive Committee, appointments shall be made through the
collaboration of the president, registrar and vice-president.

In making appointments to a sub-committee, the following criteria shall be taken into
account:

a council member's interest in the specific task of the sub-committee,

a council member's general knowledge relating to the specific task of the sub-
committee,

a
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lnternal Policy - Procedures for Striking and Dissolving Sub-Committees 3
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a council member's experience with similar tasks,

the balancing of different perspectives on the sub-committee,

the availability and time commitment of a council member to devote to the

sub-committee, and

other relevant qualifications and characteristics to complement the other

members' attributes on the sub-committee.

The chair of a sub-committee shall be selected through the collaboration of the president,

registrar and the committee chair of the statutory committee to which the sub-committee

reports. In cases where the sub-committee reports directly to the Executive Committee,

the chair shall be selected by the president, registrar and vice-president.

Dissolution of a sub-committee and/or discharge of a sub-committee
member

A sub-committee shall be dissolved ifi

the sub-committee has completed its task, as determined by Council andlor the

statutory committee to which the sub-committee reports, or

the statutory committee to which the sub-committee reports and/or Council

determines that the subcommittee is no longer necessary andlor has nothing

further to add to the specific task/objective.

A member shall be discharged from a sub-committee if:

a the sub-committee has completed its specified task,

the sub-committee is dissolved for any reason, or

o the member meets any of the conditions enumerated inBy-Iaw 6.29.

Sub-committees are to be struck for specific objectives/tasks and to assist CCO in
carrying out its statutory mandate to regulate the chiropractic profession in the public

interest. A sub-committee's existence is time-limited and the time frame is to be decided

by Council andlor a statutory committee. When a time-frame is not placed on a sub-

committee by Council, the sub-committee will dissolve automatically in ltve years from
the date of its striking unless an extension is approved by Council.

a
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Campaign Material
of:

Reviewed by:

Biographical lnformation Guideline

Date
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Gomments

E Campaign material is acceptable

f] Campaign material is unacceptable

I ttre candidate's name appears on the top of the page

E ttre candidate's photograph (head and shoulders only) is included

f the candidate's biographical information is type-written on one 8.5" x 11" -
page white bond paper with a minimum of one-inch margins on all four sides,

in portrait form (not landscape)

I ttre candidate's biography includes the following statement verbatim
o'chiropractors who are elected will reflect their commitment to the public's
right to safe, effective and ethical chiropractic care"

I ttre candidate's biography does not imply, in any way, that CCO or any CCO
Council member supports his/her candidacy

The candidate's biography does not include any information or material that is

! false or misleading

I not readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed

I a comparison to another member's or other health care provider's practice,

qualifi cation or expertise

contrary to any CCO regulations, standards of practice, policies and

guidelines, including Policy P-011: Conflict of Interest for Council and

Committee Members

having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be regarded as

disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional

Comments:
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Gampaign Material
of:

Reviewed by:

Election lnformation Guideline
719

Comments

Date:

! Campaign material is acceptable

I Campaign material is unacceptable

I ttre candidate's election material does not imply, in any way, that CCO or any

CCO Council member supports his/her candidacy

The candidate's election material does not include any information or material

that is:

I false or misleading

not readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed

a comparison to another member's or other health care provider's practice,

qualification or expertise

E contrary to any CCO regulations, standa.rds of practice, policies and

guidelines, including Policy P-011: Conflict of Interest for Council and

Committee Members

having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be regarded as

disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional

Comments:
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Maiting Address (as of October 28,2Ot9)

59 Hayden Street, Suite 800

Toronto. ON M4Y 0E7

Tetephone, Fax and Emait:

TeL.: 416-922-6355

Tot[ Free: 1-877 - 577 - 477 2

Fax:4L6-925-9610

Emai [: cco. info(acco.on.ca

College of Chiropractors of Ontario

|TEM 4.1.47
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lnformation is avai[able in French upon request.

Communications to CCO

CCO encourages altsiakeholders to forward inquiries retating to CCO to CCO directty. A great dealof

information is readily available on the CCO website. Some information (including active investigations

for exampte) is confidentiaL under the RHPA. Please ensure att inquiries are respectfuI and professional'

please atso note CCO may include both your inquiry and CCO's response on the website or in pubtic

information packages to ensure alt stakeholders get the same information in the same way and at the

same iime. Thank you.

'r'" l.tSEhlt I.,1HtLL 
F{S8Tfi

https://cco.on.ca/contact-us-2/
1t1



An international magazine by the Centre for Advancing Collaborative Healthcare & Education (CACHE)
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Stories of Collective lmpact

\ A /lth the rising number of opioid-relateci deaths across tlre country,

V V tt',e Ontario Cliiropractic Association (OCA) partnered with r"ned-

ical professionals to develop lhe Opioid and Pain Reduction Col-

lqh.pfltive and address the cpioid crisis head-on. The Collaborative is

derigned to help chiroprectorsand other manual therattsts coordinate

care pians wiih a physlcian or nurse practitioner {NPJ to manage thelr

shared patrents'chronic back, shoulder, arrd neck pain, while tapering

their opiaid use. I'he Collaboralive inetudes thr€e fomponents:

l.An evidenrc-based Manual Theropy for musculoskeletal

fti5tl)-Esimlw,slJ99l tlte Cenlre for Effective Practice (C[P]

was hired to develop in consultation r'rrith an interprofessional ad-

':isory 
parel, vuhlch inctuded physiciars, citiropraciors, attd a pa-

tient. lt inlorms physicii:ns arrd NPs willr besl ;:vailahle evicienc.e

for muscutoskeletal (MSK) pain and has been accessed over 6,000

times since its 2020 launch.

2.A Chiropractor's Toolkit, whieh includes a dialogue rnap and

fillabte pain reduction forms to support collaborations between

manual therapists, patients, and their prescribirrg health care pro-

fessisnals.

3. The Role of Chiroproctic in Opioid Use Reduction online con-

tinuing educotion course, developed with the Canadian Memo-

rial Chircrpractic College {CMCC} and expert advice f rom chiroprac.

tors and a physician. This course lrelps practitioners safeguard

their patients' health and fostercollaboration wlth prescribing pro-

fessionatsto manage, reduce, oreliminate opioid dependency, The

goal of the OCA Collaborative !s to educate and empower health

care professionals to work together to help patients who depend

on opioids relieve their MSK pain.

Caroline Broreton, nn. ura: Sasha Babakhanova, H,B.Sc.; Dr. Benjamin

Xaff lorey, Es6H, Dt. FMp. r:DFol and teslie Hetherington, flsA'.aFR, Ontatio
e h i 16 p ra ct i c: A ssocrblron

/

I
Vol. l Fall 2O22 lssue

:i ..,

't'[

I nspirinq lnterprofessional
Cafe an-d Colldboration to Help
Patients Manage or Reduce Their
Opioid Dependency
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Community Based Programs

788
Ontario
Chiropractic
Association

Rapid Access Glinics for Low Back Pain (RAC-LBP) Program
Historically, patients in Ontario faced long wait times to access urgent orthopaedic surgery for low back pain. To address this

issue, Ontario piloted the lnterprofessional Spine Assessment and Education Clinics (ISAEC).1

The pilot's results demonstrated that the majority of patients referred to surgeons were not surgical candidates.

However, within the providers' network, surgical referral appropriateness increased from 20 to 30 per cent to 96 per cent.2

Pilot results also showed: 99 per cent patient satisfaction rates and 97 per cent provider satisfaction rates.

ln response to ISAEC's results, Ontario implemented the RAC-LBP program to help people access appropriate low back pain

care faster and ensure surgical candidates are identifred as quickly as possible.

Reducing Wait Times for Surgical and Other Patients
The RAC-LBP program identifies surgical candidates thereby freeing up orthopaedic surgeons'time to focus on those they

can help. lt also provides an evidence-based, conservative management plan for non-surgical patients.

Chiropractors lead seven of the '13 programs with more than 50 working in the program - making up half of the clinical

positions in Ontario's RAC-LBP program.

How the RAC-LBP Program Works:

1. A physician or nurse practitioner (NP) refers a patient to the program.

2. The patient meets with an Advanced Practice Provider (APP) in their community. An APP is an experienced

chiropractor, physiotherapist, and/or NB within four weeks of their referral.

3. During the appointment, the APP provides the patient with: a detailed and in-depth low back pain assessment;

education about their condition; and an evidence-based plan.

4. lf the patient needs more advanced surgical assessment and management, the APP refers them to a RAC-LBP

Practice Lead (who is also a chiropractot physiotherapist or NP), located within a hospital or family health team.

5. The Practice Lead can provide a more in-depth assessment, order images, and/or provide a surgical referral, if

required.

O
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Primary Care Low Back Pain (PCLBP) Program
As part of interprofessional teams, chiropractors offer their expertise to help vulnerable patients with low back pain in seven

primary care sites across Ontario.

Supporting Vulnerable Patients:
The PCLBP program helps vulnerable patients with low back pain, including those without extended health care plans,

access the care they need from a musculoskeletal (MSK) expert, like a chiropractor. There are seven PCLBP program sites

across Ontario with interprofessional primary care teams that provide integrated and co-ordinated care. Chiropractors are

leaders in six of the seven programs.

PCLBP program patients often have other health conditions, such as diabetes, opioid dependencies, or hypertension, as well

as a low income and no extended health care benefit plan. Without this program, many of these patients would be unable to

access care for their low back pain.

ln some scenarios, an MSK expert like a chiropractor treats the patient's back pain, while a physician or NP in the primary

care team tapers their opioid dosage at a pace aligned with their manualtherapy. Working collaboratively, they help manage,

reduce or eliminate the patient's opioid dependency

Overall, the Ontario government-funded PCLBP program improves patients'experience and outcomes; reduces unnecessary

diagnostic imaging and MRI tests; reduces unnecessary referrals to specialists and can help manage, reduce or eliminate

opioid dependencies, in some scenarios.

C+



ln fact, after receiving care at a PCLBP site3:

' 83Yo of patients surveyed rely less on medication to help manage low back pain.

' 93Vo of patients surveyed say their quality of life has improved as a result of reduced outcomes.
, 71Vo of physicians surveyed say they order few diagnostic imaging and tests.

789

How the PCLBP Program Works:

The PCLBP program supports interprofessional primary care teams, including family health teams, NP-led clinics, and
community health centres. These interprofessional primary care teams were formed to deliver efficient, co-ordinated, and
integrated care to patients with low back pain.

To achieve this goal, these teams include MSK experts, such as chiropractors who work with patients.
When a physician or NP refers a patient to the PCLBP program, the patient meets with one of the interprofessional
team's experts, such as a chlropractor; who: assesses their low back pain; develops an evidence-based care plan; refers
them to one or several team members for education and regular treatment, such as spinal manipulation therapy and a
therapeutic exercise program.

PCLBP program sites are located in: Belleville; Cornwall and Alexandria; Mount Forest, East Wellington and
Minto-Mapleton; Orillia; Scarborough; Sudbury; and Windsor.

Health2Work (H2W) Pilot Programo
MSK conditions, such as back, neck and shoulder pain, pose extraordinary challenges for socially and economically
marginalized populations, who typically suffer from more frequent and severe MSK disease.s With historically limited
availability of publiclyfunded care for MSK conditions in Ontario, individuals from marginalized (and nonmarginalized)
populations who can't afford to pay out-of-pocket costs often turn to emergency departments, opioid use and/or overuse of
unnecessary imaging to manage pain.

The H2W program, a collaboration between the Region of Waterloo (ROW) and the OCA, provides a solution for OW clients
who suffer from MSK conditions that hold them back from working and/or participating in career/life planning and retraining
Since it began in 2018 as a pilot program, almost 200 OW clients (and non-disabled family members who are Ontario
Disability Supports Program recipients ) have received a chiropractic assessment and treatment for MSK conditions.

How Health2Work (H2W) Pilot Program Works:

ln the ROW, H2W clients access chiropractic care without any out-of-pocket expenses. Currently most referrals are
initiated by OW case workers and employment facilitators, but physicians, nurse practitioners, and other
community-based agencies are also able to do so. Once referred, ROW administrative staff assess eligibility and refer
clients to one of three chiropractors serving Cambridge, Kitchener, and Waterloo. Management plans typically
include education, exercise, self-management, and manualtherapy and care.

A recently completed program evaluation concluded that the H2W program provided effective and much needed care to
participants. The flndings supported improved physical capacity and reductions in pain, enhanced qualrty of life, and
increased readiness for employment and career (re)training. For instance, 42 per cent of participants were employed
(part-time or full-time) or seeking employment at assessment versus 55 per cent time of discharge. In addition, just over
half of participants who were not employed or in training at assessment were either employed or looking for work or
deemed physically ready for training/employment at time of discharge.

Over the coming months, the ROW and OCA will be working together to action recommendations from the program
evaluation (which began in 2018) and explore the feasibility of expanding H2W locally and across the province.

r The Ministry of Health piloled ISAEC in Toronto, Hamilton and Thunder Bay, fronr 2O1? lo 2017 | :r Rampersaud R. Ontario lnter-professional Spine Assessment and
EducationClinics(ISAEC): Patient,ProvideranrjSyslemlmpaclof anlnte0raledMndel nf CareforthF\/anarlemcnlof lnwBaeknainit nc; Intpinaiional ,-tor-rrnal of

eligible OW clients' nondisabled family members who are Ontario Disabalily Supports Program recipients. I i Canadian Pain Task Force. Chronic Pain in Canadat Laying
r Foundation ior Actron. 2019

For more information, please contact the OCA at oca@chiropractic.on.ca
November 2022
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OACP

SENT VIA EMAIL

July 29,2022

The Honourable Sylvia Jones

Deputy Premier and Minister of Health

5775 Yonge Street, 16th Floor

Toronto, ON M7A 2E5

Dear Minister,

On behalf of the members of the Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police (OACP), thank you for your

unwavering support for policing in Ontario during your time as Solicitor General. We are proud of the

collaboration with you on many public safety issues impacting Ontario and are confident that we will

continue our important, collaborative work with the Honourable Michael Kerzner.

I am writing with regard to the ongoing opioid crisis facing Ontario Data from Public Health Ontario

indicates a steady increase in opioid-related harm for more than a decade. This has resulted in 2,035

opioid deaths in the first nine months of 202L and in 2020. This represents a health crisis that all of us

must work together to address.

Our frontline police officers experience this opioid health crisis firsthand. Police services are the only

24/7 resource on the frontlines, and they play an integral role in the public health and safety issues

related to substance use disorder.

There are many reasons why people use illicit substances that are toxic and harmful. The OACP

recognizes there is no one solution to reducing deaths caused by opioids. We support a multi-model

approach of evidence-based programs that can reduce or eliminate opioid dependency and risk to
individuals' lives.

Minister Jones, we also know you are a strong advocate of the Community Safety & Well-Being

approach to mitigating risk in the community. The OACP is prepared to work with your government and

collaborate on effective solutions to address this health crisis and the loss of lives.

To that end, we encourage you to consider hosting a "summit" to examine the collaboration between

law enforcement, health care, social services providers, and government stakeholders to combat the

opioid crisis. We would welcome an opportunity to engage with your staff on this recommendation. I
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also invite your officials to engage with our OACP Substance Advisory Committee and other health care
stakeholders on solutions to address our province's opioid crisis.

Sincerely,

Nishan Duraiappah
Chief of Police, Peel Regional Police
President, Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police

C: The Honourable Michael Kerzner, Solicitor General for the Province of Ontario
Ms. Caroline Brereton, CEO, Ontario Chiropractic Association
OACP Board of Directors
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How is OGA Helping Address the Opioid Grisis?

I
,792

Ontarians died from
opioid-related causes in

2021,up 79% since 20191

Ontario
Chiropractic
Association

It's an evidence-based initiative to help manualtherapists - like chiropractors, physiotherapists and

registered massage therapists - collaborate with physicians (MDs) and nurse practitioners (NPs) to
manage, reduce or eliminate their shared patients'opioid dependency.

Whlle a manual thenpist
, works within their scope of

practice to treat a patient's
chronic back, shoulder or
neck pain, their MD/NP

tapers the patient's opioid
dosage at a pace aligned
with their manual therapy.

How The Collaborative Fosters this lnterprofessional Collaboration
Provides clinical toots and resources to help manualtherapists, like chiropractors, co-ordinate a care
plan with their shared patient's MD/NP to manage this pain.

B
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Chiropractor's Treatment Plan Toolkit:
Dialogue Map (endorsed by the College of Chiropractors of
Ontario) and ClinicalPain Reduction Forms

Manual therapist uses:
. Dialogue map to ethically discuss opioid use with patient
. Clinical pain reduction forms to share care plan with MD/NP

Manual Therapy as an Evidence-Based Refernl for
Musculoske letal Pain Clinical Tool
Devetoped by the Centre for Effective Practice (CEP)

CEP tool informs MDs & NPs with the best available
evidence. (Downloaded more than 6,300 times to date)&

tffi#
The Role of Chiropractic in Opioid Use Reduction Online
Continuing Education (CE) Course
Developed with the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC)

Manual therapists take CE course to enhance skills on fostering
collaboration with MDs & NPs to manage/reduce patient's opioid use.

1 Pubtic Heatth Ontario. lnteractive Opioid Tool: Opioid-related morbidity and mortality in Ontario. https://www.publichealthontario.ca
2.r Ontario Drug Poticy Research Network, Office of the Chief Coroner for Ontario and Public Health Ontario. Lives Lost to Opioid Toxicity among
Ontarians Who Work6d in the Construction Industry {2O18-2O2O1.2022,

g

OCA's Opioid and Pain Reduction Collaborative

Developed with Medical Professionals:
. OCA collaborated with focus groups, including MDs and NPs, to develop The Collaborative.
. CEP worked with two physicians, two chiropractors and patient with lived experience to inform clinical tool's development
. Joint CMCC and OCA'CE course was informed by CEP tool. A physician and three chiropractors developed its content.



Simplifying Access to Care
for Chiropractic Patients

Who are chiropractors?

. Chiropractors in Ontario are highly educated, trained, and

qualified regulated health care professionals.

. ln addition to an undergraduate degree, they must
complete a four-year Doctor of Chiropractic program of
more than 4,200 hours, including clinical internships.

. Following formaleducation, they must complete
standardized regulatory examinations to attain a license to
practise in Ontario.

Ontario
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Association
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. As neuromusculoskeletal (nMSK) experts, they are
qualifred to provide assessments, diagnosis, treatment, and

preventative care of biomechanical disorders originating
from the spine, muscles, joints, and related nervous system.

. Their extensive training includes how to assess when and

why to order diagnostic and lab tests to conflrm a diagnosis.
(This results in patients receiving 40 per cent less advanced

diagnostic tests when treated by a chiropractor).
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The Role and Value of Chiropractors
in Your Gommunity

Chiropractors are regulated health care professionals and

community-based practitioners that provide clinically proven

nMSK treatments to help patients alleviate and manage their
pain.

Chiropractic care supports patients with approaches that
help many avoid long-term use of pain-relieving drugs,

including opioids. They are integrated in the health care

system and work collaboratively with medical and health

care professionals across various settings. Examples of this
include:

Supporting Vulnerable Patients:
The Primary Care Low Back Pain (PCLBP) program helps

vulnerable patients with low back pain, including those
without extended health care plans, access the care they
need from a musculoskeletal (MSK) expert like a

chiropractor. There are seven primary care sites across
Ontario with interprofessional primary care teams that
provide integrated and co-ordinated care. Chiropractors are

leaders in six of these programs.

Reducing Wait Times for Accessing Surgery:
The Ministry of Health-funded Rapid Access Clinic for Low

Back Pain (RAC-LBP) program helps Ontarians access
appropriate low back pain care faster. This program reduces

wait times for patients who are orthopaedic surgery
candidates, and provides an evidence-based, conservative

management plan to those who are not. Chiropractors lead

seven of the 13 programs with more than 50 working in the
program.

Supporting lntegrated Patient Care:

Chiropractors are on the list of eligible regulated health care
professions for Ontario's Family Health Teams (FHTs).

Supporting Remote Communities:
ln remote communities where access to health care and

other professionals continues to be a challenge, chiropractors
are often a patient's frrst stop for managing their pain.

Helping Ontarians Work or Enter Job Training: Health2Work

is a joint program between the OCA and the Region of
Waterloo lt provides chiropractic care to people receiving
Ontario Works and non-disabled family members of a person

on the Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP)to help

them manage their MSK pain, so they can work or enter
job-related training.

Advancing Health Care Services for WSIB Worker
Claimants:
Working with its members and other health care professional

associations, OCA monitors and advises WSIB regarding
policies and initiatives to ensure accessible and appropriate

health care service for WSIB worker claimants.

Helping Address the Opioid Crisis:
The OCAs Opioid and Pain Reduction Collaborative is a

multi-pronged, evidence-based initiative. lt helps manual

therapists like chiropractors co-ordinate care plans with
prescribing professionals, including physicians and nurse
practitioner (NP)s, to manage their shared patients' chronic
back, shoulder, and neck pain, while tapering their opioid use.

Providing Faster Care:

Practice Leads (including chiropractors) are part of the
successful Rapid Access Clinic for Low Back Pain (RAC-LBP)

program. As PLs, they, are authorized to directly order

speciftc diagnostic tests based on a medical directive.
(However, this directive is an exception and does not extend

to chiropractors outside the program.)

November 2022



Removing Barriers to Accessing
Advanced lmaging and Lab Tests

When patients suffering from pain need essential advanced
diagnostic imaging or lab tests, they face red tape that
requires them to visit their physician to obtain a referral. The
requirement for these physician visits unnecessarily costs
our publicly-funded health care system millions of dollars
per year and causes delays in patients receiving the
essential care they need.

Minor regulatory amendments can easily remove these
barriers.

The Solution:
It's Simple, Easy, and Ontarians are Ready

The solution is authorizing Ontario chiropractors to order
specific advanced diagnostic imaging and lab tests, which
they are trained to do, and enable their access to Ontario
Laboratories lnformation System (OLIS) and other
diagnostic imaging storage systems to facilitate integrated
patient care.

How Scope Enhancement Will Benefit Patients and our
Health Gare System

1. Reduce Wait Times for Patient Care:
It will simplify an unnecessarily complex patient pathway
that leads to delays in patient care because they are required
to visit a physician or NP to obtain a referral for these tests.

2. Save Health Care System Costs:
It will eliminate between 450,000 to 700,000 unnecessary
visits to family physicians. This totals up to $66.5 million in
OHIP savings over five years.

3. Alleviate Health Human Resources Shortages:
It will free up the time for primary care providers to focus on
patients rather than administrative requests like referrals.

4. Alignment with other Canadian Provinces:
It will ensure Ontario patients have access to the highest
standards of care in line with other Canadian jurisdictions.

5. Help to Address the Opioid Crisis:
It will optimize efficiencies between chiropractors and
physicians' collaborations to manage their shared patients'
chronic back, shouldel and neck pain, while managing,
reducing or eliminating their opioid dependencies (as per
OCAs Opioid and Pain Reduction Collaborative's approach).

6. Reduce Backlog for Diagnostic Testing:
ln permitting chiropractors to access OLIS and other image
storing systems, it will help prevent duplication of test
orders. This allows for quicker access to results and bettel
rnore resporrsive patient care.

Who are We?

. The Ontario Chiropractic Association (OCA) is the fourth
largest chiropractic association in the world by membership.
It represents more than 3,800 chiropractors, approximately
B0 per cent of chiropractors in Ontario.

. Through programs, services, and resources, the OCA
serves its members and the public by advancing the
understanding and use of chiropractic care.

. lt also collaborates with health care organizations,
community partners, and other stakeholders to codevelop
and implement initiatives that promote nMSK health and
help Ontarians live their best lives.

Minor Amendments Needed

Making minor amendments will enable chiropractors to
practise to the full extent of their training. This is a
non-partisan issue that will benefrt all Ontarians, especially
those suffering from chronic pain and waiting a long time for
specialists.

Heres what's required:
. Add chiropractors to the list of regulated health care
professionals under the Laboratory and Specimen Collection
Centre Licensing Act (LSCCLA), 1990 that can request
examinations of human specimens.

. Amend Section 4 of the Chiropractic Act, 1991 to ensure
chiropractors can request advanced imaging tests.
. Exempt chiropractors from the limitations on forms of
energy available to them under the Regulated Health
Professionals Act (RHPA) ,1991.
. lnclude chiropractors in the list of regulated health care
professionals able to prescribe imaging tests in the Healing
Arts Radiation Protection Act (HARPA), 1990.

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO), the regulator
of chiropractors in Ontario, has recommended the Ministry
of Health grant chiropractors ordering rights relatedto 29
laboratory tests and 27 advanced imaging tests.

This Proposal ls Ready to Be lmplemented:

. The Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC)
trains chiropractors to order these tests and interpret results
. Competency is certified by the Canadian Chiropractic
Examining Board (CCEB), based on training received.

. CCO has already drafted Standards of Practice related to
the ordering of lab and advanced imaging tests, which
would apply to all chiropractors across the province,
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For more information, please contact the ocA at oca@chiropractic.on.ca
November 2022
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Reducing Opioid Use and Dependency Among
Patients with Chronic Back, Shoulder and Neck Pain

OCAs Opioid and Pain Reduction Collaborative
('The Collaborative') is a multi-pronged,
evidence-based initiative. lt's designed to help manual
thera pists, incl ud i n g chiropractors, physiothera pists

and registered massage therapists, collaborate with
prescribing health professionals (medical doctors and

nurse practitioners) to manage, reduce or eliminate
their shared patients' opioid dependencies.

Ontario
Chiropractic
Association

How it Works:
OCAs The Collaborative provides clinicaltools and

resources to help manualtherapists, like chiropractors,
co-ordinate a care plan with their shared patient's

medical doctor (MD) or nurse practitioner (NP) to
manage their chronic back, shoulder or neck pain.

While a manualtherapist works within their professional

scope of practice to treat their patient's musculoskeletal
pain, their MD or NP tapers their opioid dosage at a pace

aligned with their manualtherapy.

Opioid and Pain Reduction
Collaborative

I Fact
I sheet
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Components of The Collaborative - a Multi-pronged lnitiative:

Manual Therapy as an Evidence-Based Referral for Musculoskeletal Pain Clinical Tool developed by the

Centre for Effective Practice (CEP) and designed to inform MDs and NPs with the best available evidence.

Results: Following its June 2020 launch, the CEP-developed tool has been downloaded more than 6,300

times to date.

Chiropractor's Treatment Plan Toolkit - lncludes a dialogue map (script), endorsed by the College of

Chiropractors of Ontario (profession's regulator), that enables chiropractors to converse with a patient

about their opioid use, while staying within the chiropractic scope of practice. lt also includes clinical

pain reduction forms to help a chiropractor share their patient's care plan with their MD/NP.

Results: Toolkit web page accessed more than 700 times since its December 2020 launch.

The Role of Chiropractic in Opioid Use Reduction Online, Continuing Education (CE) Course developed with

the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC) to help practitioners safeguard patients'health and

foster collaboration with prescribing professionals in managing, reducing, or eliminating opioid dependency.

Resufts: More than 135 people have enrolled since its January 2022launch.
Average satisfaction rate: - 4.2215.

Developed in Collaboration with Medical Professionals:

OCA collaborated with focus groups, including MDs and NPs, to develop The Collaborative.

CEP worked with the following medical professionals and a patient with lived experience to inform the clinicaltool's

development: Dr. Janice Harvey MD, CCFP(SEM), FCFP DIP SPORT MED, Dr. David Dos Santos, B.Sc., D.C., FCCPOR(C),

FCCO(C), Dr. Erica Weinberg, BSc, MSc, MPhil, MD, Dr. Lindsey Rebeiro, BScH, DC and Lynn K. Cooper, BES (patient).

The joint CMCC and OCA CE course was informed by the CEP tool. Dr. Cuong Ngo-Minh, an Ottawa-based physician, and

three chiropractors developed its content.

November 2022



Scope Enhancement for Chiropractors:
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

How does scope enhancement impact patients
and their experience?
When patients suffering from pain need essential
diagnostic or laboratory tests, they must visit their
physician to obtain a referral, even though chiropractors
are trained and qualified to order these tests. These
physician visits unnecessarily cost our publicly-funded

health care system millions of dollars per year and

delay patients' access to essential care.

Will this request require funding or result in
additional costs for our health care system?

Scope enhancement for chiropractors will not create
additional costs or require funding. Unnecessary
physician visits cause delays in patients receiving the
care they need. They also currently cost our
publicly-funded health care system up to $65 million
over five years in OHIP funding. Reducing these visits
would deliver direct savings to the health care system
and alleviate pressure on primary care health human
resources.

Why do chiropractors need to be authorized to
order advanced diagnostic imaging and
laboratory tests?
Diagnostic tests are important tools in the formulation
of a chiropractic diagnosis and treatment plan (by

ruling in and ruling out certain conditions). Many
patients choose to visit their chiropractor to address
low back pain and other neuromusculoskeletal (nMSK)

conditions.

While authorized to order Krays, chiropractors in
Ontario are currently not authorized to order other
essential advanced diagnostic imaging tests, such as

MRls, CTs, and certain blood or laboratory tests.
lnstead, they must rely on having these tests ordered
by a patient's primary care physician or specialist
despite their extensive education, training and
long-standing status as trusted, regulated health
professionals.
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Will the authorization to order these tests
require additional funding?

No, the cited tests requested would be covered through
private pay, either through a patient's employee benefrts
plan or out-of-pocket. ln cases where a patient doesn't
have coverage, they would still have access to the tests
via their primary care provider.

Scope enhancement for
chiropractors would save

the Ontario's health care
system between 56 and S15

million dollars annualty and
up to 566.5 million over 5
years.

No additional cost to the health care system

and savings to free up physicians to treat
patients with medical conditions.

ls this proposal supported by the profession's

regulatory college?
The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO), as the
profession's regulatory body, has recommended that
the Ministry of Health grant chiropractors ordering
rights related to 29 laboratory tests and 27 advanced
diagnostic imaging tests.

It has also prepared the necessary standards of care

to support this enhanced scope.
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How does scope enhancement impact patients
and their experience?

When patients suffering from pain need essential
diagnostic or laboratory tests, they must visit their
physician to obtain a referral, even though chiropractors
are trained and qualified to order these tests. These
physician visits unnecessarily cost our publicly-funded
health care system millions of dollars per year and
delay patients' access to essential care.

Are chiropractors in other provinces permitted
to order advanced diagnostic imaging and
laboratory tests?
Chiropractors in several other Canadian jurisdictions
have the authority to order advanced diagnostic
imaging and laboratory tests. This includes
chiropractors in Alberta (MRls and diagnostic
ultrasounds), British Columbia (MRls and CT scans)
and Saskatchewan (diagnostic ultrasounds).
Furthermore, chiropractors in New Brunswick and
Prince Edward lsland are authorized to order
laboratory and diagnostic imaging tests.

Authorizing 0ntario chiropractors to order advanced
diagnostic imaging and laboratory tests would ensure
Ontario patients have access to the highest standards
of care, in line with other jurisdictions.

797
Are chiropractors trained to order these tests?
The internationally renowned Canadian Memorial
Chiropractic College (CMCC) is only one of two
chiropractic programs in Canada. Based in Ontario,
CMCC educates and trains chiropractors to order these
tests. This competency is certified by the Canadian
Chiropractic Examining Board (CCEB) based on training
received. The CCO has already drafted standards of
practice related to ordering laboratory and advanced
diagnostic imaging tests, whlch would apply to all
chiropractors across the province.

Since they are trained, Access Clinic for Low Back Pain
(RAC-LBP) program Practice Leads which include
chiropractors are authorized to directly order specific
diagnostic tests based on a medical directive.
(However, this directive is an exception and does not
extend to chiropractors outside the program.)

Will this lead to duplicate testing?
The short answer is no: Chiropractors are trained to use
advanced diagnostic imaging only when clinically
necessary to accurately diagnose a patient's condition.
That's why patients receive 40 per cent fewer
diagnostic tests with chiropractic care.

Has the Ministry of Health been engaged?

Yes, the Ontario Chiropractic Association (OCA) and the
CCO have been participating in ongoing discussions
with the Ministry of Health since 2009. The proposal
was updatedin2017 and2A19, and again in2022aL
the request of the Ministry to respond to additional
questions.

ln consultation with the OCA and CMCC, the CCO has
already established a list of specific tests chiropractors
are trained and qualifred to order and interpret.
Furthermore, the CCO has drafted standards of
practice for these tests.

For more information, please contact the OCA at oca@chiropractic.on.ca
November 2022
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Ontario Ghiropractic Association (OGA) and University of Guelph partner to advance
research in chiropractic care in Ontario

The partnership marks the first time the OCA has engaged an academic institution to enhance its role in
knowledge translation in research in chiropractic care

Toronto, ON (November 17,20221 - The Ontario Chiropractic Association (OCA) is proud to announce
its collaboration with a University of Guelph (U of G) researcher to advance its role in knowledge
translation in chiropractic care research.

The OCA will be working with Dr. John Srbely, chiropractor, and associate professor at the Department of
Human Health and Nutritional Sciences (HHNS), U of G. Through Dr. Srbely's work, a key goal of the
partnership is to strengthen the OCA's capacity to support knowledge translation (KT)- the two-way
process of integrating emerging research into clinical practice - for the profession. This includes creating
KT tools and practical resources for Ontario chiropractors to apply to their patient care, advocate for the
profession, and enhance member and communications efforts.

"ln our mission to advance the understanding and use of chiropractic care, we continue to look for ways
to engage with new and existing partners for the greatest research impact in our work," says Caroline
Brereton, CEO, OCA. "We're excited to partner with the University of Guelph to further the profession's

research agenda. We look forward to working with Dr. Srbely and his team to help bring his
groundbreaking research to the forefront of the profession and patient care."

The goals of the partnership include:

1. lncrease access to experts and resources in research and knowledge translation.
2. Advance the OCA's Evidence-Based Chirooractic Care (EBCC) work.
3. lntegrate research and evidence-based practice into OCA's initiatives, resources, and services.

For example, map evidence-based guidelines to diagnostic codes in OCA Aspire, its leading
practice management and electronic health record (EHR) solution.

4. Strengthen collaboration opportunities with partners including the Canadian Chiropractic
Research Foundation (CCRF) and the Canadian Chiropractic Guideline lnitiative (CCGI).

5. Facilitate the dissemination of new knowledge to stakeholders including government, clinicians,
and patients.

ln 2016, the OCA funded important research conducted by Dr. Srbely and his team of collaborators from

George Mason University and the National lnstitutes of Health (NlH). This research continues to
investigate the biological mechanisms of chronic musculoskeletal (MSK) pain and look for ways to
advance diagnostic and therapeutic approaches to management.

"Chronic musculoskeletal pain is the leading cause of disability across the globe, especially with the
growing ageing population," says Dr. Srbely. "This presents an immense burden to our society. Our

research work aims to uncover the underlying pathophysiologic mechanisms of chronic musculoskeletal
pain and physiologic mechanisms of spinal manipulation to help advance evidence-informed therapeutic
methods. This will also help advance new approaches to treating chronic conditions like myofascial pain

and osteoarthritis, and alleviate some of the pressure on our health care system."

From 2008 to 2013, Dr. Srbely held the CCRF Research Chair in Spine Mechanics and Neurophysiology.
The OCA first supported Dr. Srbely's research in 2013.
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Jonathan (Jon) Murray, research associate, also joins the OCA in a contract role to support its work in
promoting KT in the chiropractic community under Dr. Srbely's leadership. Jon recently completed his
master's degree (MSc.) under Dr. Srbely's supervision in the department of HHNS at U of G, specializing
in neuroscience. During his studies, Jon furthered Dr. Srbely's work on the mechanisms of chronic MSK
pain and collaborated on many KT initiatives.

"As spinal health experts, chiropractors have a significant role in helping to manage and prevent chronic
musculoskeletal pain," says Dr. Srbely. "The emerging research supports the growing profile of
chiropractors as leaders and experts in the field of chronic musculoskeletal pain research and
management. We look forward to working wrth the OCA to help advance this important work and other
knowledge translation resources in chiropractic care research."

To learn what else the OCA is doing to support clinical chiropractic care and related research studies to
elevate patient care and advance the understanding of the profession, visit its Clinical Chirooractic
Research webpage.
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Gontact information:

Sasha Babakhanova
Manager, Communications
Ontario Chiropractic Association (OCA)
sbabakhanova@chiropractic.on. ca
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Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
59 Hayden Street, Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4Y 0E7
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.111
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -477 2
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

College of Chiropractors of Ontario ('CCO") services continue as staff follow recommended health and safety guidelines related
to the COVID-19 global pandemic. ln-office services are available by appointment only. Please use the email or phone contact
information above or, if you require urgent assistance, please contact Reception by phone at 41,6-922-6355 ext. 100 or email
reception@cco.on.ca
and your inquiry will be directed appropriately.

CCO is committed to providing inclusive, accommodating, and responsive services and ensuringthat individuals are treated
with dignity and respect. Please contact us if you require accommodations. Please ensure that all communications with CCO are
respectful and professional.

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify CCO immediately by reply e-
mail and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Suzette Martin-Joh nson <ad minl@cceb.ca>
Sent: Thursday, January t2,2023 3:35 PM

To: Suzette Martin-Johnson <adminl@cceb.ca>
Subject: New communication from our CEO I Nouvelle communication de notre DG

lmportance: High

CAUTION EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you have verified the sender and know the content is safe.

(Le frangais surT en bas.)
Dear members,
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Happy New Year! 801
We wanted to touch base and thank you all for your participation at our 2022 AGM. lt is
always a pleasure to meet with you. We are looking at ways to enhance your
experience, including a date change for the AGM and moving our annual report to an
exclusively paperless format for 2023. Please stay tuned!

2023 is a big year for the CCEB with a lot of large projects underway, most notably the
launch of the new exam format. I am including our prior communication on this topic for
ease of reference. Our rollout communication will commence in the coming months.
Administrative changes begin in October as we prepare for the February 2024 cutover
to the new written examination and then the new OSCE at the following administration.

We are currently preparing supporting documents for members, and you can expect to
see this in mid to late February. This will contain a comprehensive list of FAQs,
including responses to questions posed by members at the AGM. lt is our intention to
provide you with a document you can use as an easy guide and resource to support
your own councils and members. The document will greatly facilitate your responses to
candidate inquires and help inform internal policy. Additionally, I am eager to meet
directly with you and any of your partners, either in person or virtually, to review the
changes.

ln the meantime, if you have questions you would like to see answered in the FAQs,
please forward them to gbeierback@cceb.ca so that we can include them in the
document.

We look fonruard to hearing from you!

Chers membres,

Bonne ann6e!

Nous tenons d vous remercier tous de votre participation d notre AGA l'an dernier. C'est
toujours un plaisir nous r6unir. Nous recherchons des moyens d'enrichir votre
exp6rience, y compris un changement de date pour I'AGA et le passage de notre
rapport annuel d un format exclusivement sans papier pour 2023. Nous vous prions de
rester d l'6coute !

2023 est une ann6e charnidre pour le CCEB. Nous avons de nombreux grands projets
en cours, notamment le lancement du nouvel examen. J'ai mis en pidce jointe notre
communication pr6c6dente sur ce sujet d titre de r6f6rence. Notre communication sur le
lancement commencera dans les mois d venir. Les changements administratifs
d6buteront cet octobre lors de nos pr6parations pour le passage au nouvel examen
6crit en f6vrier 2024, puis au nouvel ECOS d I'administration suivante.

Nous pr6parons des documents justificatifs d l'attention des membres. Nous les
enverrons entre la mi et la fin f6vrier. Ces documents incluront une liste compldte de
questions fr6quemment pos6es (FAQ), y compris les r6ponses aux questions posdes
par les membres lors de I'AGA. Nous vous donnerons un document que vous pourrez
utiliser comme guide et ressource facile pour soutenir vos conseils et membres. Le
document sera une aide pr6cieuse quand vous r6pondez aux candidats et contribuera d
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6clairer la politique interne. De plus, je suis impatiente de vous rencontrer directement,
vous et tous vos partenaires, en personne ou virtuellement, pour discuter ces
changements. 802
En attendant, si vous avez des questions auxquelles vous aimeriez voir une r6ponse
dans les FAQ, faites-les parvenir a qbeierback@cceb.ca. Nous les inclurons dans le
document.

Nous avons hAte d'avoir de vos nouvelles!

Sincerely I Sincdrement,

CCEB
cgiciffirrffim{Otil4 { r\.rorl- l,ll t trrltr ( rta4tarlqutt

Gemma Beierback (she/her/elle)
Chief Executive Officer I Directrice g6n6rale
Centre 70 - Suite 705,7015 Macleod Trail SW, Calgary, AB T2H 2Ko
T 403-230-5997 (6) | www.cceb.ca

This message and any documents attached hereto are intended only for the addressee and may contain privileged or
confidential information. Any unauthorized disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this message in error, please
notify us immediately so that we may correct our internal records. Please then delete the original message. Thank you.

Ce message et tous les documents joints sont destin6s uniquement au destinataire et peuvent contenir des informations
privi169i6es ou confidentielles. Toute divulgation non autoris6e est strictement interdite. Si vous avez regu ce message par
erreur, veuillez nous en aviser imm6diatement afin que nous puissions coniger nos dossiers internes. Veuillez ensuite
supprimer le message d'origine. Nous vous remercions.
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ITEM 4.2
Submitted on Februarv I, 2023

Gollege of Ghiropractors of Ontario
Patient Relations Gommittee Report to Council
February 24,2023

843

Members: Ms Anuli Ausbeth - Ajagu, Chair
Dr. Kyle Grice
Ms Zoe Kariunas
Dr. Michelle Campbell, non-Council member
Dr. Don Rey Juan, non-Council member

Staff Support: Mr. Joel Friedman, Deputy Registrar
Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

Committee Mandate

To develop and implement a program/guidelines to enhance the doctor-patient
relationship.
To develop and implement measures for preventing and dealing with sexual abuse of
patients.
To develop, establish and maintain programs to assist individuals in exercising their
rights under the RHPA.

The Patient Relations Committee met on January 11,2023, since the last meeting of
Council.

Recommendations

Recommendation

The Council approve minor amendments to Standard of Practice S-014: Prohibition of a
Sexual Relationship with a Patient

At the November 24,2022 Council meeting, the Patient Relations Committee was directed
to review the criteria for evidence of the termination of a doctor-patient relationship for the
pufposes of Standard of Practice S-014. The Committee was of the opinion that sufficient
criteria for evidence exists in the standard, but is recommending additional wording to
provide further clarity. Proposed amendments add the phrase "discharge of care by either
the member or the patient" to this section, and included any communication/correspondence
between the member and patient indicating the termination of care andlor discharge of care,

and the date of this correspondence, as documented in the patient health record, as an

additional point of evidence.

The Committee also reviewed Guideline G-013: Chiropractic Assessments, as this guideline
discusses requirements for conducting discharge assessments. However, the Committee was

of the opinion that this guideline may not be relevant to the evidence of termination of
careldischarge of a patient for the purposes of the sexual abuse provisions of the RHPA, as a

discharge assessment may not occur in all situations if a patient ceases care from a member.

a
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Patient Relations Committee Report to Council: February 24,2023 2

Additional Reporting

The Committee continues to monitor funding for therapy and counselling. There are
currently 11 ongoing fundings for therapy.

The Committee continues to research the numbers of Ontarians who speak different
languages for further translations of the Partnership of Care. The Partnership of Care is
currently translated into 8 additional languages, available on the CCO website.

The Committee also continued to review CCO's Diversity Equity and Inclusion (DEI) plan
and information from other regulators on DEI related issues.

I would like to thank the members and staff of the Patient Relations Committee for all of
their contributions during this time.

Respectfu lly submitted,

Ms Anuli Ausbeth - Ajagu
Chair, Patient Relations Committee
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Standard of Practice 5-0L4: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with A Patient

|TEM 4.2.2
855

PnoHIeITIoN oF A SeXUNI RCIRTIONSHIP WITH A PATIENT

Standard of Practice S-014
Patient Relations Committee
Appnoveo By CouNcrL: Feenulnv 8, 2005
Re-lrrrRrrrED By Cour,rcrt-: Feenulny 19, 2009
Amended: April 14, 2010, September 22, 2011 , February 14, 2012,
Septem be r 20, 2013, Septem be r 16, 2017, April 24, 2018, Septembe r 1 5, 201 8,
November 25,202'l (came into effect February 25,20221, November 24,2022 (came
into effect February 24,20231

Note to Readers: In the event of any inconsistency between this document and the legislation that
affects chiropractic practice, the legislation governs.

lrurenr

To inform members that a sexual relationship with a patient is strictly forbidden by law

DescRrpnoN oF StnnonRo

Under no circumstances should a member have a sexual relationship with a patient.

Sexualizing a professional relationship is against the law. In Ontario, the Regulated Health
Professions Act (RHPA) prohibits sexual involvement of health care professionals with patients.

The RHPA defines sexual abuse as sexual intercourse or other forms of physical sexual relations,
touching of a sexual nature, or behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature, between a member and a
patient.

Because of the broad definition of sexual abuse outlined in the RHPA, it is prohibited for a
member to have a sexual relationship with a patient. A concurrent sexual and doctor-patient
relationship is strictly against the law, no matter which relationship was established first. This
prohibition includes providing patient care to anyone with whom the member has a sexual

relationship, with the exception of a spouse in accordance with the definition of a "spouse" under
the RHPA or incidental or emergency treatment. (See Spousal Exception to the Sexual Abuse

Provisions of the RHPA and Incidental or Emergency Treatment sections of this standard of
practice). Even the most casual dating relationship may lead to forms of affectionate behaviour
that would fall under this definition and could leave the member open to a possible complaint to
CCO.
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Standard of Practice 5-014: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with A Patient

a

a

856
o A sexual relationship with a patient is prohibited. Under the RHPA, the following types of

sexual abuse will result in the revocation of a member's licence:
o sexual intercourse
o genital to genital, genital to anal, oral to genital, or oral to anal contact,
o masturbation of the member by, or in the presence of, the patient,
o masturbation of the patient by the member,
o encouraging of the patient by the member to masturbate in the presence of the member,
o touching of a sexual nature of the patient's genitals, anus, breasts or buttocks, and
o other conduct of a sexual nature prescribed in regulations made pursuant to clause 43 (I)

(u) of the Rcgulatcd Hcalth Professions Act, 199/.
For the purposes ofthis section, "sexual nature does not include touching, behaviour or
remarks of a clinical nature appropriate to the service provided."

For the purposes of the sexual provisions, the RHPA defines "patient" as

o'patient", without restricting the ordinary meaning of the term, includes,
(a) an individual who was a member's patient within one year or such longer period of time

as may be prescribed from the date on which the individual ceased to be the member's
patient, and

(b) an individual who is determined to be a patient in accordance with the criteria in any
regulations made under clause 43 (1) (o) of the Regulated Health Professions Act,
1991; ("patient")

Therefore, a member shall not commence a sexual relationship with an individual who is a
patient, as defined in the RHPA, until at least one year from the date on which the individual
ceased to be the member's patient.

Sexual abuse under the RHPA has a different legal desuiption from sexual assault under the
Criminal Code of Canadat . Unlike the criminal act of sexual abuse, consent is not a defence
to sexual abuse under the RHPA and acts of a sexual nature by a regulated health professional
may constitute sexual abuse under the RHPA and result in regulatory consequences,
including the revocation of a member's certificate of registration, without it being sexual
assault under the Criminal Code of Canada.

1 Criminal Code of Canado RSC 7985, c C-46, section 150 - 150.1.
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Standard of Practice 5-014: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with A Patient
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857
a There is a history of complaints against members who have had sexual relationships with

their patients/former patients. Complaints have been made by patients, significant others
(including spouses of both members and patients) and former significant others. Therefore,
the member shall ensure that there is a termination of the doctor-patient relationship, and at

least one year has passed from the date the individual ceased to be the member's patient,

before commencing a sexual relationship with a former patient. The one-year time period

begins when the individual ceased to be a member's patient and there is termination of the

doctor-patient relationship. In such circumstances, the member shall perform the following
actions to terminate the doctor-patient relationship:

o terminate the care of the patient,
o provide a referral to another chiropractor,
o document these actions in the patient health record,
o formally notit/ such correspondence to the patient, and

o maintain a second copy in the file.
At the patient's request, the member shall transfer patient records to the new attending
chiropractor.

A member is reminded that he/she has an ethical obligation not to exploit the trust,
knowledge and dependence that develops during the doctor-patient relationship. Before
determining the appropriateness of a sexual relationship with a former patient, a member

must think and act cautiously. A panel of the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee,
Discipline Committee or Fitness to Practise Committee will consider a number of factors in
determining the appropriateness of a sexual relationship with a former patient, including but
not limited to:
o the nature, length and intensity of the former doctor-patient relationship,
o the nature of the patient's clinical problem,
o the type of care provided by the member,
o the length of time following the termination of the doctor-patient relationship before the

commencement of a sexual relationship, and

o the vulnerability of the patient during and following the doctor-patient relationship and

the patient's understanding of the dynamics and boundaries of the doctor-patient
relationship.

It may never be appropriate for a member to have a sexual relationship with a former patient

or for a member to provide patient care to someone with whom he/she previously had a

sexual relationship (for example, when there is a continued power imbalance between the
member and the former patient, or the former patient is physically or emotionally
r,ulnerable).

A member is reminded that he/she is a primary health care provider who is authorized to use

the "doctor" title, perform certain controlled act under the RHPA, and provides "hands on"
therapies and treatments. As such, the member should recognize that a power imbalance

exists between the member and patients and patients are often in a physically andlor

emotionally vulnerable position.
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Standard of Practice 5-014: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with A Patient

If a patient suggests or attempts to develop a sexual relationship:

inform the patient of the legal restrictions and prohibitions and communicate proper
boundaries for the doctor-patient relationship.

refer the patient to another chiropractor if the above actions do not resolve the situation.

document actions on the patient's chart.

858
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a
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Evidence of a Doctor-patient Relationship

Regulation 260118 under the RHPA establishes criteria for the purposes of determining whether
an individual is a patient of a member, as follows:

"An individual is a patient of a member if there is direct interaction between the member and the
individual and any of the following conditions are satisfied:
i. The member has, in respect of a health care service provided by the member to the

individual, charged or received payment from the individual or a third party on behalf of the
individual.

ii. The member has contributed to a health record or file for the individual.
iii. The individual has consented to the health care service recommended by the member."

Case law, including Leeringv. College of Chiropractors of Ontario,20I0 ONCA (Leeringv.
CCO), has identified factors that would indicate the existence of a doctor-patient relationship.
From Leering v. CCO, evidence of a doctor-patient relationship includes, but is not limited to:

o opening of a patient file that includes one or more of the following:
o patient history
o physical examination
o diagnosis
o plan of management
o prognosis
o diagnostic imaging reports
o written record of treatment
o informed consent to treatment
o billing information

o commencement of billings, including billing to third parties, such as insurance companies
o financial records
o letters of consultation to and from other health professionals
o written communications or statements referring to an individual as a patient
o formal letter of discharge

A panel of the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee, Discipline Committee or Fitness to
Practise Committee will consider various factors central to the doctor-patient relationship,
including those identified in Regulation 260118 and caselaw in determining whether a doctor-
patient relationship exists.
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Standard of Practice 5-01-4: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with A Patient

859

Evidence of the Termination of a Doctor-patient Relationship

In accordance with the sexual abuse provisions of the RHPA,

Factors that would indicate the termination of a doctor-patibnt relationship include, but are not
limited to:
o termination of care of the patient, indicating the date of termination of care,

o a referral ofthe patient to another chiropractor,
o documentation of these actions in the patient health record,
o providing a copy of such correspondence to the patient, and
o maintaining a second copy in the file.

Spousal Exception to the Sexual Abuse Provisions of the RHPA

As of October 22,2027,the Government of Ontario passed a regulation under the Chiropractic
Act, I99I for a spousal exception to the sexual abuse provisions of the RHPA. The spousal

exception regulation permits members to provide chiropractic care to their spouses, without it
constituting sexual abuse, in accordance with the regulation:

Conduct, behaviour, or remarks that would otherwise constitute sexual abuse of a patient by a
member under the definition of "sexual abuse" in subsection 1(3) of the Health Professions

Procedural Code of the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, shall not constitute sexual

abuse, if:
(a) The patient is the member's spouse, and
(b) The member is not engaged in the practice of chiropractic at the time the conduct,

behaviour or remarks occur.

The definition of "spouse" for the purposes of this regulation is very narrowly defined in the

Health Professions Procedural Code of the RHPA, and includes only:
(a) A person who is the member's spouse as defined in section 1 of the Family Law Act, or
(b) A person who has lived with the member in a conjugal relationship outside of marriage

continuously for a period of not less than three years.

lncidental or Emergency Treatment

Regulation 260118 under the RHPA states that an individual is not a patient of a member if all the

following conditions are satisfied:

'oi. There is, at the time the member provides the health care services, a sexual relationship
between the individual and the member.

ii. The member provided the health care service to the individual in emergency circumstances

or in circumstances where the service is minor in nature.

iii. The member has taken reasonable steps to transfer the care of the individual to another
member or there is no reasonable opportunity to transfer care to another member."
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Standard of Practice 5-0L4: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with A Patient

A panel of the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Commiffee, Discipline Committee or Fitness to
Practise Committee will determine if a concurrent doctor-patient relationship and sexual
relationship occurred, as follows:

Review the factors of incidental or emergency treatment, as determined by Regulation
260118 under the RHPA and the Ontario Court of Appeal
Apply these factors to the specific facts of a complaint or hearing

If a finding of a concurrent doctor-patient relationship and sexual relationship is made, the sexual
abusc provisions of the RHPA will apply.

A member who provides incidental or emergency treatment to someone with whom heishe is
engaging in a sexual relationship and decides that the person would benefit from receiving
additional chiropractic care must refer that person to another chiropractor and/or health care
professional and document this referral.

Frrunl Wonos

A sexual relationship with a patient is strictly forbidden by law, with the exception of the
spousal exception regulation.

Information regarding allegations of sexual abuse comes to the attention of CCO through the
ICRC, and/or mandatory reporting by a member or another health professional.

The penalties for a finding of professional misconduct relating to sexual abuse of a patient,
which are found in section 51(2) of the Code, include:
o revocation of a member's licence for five years;
o stringent conditions on a member's licence before applying for reinstatement;
. results of the discipline proceedings will remain on the public register indefinitely; and
. financial obligations, such as paying for therapy andlor counselling for the victims and

reimbursing CCO for legal and investigative costs.

860
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Standard of Practice 5-0L4: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with A Patient

LecrslRnvE CoNTEXT
861

Health Professions Procedural Code, Schedule 2 to the Regulated Health Professions
Act, 1991

Sexual Abuse of a patient

Section 1(3): In this Code, "sexual abuse" of a patient by a member means,
(a) sexual intercourse or other forms of physical relations between the member and the

patient,
(b) touching, of a sexual nature, of the patient by the member, or
(c) behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature by the member towards the patient.

Exception

Section l(4): For the purposes of subsection (3), "sexual nature does not include touching,
behaviour or remarks of a clinical nature appropriate to the service provided.

Definition of Patient

Section 1(6): For the purposes of subsections (3) and (5), "patient", without restricting the
ordinary meaning of the term, includes,

(a) an individual who was a member's patient within one year or such longer period
of time as may be prescribed from the date on which the individual ceased to be
the member's patient, and

(b) an individual who is determined to be a patient in accordance with the criteria in
any regulations made under clause 43 (l) (o) of the Regulated Health Professions
Act, I99I; ("patient")

Exception

Section 1(4): For the purposes ofsubsection (3), "sexual nature does not include touching,
behaviour or remarks of a clinical nature appropriate to the service provided."

Statement of purpose, sexual abuse provisions

1.1 The purpose of the provisions of this Code with respect to sexual abuse of patients by
members is to encourage the reporting of such abuse, to provide funding for therapy and
counselling for patients who have been sexually abused by members and, ultimately, to
eradicate the sexual abuse of patients by members.

Orders relating to sexual abuse

Section 51(5): If a panel finds a member has committed an act of professional misconduct by
sexually abusing a patient, the panel shall do the following in addition to anything else the panel
may do under subsection (2):
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Standard of Practice 5-014: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with A Patient

862

1. Reprimand the member.
2. Revoke the member's certificate of registration if the sexual abuse consisted of, or

included, any of the following,
i. Sexual intercourse
ii. Genital to genital, genital to anal, oral to genital, or oral to anal contact,
iii. Masturbation of the member by, or in the presence of, the patient,
iv. Masturbation of the patient by the member,
v. Encouraging of the patient by the member to masturbate in the presence of the

member,
vi. touching of a sexual nature of the patient's genitals, anus. breasts or buttocks, and
vii. other conduct of a sexual nature prescribed in regulations made pursuant to clause 43

(1) (u) of the Regulated Health Professions Ac6 1991.

lnterpretation

(5.1) For greater certainty, for the purposes of subsection (5),
"sexual nature" does not include touching or conduct ofa clinical nature appropriate to the
serviceprovided.2017, c. ll, Sched.5, s. 19 (3).

Mandatory revocation

(s.2) The panel shall, in addition to anything else the panel may do under subsection (2),
reprimand the member and revoke the member's certificate of registration if,
(a) the member has been found guilty of professional misconduct under clause (l) (a)

and the offence is prescribed in a regulation made under clause 43 (1) (v) of the
Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991; or

(b) the member has been found guilty of professional misconduct under clause (1) (b)
and the misconduct includes or consists of any of the conduct listed in paragraph
3 ofsubsection (5). 2017, c. 11, Sched. 5, s. 19 (3).

Statement re: impact of sexual abuse

Section 51(6): Before making an order under subsection (5), the panel shall consider any written
statement that has been filed, and any oral statement that has been made to the panel, describing
the impact of the sexual abuse on the patient.

Same

Section 51(7): The statement may be made by the patient or by his or her representative.

Notice to member

Section 5l(8): The panel shall not consider the statement unless a finding of professional
misconduct has been made.
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Standard of Practice 5-014: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with A Patient
863

Section 51(9): When a written statement is filed, the panel shall, as soon as possible, have copies
of it provided to the member, to his or her counsel and the College.

Application for Reinstatement

Section 72(l): A person whose certificate of registration has been revoked or suspended as a

result of disciplinary or incapacity proceedings may apply in writing to the Registrar to have a
new certificate issued or the suspension removed.

Section 72 (3): An application under subsection (1), in relation to a revocation for sexual abuse

of a patient, shall not be made earlier than,
(a) five years after the date on which the certihcate of registration was revoked; or
(b) six months after a decision has been made in a previous application under

subsection (1).

Ontario Regulation 2 60/1 I

1. The following criteria are prescribed criteria for the purposes of determining whether an

individual is a patient of a member for the purposes of subsection 1 (6) of the Health Professions
Procedural Code in Schedule 2 to the Act:

1. An individual is a patient of a member if there is direct interaction between the member and
the individual and any of the following conditions are satisfied:
i. The member has, in respect of a health care service provided by the member to the

individual, charged or received payment from the individual or a third party on behalf of the
individual.

ii. The member has contributed to a health record or file for the individual.
iii. The individual has consented to the health care service recommended by the member.
iv. The member prescribed a drug for which a prescription is needed to the individual.

2. Despite paragraph 1, an individual is not a patient of a member if all of the following
conditions are satisfied:
i. There is, at the time the member provides the health care services, a sexual relationship

between the individual and the member.
ii. The member provided the health care service to the individual in emergency circumstances

or in circumstances where the service is minor in nature.
iii. The member has taken reasonable steps to transfer the care of the individual to another

member or there is no reasonable opportunity to transfer care to another member.

Ontario Regulation 71 6/2 I

Spousal Exception

1. The spousal exception in subsection I (5) of the Health Professions Procedural Code applies
in respect of the College.
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Standard of Practice 5-014: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with A Patient 864
Section 1(5) of the Health Professions Procedural Code

Conduct, behaviour, or remarks that would otherwise constitute sexual abuse of a patient by a
member under the definition of "sexual abuse" in subsection 1(3) of the Health Professions
Procedural Code of the Regulated Health Professions Act, 199I, shall not constitute sexual
abuse, if:

(a) The patient is the member's spouse, and
(b) The member is not engaged in the practice of chiropractic at the time the conduct,

behaviour or remarks occur.

For the purposes of this regulation, "spouse", in relation to a member, means:
(a) A person who is the member's spouse as defined in section 1 of the Family Law Act, or
(b) A person who has lived with the member in a conjugal relationship outside of marriage

continuously for a period of not less than three years.

Ontario Regulation 262/I I

Prescribed offences

l. The offences mentioned in sections 151,I52,153, 153.1, subsection 160 (3) and sections 162,
162.1,163.1,170,171.1,172.1, 172.2,271,272 and273 of the Criminal Code (Canada) are
prescribed offences for the purposes of clause 5 1 (5.2) (a) of the Health Professions Procedural
Code in Schedule 2 to the Act.
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Submitted to CCO February 2, 2023

ITEM 4.3

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Quality Assurance Committee Report to Council
February 24,2023

865

Members:
Dr. Paul Groulx, Chair
Ms Robyn Gravelle
Dr. Kyle Grice
Ms Zoe Kariunas
Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock, non-council member

Staff:
Mr. Joel Friedman, Deputy Registrar
Dr. Katherine Tibor, Director of Professional Practice
Ms. Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

Commiftee Mandate

To develop, establish and maintain:
o programs and standards of practice to assure the quality of the profession;
o standards of knowledge and skill and programs to promote continuing

competence among members; and
o standards ofprofessional ethics.

To develop mechanisms and protocols to assess the knowledge, skills and
continuing competence of members.I

Since the last meeting of Council, the Quality Assurance (QA) Committee met once on January
27,2023 and hosted the Peer Assessor Training Day on January 28,2023.

The Committee has the following recornmendations to Council:

Recommcndation

That Council approve minor qmendments to Guideline G-014: Delegation, Assignment and
Referral of Care

The QA Committee is recommending minor amendments to Guideline G-014, based on a
memorandum received from the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports (ICR) Committee, included
in the Council package. Amendments include a requirement that the member have some sort of
interaction with the patient at each chiropractic visit, even if certain care is assigned by the
member to an assistant to perform. These amendments are in response to complaints received at

a
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CCO where a patient had no interaction with their chiropractor during visits that were part of a
chiropractic treatment plan and billed as such.

Peer and Practice Assessment

Peer and Practice Assessment (PPA) for 2022 -2023 is wrapping up and assessors are sending in
their last remaining assessments to CCO. A total of 221 PPA 1.0 and 217 PPA2.0 were
conducted during this PPA cycle. A new PPA cycle will be launched in the Spring 2023 with
updated PPA forms to reflect amended standards of practice, policies and guidelines. Thank you
to Dr. Katherine Tibor and the CCO stafffor managing this program, which continues to be a
great success for the Quality Assurance program.

New Peer Assessol Orientution Dav - January 27, 2023

CCO Conducted an orientation day for nine new assessors in training (AITO onJanuary 27,
2023. At the orientation, the AITs learned the history of the PPA program, the role of assessors

and the process of conducting PPA 1.0 and 2.0.

The AITs have completed their in-field observations with a current peer assessor. Their training
will continue by having experienced peer assessors observing them conduct PPAs.

Peer Assessor Training Day - January 28, 2023

CCO hosted a peer assessor training day on January 28,2023. This was the first peer assessor

training day with in-person attendance since January 2020, as the 2022 training day was held
entirely virtual. Various presentations to the peer assessors included greetings from the CCO
president and chair of the QA Committee, updates on new and amended standards of practice,
policies and guidelines, feedback and best practices on conducting PPAs, a report on diversity,
equity and inclusion and an update on current events in professional regulation and public health.
As well, the peer assessors had the opportunity to work in groups and give presentations on the
topics of assessment of members and continuing education of core competencies and controlled
acts, and diversity, equrty and inclusion as it applies to PPA and the overall practice of
chiropractic.

Overall, the training day was an excellent opportunity to interact with peer assessors, receive
feedback on the program and share best practices for conducting peer assessments. The QA
Committee will reviewing the presentations and feedback from the pder assessors and the items
in the parking lot (i.e., questions and comments raised throughout the day) for further review and
revision of the PPAprogram and QA standards of practice, policies and guidelines.

A big thank you to all the presenters and participants, and especially to Dr. Katherine Tibor for
doing such an excellent job in organizingthe day and bringing such enthusiasm and energy to the
day.
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The QA Committee has developed messaging around various topics, such as concussion and
Rowan's Law, amended record keeping standards, and cyber security, that it would like to be

included in the next President's Message. Please see the addendum to the QA Report for this
messaging.

Scope of Practice and Competency with SpinalAdjustment or Manipulation

The Committee continues to review the topic of assessing member competencies in performing
the controlled act of spinal adjustment or manipulation. Discussion included review of the
Continuing Education 5-hour requirement related to controlled acts and the possibility of
expanding Peer and Practice Assessment to include the assessment of the performance of the
controlled act of spinal adjustment or manipulation. The Committee will be reviewing
information from other health regulatory colleges on this topic, as well as the presentations and
feedback provided at the January 28,2023 Peer Assessor Workshop.

Wrtual Care/Telecare

The QA Committee reviewed various Ontario health regulatory colleges'policies on virtual care,
with specific reference to providing virtual care to patients outside of Ontario. The Committee
also reviewed legal advice on this topic. In its review, several colleges do allow for the virtual
care of patients outside of Ontario. The Committee will be continuing to develop more
permanent messaging, whether incorporated into an existing standard of practice or guideline or
a stand-alone guideline, to replace the temporary guidance on telecare.

CCO Workshops

CCO will be presenting the Regulatory Excellence for CCO Members Worlcshop (REW) virtually
on February 17,2023. The workshop is now mandatory to be completed at least once every three
CE cycles (six years) to be completed by June 20, 2028, in accordance with amendments to
Standard of Practice 5-003: Professional Portfolio. The workshop continues to evolve to include
content related to the prevention of sexual abuse of patients, communications and boundaries
with patients, orthotics and assistive devices, and advertising, websites and social media,
including examples of Do's and Don'ts related to advertising.

Direction for further expansion of the REW includes recording the workshop and having it
available for reviewing on the CCO website, including interactive polls in the workshop and
perhaps carving out the section on advertising, website and social media as a standalone
recording.
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I would like to thank the members and staff of the QA committee for allof their contributions
during this time.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Paul Groulx
Chair, Quality Assurance Committee
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DelecnnoN, AsstcNMENT AND RerrenAL oF Gnne

Guideline G-014
Quality Assurance Committee
Approved by Council: April24.2018

Note to readers: In the event of any inconsistency between this document and the legislation that

affects chiropractic practice, the legislation governs.

lrurenr

To provide guidelines to members on the proper protocols and procedures in assigning any

clinical procedures to a staffperson or referring ofcare to another regulated health professional

Oe.Jecflves

@D

a To outline a member's responsibilities with respect to clinical practice, patient

communication, record keeping and business practices in assigning any clinical procedures to

a staffperson or referring ofcare to another regulated health professional;

To identif,i which professional activities may and may not be assigned to a staff person;o

DescruploN oF Gutoeune

lntroduction

Members are reminded that they are primarily responsible for the examination and care of
patients and adherence to relevant legislation and CCO standards of practice, policies and

guidelines. However, in the course of providing care to patients, a member may assign certain

aspects ofclinical care to appropriately trained, supervised clinical staff, or refer patients to

another health care professional.

The following guideline outlines the proper protocols in delegating, assigning or referring any

aspect of clinical care of a patient.

Definitions

"Staff person" is a chiropractic office or clinical assistant who is not a member of a regulated

health profession.

"Delegation" is the delegation of any controlled act that is authorized to a member under the

Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA), Chiropractic Act, l99l or Healing Arts
Radiation Protection Act, 1990 (HARP)

1.
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"Assignment" is the assigning of a diagnostic or therapeutic procedure that is in the public
domain (i.e. not a controlled act).

"Referral" is the refeffing of a patient from the member to another regulated health professional

Delegation of Care

A member may not delegate the performance of any controlled actto a staff person. Chiropractic
students participating in an accredited school's preceptorship program may perform a controlled
act for the purposes of "fulfilling the requirements to become a member of a health profession
and the act is within the scope of practice of the profession and is done under the supervision or
direction of a member of the profession", in accordance with sections 29(I) and 30(5) of the
RHPA and Policy P-050: Supervision and Direction of Chiropractors in Training
http: I I cco.on. calsite_documents/P-05 0.pdf.

Assignment of Care

Introduction

A member is responsible for the ongoing assessment, re-assessment, care and monitoring of a
plan ofcare ofa patient.

In the course of providing care to patients, a member may choose to assign certain aspects of
clinical care to a staff person. Assignment may include certain aspects of the examination and
care, such as:

facilitating the completion of general intake forms and documents and collecting basic
assessment data, such as the patient's height and weight, (other?);

assisting the member during the examination and care of the patient; and

performing of adjunctive therapies and modalities that are in the public domain and part of
the chiropractic care plan.

A member is responsible for reviewing the totality of information collected on the patient and for
any act that is assigned to a staffperson.

Requirements for the Assignment of Examination and Care

In assigning any diagnostic or therapeutic procedure, a member shall ensure:

the assignment of the procedure does not include any controlled acts or other restricted
activities or responsibilities that may not be assigned;

the staff person is competent and has achieved, maintained and can demonstrate the
knowledge, skill, judgment and clinical competency to perform any assigned procedure

a

a

o

a

a

2
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safely and with the same quality of care as the member would provide. Any staff training

should be ongoing and properly documented;

any assignment of care is properly communicated by the member to the patient, and

consented to by the patient before beginning the examination, care or a course of care. This

should include a discussion of the roles and responsibilities of the staff person performing the

assigned care;

any assignment of care is recorded in the record of personal health information by the

membet, including:
o the nature of the care that is to be assigned;

o who will be performing the assigned care;

o informed consent to any assigned care, consistent with Standard of Practice S-013:

Consent, and
o what services will be billed as part of the assigned care.

876

a

o

a

a

any assignment of care is based on a chiropractic examination, diagnosis or clinical
impression, and plan of care performed by the member;

the member is on-site or ensures that another member of CCO is on-site, to provide any

direction or supervision for the performance of the assigned procedure. The level of
supervision required depends on the complexity of the assigned procedure, the abilities of the

assistant, the patient's condition, the clinical environment and other determining factors; and

any assignment of a procedure and performance of an assigned procedure is within the

chiropractic scope of practice and complies with all legislation, including privacy legislation,

and CCO standards of practice, policies and guidelines.

Procedures that may not be assigned to a staff person include, but are not limited to:

producing, analysing and communicating the results of radiographic and other diagnostic

images;

interpreting findings and arriving at and communicating a diagnosis or clinical impression;

obtaining informed consent, consistent with Standard of Practice S-013: Consent, for
examination , care, a plan of care, or a referral from the patient or substitute decision-maker;

a

a

a

initiating, communicating or changing a treatment plan;

discharging a patient or referring a patient to another regulated health professional;

ensuring that disclosure of any personal health information of a patient to an outside party is

done in accordance with the Personal Health Information Protection Act and CCO privacy

resources, standards ofpractice, policies and guidelines; and

o

a

a

a
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. ensuring adherence to legislation and CCO standards ofpractice, policies and guidelines

Referral of Care

ln the course of providing care to patients, a member may refer a patient for diagnostic or
therapeutic procedures. This referral could be to a regulated health professional within the same
clinic as the member, or another clinic, or health care facility.

In providing a referral of care, a member shall:

properly communicate the referral of care to the patient or substitute decision-maker,
including the reason for the referral;

document the referral in the record of personal health information, including:
o the nature ofthe referral ofcare;
o who will be performing the referred care or where the patient was referred; and
o what services (if any) will be billed as part of the referred care;

Since any referred care is performed by another regulated health professional, that professional
would be responsible for the care of the patient in accordance with the scope of practice and
standards of practice of that professional's regulatory college. However, a member should
conduct any necessary follow-up if the ongoing care is relevant to the chiropractic care of the
patient.

LecrslRrvE CoNTEXT

In addition to the legislative provisions outlined above, members are reminded that the following
are acts of professional misconduct under Ontario Regulation 852/93 (Professional Misconduct):

6. Contravening a standard of practice of the profession or failing to maintain the standard of
practice expected of members of the profession.

16. Failing to reveal the nature of a remedy or treatment used by the member following a
patient's request to do so.

17. Failing to advise a patient to consult with another health professional when the member
knows or ought to know that,

. The patient's condition is beyond the scope of practice and competence for the
member,

. The patient requires the care of another health professional, or

. The patient would be appropriately treated by another health professional

18. Providing a diagnostic or therapeutic service that is not necessary

4
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This guideline should be read in conjunction with

. R-852/93: ProfessionalMisconduct
o 5-001: Scope ofPractice
o 5-002: Record Keeping
o 5-008: Communicating a Diagnosis
o S-013: Consent
o G-008: Business Practices

878
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ITEM 4.4 Prepared Internally

Gollege of Ghiropractors of Ontario
Registration Committee Report to Council
February 24,2023
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Members:

Staff Support:

Mr. Markus de Domenico, Chair
Mr. Gagandeep Dhanda
Dr. Colin Goudreau
Dr. Julia Viscomi

Mr. Joel Friedmar\ Deputy Registrar
Ms Madeline Cheng, Registration Coordinator
Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registror and General Counsel

Committee Mandate

o To develop, establish and maintain standards of qualification for persons to be
issued certificates of registration.

o To review applications for registration referred by the Registrar.
o To determine the terms, conditions or limitations, if any, for granting a certificate

of registration to an applicant.

I
The Registration Committee met once on February 2,2023, since the last meeting of
Council.

The Committee continues to review applications for registration referred to the
Committee. Since the last meeting of Council, approximately 34 new applicants have

been registered as General (i.e., active) members of CCO.

CCO continues to administer the Legislation and Ethics Examination virtually. CCO held
the last sitting of the examination on February 16,2023, with approximately 84

candidates writing the examination.

CCO 2023 renewal continues to progress, with the vast majority of members and
corporations renewed. As of February 2,2023, approximately 131 out of 5348 members

have not renewed their certificates of registration for 2023 and approximately 34 out of
1090 professional corporations have not renewed their certificates of authorization for
2023. Members and professional corporations who have not yet renewed have been
notified that failure to renew by March 1,2023 will result in a suspension of their
certificate or registration or authorization.

The Committee reviewed correspondences and templates from the Ministry of Health
regarding Ontario Regulation 508122 (Registration Requirements). The Ministry has

directed Ontario health regulatory colleges to develop an emergency class registration
regulation. In accordance with the direction from the Ministry, the Registration
Committee will be developing a draft emergency class registration regulation, based on
similar requirements of CCO's Provisional Class Policy implemented during the COVID-
19 pandemic, to be recommended to Council at a future Council meeting.
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The Registration Committee continues to comply with Office of the Fairness
Commissioner (OFC) reporting requirements. CCO filed its annual report with the OFC
through its survey tool and will post it on the CCO website once it is available. As the
OFC moves to a risk informed compliance framework, CCO has been identified as a "full
compliance" regulatory college.

Current Member Status

Chart 1: Mem Statistics as of F 2023

Chart2z ln statistics for November I 2022 -Feb 2023

Chart 3: of Graduation for New Members

Acknowledgements

I would like to thank the committee members and staff support for the Registration
Committee for all of their contributions during this time.

Respectfully submitted,

Mr. Markus de Domemco
Chair, Registration Committee

Classes Total
General 4905
Inactive 237
Retired 179
All classes 532r

Description Total
New members (Including Provisional) 34
Female 23

Male 11

CMCC 8

NCHS (Previously NYCC) t2
D'Youville 2

Life University 2

University of South Wales 1

Parker University 2

Palmer (Iowa) 2

Palmer (Florida) I
Logan 1

NHSU J
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Registrars and Executive Directors

Dr. Karima Velii
chief of Nursing and Professional Practice and Assistant Deputy

Minister
Ministry of Health

ontario Reg ulation 508122 (Registratlon Requirements) made under

lhe Regutaied Heatth Professions Act, 1991(RHPA)'

On October 27,2022,the Lieutenant Governor in Council approved a regulation made under the

RHpA that, amongst other things, requires health regulatory Colleges to develop regulations

creating an emergency class oiregistrationl. Features of this class must include:

1. The specific emergency circumstances that will cause the class to be open for registration.

2. A time period of n6 moie than a year duration, but renewable for the same period of time with

no limiton the number of times they may be renewed as long as the emergency

circumsta nce Persists'
3. Circumstances in which a member of the emergency class must become eligible for

registration in another registration class and be exempt from at least some registration

requirements that would ordinarily apply to that other class of registration.

These regulations must be approved by the Lieutenant Governor in Council by August 31,2023'To

achieve this, this memo offers'several ionsiderations intended to assist in the development of your

regulations whilst respecting the colleges'authority to make these regulations.

Specifvino emeroencv circumstances

The term ,emergency circumstance' should be broader than a declared state of emergency made

under lhe Emergency Management and Civit Protection Act, 1990. For example, an emergency

circumstance might include situations where:

a. There is a significant interruption of a registration pathway leading to a lengthy delay for

many applicants in their being registered.

Where the Minister of Health requests the College to initiate registrations under this class

based on her opinion that emergency circumstances callfor it; or
b

1 As required by section 16.3 0f the Health Professions Procedural code.
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c. Any other emergency circumstance where it is in the public interest to issue emergency class

of registration.

To support the regulations, it is suggested that the Colleges develop the process for determining the
existence of emergency circumstances, as well as the process for determining when the emergency
circumstance has resolved.

Similarly, it is suggested that Colleges consider what terms, conditions and limitations should be
placed upon the holder of the emergency class of registration, if any, including any supervisory
requirements.

Expirv of emeroencv class of resistration

Colleges should determine the appropriate length of time for the initial issuance emergency class
certificates (up to one year). Certificates must be renewable for the same period whilsi the
emergency circumstances exist.

Colleges should consider the impact on employers and the broader health system for determining
when emergency elass eertificates terminate. lf the termination occurs prior io the renewal date,
consideration needs to be given to the way sufficient notice of expiry wilt Ue provided to the
certificate holder and their employer to avoid disruptions in patient care.

Transition from emeroencv class of reqistration to another class

This class is another tool that may be used to mitigate the potential disruption to Ontario's supply of
regulated health professionals and serves as another pathway to registration when emergency
circumstances exist. Those who will be practising the profession under an emergency clals oi
registration must be provided with a route to continue to practise under a differeit clais of
registration.

Consideration may be given to such factors as the length of time an applicant has practised under
an emergency class of registration and to the demonstrated ability to piactise safely. Colleges
might also want to consider an active practice requirement rather-than relying on th-e length 6f time a
person holds the emergency class certificate.

Timelines

As noted above, these regulations are required to be approved by the Lieutenant Governor in
Council by August 31,2023. To give sufficient time to secure thai approval, health regulatory
Colleges should submit their proposed regulations to the Ministry on'or before lttay ll ZOZZ.-

We understand that this is an expedited timeline, however, given the substantial nature of these
changes, we are recommending that Colleges plan for a 60-day circulation period. We acknowledge
that this may necessitate the scheduling additional Council meetings to seek various approvals thit
are required as part of your own processes and procedures. Ministry staff will work with you as you
develop your proposed regulation submissions in efforts to ensure timelines are met anci tnat any
policy issues are resolved. Please contact Allison Henry (allison.henry@ontario.ca) if you have any
questions.

2
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The ministry looks forward to working with you and we would Jjke 
to thank,you for ens.uring that the.

province has the suppt of sate com[etent providers to meet the needs of our population now and in

the future.

Dr. Karima Velji

Chief of Nursing and Professional Practice and Assistant Deputy Minister

3
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Ontario@
Eremaig

Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991

oNTARIO REGULA1ON 508/22

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS

Gonsolidatlon Period: From January 1,2A23 to the g:Lgw$iuIEngyiag'

Last amendment S!22.

Legislative History: [+ 1

fhis ts the English version of a bilingual rcgulation'

Definition
1. ln the Act,

"Canadian experience" means any work experience or experiential training obtained in Canada.

Tlmely decisions and resPonses

2. (1 ) The Registrar shall, within ,15 days after receiving an application for registration, provide the applicant with a written

acknowledgment of receipt of the application along with either,

(a) confirmation that the applicant has submitted all of the required materials and information; or

(b) details regarding what other materials or information are required from the applicant in order to complete the application'

(2) lf an applicant provides materials or information in response to a notice under clause (1) (b), the Registrar shall, within 15 days after

receiving the materials or information, provide the applicant with a wriften acknowledgement of receipt along with either'

(a) conlirmation that the applicant has submitted all of the required materials and information; or

(b) details regarding what other materials or information are required from the applicant in order to complete the application'

(3) The Registrar shall make their decision under subsection 15 (1 ) of the Code to register an applicant or refer the application to the

Registration Commi$ee within 30 days afler receiving a complete application that includes all of the required materials and information

(4) Subsection (3) does not apply if the Registrar needs to verify the authenticity or accuracy of the materials and information or assess

an applicant's educational program or prior learning experience for equivalency with programs or experiences lhat have already been

approved, but,

(a) the Registrar must complete their verlfication or assessment within a reasonable period of time; and

(b) the Registrar must make the decision described in subsection (2) within 15 days after completing the verification or assessment.

hft ps :l/www.ontario. cai laws/regulation/220508 )
112
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Lan guage proflciency testing requirements
3. (1) An applicant for registration satisfles a College's English or French language proficiency testing requirement if the applicant
demonstrates, within two years before the date of making the application, English or French language proficiency at a level satisfactory
to the College on a test that is approved under the lmmlgration and Refugee Protection Act (Canada) lor use in assessing language
proficiency.

(2) Subsection (1) does not limit a Gollege's abilig to accept other examinations, tests or assessments as evidence of English or
French language proficiency.

Exemption lrom Canadlan experlence requlrements
4. (1 ) Section 16.2 of the Code does not apply to a requirement for Canadian experience if the College permits applicants that have
equivalent experience in another country to meet the requirement.

(2) Section 16.2 of the Code does not apply io a requirement for Canadian experience if that requirement must be met while the
applicant is registered in a different class of registration established by the college.

(3) Section 1 6.2 of the Code does not apply to the requirement to complete a structured practical training program as a condition of
registration as a pharmacy technician.

Note; On December 31,2024, subsection 4 (3) of the Regulation is revoked. (See: O. Reg. 508/22, s. 6)

Note: Section 5 comes into force on August 31, 2023, the day subsection 3 (3) of Schedule 6 to the pandemic and
Emergency Preparedness Act,2022 comes into force.

Emergency classes of registration

5. (1) The regulations establishing an emergency class of registration required by section 16.3 of the Code must include at least the
following requirements: .

1. They must specify emergency circumstances that will cause the class to be open for issuance and renewal.

2' They must specify that the emergency class of certificates of registration expire no more than one year after they ar6 issued
but are renewable for the same period of time, with no limit on the number of times they may be renewed as long as the
emergency circumstances persist.

3' They must specify circumstances in which a member of the emergency class may apply for another class of registration and

must exempt the applicant from at least some registration requirements that would ordinarily apply to the application.

(2) Paragraph 3 of subsection (1) does not prevent the Council from establishing alternative requirements that must be met by the
applicant.

6. OMTTED (pRovtDEs FoR AMENDMENTs ro rnrs Reouurrox).

7. Ourrreo (enouoes FoR coMtNG tNro FoRcE oF pRovtstoNs oF THts Recunnoru).

ftancai$
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Emergency Class FAQ

Recent amendments to the Regulated Health Professions Act, 7997 (RHPA) which

have not yet been brought into force would require health regulatory Colleges to

develop regulations creating an emergency class of registrationl. Under the applicable

regulation made under the RHPA this class would have to include the following

components:

1. The specific emergency circumstances that will cause the class to be open for
application and renewal.

2. A time period of no more than a year duration, but renewable for the same period

of time with no limit on the number of times they may be renewed as long as the

emergency circumstance persists.
3. Circumstances in which a member of the emergency class may apply for

registration in another registration class and provide for exemptions from at least

some registration requirements that would ordinarily apply to that other class of
registration.

These regulations must be approved by the Lieutenant Governor in Council by August

31,2023.

The ministry has received questions from the Colleges on the proposal submission

process, details of the emergency class, timelines, etc. The purpose of this FAQ

document is to share commonly asked questions from the Colleges and to provide

answers in a consistent manner.

Ql: Are we required to complete a full regulation submission package, including a

regu lation su bmission temPlate?

Yes, Colleges are asked to submit the full regulation package to the ministry by May 1,

2023. The information contained in the template is essential for obtaining approval of

the draft regulation.

Q2: Should this be a standalone regulation or an amendment to an existing
regulation?

ln many cases, amendments to an existing regulation may be the most efficient way to

implement the required registration class.

Q3: Who is our point of contact if we have any questions?

Please contact either the Manager, Regulatory Oversight and Performance at

Jason.Maurier@ontario.ca or your regular liaison within the unit.

1 As required by section 16.3 of the Health Professions Procedural Code



Q4: When will these regulations come into force?

As set out in Ontario Regulation 508122 (Registration Requirements), emergency
classes of regulation come into force on August 31,2029.

Q5: What are some examples of emergencies?

897

The December 14th, 2022 memo to the Colleges provided 3 example criteria of what
might trigger the opening of the emergency class of registration. Colleges should work
with their Council and legal counsel to determine what circumstances would constitute
as an emergency for the Emergency Class.

Q6. Do Golleges need to translate the draft regulation into French?

Colleges may choose to circulate the draft regulation in English and French or provide a
French translation upon request.

Submissions to the ministry are not required to be translated to French.

Q7. What should the registration class be named?

Whether Colleges are amending an existing class or creating a new class, it should be
named the Emergency Class to be consistent with the requirements in the RHPA.

Q8. What are the circulation requirements for the proposed regulations?

Colleges should plan to circulate the proposed regulation(s) for 60 days.

Q9. Will the Gollege circulation and the ministry's posting on the Regulatory Registry
happen concurrently? What does the College need to submit to the ministry to support
posting on the Regulatory Registry?

Yes, the ministry plans to post the College proposals on the Regulatory Registry
concurrently with the College circulation period.

While there is no formal template that Colleges must use to submit information for
posting on the Regulatory Registry, the following information will need to be submitted:

1. a link to the circulation draft;
2. a summary of the proposed amendment; and
3. information on the costs associated with proposed regulation.
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Template for Submission of Regulation
Proposals to the Ministry of Health

Health Workforce and Regulatory Oversight Branch
Ministry of Health
January 2023
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This template is intended to provide guidance to Regulatory Colleges on the information that is

required by the Ministry for the purpose of reviewing and processing regulation proposals. The

template provides guiding questions in italics that Colleges should consider while developing

their submissions. Colleges should provide additional details and supporting evidence to assist

with explaining the request.

In addition to completing Section 1 of the template, Colleges should include the following in their

submission:

o A draft of the proposed regulation
. Position of College council members on College's proposed regulation (Form A).

. A draft of the proposed amendments tracked within the existing regulation that shows all

changes and includes additions, deletions and changes in wording. lf a regulation is to be

revoked, instructions should be included that identify what regulation is being revoked

and direction to the ministry to revoke the regulation (Form B).

Regulation proposals should be submitted to the following address:

RequlatorvProjects@ontario.ca, copying the Director of the Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight

Branch and the Manager of the Regulatory Oversight and Performance Unit. Their emails can be

found here. Once submitted, you will receive an email acknowledging receipt of the proposal.
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901Section 1: General lnformation

Who is the primary contact for this proposal?
Name:
Title:
Telephone/ext.:
Email:

Who is the secondary contact for this proposal?
Name:
Title:
Telephone/ext.:
Email:

1. ls the proposed regulation:

. A new regulation
o An amendmentto O.
. Complementary ame
o Revocation of O. Reg

Reg I
ndments to I

I

/\lofe; lf the regulation amendmenfs propose to remove outdated references to legislation,
ensure that where s/afufes have been amended, the provisions being relied upon and/or
referenced are current and relevant.

Provide the date the Gollege Gouncil approved the proposed regulation for submission
to the ministry.

Provide the date the proposed new regulation or amended regulation is to come into
force.

lf the amendment requested by the College is urgent, explain why it needs to be
implemented mmediately and the consequences of not moving fonuard according to the
College's request.

Describe the regulation-making authority/authorities the College is relying
upon to make the new regulation or amended regulation. ldentify the
provisions contained in the Health Professions Procedural Code and/or
profess ion-specific Act.

2.

3.

a

4.

lVote; Colleges should use terms that are consistent with the RHPA or their professions
specific Acts when drafting their regulation proposals.
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5. Provide a short description of the proposed regulation or amendment. 902
lnclude:

. The purpose of the existing provisions in the regulation.

o The purpose of the new regulation or regulation amendment-

. The intended outcomes, including how the proposed regulation r's consisfent with ministry
policies or guidelines, and/or government priorities.

6. Describe the rationale for the new regulation or regulation amendment.

. Why is the College bringing fonuard fhese changes at this time?

. How does the proposal accomplish the policy objective the College is trying to achieve?

o What policy principles guided the development of the regulation? What evidence supports
the policy?

. If a threshotd is being established or changed (e.9., when determining a minimum number
of practice hours), how was the threshold determined?

. What regulatory or non-regulatory options were considered in addition to the proposed
regulation? lnctude options considered and the reasons fhese approaches were not
chosen.

Provide an explanation of how the proposed regulation fits within the
Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, (RHPA) and the public interest.

. Explain how the change witt benefit or protect the public.

o ldentify the risk(s) to the public if the amendment is not passed.

. lf the regulation proposal contains elements reflective of the professions interest (e.9.,

spousa/ exemptions, changes to registration requirements, etc.), explain why they are
necessary and how they uphold the public interest.

I

7

ilt.

iv.
V.

vi.
vii.
viii.

Provide an analysis of the impact and potential risks for the proposed
regulation amendments, including on health human resource supply, labour
mobility and any financial implications (e.9., compliance costs, patient safety,
processing timelines etc.) on:

Members
Applicants
The public
The profession
Other regulated health professions
Other ministry or government programs
Other jurisdictions
Other stakeholders
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903Section 2: Ju dictional Comparison and Labour Mobilitv

9 lnclude a scan of how other Canadian jurisdictions regulate/address the subject
matter.

Describe whether there are any developments or precedenfs esfab/rshed in other
iurisdictions that are relevant or supportive af the regulation proposal (include references
to source materials).

lnclude existing recognized national and/or international standard(s) and why the college
did or did not adopt these.

10. Does the College have any Mutual Recognition Agreements (MRA) and/or other
reciprocity agreements between jurisdictions, regulatory bodies, or
associations?

. lf yes, attach a signed copy of the MRA and/or other agreements. lnclude an explanation
on how the proposed regulation impacts labour mobility, whetherif r's consistent with
labour mobility requiremenfs sef up in the Canadian Free Trade Agreement (CFTA) and
any exemptions that need to be requesfed.

. lf not, describe what accommodation(s), if any, would be made by the Cotlege.

11. lf the proposal/submission is related to registration, was the Office of the Fairness
Commissioner consulted on the proposed new regulation or amended regulation?

. lf yes, include a copy of the materials and feedback received and a summary of the
Commissioner's feedback. lnclude whether the College addressed the Commissioner's
cancerns, if not, please explain why.

a

a
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Section 3: Consultation

12. Have the circulation requirements for this proposal been waived or abridged
pursuant to subsection 95 (1.6) of the Health Professions Procedural Code
(Code)?

. lf yes, please attach a copy of the Minister's letter that provides approval for waiving or
abridging the requirement to circulate the proposed regulation.

13. When did the College Council approve circulation of the proposed regulation?

14.

904

When was the proposed regulation circulated and for how many days?

Provide a copy of the materials circulated to members including the proposed regulations
and any cover correspondence or directions.

15. Provide a breakdown of the comments received from the following stakeholders,
reflecting fhose in support and those against with numbers, wherever possible.

. What kinds of concerns were raised with respect to the proposed changes, if any, and by
whom?

o How did the College respond to concerns?

a

a

a

I

ii

iii

iv

College members
Professional associations;
Other regulated health Colleges;
Other stakeholders (including the public)

16. Were changes made to the proposed regulation based on stakeholder and member
feedback?

. lf yes, please explain what changes were made and why.

. lf no, confirm if no changes were required. lf feedback required changes but no changes
were made, please explain why and provide details on how the College intends to manage
any contenlious issues.

17.

a

Was the proposed regulation re-circulated to the members and stakeholders for
comments as a result of the changes?

On what date did the College Council approve the revised proposed regulation?

When was the re-circulation period and what was the outcome of the re-circulation? Was
any additional feedback provided?

lf additional feedback was received was any action required and/or taken? Why or why
not?
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Section 4: lmplementation and Reportinq
905

What is the College's implementation plan?

lnclude timelines, partners/stakeholders and activities (e.9., changes to standards,
guidelines, by-l aws, ope ration a/ processe s, com m un ication activities).

18.

a

19

a

How is the Gollege measuring performance?

Describe the College's evaluation plan to monitor intended and unintended outcomes to
ensure ongoing quality and safety and that the proposal was effective in addressing the
issue. List any targets for delivery and milestones toward those targets.
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"Form A"

Position of College Council Members on College's Proposed
Regulation

906

Name of College:

Regulation Proposal Topic

Date Approved by the College Council

Please complete the following questionnaire when submitting a regulation proposal by your
College. Fill out one form for each regulation proposal and include it with your submission.

*for the purposes of this form, academic members count as professional members

Number of Public Members Number of Professional
Members

Total Number of members*
on the College Council
Number of College Council
members present at Council
Meeting who voted on the
regulation proposal,
including those who
abstained
Number of College Council
members who voted in
support of this regulation
proposal
Number of College Council
members who voted in
opposition of this regulation
proposal
Number of College Council
members who abstained from
voting on this regulation
proposal
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..FORM B"

Glause-By-Clause Comparison Ghart 907
Rationale

The rationale provided in this chart rs used by ministry staff to
exptain the College's existing requirements, the amendment the

College is trying to implement and how the regulatory language
woutd be interpreted (i.e. put into practice) by the College. Each
section of the existing regulation should be included in the chaft.

Where no change is being made, please indicate "no change" in
that row.

Please do not simply paraphrase the proposed new clause. Each
section shoutd explain the difference between the existing and
proposed clause. It should explain briefly, the outcome of lhe
provision; what this change will do with respect to College
operational processes and/or how the provision impacts on
members orthe public and why the change rs necessaty. Please
also identify in each section which regulation making authuity is
being used to make this change.

tf a requirement has been moved to another section of the regulation,
is very important forthe College to highlight where a requirement
currently exlsfs rn the regulation and why a reorganization of the
regulation is needed.

The College would like to remove the phrase "...and such other
examinations..." Currently the College does not require any other
similar types of examinations. The College would like the language

to reflect current practice so to make it clear to applicants that only

an examination in ethics and jurisprudence is necessary to satisfy
this requirement. The authority to make this requirement is

contained in clause 1 of the HPPC.

Proposed New Clause

2(3) The applicant has successfully
completed an examination in ethics and
jurisprudence set or approved by the
College.

Existing Glause (if applicable)

EXAMPLE

2(3) The applicant has successfully
completed an examination in ethics
and jurisprudence and such other
examinations as may be set our
approved by the College.
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Frequently Asked Questions 908

1. How long does it take for a regulation submission to be processed?

The ministry endeavours to process regulation proposals as quickly as possible.

However, timelines depend upon the number of policy items that must be considered,
consultation requirements with ministry program areas and possibly other government

ministries, time required for drafting and other priorities of the government.

Proposals that contain significant policy or legal issues may require a lengthier review
process in order to resolve the issues that emerge during the ministry's review.

Where supporting information is limited, communication exchanges with the College may

be needed to clarify issues and this may extend processing timelines significantly.

2. What documentation does the ministry require from Colleges for the ministry to
process regulations?

ln processing regulation requests, the ministry initially reviews the submission to
ensure that the necessary information has been received. lf documents are missing in

the submission, the ministry will contact the College requesting the necessary
information. Omitting the required documentation will delay the policy review.

3. What are the requirements for circulating the regulations before submitting them
to the Ministry?

Circulation should include a full draft copy of the proposed amendments to a regulation or
by-law replacing a regulation that is being revoked, that highlights the changes. A
summary of the rationale used by Council in making its decision and a clear explanation
of the impact(s) that the amendment(s) will have on all stakeholders should also be

included with the circulation material.

Circulate the proposed regulation and rationale for the proposal to members for 60-days

for comments. lt is at the discretion of each College to determine what would be an

appropriate circulation method that is in accordance with the Health Professions
Procedural Code (HPPC) which is Schedule 2 of the Regulated Health Professions Act,

1991 (RHPA). Circulation may also be required for by-laws replacing regulations being

revoked.

Depending on the nature of the proposal, Colleges should consider whether
organizations that are not regular stakeholders (e.9., other professional associations)
should have an opportunity to comment, as they may have a special interest in the
proposal.

The proposal may need to be re-circulated to members if substantive changes are

made as a result of Council deliberations. Council should consult its legal counselwhen
considering whether a regulation proposal requires re-circulation.
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4. What is required to finalize the proposal when a draft of the regulation is
acceptable by both the ministry and college?

Two copies of the sealed regulation drafted by Legislative Counsel will be sent to the
College electronically for sign off. Once received, Colleges should print a copy and have
it signed in blue ink.

Two officers of the College will need to sign each draft. For most Colleges, the Registrar
and the President are authorized to sign the draft regulations, in accordance with the
College's by-laws. However, Colleges should consider having alternate signing officers,
should an authorized signing officer not be unavailable.

Send a scanned copy of the fully signed, high resolution PDF document back to the
ministry at RegulatoryProjects@ontario.ca.

colleges should also submit two signed hardcopies (i.e., paper) to the ministry.

5. When does a regulation become law?

Once the Lieutenant Governor in Council has approved the regulation, it becomes law
when it is filed with the Registrar of Regulations, or once filed, on the date set out in the
regulation. The ministry will notify Colleges in writing when the regulation is filed and
will advise Colleges on the expected dates for publication of the regulation on e-Laws
and in the Ontario Gazette.

6. Why can't the ministry tell me when a regulation proposal is scheduled to be
considered by the Legislation and Regulations Committee and by the Cabinet?

Government deliberations including those of its decision-making Committees are
confidential. When it is appropriate to do so, the ministry will advise the Colleges of the
government's decision.

909
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|TEM 4.4.4

Poucv or,r GonstDERING AppllcRrloNs FoR Reclstnerloru
Durunc rne GOVID-I9 Peruoenalc

Policy P-058
Registration Committee
Approved by Executive Committee: August 12,2020
Amended: February 26,2021 (came into effect February 26,202'll,
November 25, 2021 Game into effect February 25,20221

Note to Readers: In the event of any inconsistency between this document and the legislation that

affects chiropractic practice, the legislation governs.

Please note: this is a temporary policy to accommodate applicants for registration during the

COVID-I9 pandemic as a result of the cancellation of the Spring 2020 and Winter 2021 sittings
of the Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board (CCEB) examinations. This policy will be

further reviewed by approximately June 1, 2021.

lrurerur

The COVID-19 pandemic has prevented new graduates and other applicants for registration with
CCO from being able to complete the requirements for registration. Most notably, the Canadian

Chiropractic Examining Board (CCEB) examinations and CCO's Legislation and Ethics

Examination scheduled for Spring of 2020 were cancelled and the CCEB Part C examination

scheduled for February 2021was cancelled. Also, some documents used to verify information
are not available resulting in the inability for some applicants to provide a notarized copy of
pictures of themselves and the inability of some applicants to provide a Canadian Police

Information Centre (CPIC) Vulnerable Sector Check.

There are compelling public interest reasons for accommodating applicants for registration who
cannot attempt the examinations and cannot provide all of the documentary verification.
Accommodating such applicants enables members of the public to have greater access to
chiropractic services, particularly as the pandemic has reduced access to them (e.g., due to

voluntary and mandatory self-isolation and practice closure orders). In addition, accommodating

applicants appropriately enables them to keep their competence current at the crucial period of
time between completing their education and beginning independent practice.

In terms of the General class of registration, only the educational requirement is non-exemptible.

While it is extremely rare to exempt the examination requirements, it is legally permissible to do

so in appropriate circumstances.

The intent of this policy is to assist the Registration Committee to accommodate applicants for
registration during the pandemic on a principled and consistent basis. The principles underlying
this policy include the following:
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Policy P-058: Policy on Considering Applications for Registration During the COVID-19 Pandemic

1. The public interest requires that anyone registered as a chiropractor in Ontario must be
competent and ethical and who will practise safely and professionally.

2. The COVID-19 pandemic calls for exceptional measures to be taken to accommodate
applicants in the public interest who cannot meet all of the registration requirements
because of the pandemic.

3. Exempting successful completion of the examinations, even temporarily, is a major
concession that requires adequate alternative safeguards.

4. Any accommodations should be available to applicants from any jurisdiction or to
graduates of any equivalent educational program. Such accommodations should not be
limited to just the graduates of the two Canadian schools.

5. Any accommodations must be transparent to the public.
6. Any accommodations should be temporary. As soon as practicable, applicants who have

been exempted from a requirement should have to complete them. Certificates of
registration for those who attempt but are unsuccessful in completing a requirement will
expire automatically.

7. While the Registration Committee strives to be consistent, nothing in the policy prevents
a panel of the Registration Committee from making a different decision where the
individual circumstances of the case waffant a different approach.

DescnrprroN oF PoLlcY

Requirements for General (Provisional) Gertificate of Registration

A panel of the Registration Committee may offer the following accommodations to the applicant,
during the COVID-l9 pandemic only, where an applicant meets all of the other registration
requirements (e.g., graduation from an accredited chiropractic program, graduation within the
last two years, professional liability protection, payment of registration and certificate fee).

1. Part C of the CCEB examination and CCO's Legislation and Ethics Examination may be
exempted with the following terms, conditions and limitations:

a. The applicant has successfully passed Part A and Part B of the CCEB
examinations;

b. The applicant has registered for Part C of the CCEB examinations for the Spring
2021 sittilg; and

c. The applicant is otherwise eligible to register for Part C of the CCEB
examinations for the Spring 2021 sitting.

920
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Policy P-058: Policy on Considering Applications for Registration During the COVID-19 Pandemic

2. The applicant shall only practise under the supervision of a member of CCO who:
a. Holds a General (i.e. Active) certificate of registration;
b. Has been registered in the General class of registration for at least five years from

the date of application;
c. Is currently actively providing direct care to patients;

d. Is in good standing with CCOI;
e. Is not the subject of any disciplinary of incapacity proceeding or has an

outstanding referral for a disciplinary or incapacity proceeding; and

f. Effectively supervises the applicant's performance of patient-related activities,
including the requirement that the member be physically present on the premises

and available for consultation at all times during the applicant's performance of
patient-related activities.

g. Is authorized to practise in areas of chiropractic that require additional education,
including acupuncture and chiropractic care of animals, if the applicant is

intending and authorizedlo practise in these areas under a General (Provisional)
certifi cate of registration.

3. The applicant shall use the title "Chiropractor (Provisional)" in all written and oral

communications describing the applicant's professional or registration status.

4. When providing a professional service to a patient for the ltrst time, the applicant shall

inform each patient that the applicant's registration status is provisional because the

applicant has not yet completed their registration examinations. The applicant shall

ensure that the patient has confirmed this disclosure in writing in the patient record (e.g.,

through a consent form).

5. It would be advisable for members registered under the General (Provisional) class of
registration to ensure that patients receiving care from them are eligible under the
patients' individual insurance plans for chiropractic care. General (Provisional) members

are authorized to bill for chiropractic services.

6. The applicant must successfully pass the Winter 2021 or Spring 2021 sitting of CCO's
Legislation and Ethics examination. and

7. The provisional certificate of registration shall expire at the earlier of being notified of an

unsuccessful attempt of Part C of the Spring 2021 CCEB or eight weeks after the first
available sitting of the CCEB examinations unless, atthat time, the applicant has

successfully passed all components of the CCEB examinations and CCO's Legislation
and Ethics Examination, at which point the applicant may be issued a General certificate

1 "Good Standing" refers to the status of a member if they do not have a past discipline or incapacity finding with

CCO. The Registration Committee may consider General (Provisional) applications involving a member with a past

discipline or fitness to practise finding in a supervisory role to determine if the member may act in a supervisory

role. Considerations of the Registration Committee will include but are not limited to: the nature, date and penalty

of the discipline or fitness to practise finding, any other regulatory findings involving the member, whether the

finding has been expunged or reversed on appeal, and any steps the member has taken to address the findings of

the discipline or fitness to practise decision.

3
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Policy P-058: Policy on Considering Applications for Registration During the COVID-19 Pandemic

of registration without these Terms Conditions or Limitations (TCLs). No additional
registration or certificate fee will be owing from the applicant, if this fee has already been
paid for the General (Provisional) certificate of registration.

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, CCO may accept altematives to additional registration
requirements, such as the requirement to provide anotaized statement as to the authenticity of
photographs provided and the requirement to provide a Canadian Police Information Centre
Vulnerable Sector Check. These alternatives may be decided based on the ongoing state of the
COVID-I9 pandemic and the accessibility to the services involved with these requirements.

Applicants obtaining exemptions from the examinations should understand that, while these
certificates of registration are technically General certificates of registration, they are in
substance a different type of registration: Provisional. As such, applicants obtaining such a
certificate of registration should not assume that they will be able to register as general or
independent chiropractors in other Canadian jurisdictions under the Canada Free Trade
Agteement.

Process for Application for a General (Provisional) Gertificate of Registration

Applicants wishing to take advantage of the accommodations described in this policy shall
complete a General (provisional) application form specifically designed by the CCO for such
applications.

Under the Health Professions Procedural Code (Code), exemptions must be granted by the
Registration Committee

An expedited process is available where the applicant consents to TCLs proposed by the
Registrar. In such a case, the applicant will be registered with those TCLs if a panel of the
Registration Committee approves. Where the Registrar indicates to the panel of the Registration
Committee that the application falls within the parameters of this policy and also indicates that
the Registrar does not believe there are any special circumstances and the applicant indicates
consent to the applicable TCLs, the Registration Committee will generally approve the issuance
of the certificate of registration expeditiously.

Where the applicant does not consent to the TCLs, or the Registrar is unable to indicate that the
application falls within,the parameters of this policy or where the Registrar indicates that the
Registrar believes there are special circumstances, the Registrar shall refer the application to the
Registration Committee under s. 15(2) of the Code for more rigorous individual consideration.

The reasons for decision of the panel of the Registration Committee issuing a certificate of
registration with the conditions outlined above will typically include the following points:

The exemptions provided are exceptional and are only made because of the COVID-I9
pandemic. There is a temporary, but compelling, public interest in ensuring public access
to chiropractic services and in ensuring that applicants who have completed
comprehensive training do not lose their competence by a pandemic-caused inability to
practise or sit examinations.

922
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Policy P-058: Policy on Considering Applications for Registration During the COVID-19 Pandemic

. The TCLs are related to examinations, courses and assessments which are necessary to
protect the public by ensuring that applicants provide safe and ethical services.

r The TCLs related to verifying information are necessary to ensure that applicants do not
permanently escape the usual scrutiny of such information.

Principles for Terms, Gonditions and Limitations and Supervision of the Applicant Under
the General (Provisional) Certificate of Registration

For the purposes of this policy, the following additional TCLs and requirements shall be applied

to the Applicant under the General (Provisional) Certificate of Registration:

1. The applicant shall identify the primary supervising member and the business address of
the practice of that member in the General (Provisional) application form. The primary
supervising member shall sign the applicant's General (Provisional) application form.

2. The applicant may list up to two additional members of CCO in the General (Provisional)
application form who may perform the supervisory role identified in this policy for that

applicant. These additional two members must meet the criteria of the supervising
member in this policy and work with the primary supervising member at the indicated

business address.

3. The applicant may list up to two additional business address(es) in the General
(Provisional) application where the primary supervising member practises.

4. In the delivery of patient care, safe, ethical and effective care of patients and compliance

with CCO regulations, standards of practice, policies and guidelines must always be

upheld.

5. In accordance with Guideline G-009: Code of Ethics, any contractual agreement
regarding supervision of the applicant by the member, must have terms that are equitable
and agreeable to all parties and maintain professional integrity and offer high quality
care.

6. The primary supervising member shall make any mandatory reports to CCO or any other

authorities, in accordance with Guideline G-010: Mandatory and Permissive Reporting
and any relevant legislation.

7. At any point, the primary supervising member may end their supervisory relationship
with the applicant by notiffing CCO. At this point, the applicant's General (Provisional)
class of registration would expire, unless a secondary supervising member or another

member who meets the criteria of this policy immediately confirms to CCO that will
serve as the new primary supervising member.

923
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Policy P-058: Policy on Considering Applications for Registration During the COVID-19 Pandemic

924
Decmnnlor

I acknowledge that I have reviewed this policy and will comply with all terms, conditions and
limitations and requirements related to the General (Provisional) certificate of registration and
will immediately (no more than 24 hours) advise CCO of any change in the General
(provisional) .form.

Printed Name of Applicant:

Signature of Applicant:

Printed Name of Witness:

Witness:

Date:

Printed Name of Primary Supervising Chiropractor:

Signature of Primary Supervising Chiropractor:

Printed Name of Witness:

Witness:

Date:
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Policy P-058: Policy on Considering Applications for Registration During the COVID-19 Pandemic

925
LeorslanvE CoNTExr

Section 15 of the Codereads as follows

Registration
15 (1) If a person applies to the Registrar for registration, the Registrar shall,

(a) register the applicant; or
(b) refer the application to the Registration Committee. 1991, c. 18, Sched. 2, s. 15 (1)

Referrals to Registration Committee
(2) The Registrar shall refer an application for registration to the Registration Committee

if the Registrar,
(a) has doubts, on reasonable grounds, about whether the applicant fulfils the

registration requirements ;

(a.1) is of the opinion that terms, conditions or limitations should be imposed on a

certificate of registration of the applicant and the applicant is an individual
described in subsection22.lS (l);
(b) is of the opinion that terms, conditions or limitations should be imposed on a

certificate of registration of the applicant and the applicant does not consent to the

imposition; or
(c)proposestorefusetheapplication. 1991,c.18,Sched'2,s-15(2);1993,c.37,
s. 6; 2009, c. 24, s. 33 (3).

Notice to applicant
(3) If the Registrar refers an application to the Registration Committee, he or she shall

give the applicant notice of the statutory grounds for the referral and of the applicant's
right to make written submissions under subsection 18 (1). 1991, c. 18, Sched. 2,

s. ls (3).

Terms, etc., attached on consent
(4) If the Registrar is of the opinion that a certificate of registration should be issued to an

applicant with terms, conditions or limitations imposed and the applicant conssnts to the

imposition, the Registrar may do so with the approval of a panel of the Registration

Commiffee selected by the chair for the purpose. 1991, c. 18, Sched. 2, s. 15 (4).

Panels for consent
(5) Subsections 17 (2) and (3) apply with respect to the panel mentioned in subsection

(4). 1991, c. 18, Sched.2, s. 15 (5).

Section 18 of the Codercads,inpafi,as follows:

Orders by panel
(2) After considering the application and the submissions, the panel may make an order

doing any one or more of the following: ...
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Policy P-058: Policy on Considering Applications for Registration During the COVID-19 Pandemic

4. Directing the Registrar to impose specified terms, conditions and limitations on
a certificate of registration of the applicant and specifuing a limitation on the
applicant's right to apply under subsection 19 (1)...

Idem
(3) A panel, in making an order under subsection (2), may direct the Registrar to issue a
certificate of registration to an applicant who does not meet a registration requirement
unless the requirement is prescribed as a non-exemptible requirement.

Order on consent
(a) The panel may, with the consent of the applicant, direct the Registrar to issue a
certificate of registration with the terms, conditions and limitations specified by the panel
imposed. 1997, c.18, Sched. 2, s. 18.

Scution I of the registration regulation under the Chiropractic Act reads as follows:

Classes of certificate
1. The following are prescribed as classes of certificate of registration:

1. General.
2. Temporary.
3. Inactive.
4. Retired. O. Reg. l37lIl, s. L

Section 2 of the registration regulation reads as follows

Application
2. A person shall apply for a certificate of registration by submitting a completed
application in the provided form together with the applicable fees under the by-laws. O
Reg. 13711I,s.2.

Paragraph 3.4 of the registration regulation reads as follows

Registration requirements, all clas s es

3. The following are registration requirements tbr a certificate ot'registration of any class:

4. The applicant's past and present conduct must afford reasonable grounds for
belief that the applicant,

i. is mentally and physically competent to practise chiropractic,
ii. will practise chiropractic with decency, integrity, honesty and in
accordance with the law,
iii. has sufficient knowledge, skill and judgment to engage in chiropractic,
and
iv. will display professional behaviour. O. Reg. 137 lll, s. 3.

926
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Policy P-058: Policy on Considering Applications for Registration During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Section 6 of the registration regulation reads, in part, as follows:

Additional requirements, general certificate
6. The following are additional registration requirements for a general certificate of
registration:

1. The applicant must have successfully completed the requirements for
graduation from either a chiropractic education program that is accredited or
recognized by the Council on Chiropractic Education (Canada) or a chiropractic
education program considered equivalent by the Council to such a program.

Subject to section 7, this requirement is non-exemptible.
2. Before applying for the certificate, the applicant must have passed,

i. a legislation examination set by the Council or set by another person or
body and accepted by the Council as sufficiently testing the applicant's
knowledge of relevant legislation, and
ii. the examinations set by the Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board or
set by another person or association ofpersons and accepted by the
Council as equivalent to the examinations set by the Board.

3. The applicant must complete a refresher course approved by the Registration
Committee or otherwise satis$r the Registration Committee that he or she is

currently competent to practise if the applicant applies for registration more than
two years after completing the education program required under paragraph 1.

Paragraphg.2 of the registration regulation reads as follows:

Additional requirements, tempor ary cerffi c ate
9. The following are additional registration requirements for a temporary certificate of
registration: ...

2.The applicant must be registered or licensed to practise chiropractic in another
jurisdiction. . ..

Paragraph 1.16 of the professional misconduct regulation defines the following as professional

misconduct:

16. Using aterm, title or designation in respect of a member's practice contrary to the
policies of the College.
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New "As of Right" Rutes a First in Ganada to Attract More
Heal,th Care Workers to Ontario
Changes will automatically recognize the credentials of health care workers registered in

other provinces and territories

January 19,2023

Office of the Premier

WINDSOR - With new "As of Right" rules, the Ontario government will allow health

care workers registered in other provinces and territories to immediately start

working and caring for people in Ontario.

'As we connect people to more convenient care, we need to be bold, innovative

and creative," said Premier Doug Ford. "With our new'As of Right" rules, Ontario is

the first province in Canada to allow health care workers from across the country to

immediately start providing care. That's the kind of innovative solutions that will cut

down unnecessary bureaucratic delays and help bring reinforcements to the

frontlines of our health care system."

The government will introduce legislative changes in February 2023 that, if passed,

will allow Canadian health care workers that are already registered or licensed in

another Canadian jurisdiction to practice in Ontario immediately, without having to

flrst register with one of Ontario's health regulatory colleges. These changes will

help health-care workers overcome bureaucratic delays that have made it difficult

to practice in Ontario.

"Our government is making health care more accessible for Ontarians, which

means recruiting more health care professionals to bolster our health care system

and making it easier for them to start working," said Sylvia Jones, Deputy Premier

and Minister of Health. "A highly-skilled health care workerfrom British Columbia

or Nova Scotia shouldn't have to pause their career or face barriers to practice here

in Ontario."

ln addition, Ontario will also be helping hospitals and other health organizations

temporarily increase staffing when they need to fill vacancies or manage periods of

high patient volume, such as during the COVID-19 pandemic. ln February, the

government will introduce legislation that, if passed, will increase staffing levels on

928
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a short-term basis by allowing health care professionals, including nurses,

paramedics, respiratory therapists, and others, to work outside of their regular

responsibilities or settings, as long as they have the knowledge skill, and judgement

to do so. This will provide hospitals and other settings with more flexibility to

ensure health care professionals are filling the most in-demand roles at the right

time.

As a part of the government's focus on making health care more convenient for

Ontarians, the province is hiring more health care professionals to better connect

Ontarians to the care they need, when and where they need it. This work is on top

of other initiatives to recruit more health care workers, such as making it easier for
internationally-educated nurses to join Ontario's workforce and investing to upskill

nurses currently working in the province. As Ontario continues to expand its health

workforce, patients can expect more services in their community, shorter wait

times and greater access to high-quality care.

Quick Facts

o These changes, if passed, will mark the first step towards a pan-Canadian

portable registration model, the first of its kind for health care professionals in

Canada.

r Under this proposal, health care professionals from outside the province will

only be eligible and permitted to work in Ontario if they have provided safe,

competent, and ethical health care in their home province or territory.
o lnformation on practicing in Ontario as an out-of-province health care

orofessional can be found on the HealthForceOntario website.t- - - - -- - - -

. The Ontario government is expanding medical school education. Ontario is

adding 160 undergraduate seats and 295 postgraduate positions over the next

five years, the largest expansion of undergraduate and postgraduate education

in over 10 years.

Additional Resources

r Ontario Doing More to Further Expand Health Workforce
r Ontario UEKiiling More Nurses to Work in Critical Care

r Ontario lntroduces A Plan to Stay Open: Heam System

Related Topics

Government

Learn about the government services available to you and how government works.

Learn more
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Get help navigating Ontario's health care system and connecting with the programs

or services you're looking for.I.g3fn-mg1e

Medla Contacts

Caitlin Clark

Premier's Office

Caitli n.Clark2@ontario.ca

Hannah Jensen
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Anna Miller

Communications Division

416-314-6197
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Abstract R6sum6

Assessment drives learning. However, when it comes to high-

stakes examinations {e.g., for licensure or certification}, these

assessments of learning may be seen as unnecessary hurdles by

some. Licensing clinical skills assessment in particular have come

under fire over the years. Recently, assessments such as the

Medical Council of Canada Qualifying Examination Part ll, a clinical

skills objective structured clinical examination, have been

permanently cancelled. The authors explore potential

consequences of this cancellation including those that are

inadvertent and undesirable. Future next steps for clinical skills

assessment are explored.

lntroduction
Assessment drives learning. This assumption has been the

topic of many scholarly works but also the subject of

controversy.l'2'3'a When it comes to high-stakes

examinations (e.g., for licensure or certification), these

assessments o/ learning may be seen as unnecessary

hurdles where the aim is to pass rather than to enhance

learning.s Licensing clinical skills assessments have come

under fire in recent years with some stating that these

examinations are historical artifacts, that certification

requirements suffice for licensure and that the benefits do

not justify the expense, especially when pass rates are

higl'1.e'r's's ln Canada specifically, the timing of the Medical

Council of Canada Qualifying Examination Part ll (MCCQE

L'6valuation est le moteur de l'apprentissage. Cependant, lorsqu'il

s'agit d'examens ) enjeux 6lev6s (par exemple, pour I'obtention du

titre de licenci6 ou la certification), ces dvaluations de l'apprentissage

peuvent €tre pergues comme inutiles par certains. L'6valuation des

comp6tences cliniques pour l'obtention du titre de licenci6, en

particulier, a 6t6 critiqu6e au fil des ans. R6cemment, des dvaluations

comme l'examen d'aptitude du Conseil m6dical du Canada, partie ll, un

examen clinique objectif structu16 permettant d'6valuer les

comp6tences cliniques, ont dt6 ddfinitivement retirdes. Les auteurs

explorent les consdquences potentielles de l'annulation de ces

6valuations incluant celles non intentionnelles et ind6sirables, ainsi

que des perspectives sur l'6valuation des habilet6s cliniques.

Part ll) after one year of residency (rather than at the end

of medical school) has been criticized for not situating the

scenarios within the scope of practice of the candidates.6

On the flip side, there are some strong supporters of these

high-stakes examinations. Examinations are seen by many

as necessaryto ensurethe protection ofthe publicthrough

national standards. Examinations are also very powerful

drivers of learning.lo ln the US, following a petition to

eliminate the United States Medical Licensing Examination

(USMLE)Step-2 clinical skills (CS) examination, clinical skills

directors stipulated that the elimination of this exam would

lead to the de-valuing of clinical skills in medical education,

loss of a national standard across candidates, individual
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schools' inability to have robust psychometrics and failure
to protect the public.11

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused major disruption in
high-stakes assessments, especially for clinical skills

licensure examinations. Both the USMLE Step-2 CS

examination and the MCCQE Part ll, both objective
structured clinical examinations (OSCEs), have
permanently been cancelled, whereas the National Board

of Osteopathic Medical Examiners have suspended theirs.
Although this has caused some degree of jubilation on the
part of candidates no longer having to prepare or pay fees

for these examinations, should the greater medical
community (including the public) be concerned? Should a

demonstration of having attained core national standards
for clinical skills be an expectation of physicians?

Core clinical skills assessment in
Ca nad a
The Medical Council of Canada (MCC) was established in

1912 through federal legislation to provide a national
qualification in medicine that would be acceptable in all
provinces. ln 1992, a clinical skills examination was added

to the traditional written examination (the MCCQE Part l)
at the request of the medical regulators.l2 The purpose of
the clinical skills examination was to assess a candidate's
core abilities to apply medical knowledge, demonstrate
clinical skills, as well as demonstrate professional

behaviours and attitudes at a level expected of a physician

in independent practice in Canada. From 1992 until the end

of 2Ot9, all physicians (Canadian and internationally
trained physicians) were required to pass both the MCCQE

Part I and Part ll to obtain the Licentiate of the Medical
Council of Canada (LMCC), a standard requirement for
licensure in Canada. lt should be noted that this
requirement is necessary in addition to successful

completion of medical training as well as certification from
one of the certifying colleges in Canada.

The MCCQE Part ll was based on the MCC Objectives
(https://www.mcc.calobiectives) and assessed skills

beyond basic history-taking and physical examination. ln

2018, the MCCQE Part ll introduced a new blueprint with
statioris that were more reflective of core skills required of
all physicians and with scenarios deemed to be more
authentic by clinicians. lt assessed physician activities
including assessment and diagnosis of common conditions,
management skills and decision making, communication
skills (e.9., breaking bad news), and professional

behaviours (e.g., dealing with ethical dilemmas) in four
different dimensions of care (acute, chronic, health
promotions/illness prevention and psychosocial aspects of
care).13

The World Health Organization declared the COVID-19
pandemic in March 2020 and the MCC subsequently
cancelled the May delivery of the MCCQE Part ll due to
public health concerns. The MCC then planned to deliver a

modified version of the MCCQE Part ll in October 2020,

incorporating the use of personal protective equipment,
physical distancing, enhanced cleaning protocols and a

touchless physical examination. However, this examination
was cancelled on short notice when a number of
examination sites were unable to fulfilltheir commitments
to deliver the examination due to concerns related to rising
numbers of COVID cases. There was then an attempt to
pivot to a virtual examination in May 2021 but, due to
validity issues with challenges of scalability of the delivery
platform for the large candidate cohort, this effort had to
be abandoned shortly after its launch, The cancellation of
three examination sessions in a row left thousands of
physicians in limbo as they were unable to apply for
licensure without the LMCC credential. The MCC

recognized that, with the ongoing pandemic, it was unable
to ensure that the Oaiktog of candidates could be tested in
a timely fashion. After discussion with medical regulators,
the governing council of the MCC made the difficult
decision to cancel the MCCQE Part ll permanently in June

202r.

Certification examinations for specialty designation such as

those of the College of Family Physicians of Canada and the
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada

regulators provided some reassurance that clinical skills

have been assessed. However, the MCCQE Part ll assessed

core knowledge, skills and behaviours expected of all
physicians regardless of specialty and so its cancellation
raises some concerns.

ln this opinion paper, we explore possible unintended
consequences of the cancellation of the MCCQE Part ll
through impacts on public safety, learning, and curriculum
as well as discuss possible next steps. We both bring our
perspectives through extensive leadership experience in
the field of assessment through their academic
appointments, research, international collaborations and

in our affiliation with the MCC.
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lmpacts on patient safety and

the safeguarding of the public
National examinations are an important step in protecting

the public. Clinical skills are vital to assess, yet we know

that trainees' clinical skills have historically been

infrequently observed in practice.la When questioning

whether these examinations do protect the public,

outcome studies have demonstrated validity evidence for
the MCCQE Part ll. Lower scores on the MCCQE Part ll have

been shown to be related to physician behaviour such as

college complaints, prescribing practices and appropriate

use of screening.rs'ro'rz Most recently, De Champlain et al.

have shown that those physicians who failed the MCCQE

Part ll on their first attempt were more likely to mis-
prescribe opiates and benzodiazipines.ls These studies

suggest that the scores on national performance-based

examinations may predict patterns of behaviour which

could be worth observing from a licensure perspective in

order to ensure proper care of patients.

Although the assessment of clinical skills may improve with
the introduction of competency-based medical education

(CBME) it is unlikely to be a complete solution. Critics of
CBME bemoan the lack of evidence for this pedagogical

approach and warn that the tediousness of documentation

associated with CBME may lead to assessments that favour

reductionism over holism.ls ln addition, a 'failure to fail'

culture has been identified as an ongoing problem in

medical education and there is significant evidence that
schools struggle to identify and/or remediate trainees with

inadequate clinical skills.20'21 Reasons for this may include

everything from bureaucratic hurdles to lack of resourcing

and faculty development. As such, it may not be realistic to
rely on schools to report or act on unsatisfactory

performance even with the introduction of CBME.

Opponents to the MCCQE Part I I have argued that high pass

rates indicate that these are superfluous assessments, and

thus the expense is not justified.T'8 ln Canada, between

2OO5-2OI9, the pass rate for the MCCQE Part ll has ranged

between 90-97% for Canadian trained first-time takers and

between 55-75% for those trained outside of Canada (MCC

Annual Reports; www.mcc.ca). The high pass rate for
Canadian-trained test takers is most likely due to a

combination of clinical skills training during medical school

(including frequent OSCEs), ongoing practice of those skills

through the workplace in first year of residency and

examination preparation. However, it is important to note

that these high pass rates for graduates of Canadian

medical schools still translate into several hundred

candidate failures per year. Those who fail then have an

incentive to focus on improving their clinical skills. The loss

of a national examination will eliminate any signal that
something is amiss and may also cause those that would

have passed to have less motivation to cultivate these

skills.

Some might question the need for a clinical skills licensing

examination for Canadian physicians when they are also

assessed at a national level by certification examinations.

However, these latter examinations are not designed to

assess the same core competencies as the MCCQE Part ll.

Because the certification examinations are specialty-

specific, there is much heterogeneity and so not all

physicians are assessed on the same competencies. Some

include a performance-based component, while others do

not. Some include a physical examination component,

while others do not. Although there may be some overlap

in terms of skills assessed, particularly between the CFPC

certification examination and the MCCQE Part ll, each has

its unique blueprint and each serves a unique role.

lm pacts on lea rn ing
We know that OSCEs promote learning before, during and

after testing: knowledge of an impending assessment

provides a powerful incentive to study; the very act of
taking a test leads directly to learning; and the feedback

provided after a test helps examinees focus future learning

efforts.2z ln other words, assessment helps learners to

consolidate their knowledge and clinical skills.

Strong clinical skills are imperative when making accurate

diagnoses and caring for patients. The competent clinician

gathers pertinent information through history-taking and a

physical examination and communicates effectively with
patients while upholding the tenets of the profession. Since

the 1970s, studies have shown that a well-conducted

history and physical examination can accurately diagnose

patients greater lhan 7O% of the time.la There is also a

relationship between good communication skills, the
provision of patient-centered care and minimizing

diagnostic and other errors.23'24'2s

lf we need physicians to master clinical skills, then they

should be assessed to a national standard prior to
licensure. lf basic clinical skills are not assessed in high-

stakes examinations, these skills run the risk of being de-

valued by learners. The motivation for learning these skills

will erode as time spent developing these skills may be

viewed as a poor return on investment. With so much to
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learn in medicine, trainees may focus less on learning

clinical skills and these basic skills risk being lost.

lmpacts on curriculum
Assessment not only drives learning, but it can also help to
drive curriculum. When lnternal Medicine Clerkship

Directors were surveyed after the introduction of the

USMLE Step 2 CS (a clinical skills examination), 40% of
respondents indicated that their schools had begun placing

increased emphasis or curricular time on clinical skills

education.ll Because of the external motivation of high-

stakes examinations, schools have invested considerable

effort in developing excellent clinical skills programs to
ensure their students are well-prepared. Since then, most
-^L^^l- L^.,^ i-^l^*^^+^l +L^:- ^..,^ l^^^l ncatr- l^JLrtvur5 rtdvE ilrr}/tEtrtsttrgu trtcil vtvtr rvLot vJ!L5, ilr

Canada, every medical school includes up to four OSCEs in

their curriculum assessing clinical skills. However,

Yudkowski and Szauter question whether schools may infer
that the cessation of testing these skills means that they
are no longer considered important for licensure.26 Getting

rid of a national clinical skills examination could lead to a

de-emphasis of these skills in medical school curricula and

a return to the status quo (i.e., reliance on assessments

that focus on basic knowledge).11

Summative clinical skills assessment is a resource-intensive

and expensive proposition. Many Canadian medical

schools' standardized patient (SP) programs were

developed in part because of the MCCQE Part ll. MCC has

been actively involved in providing training and support to
SP programs for over 20 years. Revenue from the MCCQE

Part ll and other high-stakes national examinations allowed

schools to develop and maintain high-quality SP programs.

Without the incentive of the national examination and with
ongoing fiscal constraints, this loss may further have

impacts on medical schools' ability to maintain these

valuable programs as teaching and assessment resources.

Although schools currently assess clinical skills through
their own OSCEs (and they may continue to do so in the
future), the inherent heterogeneity in medical training
necessitates the use of a gatekeeper if we wish to maintain

a national standard. lf we rely on schools to assess clinical

skills by developing their own examinations, they may not

have the resources to develop adequate content banks,

ensure content security, and maintain rigorous

psychometric standards.

As a national, high-stakes examination, the MCCQE Part ll
provided standards of core clinical skills expected of all

physicians (Canadian and internationally trained) for the

purpose of licensure. lt also provided a national benchmark

for new programs such as new medical schools (e.9., the
Northern Ontario School of Medicine) and the many

regional medical campuses that have been created over

the last 20 years. Without this examination, the

assessment responsibility of these standards would fall to
medical schools and residency programs. Accreditation

agencies may play a role in mandating high quality local

clinical skills assessments, however school-to-school

variability in quality of assessment may not allow for truly
standardized assessments at the individual trainee level.

So what's next?
With the cancellation of the MCCQE Part ll, we must

^^+i.,^1., i,{^^+i{., ^^.,l -^-^,{., ',h;h+^^-l^-l -^h-^^,,^h^^. l+ou!lvcly lugrrlily orru rLrrlsuy urrrrLcrrvsu LUrrJsguLllLsr. lt

is imperative that we maintain national standards for core

clinical skills expected of all physicians, especially as they

exit medical school and enter residency training.

lmprovements to workplace-based assessments with such

frameworks as the Association of Faculties of Medicine of
Canada Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs) for the

transition from medical school to residency offer some

promise of standards.2T Studies of such core EPAs are

emerging and showing some correlation with local OSCEs

but this is a far from demonstrating validity evidence at a
national level.28 Developing rigorous programs of
assessments with frequent observations and use of clinical

data may eventually trump any need for point-in-time

examinations,2s although the authors suspect that
regulators and the public will continue to demand that
physicians undergo national high-stakes examination as a

requirement for licensure.

lf national standards for clinical skills are valued, then they
deserve to be assessed, Emphasis on core diagnostic and

management skills, patient-centered communication,
professional behaviours, cultural humility and safety,

virtual and collaborative care should all be

considered.2s,30,31,32 The design of any future assessment

strategy should be aligned with educational and societal

needs and must include the ability to provide meaningful

feedback such that the candidates can learn from their
experience and finally, be mindful of cost.e'33'34

Past criticism and recent experience with the COVID-19

pandemic have clearly shown that there is a need to
reconsider the way these assessments are done.

Reinstating a national clinical skills standard should be a

consideration by the medical regulators and educators.

More appropriate timing of an examination should be
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considered with demonstration of core skills at the end of

medical school rather than during residency training. How

such an assessment is administered should depend on

what is being assessed and how best to assess it.

Finally, we have identified some potential consequences of

cancelling the national clinical skills examinations, but what

about those consequences that we have not yet

considered? How can we effectively study the effect of

this? Can we pivot, as is happening in the US, creating novel

opportunities with regional and national clinical skills

in itiatives?3s'36

ln summary
Before becoming jubilant about one less hurdle for

Canadian physicians to jump to obtain their license to
practice, we should determine what skills are necessary to

be attained by all physicians. Demonstration of these skills

to a national standard should be an expectation.

Certification colleges play an important role in the pathway

to licensure but do not consistently assess core clinical skills

across all specialties. CBME and workplace-based

assessments offer promises of rigorous assessment of core

clinical skills but implementation is still ongoing and

outcome studies will be years in the making. Failure to fail

will likely remain an issue. Losing the MCCQE Part ll will

have many unintended consequences. As a community, we

need to address these, consider future assessment ofthese

important skills and place safeguards to ensure the public

that we are doing what is best for our patients as a self-

regulated profession.
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rFHr MEDTcAL PRoFESSIoN EN-

| ,ur., rhe basrc competence oi
I physiciansbyrequiringthemto
I pass licensing and certifoing ex-

aminations.l Although it is generally as-

sumed that these examinations predict
how physicians will practice in the fu-
ture,2 the data in support of this assump-
tion are mosdy indirect. Physicians who
have more training in a discipline are
more knowledgeable3'a and achieve
higher scores in their respective disci-
pline on recertification examinations.5
More knowledgeable physicians are more
likely to adhere to evidence-based guide-
lines in the delivery of care6'7 and achieve
better patient outcomes.6 Certification
status, which represents pass/fail status
on certification examinations, is an im-
portant predictor of quality of care.8'e

It is unknown, however, whether
scores achieved by physicians with the
same training and specialty are predic-
tive of future performance. A prior
study8 found that scores on an inter-
nal medicine certification examina-
tion predicted colleagues' ratings of the
quality of care delivered by internists
5 to 8 years later. However, little is
known about the relationship be-
tween examination scores and more ob-
jective measures of quality of care. As-
sessing this relationship is relevant
because important gaps exist between
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Context Standards for licensure are designed to provide assurance to the public of a
physician's competence to practice. However, there has been little assessment of the
relationship between examination scores and subsequent practice performance.

Objective To determine if there is a sustained relationship between certification ex-
amination scores and practice per{ormance and if licensing examinations taken at the
end of medical school are predictive of future practice in primary care.

Design, Setting, and Participants A total of 912 f amily physicians, who passed

the Qu6bec family medicine certification examination (QLEX) between 1990 and 1993
and entered practice. Linked databases were used to assess physicians' practice per-

formance for 3.4 million patients in the universal health care system in Qu6bec, Canada.
Patients were seen during the follow-up period for the first 4 years (1993 cohort of
physicians) to7 years (1990 cohort of physicians) of practice from July 1 of the cer-
tification examination to December 31 ,1996.
Main Outcome Measures Mammography screening rate, continuity of care in-
dex, disease-specific and symptom-relief prescribing rate, contraindicated prescribing
rate, and consultation rate.

Results Physicians achieving higher scores on both examinations had higher rates (rate

increase per 5D increase in score per'1000 persons peryear) of mammography screening
(FforQLEX, 16.8195% confidenceintewal{Cl},8.7-24.91; FforMedical Councilof Canada

Qualifying Examination IMCCQEI, 17.4 t95% Cl, 1o.6-24.1D and consultation (9 for
QLEX,4.9 195% C|,2.1-7.81; F forMCCQE,2.9 195% Cl,0.4-5.41). Highersubscores in

diagnosis were predictive of higher rates in the difference between disease-specific and
symptom-relief prescribing (B for QLEX, 3.9195% C|,0.9-7.01; B for MCCQE,3 .8195%
Cl, 0.3-7.31). Higher scores of drug knowledge were predictive of a lower rate (relative

risk per 5D increase in score) of contraindicated prescribing for MCCQE (relative risk, 0.88;
95% Cl,0.77-1 .OOl. Relationships between examination scores and practice perfor-
mance were sustained through the first 4 to 7 years in practice.

Conclusion Scores achieved on certification examinations and licensure examina-
tions taken at the end of medical school show a sustained relationship, over 4to7
years, with indices of preventive care and acute and chronic disease management in

primary care practice.

IAMA. 2002;288:3019-3025 www..iama.com

optimal and actual practice in the de-
livery of preventive care,lo in the man-
agement of acute and chronic dis-
ease,7'Ir'l2 and in the quality of drug
treatment.r3 AII of these are deficien-
cies that could potentially be pre-
dicted by licensing examinations.

We previously reported that physi-
cians who achieved higher scores on the

Qu€bec family medicine certification ex-
amination were more likely to refer
women for mammography screening, to
prescribe more disease-specific medica-
tion and fewer symptomatic and contra-

@2002 American Medical Association. All rights reserved
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indicateddrugs, and to refermore of their
patients for consultation.la However, as-

sessment of these outcomes was lim-
ited to the first 18 months of practice. We
used this opportunity to determine if the
association between family medicine cer-
tification examination scores and prac-
tice performance persisted with increas-
ing practice experience.ra We could not
find any studies that explored the rela-
tionship between earlier licensing ex-
aminations taken at the end of medical
school and future practice perfor-
mance. We investigated whether such
scores predict clinical behaviors 4 to 7
years later.

trieved from the RAMQ to assess an-
nual practice activity and case-mix
differences between physician prac-
tices. For each cohort, the follow-up pe-
riod was betweenJuly I of the certifica-
tion examination and December 3I,
1996, providing practice assessment for
4years (1993 cohort) to 7 years (1990
cohort). The study protocol was ap-
proved by the institutional review board
at McGill University, the Provincial Ac-
cess to Information Office, and the
RAMQ legal counsel.

Family Medicine Certification
Examination
The Qu€bec Licensing Examination
(QLEX) comprises the College of Fam-
ily Physicians of Canada Certification
Examination (CFPCex) and the Qu€-
bec Objective Structured Clinical Exami-
nation (OSCE).t6 Between 1990 and
1993, the CFPCex assessed diagnosis,
management, and prevention with
multiple-choice questions and short-
answer management problems, and
assessed communication skills with a

simulated patient. The OSCE mea-
sured clinical problem-solving skills by
direct observation of performance in 25
standardized patient encounters, rated
by physician examiners.r6 To pass the
examination, a score of 600lo was required
in diagnosis, management, and commu-
nication; 50% in prevention; and an
OSCE score greater than 2 SDs below the
mean. The overall reliability of exami-
nation scores varied from a low of 0.27
for prevenrion to a high of 0.72 for the
OSCE.]4 Scores were standardized to
adjust for differences in the difficulty of
examinations using the reference group
approach.la The College of Physicians
provided the license number, medical
school, and encrypted examination
scores to the RAMQ, who then retrieved
data on practice activity and linked this
with score files through encrypted phy-
sician and patient identifiers.

Medical Council of Canada
Qualifying Examination
The Medical Council of Canada Quali-
fying Examination (MCCQE) is used to
test an individual's competence to enter

postgraduate training. It is generally taken
during the final year of medical school.
A passing score on the MCCQE is
required for unrestricted licensure in all
Canadian provinces except Qu€bec,
althoughmost Qu€bec graduates take the
examination. The 1988-199 I examina-
tions consisted of 450 multiple-choice
questions, which tested knowledge in
medicine, surgery, obstetrics/gynecol-
ogy, psychiatry, pediatrics, and preven-
tive medicine, and also included 28 to
35 patient management problems that
tested competence in clinical problem
solving.IT To enable comparisons
between the MCCQE and the Qu€bec
certification examination, the 1258 mul-
tiple-choice questions usedbenveen 1988

and l99l were reclassified by the test
committees as diagnosis, management,
or otherknowledge. Test committees also
identified management items that tested
drug-specific knowledge. Standardized
ability scores were created for each sub-
score using the same reference group
approach as the certification examina-
tion.18 The overall score reliability was
0.92, and subscore reliabilitieswere 0.71
for prevention,0.63 for diagnosis, 0.73
for management, and 0.48 for drug
knowledge. The Medical Council of
Canada linked score data to the Qu€bec
cohort file by name, sex, and birth date.

Practice Assessment
Data Sources and Retrieval. Four pre-
viously validatedre health administra-
tive databases, linked by encrypted ben-
eficiary identifiers, were used to assess

practice performance.20'2r The regis-
trant database provided patients age, sex,
postal code, anddate of death. The medi-
cal services database provided type, lo-
cation, diagnosis, treating and referring
physician, and date of all services deliv-
ered on a fee-for-service basis. The pre-
scription database provided drug, dose,

duration, prescribing physician, and date
of each prescription dispensed for pa-
tients aged 65 years or older. The hos-
pitalization database provided records ol
all hospital discharges including dis-
charge diagnoses and admission and dis-
charge dates. The 1991 census data was
linked by 6-digit postal code to the reg-

,t,IETHODS
Context
All Canadian provinces provide a uni-
versal health insurance program that
covers the costs ofmedical care for pro-
vincial residents. In Qu€bec, 14 500 phy-
sicians provide services to 7.4 million
residents of the province, for whom 92olo

ofservices and 93% ofphysicians are paid
by the Qu€bec health insurance agency
(Regie de l'assurance maladie du Qu€-
bec; RAMQ) on a fee-for-service basis.15

Design and Study Population
A cohort of all family physicians who
passed the Qu€bec familymedicine cer-
tification examination between 1990 and
1993. and entered fee-for-service prac-
tice in Qu€bec, was followed up for the
first 4 to 7 years of practice. Annual mea-
sures of each physician's practice per-
formance were used to test associations
between examination scores and prac-
tice performance. Salaried physicians
were excluded because there was no ac-
curate way to identify all their patients,
as were physicians who subsequently
trained in another specialty. Potentially
eligrble physicians were identified by the

Qu6bec College ofPhysicians, and phy-
sicians' license numbers were provided
to the RAMQ to retrieve data on prac-
tice activity. Annual measures of each
physician s clinical behaviors were used
to test associations between examina-
tion scores and practice performance.
Data on all patiens seen by each physi-
cian, for each year of practice, were re-

3020 JAMA, December 18, 2002-Vol 288, No. 23 (Reprinted)
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istrant database to measure mean fam-
ily income and educational achieve-
ment in the residential area of each
patient.22 For each physician, the medi-
cal services claims fileswereused to iden-
tify all patients seen by the physician
from the licensure date to December 31,

1996. For each patient, the MMQ re-
trieved demographic data, as well as all
medical services, prescriptions, and hos-
pitalizations provided during the fol-
low-up period. We also obtained data for
theyearprior to the first contactwith the

study physician to provide an indepen-
dent assessment of patient characteris-
tics that could not have been influ-
enced by the study physician.ra

Indicators of Practice Performance.
We assessed 6 performance indicators in
each follow-up year, selected on the basis

of unexplained practice variation, and"/or

their association with the outcomes or
costs of care.la First, a mammography
screening rate was used to assess pre-
ventive care, because physicians who
screen for breast cancer are also more
Iikely to perform other preventive ser-
vices.23 Second, continuity of care was

selected because of is importance in pre-
vention and chronic disease manage-
ment,2a-27 and to test the hypothesis that
communication and management skills
are predictive of better continuity.28'2e
Third, the differences between disease-

specific and symptom-relief prescribing
rate and contraindicated prescribing rate

were used as indicators of the quality of
acute and chronic disease management

because variation in disease-specific rela-

tive to symptom-relief prescribing rate3o

has been linked to diagnostic compe-
tence. I4 Fourth, contraindicated pre-
scribing,whichaccounts for 20olo of drug-
related adverse events, maybe causedby

deficiencies in physician knowledge.3r
Finally, consultation rate was used as an

indicator of resource use because refer-
ral determines access to higher cost
specialty care,32 and primary care phy-
sicians with higher self-reported com-
petence appear more likely to refer
patients for specialty consultation.33'3a

Annual mammography screening rate

was defined as the proportion of eli-
gible women in the primary care prac-

@2002 American Medical Association. All rights reserved.

rice who were referred for a bilateral
mammogram by the physician. Eligible
women were between age 50 and 69
years, had no prior diagnosis of breast
cancer, breast disease, or diagnostic
mammogram, were due for screening,
and were not receiving primary care from
a g,.necologist or obstetrician.

Annual continuity of carewas defined
as the meanproportion ofvisits thatwere
made to or referred by the study physi-
cian by all patients in the primary care
practice population. Using the medical
services claims, we determined the pro-
portion of all visits in the year for each
patient that were made either to the
study physician or to other physicians
based on study physician referral. Each
patient's proporLionwas weighted by the

square root of the total number of vis-
its made by the patient in the year. An
overall mean annual continuity of care

index for each physician's practice was

calculated as the weighted mean of in-
dividual patient's proportions.

Mammography screening and con-
tinuity of care were assessed only in the
primary care practice population, which
consisted of patients seen in an office
or clinic in the respective year, for
whom the study physician had pro-
vided an annual physical or major (3
system) assessment. Consultation was

assessed in all ambulatory patients for
whom the study physician had billed
at least I outpatient, office practice, or
emergency department visit. Prescrib-
ing rates were assessed in ambulatory
patients aged 65 years or older for
whom complete information was avail-
able on all prescriptions dispensed.

Annual diJference betw een disease-
specific and symptom-relief pr escribing
rales was determined by examining
medications prescribed by the study phy-
sician to all elderly patients. Diseqse-

specific medicanon was defined as drugs
that would rarely be prescribed with-
out an investigation-confirmed disease
(eg, anticoagulants, anticonvulsants, an-

tidepressans, antihlpertensives, medi-
cations for cardiovascular disease,
asthma, and Parkinson disease, cortico-
steroids, diuretics, antiglaucoma medi-
cation, hypoglycemic medication, and

EXAMINATION SCORES AND PRACTICE PERFORMANCE

thyroid medication). Symptom-relief
medicationwas defined as drugs that re-

lieve ryrnptoms, but have little impact on
the disease process (eg, nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory medications, benzodiaz-
epines, low-dose narcotic arulgesics) us-

ing the McGavock classification.3o

Annual c ontr aindr c ate d pr escibing r ate

was the proportion of ambulatory elderly
patients for whom the study physician
prescribed a relatively contraindicated
medication. These were defined by an

updated expert review35s as 30 drugs that
should be avoided in elderly patients
because of possible toxic effecs.

Annual consultdtionrate was the pro-
portion of all ambulatory patiens in the
respective calendar year referred, at least

once, to a specialist by the respective
primary care physician, based on medi-
cal services claims. To be reimbursed
for a consultationvisit, the consultant
must record a valid license number for
the referring physician.

Time in Practice. Physicians' pre-
ceding practice experience was repre-
sented as a time-dependent covariate,
based on a count ofthe number ofpre-
vious months that the physician had at
least I fee-for-service billing in the
medical services claims file.

Case-Mix Assessment
Relevant data were retrieved for each eli-
gible patient for the 12-month period
preceding the first contactwith the study
physician. Individual characteristics of
all patients seen in a given year by the
physician were then aggregated to ad-
just for between-physician differences in
practice population case-mix. Each prac-

tice population was characteizedby age

and sex distribution, mean family in-
come, educational achievement, geo-

graphic access to health care,la propen-
sity for the use ofhealth care services,3T

comorbidity (Charlson index),38 and hos-

pitalization rates in lhe previous year.

These annual case-mix measures were
modeled as time-dependent covariates.
For contraindicated prescribing, no ad-
justments were made for case-mix be-
cause the prescription ofrelatively con-
traindicated medication is rarelyjustified
by patient characteristics. ra
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Table 1. Physician Characteristics and Examination Scores for 912 Qu6bec Family Physicians*

No. (%)

382 (41.9)

Female 530 (58,1)

Medical school
Quebec

A

260 (28.5)

69 (7.6)

1 64 (18.0)

Other part of Canada or in United States 56 (6.1)

Other international 51 (5.6)

Postgraduate training same as
undergraduate medical school

628 (81)

Certification year
1 990 199 (21 ,8)

1 S91 254 (27.9)

1 992 271 (29.7J

1 993 188 (20,6)

Took MCCQE examinalion 782 (85.8)

Mean (SD) [Range]

-0.03 (1.05) [-3.97 to 2.76]

Subscore
Diagnosis 0.01 (1.07) [-3.97 to 4.40]

Manaqement -0.04 (1 .03) l-4.5310 2.471

Prevention -0.02 (1.06) [-4.63 io 3.041

Clinical assessment -0.01 (0.96) F2.81 to 2.911

MCCOE score
Overall

Subscore
Diagnosis 0.02 (0.92) [-3,64 to 2.55]

Management 0.21 (0.8e) [-3. 10 to 2,671

Prevention -0.19 (0.86) [-3.66 to 1.95]

Druq knowledqe -0.04 (0.92) [-3.04 to 2.93]

Clinical assessment -0.83 (1.20) [-5.97 to 2.03]
*Examination scores are standardized to a mean of zero representing the average score for first-time takers of the

examination from North American medical schools. MCCQE indicates Medical Council of Canada Qualirying Exami-
nation; QLE(, Quebec Certillcation Examination.

3022 JAMA, December 18, 2002-Vol 288, No. 23 (Reprinted)
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Statistical Analysis
Relationships between examination
scores and practice performance were
tested using multiple linear and Pois-
son regression for repeated measures
using generalized estimating equa-
tions.3e Physicians were the unit of analy-
sis. Outcomevariableswere the 5 annual
measures of practice performance. An
autoregressive first-order correlation
stnrcture of residuals was used to char-
acleize the interdependence between
annual performance measures for each
physician. To reduce imprecision in out-
come measurement, physicians were
excludedinyears inwhich theyhad fewer
than 5 patiens, and the logarithm of the

number ofpatients in the practice popu-
lation in a given year was used as a weight
in the analysis. Linearity assumptions
were evaluated by testing the statistical
signiflicance of the quadratic compo-
nent. Poisson regression was used to
assess rates of contraindicated prescrib-
ing because such events were rare. The
SEswere empirically estimated to account
for overdispersion. Annual measures of
case-mix were included in all analyses,
as were indicators of the medical school
to conservatively assess the impact of
variation in examination scores within
each medical school. To determine
whether the association between exami-
nation scores and practice outcomes

diminished over time, the interactions
between examination score and prac-
tice experience were tested. For signifi-
cant relationships between examina-
tion score and outcomes that persisted
over time, the cumulative difference in
the number of outcomes per 1000
patiens followedup over the first5 years
in practice by high-scoring (2 SDs above
themean) rather than low-scoring (2 SDs

below the mean) physicians was esti-
mated. Regression coefficients for the
score-outcome relationship were used to
determine the expected annual differ-
ence in rates corresponding to a 4-SD dif-
ference in examination scores, and then
the result was multiplied by 5 to esti-
mate the cumulative impact over 5 years.
P(.05 was used as the level of statistical
significance. We used SAS statistical soft-
ware to perform our analyses (Version
8.0, SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).

RESULTS

Certification Examination
Between 1990 and 1993,arotal ot944
family physicians passed the QLEX, 920
(97 .5o/o) started practice in Qu€bec, 9I2
(96.7"/.) entered a fee-for-service prac-
tice, of whom 58.1olo were female
(Tenu I). Overall, 85.8% of physi-
cians took the MCCQE during the final
year of medical school. Qu€bec medical
school graduates had modestly lower
MCCQE scores in comparisonwith other
Canadian graduates (mean [SD], -0.04
[0.84] vs 0.09 [0.92]; P<.001). Gradu-
ates who entered familymedicine or gen-
eral practice training in Canada had
slightly lower standardized scores than
those entering specialty programs (mean

lSDl, 0.02 [0.95] vs 0.13 [0.841;
P<.001). Qu€bec family physicians who
did not take the MCCQE had lower cer-
tification examination scores than those
who did (mean [SDl, -0.76 [r.18] vs

-0.03 [1.02]; P<.00I). Mean scores
achieved on both the QLEX and MC-
CQE were equivalent or slightly lower
than in the reference group of first-time
takers, with a typical range of 6 to 7 SDs
(Table I). The Pearson correlation be-
tween the MCCQE and QLEX was 0.55,
and ranged from 0.26 (clinical problem
solving) to 0.49 (management).

Male

312 (34.2)

c
D

QLEX score
Overall

-0.22 (0,89) l-431 ro 2.241
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Physicians practiced in a mean of 2.6
(year l-2) to 3.2 (year 5-7) different
types of settings (Tnnln 2). During the
first 4 to 7 years ofpractice, an increas-
ing proportion of physicians moved
their primary practice base from rural
to urban populations, and established
private office practice. After the first 2
years, practice size, number of days
worked per year, and visits per day con-
tinued to increase, but at a slower rate.

The 912 physicians billed for 3.4 mil-
lion different patiens (45 . 9olo of the Qu6-
bec population), of whom 1.4 million
were in their primary care practice popu-
lations, 385321 were elderly, and
119 866 were women eligible for mam-
mography screening.

The relationship between the QLEX
and mammography screening was sus-
tained over the first 4 to 7 years in prac-
tice (TABLE 3). The significant interac-
tion between certification examination
score and practice experience indi-
cated that the strength of the relation-
ship increased over time. For every SD

increase in QLEX score, the mammog-
raphy screening rate increased by 13.3
women per 1000 in years I to 2 of prac-
tice,2L.7 by years 3 to 4, and l9.2by
years 5 to 7. The persistence ofthis re-
lationship means that, during the first
5 years of practice, high-scoring physi-
cians would be expected to order 347
more mammograms per 1000 women
than low-scoring physicians. In con-
trast, there was no relationship be-
tween QLEX scores and continuity of
care. Overall, however, family physi-
cians provided or coordinated only
28.3"/o of all visits made by patients in
their primary care practice population.

Consultation rate showed a persis-
tent, but modest, association with QLEX
score over the first 7 years of practice
(Table 3). Each SD increase in score was

associated with an additional 2.92 re-
ferrals for specialty consultation per
1000 patients seen per year, resulting,
over the first 5 years, in 58 more refer-
rals per 1000 patients by high-scoring
than low-scoring physicians.

Diagnosis and management sub-
scores of the QLEX were the only sig-
nificant predictors of prescribing out-

comes. Higher scores were associated
with higher rates ofdisease-specific rela-
tive to symptom-relief prescribing, and
a lower risk of contraindicated pre-
scribing, although the latter did not
achieve statistical significance (Table 3).
The strength and significance ofthe as-

sociations between examination scores
and practice outcomes increased when
medical school was excluded from the
model, because t"here were systematic
differences in scores for graduates from
different medical schools.

Qualifying Examination
Scores on the MCCQE, taken at the end
of medical school, had a similar pat-
tern ofrelationships as the certification
examination (Tesrn 4). For example, the
increase in mammography screening rate
per SD increase in score was 16.8 per
1000 for the MCCQE score (Table 4)

EXAMINATION SCORES AND PRACTICE PERFORMANCE

andl7.4per 1000 for the overall QLEX
score (Table 3). The diagnosis sub-
score was the strongest predictor of dif-
ferences in the rates of disease-specific
and symptom-relief prescribing in both
the MCCQE and the QLEX. The drug
knowledge subscore was the only sig-
nificant predictor of contraindicated pre-
scribing-reducing the risk of contra-
indicated prescribing by l2o/o per SD

increase in score. During the first 5 years,

a high-scoring physician would be ex-
pected to write 85 fewer contraindi-
cated prescriptions per 1000 elderly pa-
tients than a low-scoring physician.

CO'N'NENT

We examined the relationship be-
tween licensure and certification ex-
amination scores and practice perfor-
mance in a sample of newly certified
family physicians. Linked databases

Table 2. Practice Setting and Workload Characteristics for Family Physicians in the First 4 to
7 Years of Practice

Physician Practice Year

1-2 3-4 5-7
(n = 516)(n = 912) (n = 841)

No. (%)

Practice setting*
Hospilal-based

Outpatient clinic 542 (59) 439 (52) 255 (49)

Emerqencv department 582 (6e) 361 F0)

lnpatient unit 6'1 1 565 {67) 361 (70)

lntensive care unit 28e (32) 265 (31) 154 (30)

Long-term care 255 199 (24) 103 (20)

Private office practice 62e (6e) 61 1 (73) 430 (83)

Community clinic 104(11) 88 (10) 39 (8)

Mean (SD)

Patient geographic distribution, %t
Urban 41.2 (43.7\ 43.2 (44.1\ 46.5 (44.2)

lntermediate 34.1 34.O (42.51 34.O (42.3\

Rural-remote 24.7 AO.O\ 22.889.2\ 19.5 (36,9)

Practice settinqs per vear 2.6 (2.o) 3.0 (1,9) 3.2 (1.7)

Workload
Patients seen per vear 1174 (1 259) 1861 (1470) 2147 (1 385)

Work days per year 97 150 (96) 174 (79)

Visits per work day 16 (7) 18 (7) 18 (7)

*Most physicians practiced in multiple practice settings (eg, in year 1 -2, the average number of different practice set-
tings was 2.6 per physician). For this reason, the number (percentage) of physicians practicing in each type of prac-
tice setting adds to more than 100%, as most physicians were represented in more than 1 calegory.

tThe residence of each patient in a physician's practice population was categorized as urban (resided in the regions of
Montreal, Quebec, Laval, or Montdr6gie), intermediate (resided in the regions of Lanaudidres, Estrie Saguenay-Lac-
Sl-Jean, Laurentides, Mauricie-Bois-Francs, or Outaouais), or rural-remole (resided in the regions of Chaudidres-
Appalaches, Abitibi-T6miscamingue, Gaspesie, Bas-Saint-Laurent, COle-Nord, Nord-du-Qu6bec, Kativik Teres-
cries-de la Baie-James). For each physician, the proportion of patients from urban, intermediate, and rural-remoto
regions was determined for the lirst 1 to 2, 3 to 4, and 5 to 7 years oI practice. The mean represents the average
proportion ot patients in the practices of physicians in the cohort who resided in urban, intelmediate, and rural
remote locations.
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from a universal health care system al-
Iowed us to follow-up all licensed phy-
sicians, and all their patients in their
first 4 to 7 years of practice. Thus, we
minimized selection biases that could
confound the assessment of relation-
ships. We were also able to assess the
population impact of potential licen-
sure regulations. The most important
findings of this study were that the re-
lationships between certification ex-
amination scores were sustained

through the first 4 to 7 years of prac-
tice, and that examinations taken in the
final year of medical school were also
significant predictors of practice per-
formance. However, the use of admin-
istrative databases had limitations. The
databases restricted the type ofperfor-
mance indicators that could be mea-
sured and we were limited in our abil-
ity to adjust for confounding by case-
mix, but as case-mix was not associated
with examination scores, it is unlikely

that this introduced substantial bias in
the results. These results have several
implications for licensing bodies.

Such outcome data could be incor-
porated into the establishment of ex-
amination passing standards so that
standard-setting participants can
weigh their usual judgments of test con-
tent and pass rates against the conse-
quences for patients.ao-42 For example,
an increase in the passing criterion of
only I SD in drug knowledge would

Table 3. Association Between Family Medicine Certification Examination Scores and Practice Performance in the First 4 to 7 Years of Practice

Change in Outcome per SD lncrease in Score

All Practice Years
Mean (SD)

Rate per 1000 Type of Certification
Patients Examination Score p (95% Cl)* Value

P

Practice Yeart

1-2 3-4 5-7
P Value for
lnteraction+Outcome

Preventive care
Mammography screening rate

among eligible women
1 1 7.4 (136.6) Overall 17.37(10.61o24.1) <.001 13.3 21.7 19.2 .005

Prevention 15.61 (8.91o22.3) <.001 17.9 15.9 12.7 .03

Clinical assessment 14.22(6.9to22.6) .001 11.7 18.4 13.4 11

Coordination of care
Continuity of care, % of visits 28.3 01.0) Overall 0.2 (-0.3 to 0.6) .46 0.2 0.03 0.05 .27

Communication 0.05 (-0.4 to 0.5) .85 0,1 -0.1 0.1 .64

Management 0.2 (-0.3 to 0.6) .44 0.4 0.09 -0.2 .o4

Resource use
Consultation rate 76,6 (52,3) Overall 2.92 (0.4 to 5.4) .O2 2.7 2.4 3.3 74

Acute and chronic disease management
Symptom-relief prescription rate

among elderly patients
148.9 (116.7) Overall -2.83 (-8.7 to 3.0) .34 -2.7 -2.8 -2.9 ,66

Diagnosis -2.56 (-7.9 to 2.8) .34 -2,0 -1.8 -3.9 .35

Manaqement -5.97 (-12.0 to 0) .05 -5.8 -6.2 -5.9 .JZ

Disease-specific prescription rate minus -1.45 (76.2)
symptom-relief prescription rate

Overall 2.89 (-0.6 to 6.4) .10 1 ,5 2.9 5.3 .24

Diagnosis 3.94 (0.9 to 7.0) .01 3.0 3.6 6.1 .15

Management .952.42 (-O.9Io 5.7) ,15 1,6 3.3 2.7

Contraindicated prescriptions among
elderly patients$

32.6 (43.3) Overall 0.97 (0.9to 1.1) .62 0.97 0.96 0.99 .52

Diagnosis 0.99 (0.9 to 1.1) .97 0.98 0,99 1 .04 .16

Management 0.94 (0.8 to 1.0) .26 0.94 0.93 0.95 .27
*The regression coefficienl B represents the estimated change in the rate or value of the practice outcome per SD increase in score in the lirst 4 to 7 years in practice with a 95%

scores in relationship wilh the number of months in practice is not included. ln instances in which there was a signiticani interaction between examination score and months in
practice (ie, mammography screening rate), the sstimal€s for each calegory of years in practice provide a more appropriate estimate of the €ffecls. Each P was estimated by a

were represented as repeated measurements for each physician. Obseruations were weighted by the logarithm of each physician's annual practice size. The estimate of the

access to health care, comorbidity, and propensity to use health care seruices based on data for individual practice patients in the year prior to outcome assessment. The only

tho regression models, lhe magnitudo of the association between examination scores and practice outcomes increased because some medical schools had systematically lower

examination scores and outcomes would have been higher: mammography screening and overall score (p, 1 9.3i 957o Cl, 1 3.1 -25.4), consultation rate and overall score (p, 3.70;
95% Cl, 1 .4-5.9), symptom relief prescribing and management score (8, -7.30t 95% Cl, -1 3.4 1o -1 .2), disease-specific minus symptom-relief prescribing rate and diagnosis
score (F, 4.07; 95% Cl,1.2-7.O), and contraindicated prescribing and management score (relative risk, 0.89; 95% Cl, 0.8-1.0).

between examination score and 2 dummyvariables, representing practiceyears 3 to 4 and 5 to 7 relative to years 1 to 2 were estimated.

interaction between examination score and cumulative months in practice. Cumulative practice months, treated as a time-dependent covariate, were determined by counting
each monlh thal the physician billed the Qu6bec health insurance agency (R6gie de l'assurance maladie due Qu6bec; RAMQ) for fee{orseruice or salaried caro for Qu6bec

combination of outcome and examination score.

carbamol, pentazocine, meperidine, triazolam, and theophylline. Data expressed as relalive risk of contraindicated prescribing per 1 SD increase in score.
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have resulted in failing 16 additional
physicians on the MCCQE licensing ex-
amination over 4 years. It would also
have reduced the expected risk of con-
traindicated prescriptions for elderly pa-
tients seen by these physicians by ap-
proximately 42o/o (from 4.7 o/o for these
Iow-scoring physicians to 3.3% for an
average physician). A reduction in risk

of this magnitude is equivalent to or
greater than that reported for the most
effective form of continuing medical
education for physicians with high rates
of inappropriate prescribing.a3 To mini-
mize the risk of adverse outcomes for
the population, passing standards may
need to be established for individual
components of the examination, such

as drug knowledge, diagnosis, and man-
agement.

Consultation rates increased lin-
early with examination score. Physi-
cians tend to report higher referral rates
in clinical areas in which they felt more
competent.33'34 More competent phy-
sicians may be more aware of their limi-
tations. However, most examinations do

Table 4. Association Between Medical Council of Canada Licensing Examination Scores and Practice Performance in the First 4 to 7 Years ot
Practice

change in Outcome per SD lncrease in Score

Mean (SD)
Rate per 1 000

Patients
Type of Certilication
Examination Score

All Practice Years

B (95% CD* Value

Practice Yeart

1-2 3-4 5-7
P Value for
lnteraction+

P
Outcome

Preventive care
Mammography screening rate 122.6 (140.9) Overall 16.81 (8.7 to 24.9) <.0O1 15.2 21.5 15.3 .o2

Prevention 17

Clinical assessment 11.54(5.5to 17.6) .002 10.5 14.5 11.1 .001

8.10 (-1.0to 17.2) .08 8.7 4.7 9,5

Coordination of care
Continuity of care, % of visits 28.3 01.0) Overall 0.2 (-0,4 to 0.8) .52 0,5 0,1 -0.1 .48

Management 0,01 (-0.6 to 0.6) .96 O.2 0.1 -0.3 ,26

Resource use
Consultation rate 77 .76 (53.5) Overall 4.93 (2.1 to 7.8) <.001 4.9 5.4 5.0 .26

Acute and chronic disease management
Symptom-relief prescribing rate

among elderly patients
149.8 (1 18.7) Overall -7.15(-15.0 1o1.0) .08 -6.1 -9.3 -6.8 .36

Diagnosis -5,1 (-12.0 to 2.3) .18 -3.2 -7.3 -5,7 o7

Management

Drug knowledge -6.99 (-14.0 to 0.4) .06 -5,5 -8.3 -8.0 .61

-7.0(-14.O1o2.2\ .15 -5.3 -6.1 -6.5 .51

Disease-specific prescription rate minus
symptom-relief prescription rate

-2.11 (75.03) Overall 4.83 (0.9 to 8.8) .01 3.2 5.4 6.6 .30

Diagnosis 3.80 (0.3 to 7.3) .03 3.8 4.1 3.1 .69

Management 3.0 (-1 .0 to 6.9) .15 1 .2 3.8 4.6 .27

Drug 3.5 (0 to 7.1) .05 1.8 4.7 5.0 .50

Contraindicated prescribing among
elderly patients$

32.58 (44.1) Overall 0.93 (0.82 to 1.05) .21 0.93 0.91 0.94 .44

Diagnosis 0.97 (0.86 to 1..10) .67 0.99 0.95 0.99 .75

Management 0.91 (0,80 to 1 ,03) .13 0.91 0.90 0,90 .54

Drug knowledge 0.88 (0.77 to 1.0) .05 0.88 0.87 0.88 .55
*The regression coefficient p represents the estimated change in lhe rate or value of the practice outcome per SD increase in score in the first 4 to 7 years in practice with a 95%

scores jn relationship with the number of months in practice is not included. ln instances in which there was a signmcant interaction between examination score and months in
practice (ie, mammography screening rats), the estimates for each category of years in practics provide a more appropriate estimate of tho etfects. Each p was estimated by a

were represented as repeated measurements for each physician. Observations were weighted by lhe logarithm of each physician's annual practice size. The estimate of the

access to health care, comorbidity, and propensity to use health care seruices based on data for individual practice patients in the year prior to outcome assessment. The only

from the rsgression models, the magnitude of the association between examination scores and practice outcomes increased because some medical schools had systematically

between sxamination scores and outcomes would have been higher: mammography screening and overall score (8, 1 8.3; 95%o Cl, 1 0.3-26.3), consultation rate and overall score
(B,5.13; 95%C|,2.3-7.9),symptomreliefprescribinganddrugknowedgescore(9,-8.36; 95%Cl,-15.8to -0.9),disease-specificminussymptom-reliefprescribingrateand
diagnosis score (p, 3.39; 9570 Cl, -0.4 to 6.8), and contraindicated prescribing and drug knowledgo score {relative risk, 0.85;95% C|,0.7-0.9).

between examination score and 2 dummyvariables, representing practiceyears 3 to4 and 5to 7 relativeto years 1 to 2 were estimated.

interaction between examination score and cumulative months in practice. Cumulative practice months, treated as a time-dependent covariate, were determined by counting
each month that the physician billed the Ou6bec health insurance agency (R6gie de l'assurance maladie due Qu6bec; RAMQ) for fee-for-seruice or salaried care for Qu6bec

combination ol outcome and examinalion score.

carbamol, pentazocine, meperidine, triazolam, and theophylline. Data expressed as relative risk of conlraindicated prescribing per '1 SD increase in score.
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not test whether an individual knows
when to refer. This may be an impor-
tant area for test development, as the
risk of outcomes related to medical er-
rors has been shown to increase when
physicians practice beyond their areas

of competence.aa
The finding that examinations taken

at the end of medical school were also
predictive of future practice may be use-
ful for residencyprogram directors, who
could use this information to target
learning opportunities to areas of de-
ficiency. Medical school educators may
also be able to identify persons more
Iikely to experience difficulty in prac-
tice earlier in training, as scores on
medical school examinations are
strongly correlated with scores on li-
censing examinations.a5

Future research should investigate
methods of establishing outcomes-
based passing scores, and develop more
refined measures of quality of care in
disease-specific populations. Longitu-
dinal follow-up studies should be con-
ducted in multijurisdictional cohors of
medical graduates to explore the as-
pects of admissions, undergraduate, and
postgraduate training that may influ-
ence practice.
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COMMISSAIRE A L'EOUITE

NEWSLETTER . JANUARY 2023

UPDATES TO OFC PUBLIGATIONS FOR REGULATORS

NEW!! On January 26,2023, the Office of the Fairness Commissioner (OFC)
p u b I i s h ed the G u i d e t i n e s R e s pceting AB plicafi o n slet-Exen W
Contained in FARPACTA. The purpose of these guidelines is to provide information
and advice to non-health regulated professions on the process for seeking an

exemption from the time limits obligations to register internationally trained
lndividuals (lTls) and domestic labour mobility applicants (DLMAS).

ln November 2022, the OFC published the Legal9Mgalipns-and FaLRegi&ation
Best Practices Guide for Health Regul@ Cofieggs. This guide provides health
regulatory colleges with information and advice to understand how to comply with
their obligations under Schedule 2 of the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991

(RHPA). it also gives OFC staff with a tool to help them assess the degree to which
a health regulatory college is achieving compliance.

ln October 2022, the OFC updated its Legal-QWgaUons-and Fair Regis!rction Best
Practices Guide for Regulated Professions and B!|SW Traclesto reflect the
recent amendments to the Fair Access to Regulated Professions and Compulsory
Trades Act, 2006 (FARPACTA) relating to the English and French Language Testing

Proficiency Requirements.

OFC WEBINAR FEEDBACK
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The OFC hosted a webinar in October 2Q22 duected to health and non-health
professional regulators entitled "Diversity, Equity and lnclusion Principles in Fair
Registration Practices". lt featured three separate presentations from Professional
Engineers Ontario, the College of Audiologists and Speech-Language Pathologists of
Ontario, and the Ontario College of Social Workers and Social Services Workers. The
purpose of the webinar was for these three professional regulators and health
regulatory colleges to share how they have incorporated diversity, equity and
inclusion principles into their registration processes.

The webinar was a success with 72 attendees. 26 of which (36%) also took the time
afterwards to complete the survey. All 26 respondents indicated they would like to see
more webinars from the OFC.

The OFC also received positive feedback. Here are some of the comments:

"lt was very interesting to hear about the progress and work of other regulators.
Hearing the more practical information was very helpful. I can envision our
organization implementing some of the same tools and approaches".

"lt was insightful learning how different regulators approached EDI within their
o rg a n izati on s and w ith reg i stra nts".

Keep watching for more webinars in 2023t. Let us know at o'fc@ontario.ca if you have
a topic involving the registration process with regulators that could be the subject of a
webinar in the future.

MEET THE STAFF AT THE OFC

Please tell us about yourself. Who are you? What do you do at the Office of the
Fairness Commissioner (OFG)?

M*ry

flmLto
My name is
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My name is Mercy Barzallo.l was born in Ecuador and I am an immigrant to Canada. Otr/
Since arriving, immigration has been my passion and, as a result, my first jobs were vr/T
at various lmmigration law firms in the private sector. Eventually, I found employment
with the Government of Ontario with the Ontario lmmigrant Nominee Program where I

assisted legal counsel in putting together the regulations to the Ontario lmmigration
Act, 2015. I feel grateful that in my role as Compliance Analyst in the OFC, I can
continue assisting immigrants in Ontario who want to utilize their acquired knowledge
and experience in Ontario's workforce.

What gets you excited about coming to work?

I enjoy my role as a Compliance Analyst as it gives me the opportunity to connect with
the regulatory bodies and support them in their path to be modern regulators. I

achieve this by reviewing with them the changes in the registration process that
benefit local and lnternationally Trained Professionals (lTP) applicants for licensures.
Each step forward to facilitate the recognition of ITP's working experience and
knowledge produces such enthusiasm within me and makes my job rewarding. ln

addition, the OFC Team is a group of talented, generous, and commitment individuals
who are always open to listen to your initiatives and contributions that make your
workday a pleasant and productive day.

How do you focus on your own growth and development?

The OFC gives me the opportunity to apply my background in law to my role as a
Compliance Analyst. I continue to utilize my skills in analysis, investigation, research
and communication in the further development of my career. I participate regularly in

the Anti-discrimination groups in Ontario Public Service (OPS) while contributing as a
leader for our Diversity Committee at the OFC. Sitting on various committees and
groups in the OPS provides me the opportunity to help others in their career or
personal development. As a result, this allows me to take my own career or personal
development to the next level.

What superpower willyou bring to our company?

You may have heard about a Latin's joyful and friendly personality: "personalidad
alegre y amistosa". These are my superpowers and I bring them to the OFC in my
day-to-day work. I enjoy interacting regularly with staff: having conversations,
speaking, listening, changing ideas, and, of course, making them to laugh with my
funny comments.

Do you fully disconnect during holidays and vacations?

Of course! I do exactly that. I disconnect completely from my responsibilities during
the deserved vacation time. I think that it is the best way to recharge your batteries, to
refresh your mind, to enjoy your work-related accomplishments, and to return to your
job filled with a positive energy so you can continue doing what you are passionate
about.
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MISES A JOUR DES PUBLICATIONS DE LA BCE POUR LES
ORGAN ISMES DE REGLEMENTATION

NOUVEAU ! Le 26 janvier 2023,|e Bureau du commissaire a l'6quit6 (BCE) a publi6
Lignes directrices sur lffiWnse_de respecter les dhlatgprevus par h.
Loi de 2006. L'objet de ces lignes directrices est de donner des renseignements et
des conseils aux professlons non reglement6es dans le domaine de la sant6 sur le
processus de demande d'exemption des obligations de d6lai pour inscrire les
personnes form6es d l'6tranger et de candidats d la mobilit6 de la main-d'euvre
nationale.

En novembre2022,le BCE a publi6le Guide des obligations prescfiles paila
lfgislation et des meilleures pra'tjques d'inscripjon €quitables d I'intention des ordres
de r6glementation des @. Ce guide fournit aux ordres de
r6glementation des professions de la sant6 des informations et des conseils pour
comprendre comment se conformer d leurs obligations aux termes de I'annexe 2 de
la Loi de 1991 sur /es professions de la sant6 r6glementdes (LPSR). ll donne au
personnel du BCE un outil pour l'aider d 6valuer le mesure dans laquelle un ordre de
r6glementation des professions de la sant6 se conforme d ses obligations l6gales.

En octobre 2022,le BCE a mis d jour son Guide des obligations prescfltes WLla
l6gislation et des meilM @res_dJnseuMuitaOtes a t'inten
prafesfusXtglementdes et des me aleltgafin de refl6ter les
r6centes modifications apport6es d la Loi de 2006 sur I'accds 6quitable aux
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professions r1glement5es et aux mdtiers d accr6ditation obligatoire (Loi de 2006)
concernant les exigences en matiere de comp6tence linguistique en frangais et en
anglais.

FEEDBACK DU WEBINAIRE DU BCE
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Le BCE a organis6 en octobre 2022 un webinaire d I'intention des organismes de
r6glementation professionnels de la sant6 et des professions non r6glement6es dans
le domaine de la sant6, intitul6 < Principes de diversit6, d'6quit6 et d'inclusion
dans les pratiques d'enregistrement 6quitables >. ll comprenait trois pr6sentations
distinctes des lng6nieurs professionnels de I'Ontario, de I'Ordre des audiologistes et
des orthophonistes de I'Ontario et de I'Ordre des travailleurs sociaux et des
techniciens en travail social de I'Ontario. L'objectif de ce webinaire 6tait de permettre
d ces trois organismes de r6glementation professionnelle et aux ordres des
professions de la sant6 de partager la fagon dont ils ont int6gr6 les principes de
diversit6, d'6quit6 et d'inclusion dans leurs processus d'enregistrement.

Le webinaire a 6t6 un succds avec72 participants. 26 d'entre eux (36 %) ont
6galement pris le temps de r6pondre au sondage. Les 26 r6pondants ont indiqu6
qu'ils aimeraient voir d'autres webinaires du BCE.

Le BCE a 6galement regu des commentaires favorables. Voici quelques-uns des
commentaires:

" ll 6tait trds int6ressant d'entendre parler des progrds ef du travaildes aufres
rdgulateurs. Entendre des informations plus pratiques a 6t6 trds utile.. Je peux
envisager que notre organisation mette en @uvre certains des m6mes outils et
approches".

"C'6tait trds instructif d'apprendre commenf /es diff6rents organismes de
r1glementation ont abord1 le sujet de l'EDl au sein de leurs organisations et
avec leurs candidats".

Surveillez les prochains webinaires en 2023 | Faites-nous savoir d olq@ontario.ca si

vous avez un sujet concernant le processus d'enregistrement avec les organismes de
r6glementation qui pourrait faire I'objet d'un webinaire dr I'avenir.

RENCONTREZ LE PERSONNEL DU BCE
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Parlez-nous de vous. Qui Gtes-vous ? Que faites-vous au Bureau du
commissaire i l'6quit6 (BCE)?

Je m'appelle Mercy Barzallo. Je suis n6e en Equateur et je suis une immigrante au
Canada. Depuis mon arrivee, I'immigration est ma passion et, par cons6quent, mes
premiers emplois ont 6te dans divers cabinets d'avocats sp6cialisds en immigration
dans le secteur priv6. J'ai fini par trouver un emploi au sein du gouvernement de
I'Ontario, dans le cadre du Programme des candidats d I'immigration de I'Ontario, ou
j'ai aid6 le conseiller juridique d 6laborer les rdglements de la Loi de 2015 sur
I'immigration en Ontario. Je suis reconnaissante de pouvoir, dans mon r6le d'analyste
de la conformit6 au BCE continuer d aider les immigrants de I'Ontario qui veulent
utiliser leurs connaissances et leur exp6riences acquises dans la main-d'euvre de
I'Ontario.

Qu'est-ce qui vous fait plaisir quand vous venez travailler ?

J'aime mon r6le d'analyste de la conformit6, car il me donne I'occasion d'6tablir des
liens avec les organismes de r6glementation et de les aider dr devenir des
organismes de r6glementation modernes. J'y parviens en examinant avec eux les
changements apport6s au processus d'inscription qui profitent aux demandeurs de
permis d'exercice locaux et aux professionnels form6s d l'6tranger (PFE). Chaque
progrds r6alis6 pour faciliter la reconnaissance de I'exp6rience professionnelle et des
connaissances des PFE suscite en moi un tel enthousiasme et rend mon travail
gratifiant. De plus, l'6quipe du BCE est un groupe de personnes talentueuses,
g6n6reuses et engag6es qui sont toujours pr6tes d 6couter d vos initiatives et
contributions qui font de votre journ6e de travail une journ6e agr6able et productive.

Comment vous concentrez-vous sur votre propre avancement et
d6veloppement ?

Le BCE me donne la chance de mettre en pratique ma formation en droit dans mon
r6le d'analyste de la conformit6. Je continue d utiliser mes comp6tences en analyse,
en investigation, en recherche et en communication dans le cadre du d6veloppement
de ma carridre. Je participe r6gulidrement d des groupes contre la discrimination au
sein de la Fonction publique de I'Ontario (FPO), tout en contribuant en tant que leader
d notre comit6 sur la diversit6 au BCE. Faire partie de divers comit6s et groupes au
sein du FPO me donne I'occasion d'aider les autres dans leur d6veloppement
professionnel ou personnel. Par cons6quent, cela me permet de faire avancer ma
propre carridre ou mon d6veloppement personneli un niveau sup6rieur.

Quel superpouvoir apporterez-vous i notre entreprise ?

Vous avez peut-dtre entendu parler de la personnalit6 joyeuse et amicale
d'un latin : "personalidad alegre y amistosa". Ce sont mes superpouvoirs et je les
apporte au BCE dans mon travail quotidien. J'aime interagir r6gulidrement avec le

Me,r.crt

BONIOUR
JE MAPPELLE
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personnel : avoir des conversations, parler, 6couter, changer les id6es et, bien s0r,
les faire rire avec mes commentaires amusants.

Vous d6connectez-vous complitement pendant les vacances et les cong6s ?

Bien sOr ! C'est exactement ce que je fais. Je me d6connecte compldtement de mes
responsabilit6s pendant les vacances m6rit6es. Je pense que c'est la meilleure fagon
de recharger ses batteries, de se rafraichir I'esprit, de profiter de ses r6alisations
professionnelles et de revenir d son poste avec une 6nergie positive pour continuer a

faire ce qui vous passionne.

Office of the Fairness Commissioner
wwwfai rnesscommissioner.ca

180 Dundas St. W., Suite 300, Toronto, ON, M7A25
E- m a i I : sfs@anfaf '19€a

Please click Unsubscribe to unsubscribe from the newsletter,
Please click Subscribe to subscribe from the newsletter.
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Ontario to allow pharmacies to prescribe
medication for 13 minor illnesses next week
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Ontario pharmacists will be allowed to prescribe medication for the treatment
of 13 common ailments without a doctor's prescription as of Jan. 1.

Minister of Health Sylvia Jones confirmed the news Wednesday on Twitter,
saying the move is part of the province's efforts to make health care more
convenient.

"You won't need a doctor's appointment and there's no charge for the visit
and you can easily get prescriptions filled on the spot," Jones said.
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The Health Ministry described common ailments as conditions that can be

reliably diagnosed and handled with self-care and minimal treatment.

The 13 "most common ailments" listed in the new measure are hay fever,
cold sores, oral thrush, dermatitis, pink eye, acid reflux, UTIs, menstrual
cramps, hemorrhoids, impetigo, insect bites and hives, tick bites, sprains and
strains.

Pharmacies will offer free treatment to patients who present health cards, as

stated by the provincial health ministry and the process will be similar to
seeing a family physician.

"It will be almost identical (to seeing aphysician) in terms of ... the process

itself, the difference is, it's not something you need to go to your doctor,"
according to Justin Bates, the head of the Ontario pharmacist's association.

The program will likely be appointment-based, and the patient would get

one-on-one counselling with a pharmacist, Bates said.

The pharmacist will determine an appropriate treatment based on their
guidelines, which could include over-the-counter or prescription medication,
or a referral to a doctor or an ER if the situation is more complex.

"The main benefit is getting care closer to where you live and work, giving
choice for individuals.

"(Pharmacists) are highly qualified and trained to do this," said Bates, who
highlighted that the scheme helps add capacity to the health-care system at a

time when it is under stress from emergency departments.

"This is a good news day. It's something that we have been advocating for
more than a decade and a bit of a catch-up play to the other provinces."

"The policy helps provide care to new patients and increase patient access to
services delivered by oommunity pharmacists - who the patients often have

a significant relationship with," said Jennifer Lake of University of Toronto
who said she fully supports Ontario's move.

2
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"The list of minor ailments was selected carefully and cautiously based on

evidence from other jurisdictions. There are many other (treatments) that

could be included, but I think that there has been significant compromise to

allow stakeholders to get confidence in this change."

Ontario is the ninth jurisdiction in the country to authorize pharmacists to

prescribe medication for any condition, aside from Paxlovid, which is an

antiviral against COVID- 1 9.

Alberta was the first province to allow pharmacists to prescribe medications

in2007. British Columbia and Yukon have pending legislation which will
make them 10 and 11 jurisdictions to adopt the practice.

Some of the country's biggest retail pharmacy chains, including Shoppers

Drug Mart, Rexall Pharmacy Group, and McKesson CanarJa, confirmed

Wednesday they will participate in the Ontario plan.

But the Ontario College of Pharmacists website urged patients to speak to

their pharmacist about what health-care services they offer.

"Having the legislated authority to prescribe for minor ailments does not

mean all pharmacists must provide this service," it said.

Pharmacists will have to complete a free orientation module by the end of the

year to be eligible, the website said. Whether or not the participating
pharmacies will be ready to take on patients by Jan. I remains to be seen.

3
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Ontario pharmacists will soon be able to
prescribe medications for 13 common
ailments
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a Abbv O'Brien
. CTV News Toronto Multi-Platform Writer

Ontario pharmacists will soon be able to med for a num

of common ailments without the aooroval of a hvsician

As of Jan. 1, pharmacists across the province will be able to fill prescriptions

on the spot, without a doctor's appointment, for 13 of "the most common

ailments."

The 13 ailments include hay fever, oral thrush, dermatitis, pink eye, menstrual

cramps, acid reflux, hemorrhoids, cold sores, impetigo, insect bites and hives,

tick bites, sprains and strains, and UTls, according to the Ministry of Health'

The service will be free for ontario health card holders.

Minister of Health Sylvia Jones made the announcement Wednesday, saying

the move will make it easier for Ontarians to receive "the care they need."

"you won't need a doctor's appointment, [...] there's no charge for the visit and

you can easily get prescriptions filled on the spot," Jones said'

"Expanding the ability of pharmacists to provide care is one more way we're
putiing people at the centre of our health care system, making it easier, faster

and more convenient to access health care in their community'"

The ministry says, in addition to providing more convenience, pharmacy

prescribing will also help "free-up doctors" bandwidth to provide care for more

complex needs.

"Empowering pharmacists to use their expertise to assess and treat minor

ailments helps patients get the care they need sooner and closer to home -
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but the benefits go much further," Justin Bates, Chief Executive Officer of the
Ontario Pharmacists Association, said in a staternent.

"lt reduces demand on hospitals, emergency departments, walk-in clinics and
family physicians. lt also frees up time for our healthcare partners, allowing
doctors, nurses and other healthcare providers to focus on more complex care
cases."

As of Dec. 12, Ontario oh armacists have been oerm to prescribe
Paxlovid, an antiviral COVID-19 treatment, without a prescription issued by a
physician.
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Pharmacists address questions over
new prescribing powers in Ontario
By Nicole lreland The Canadian Press
Posted January 21, 2023 10:31 am
Updated January 21, 2023 10:33 am

bin"e'nL* legislation came into effect on Jan. 1 allowing Ontario pharmacists to
prescribe for 13 "minor ailments," some doctors have taken to social media to
voice concerns.

With the ability to assess and write prescriptions for conditions such as pink eye
and uncomplicated urinary tract infections - a regulatory change that
brings Ontario in step with nine other provinces and territories - some doctors
and students questioned the move in opinion columns and social media posts,
suggesting pharmacists could potentially miss a more serious diagnosis, or that
their new powers could lead to an over-prescribing of antibiotics.

Jen Belcher, vice-president of strategic initiatives and member relations at
the Ontario Pharmacists Association, said most of the discussion has been
happening on social media, but the association has also had "productive" one-on-
one conversations with physicians to answer their questions.

"Although there are a few voices that are raising these flags, generally most
physicians welcome this," said Mina Tadrous, an assistant professor of pharmacy
at the University of Toronto who specializes in drug policy and has been
monitoring the reaction.

"l think some of these concerns are coming from a place ... (of) thinking about
what's best for their patients and what's best for the health-care system," said
Tadrous, who was on the advisory committee that helped decide which minor
ailments pharmacists should start prescribing for in Ontario.

Those ailments also include acid reflux, cold sores, oral thrush, allergies and
hayfever, some types of rashes, painful menstruation, hemorrhoids, impetigo,
insect bites and musculoskeletal sprains and strains. They can also prescribe
preventative antibiotics for Lyme disease.
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Concerns from the public or the medical community could be eased with a better
understanding of what the changes actually mean - and the fact that pharmacists
have already been prescribing medications in other parts of Canada for years,
Tadrous said.

"We've been able to watch what's occurred in other provinces and learn from it,"
said Tadrous,

In Alberta, pharmacists can prescribe most medications, with the exception of
narcotics.

Pharmacists in Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince
Edward lsland, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador and Yukon can
prescribe medication for several "common or minor ailments," according to
information gathered by the Canadian Foundation for Pharmacy and the Canadian
Pharmacists Association.

British Columbia is set to allow pharmacist-prescribing for minor ailments and
some forms of contraception this spring.

Beverley Zwicker, CEO and registrar for the Nova Scotia College of Pharmacists,
said pharmacists outside Ontario are "sort of scratching our heads a little bit...
(about) a lot of hoopla over something that everyone has been doing for a long
time, clearly without harm."

The Canadian Press asked Belcher, Tadrous, Zwicker and other experts to
respond to the three most common questions they've been getting.

Question: Could pharmacists miss potential serious diagnoses? For example,
what if a heartburn complaint is really a heart condition, or an uncomplicated
urinary tract infection is really a sexually transmitted infection?

Response: Pharmacists are clinically trained to recognize "red flags" when a
patient comes in looking for a treatment for what appears to be a minor condition,
Tadrous said.

Canadian pharmacy students get "just over 90 hours of instruction on these minor
ailments," said Belcher in an email.

"We have been assessing for these ailments as part of general practice, just
without the ability to prescribe."
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Zwicker agreed, noting, for example, that customers were already coming in to
seek advice on over-the-counter products that could help alleviate the symptoms
of heartburn.

The only change with the ability to prescribe, she said, is that pharmacists can
offer more suggestions for available treatments. During that interaction,
pharmacists can talk to patients about what to do if their condition doesn't get
better and redirect them to their doctor, nurse practitioner or the emergency
department if there are indications it could be something more serious.

"Although what the public sees is mostly pharmacists dispensing medication, their
scope is actually much broader," Zwicker said.

1:54

Question: ls there a financial conflict of interest for pharmacists to be
prescribing drugs?

Response: "We are professionals and ethically bound to do what is best for our
patients, no different than any other health-care professional," said Margaret
Wing, chief executive officer of the Alberta Pharmacists' Association.

Pharmacists in that province have had the broadest prescribing scope in Canada
for more than a decade, and there'S no reason to believe inappropriate
prescribing has occurred, she said.

Ontario l)r'r'l-)iu'es to t'oll oltl l)hitt'trlilc\/ l)rcscril-rtiorts.f irrl. I Global
NEWS
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"Pharmacists in Alberta are initiating 433,500 new prescriptions annually, or less
than 1% of the total 55 million prescriptions dispensed annually in Alberta. I

believe that is evidence that pharmacists are not over-prescribing," Wing said in
an email.

Ontario legislation stipulates a patient receiving a prescription from a pharmacist
can fill it anywhere they choose, Tadrous said, meaning there's not necessarily a
financial incentive for the prescribing pharmacist.

There are potential conflicts of interest in any profession, Tadrous said, adding
pharmacists are licensed and must follow professional ethics.

Plus, "in many cases, pharmacists aren't paid by the prescription," Tadrous said.
"These are (mostly) people who work as employees somewhere, and if they give
out more prescriptions ... there's no incentive there for them."

Question: Could giving prescribing powers to pharmacists lead to over-
prescription of antibiotics and contribute to antimicrobial resistance (AMR)?

Response: There has been no "uptick" in antibiotic prescriptions in provinces
where pharmacists have prescribing authority, Tadrous said.

"Most of the evidence points in the other direction - that pharmacists are better
(antibiotic) stewards than physicians are," he said.

Andrew McArthur, a professor at the David Braley Centre for Antibiotic Discovery
and M.G. DeGroote lnstitute for lnfectious Disease Research at McMaster
University, agreed.

"Overall, pharmacists are highly trusted members of our health systems and
already play a strong role in combatting AMR by ensuring patients do not misuse
their antibiotics," McArthur wrote in an email.

"One of the major drivers of AMR is patients stopping use early because they feel
better and pharmacists have been key in reducing this behaviour."
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Dear Colleagues,

Re: ABA & Dual Resistration

The College of Psychologists of Ontario has been working towards welcoming Behaviour Analysts into what

will be the new College of Psychologists and Behaviour Analysts of Ontario being established under the yet

to be proclaimed PsVcholoqv and Applied Behaviour Anolvsis Act, 202L The Act creates the new health

profession of Applied Behaviour Analysis with its own distinct scope of practice.

Once proclaimed, the Act will restrict the use of the title "Behaviour Analyst" to those professionals

registered with the College. Under the Act, registration will be required both for non-regulated individuals as

well as those already registered with another College. Many of you expressed concern in your submissions

to the government about the burden that dual registration would place on the members of your College who

practise Applied Behaviour Analysis. As you are aware however, the legislation was written such that anV

individual who wishes to use the title "Behaviour Analyst" or hold themselves out as qualified to practice

Applied Behaviour Analysis, will be required to register with the new College of Psychologists and Behaviour

Analysts. This includes those already registered with another regulatory College.

The scope of practice or activities that a Behaviour Analyst performs are not Controlled Acts as defined in the

Regutated Heatth Professions Act, 7991, and are in the public domain. Many professionals registered with

your Colleges may use behavioural techniques in their practice which will remain in the public domain after

the Act is proclaimed. These practitioners will be able to continue to use these techniques and only those

who wish to identify themselves as Behaviour Analysts will be required to register with the College.

Dual registration occurs often in many sectors as professionals may hold certificates of registration with more

than one regulator in order to practice multiple professions. As proclamation approaches, we would be

pleased to engage in discussions to develop a collaborative process for applying regulatory tools fairly and

consistently (e.g., ICRC and Discipline) when dealing with members in common. This will ensure that these

members are not subject to unnecessary regulatory burden while maintaining our public protection

responsibility.

The College has circulated the draft regulations related to the regulation of Behaviour Analysts and we

welcome and encourage your participation in the consultation process. The consultation documents can be

viewed here,

I look forward to working with you and continuing this important discussion

Sincerely,

Rick Morris, Ph.D., C.Psych.

Registrar & Executive Director

Regulating Psychologists and Psychological Associates
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regarding misinformation about spinal
manipulatioh, chiropractic care and boosting
immunity during the COVID-19 pandemic
Gregory Neil Kawchukl,3.&, Steen Harsted2, Jan Hartvigsen2'3, Luana Nyiroa and Casper Glissmann Nim2's'6

Abstract
Background Spinal manipulative therapy (SMT) is offered by many health professions, most often by chiroprac-

tors. While SMT can be effective for some musculoskeletal disorders, there is no evidence that SMT improves human

immunity in a clinically meaningful way. Despite this, we showed previously thatTwltter misinformation about
chiropractic/SMT improvlng immunity increased sharply at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. Here, we perform a

two-year follow-up.

Methods We previously employed specialized software (i.e. Talkwalker) to search the entirety of Twitter activity in

the months before and after the COVID-I9 pandemic was declared (March 11,2020).ln this paper, we conducted

follow-up searches over two successive 'l 2 month periods using terms related to SMT, immunity and chiropractic.

The resulting tweets were then coded into those promoting/refuting a relation between SMT and immunity (tone)

and messaging about chiropractlc,/lnterventions (content). Further analyses were performed to subcategorize tweet

content, tally likes, retweets and followers, and evaluate refuting tweets and the country of origln. Finally, we created a

chronology of Twitter activity superimposed with dates of promoting or refuting activities undertaken by chiropractic

organizations.

Results Overthe 27 month study period,Twitter activity peaked on March 31 ,2020 then declined continuously. As in

our first paper, our follow-up data showed that (l ) the ratio of refuting/promotlng tweets remained constant and (2)

tweets that refuted a relationship between SMT and immunity were substantially more liked, retweeted and followed

than those promoting. We also observed that promoting tweets suggesting that SMT improves lmmunity decreased

more rapidly. Overwhelmingly, promotlng tweets originated in the USA while refuting tweets origlnated in Canada,

Europe and Australia. The timing of the decline in peakTwitter activity, together with a parallel decline in tweets

claiming that SMT improves immunity, was coincident with initiatives by chiropractic organizatlons and regulators

targeting mlsinformation.

Conclusion Overwhelmingly, Twitter activity durlng the COVID-1 9 pandemic focussed on refuting a relation

between chlropractic/SMT and immunity. A decline in Twitter activity promoting a relation between SMT and immu-

nity was observed to coincide with initiatives from chiropractic organizations and regulators to refute these claims.

The majority of misinformatlon about this topic is generated in the United States.
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lntroduction
On March Il,2O2O, the World Health Organization offi-
cially declared a pandemic for COVID-19 [1]. Since then,
the SARS-CoV-2 virus has been responsible for more
than 550 million infections and 6 million deaths [2].

As the pandemic evolved, the resulting mass of infor-
mation generated by media, government, scientists and
social media created what has become known as an
"infodemic" [3]. Navigating this infodemic has become
a challenge not only because of its sheer volume, but
also because of the patchwork nature of information
describing regional policies, spot outbreaks, new vari-
ants, and research distribution.

Adding to this challenge was the emergence and
growth of pandemic-specific misinformation t4].
Defined as inaccurate information spread without spe-
cific intent, misinformation occurs regularly in daily
life such as a misquoted address, but on a global level,
misinformation wreaked havoc on efforts to combat
the pandemic; sometimes with fatal consequences [4].
Specifically, the WHO has stated, "The unfolding of the
COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated how the spread
of misinformation, amplified on social media and other
digital platforms, is proving to be as much a threat to
global public health as the virus itself [5]1'

As a result, studying the genesis, spread and evolu-
tion of pandemic misinformation is a growing academic
area that now places misinformation into categories
about the virus itself, vaccines, politics, conspiracy the-
ories and possible cures and/or interventions [6]. Early
in the pandemic, before vaccinations or anti-viral drugs
were available, a great amount of misinformation was
focused on interventions purported to "boost" immu-
nity for the prevention or mitigation of covid infections
[7]. These "boosting" interventions are typically asso-
ciated with optimizing basic human functions such as

eating, sleep, exercise, or through specific products Iike
nutritional supplements.

Included in these "immune-boosting" interventions
is Spinal Manipulative Therapy (SMT) [8]. Most com-
monly delivered by chiropractors in the management
of musculoskeletal conditions, SMT is sometimes pro-
moted as having systemic effects including the ability to
boost immunity t9]. While there is evidence support-
ing the use of SMT as an intervention for low back pain
and other MSK conditions [10], we are not aware of any
robust evidence that SMT, nor a specific profession that
provides SMT creates a clinically meaningful improve-
ment in the human immune system lLI, L2).

Nonetheless, we have shown that social media claims
of a positive association between SMT provided in a chi-
ropractic context, and boosting immunity, rose sharply
at the onset of the pandemic [8]. Although these claims
have also been documented outside of social media [9],
our prior analysis of the entirety of Twitter data demon-
strated that:

Twitter misinformation claiming a positive relation
between SMT and immunity increased dramatically
during the onset of the COVID crisis compared to
the 12 months prior.
The potential reach (audience) of tweets refuting a

link between SMT and immunity was 3 times higher
than those promoting a link.
Users with the greatest influence on Twitter, as either
promoters or refuters, were individuals, not institu-
tions or organizations.
Of tweets mentioning a profession, chiropractic was
most frequent.
The majority of tweets promoting a relation between
SMT and immunity were generated in the USA while
the majority of refuting tweets originated from Can-
ada.

Since then, we have collected two years of follow-up
data with the goal of determining if, and how, Twitter
messaging regarding SMT and immunity has evolved
during the pandemic. Here, we compare Twitter data
from the first 3 months of the pandemic (|anuary 2020-
March 2020), the next 12 months of the pandemic (April
2020-April 2021) and then the following 12 months
(April 202 1 -April 2022).

Given the number of efforts by the chiropractic profes-
sion aimed at decreasing misinformation about chiro-
practic/SMT and immunity during the early pandemic,
we hypothesized that: (L) tweet frequency regarding
chiropractic/SMT and immunity would decrease, (2) the
proportion of refuting versus promoting tweets would
remain stable over time and (3) the content (chiropractic/
intervention) of the promoting tweets would change over
time.

Methods
Search strategy
Social media searching was performed using Talkwalker

Quick Search (Luxembourg, Luxembourg), the details
of which we have published previously [8]. Talkwalker
searches were performed exclusively on Twitter data for
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three time periods: period A ()anuary 1, 2020-March
3L, 2020), period B (April l, 2020-March 3L, 2021)
and period C (April I, 2O2I-March 3I, 2022). We con-
structed our searches to identify tweets related to SMT,
chiropractic and immunity. For period A (performed pre-
viously), our search terms were (adjust* OR manipulat*
OR smt) AND (chiro* OR physion OR "physical therap*"
OR naturoo OR osteo* OR naprao) AND (immuno). Based

on our prior results from this search that showed chiro-
practic to be the profession most often associated with
SMT and claims of boosting immunity, search terms for
periods B and C were constructed as (smt AND immunn)
OR (chiro* AND immun-) AND NOT (immunocompro-
mised) AND NOT (immune-compromised). The above

searches identified tweets that contained the search
terms in the body of the tweet as words andior hashtags
(e.g. #chiropractic). For each search result, individual
tweet attributes were obtained including date, creator,
messaging, country of origin, language, likes, retweets
and followers.

Coding of tweets
Resulting tweets were coded manually for their tone
using the Twitter Tone Index (TTI). The TTI [8] is a

nominal index of four coding options: (1) promoting a

relation between SMT and/or a profession providing
SMT and improved immunity, (2) refuting that same

relation, (3) neutral messaging or (4) irrelevant messag-

ing. Prior calibration resulted in a Fleiss I(appa score of
0.85 interpreted as almost perfect agreement [13]. Three
evaluators (LN, SH, CN) independently assessed each
tweet using the TTI. Tweets not having complete agree-

ment were discussed until agreement was obtained.
Tweets in all four categories were tallied. Only tweets
that were promoting or refuting were taken forward for
analysis.

Search results were then coded for mentions of profes-
sions/interventions by the same evaluators. First, tweets
were coded using any combination of the following 5

categories: chiropractic mentioned, SMT mentioned,
health advice mentioned (not chiropractic or SMT), sup-
plements mentioned, or other interventions mentioned.
Again, Tweets not having complete agreement were
discussed to determine a majority rating. From these

results, the 5 content categories create 120 possible com-
binations (5 factorial). These were then pooled into three
main categories based on their content: Chiropractic care

only (CC), SMT only (SMT) and Chiropractic care with
non-SMT interventions (noSMT).

Engagement was defined as the likes plus retweets
linked to any one tweet while reach was defined as the
number of followers associated with a tweet.

Data analysis
First, the number of tweets was tallied, as was engage-
ment and reach, then stratified into promoting and
refuting tweets. The data were then plotted over time as

weekly totals and also plotted to show the proportion of
promoting and refuting tweets for periods A, B and C.

lWe then divided absolute counts by the number of
months in each period to arrive at monthly rates for
tweets, measures of engagement and reach. These results
were then plotted by period.

For refuting tweets, we tallied their content (chiroprac-

tic/intervention) coded as CC, SMT and CC noSMT for
periods A, B and C then determined the percentage dis-
tribution of these three codes in each period. We then
wanted to know if the percentage distribution of the
three content codes in period A was preserved in period
B and period C in order to determine if any change from
period to period was spread equally between the three
content codes, or if the content codes shifted unequally.
We first divided code counts by the months in each
period to determine the monthly rate of tweets for each

code, then we did the same for the total number of codes

in each period. Expecting the percentage distribution of
the three content codes in period A would remain the
same in period B, we calculated the expected change rate
by dividing the total monthly rate in period B by the same

in period A (39y') and then did the same from period B to
C (46yo). We then calculated the difference between the
expected rate of change and the actual rate of change for
each code in each period. This difference allowed us to
determine if the changes in content codes distribution
from period to period was spread equally across the three
content codes, or if the codes changed unequally from
period to period.

Tweets were then plotted geospatially with their indi-
vidual latitude and longitude coordinates.

Chronological event plot
In order to illustrate potential impact of activity from
chiropractic organizations and regulators designed to
combat misinformation about SMT/chiropractic and

immunity, we plotted weekly tweet counts together with
the dates of these activities. Specifically, between March
10 and March 3I,2020 several chiropractic organizations
made formal announcements that emphasized the lack of
evidence for chiropractic/SMT and a clinically significant
improvement in human immunity. These announcements
came from several sources including a joint announce-
ment from organizations in the United I(ngdom (Brit-
ish Chiropractic Association, McTimoney Chiropractic,
Scottish Chiropractic Association, United Chiroprac-
tic Association, Royal College of Chiropractors) [14],

Page3 ofl2
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the Canadian Chiropractic Association [15], the World
Federation of Chiropractic [11], the European Union of
Chiropractors Associate Members [16], a Facebook inter-
view between the President of Parker University and a

staffresearcher ll7l, the American Chiropractic Associa-
tion [18] and the Swedish Chiropractic Association [1,9].

In addition, several chiropractic regulators made offi-
cial statements outlining the consequences of making
misleading claims about chiropractic care, SMT, immu-
nity and COVID infections (Fig. 6). Examples include
statements from The College of Chiropractors of Alberta

[20], The College of Chiropractors of British Columbia

[21] and the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation
Authority [22] with regulators from British Columbia

[23] and Alberta using specialized software to monitor
their member's social media activity.

Finally, we plotted announcements from chiropractic
organizations and individuals with contrary messaging

124-271.

Results
Our searches identified 916 tweets in total. After elimi-
nating tweets coded as neutral (e.g. "#ChironRetrograde

after yet another bout of reoccurring auto-immune") or
lrrelevant (e.g. "No one is immune to this situation. This

is not a chiropractic thin{'), there were 792 remaining
tweets that were then stratified by period, Tone and tal-
lied for metrics of engagement (Table 1, Figs. 1, 2 and 3).

Table 1 and Fig. 1 show that monthly tweet rates

declined during the study from a high in period A (361

month promoting, 39/month refuting) to approximately
half that in period B (16/month promoting, l5/month
refuting) and then approximately half that again in period
C (Timonth promoting, 9/month refuting).

The ratio of tweets that promoted and refuted a rela-
tion between chiropractic/SMT and immunity was

approximately equal in all time periods (Table 1, Eig.2).
Likes, retweets and followers were plotted over time

(Fig. f) with proportions plotted in Fig. 3. Over the study,

a much greater proportion of likes were expressed for
refuting tweets which captured at least 90o/o of all likes
compared to around l0% for promoting tweets. For
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Retweets, the proportion in support of refuting tweets
remained above 93% for all time periods. In periods A
and C, followers of refuting tweets were in the majority
at 99% and 84%, respectively. In period B, the percentage

of followers between refuting and promoting tweets was
roughly equal.

For tweets promoting a relation between chiroprac-
tic/SMT and immunity, tweet content (chiropractic/
interventions) for period A (Table 3, Eig. 4) was distrib-
uted as follows: CC (38.9Vo), noSMT (13.9o/o) and SMT
(47.2%). To maintain the same percentage distribution
from period A to B, we would expect each ofthese three
content codes to decrease equally by 39o/o each (Table 3).

This was not observed. The proportion of CC, SMT and
noSMT tweets changed at different rates from period A
to B. Tweets promoting a positive relation between SMT
and immunity decreased at a rate of 22o/o which was 17%

faster than expected. Content coded as CC and noSMT
decreased to 55% and 55o/o respectively, which was 15%

and L6o/o slower than expected. Similarly, for periods
B-C, the expected rate of declin e was 460/o.In this period,
promoting tweets coded as SMT declined faster than
expected (40%) while CC and no SMT tweets declined
less quickly than expected (48% and 52% respectively).

Geospatial analysis demonstrated that over all time
periods, tweets that promoted a positive relation between

chiropractic/SMT and improved immunity originated
overwhelmingly in the USA whereas tweets that refuted
such a relationship originated primarily in Canada,

Europe and Australia. Figure 5 shows the distribution of
promoting and refuting tweets for each time period.

Figure 6 plots total Twitter activity over time with the
superimposed dates of announcements from chiropractic
organizations and regulators that were designed to either
refute, or promote, a relation between chiropractic/SMT
and immunity.

Discussion
This paper presents a 27 month time-series analy-
sis of Twitter messaging related to chiropractic/SMT
and immunity. From fanuary l, 2020, Twitter activ-
ity increased until March 3I,2020 when it peaked then

Table 1 Absolute counts and rates (per month)

Period Tone Tweet count Total likes Total retweets Total followers Count rate Like rate Retweet rate Follower rate

108

118

194

180

79

It3

15

612

48

588

5

221

B

C

Promoting

Refuting

Promoting

Refuting

Promoting

Refuting

44

1837

581

7053

61

2657

23

558

114

1484

26

484

38,757

42,71,250

1),86,766

9,99,842

82,939

4A0,\09

36

39

16

15

7

9

8

186

10

124

2

40

12,919

14,23,750

1,07,230

83,320

6912

36,676
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Fig.3 Total engagement (likes plus retweets) and reach (followers)

Count

declined steadily over the remaining 24 months. The ratio
of tweets promoting a relation between chiropractic/
SMT and immunity and those tweets refuting the same
relation, remained relatively constant over the 27 months.
Metrics of engagement overwhelmingly supported tweets
that refuted a relation between chiropractic/SMT and
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perlod

immunity. Following peak Twitter activity, tweets pro-
moting a relation between chiropractic/SMT and lmmu-
nity decreased at a rate that was higher than expected.
Possible reasons for this observation include efforts by
chiropractic organizations and regulators to address

misinformation early in the pandemic. There remains a
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Flg, 5 Geospatial heat map of promoting and refuting tweets in time periods A, B and C

divide between the geospatial origin of tweets promot-
ing a relation between chiropractic/SMT and immunity
(United States of America) and tweets refuting this rela-
tion (Canada, Europe and Australia).

It should be noted that in our previous paper, chiro-
practic was mentioned most often in tweets associated

with immuniq (21%) followed by naturopathy (6%). As
a result, this two-year follow-up was limited specifically
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Fig. 6 Tweets superimposed with dates of promoting and refuting announcements from the chiropractic profession
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to the chiropractic profession as it was clearly mo$t often
associated with SMT and immunity.

In this two-year follow-up study, our first hypothesis
was supported; Twitter activity reached its peak just
20 days following the pandemic declaration. Once reach-
ing its peak, Twitter activity declined steadilywithout any
sign ofrebound (Fig. 1, Table 1).

Our second hypothesis was also supported. Through
the 27 months of data collection, the ratio of promot-
ing versus refuting tweets remained constant at -50o/o
(Table 2, Eig. 2). This constant ratio suggests that authors
of promoting or refuting tweets tend to counter-post in
response to tweets of opposing viewpoints thereby bal-
ancing out the ratio over time.

Interestingly, engagement and reach of promoting ver-
sus refuting tweets were far from equivalent. As was the
case in our first paper [8], the total likes, retweets and
followers of refuting tweets were orders of magnitude
greater compared to promoting tweets, The result was
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Tone

Promoting

Refuting

that refuting tweets were much more impactful (Table 1,

Fig. 3).
While the decline of Twitter activity after March 31,

2020 could be explained by social media fatigue, con-
fusion, or dilution of attention by other media sources

[28], we also observed a parallel decrease in tweets with
messaging that SMT boosts immunity (Tables 2 and 3.

Figure 4). Interestingly, these tweets declined at a higher-
than-expected rate (Table 3) compared to tweets sug-
gesting that chiropractic care or nonSMT interventions
improve immunity (both of which declined at a less-
than-expected rate).

The decrease in Twitter activity following March 31,
2020, combined with a coincident decrease in controver-
sial tweets with messaging that SMT boosts immunity,
strongly suggests the appearance of some external factor
driving these parallel changes. \While we cannot confirm
the chiropractic announcements plotted in Fig. 6 caused
a parallel decline in Twitter activity and SMT messaging,
the intended effect was observed; there is quantitatively
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Table 2 Engagement of tweets (absolute counts and monthly percentages) stratified by period and content

Period Content Tweet count Total likes Total retweets Total followers 9o Count 9o Likes o/o Retweets o/o Followers

46
'r9

35

11

47

42

83

14

3

22

61

17

44

26

30

27

69

4

32

36

32

37

14

49

34

61

5

B

C

cc 42

CC NOSMT 15

CC sMT 5'I

cc 92

CC NOSMT 33

CCSMT 45

CC 44

CCNOSMT 17

CC SMT 18

14

16

14

212

82

278

21

37

3

38.9

13.9

47.2

s4.1

19.4

26.5

55.7

21.5

22.8

5

14

4

49

29

33

7

18

I

17,856

7329

13,572

1,40,176

5,78,450

5,16,349

69,057

11 ,787

2095

less misinformation on Twitter regarding SMT and
immunity. Interestingly, the timing of these contrary
efforts was not associated with any contrary rise in Twit-
ter activity nor contrary increase in SMT messaging.

The resulting decrease in Twitter activity, together with
the parallel decrease in tweets linking SMT to improved
immunity, may have been sustained by other activities
occurring weeks or months after peak Twitter activity
and include:

A unified statement from more than 150 chiropractic
researchers against the claim that chiropractic care

boosts immunity [29].
An interview with a prominent chiropractic vitalis-
tic researcher who stated that "because we have no
studies yet that look at would chiropractic care pre-
vent you from getting sick or would chiropractic care
reduce the symptoms of being sick or the frequency
ofgetting sick? Those studies havent been done yetl'

[30].
The emergence of interventions over the course of
the pandemic (social distancing, vaccines and anti-
viral medications) that mitigated infection and/or
serious consequences of covid infection (hospitali-
zation, long-covid, death), acting to make messag-

ing about boosting immunity less reievant, urgent or
attention-grabbing.
Changes in Twitter policy designed to target misin-
formation, and account owners who distribute misin-
formation.

Although the overall decline in tweets promoting
SMT as a positive influence on immunity is a desirable
development, we note that the remaining proportion of
tweets extolling a positive benefit of chiropractic care
on immunity is no less of a concern. Although we can-
not know the intent of those posting to social media, we
suspect that given the factors listed above (especially

increased regulatory oversight), some tweet authors
may have consciously or unconsciously developed a

Trojan Horse strategy by de-emphasizing controversial
messaging about SMT while alternatively promoting
the profession that provides it. It must be emphasized
here that replacing SMT with chiropractic care to sug-
gest a positive effect on immunity, is also misinforma-
tion. As is the case with SMT, there is no evidence that
chiropractic care, however it may be defined, gener-
ates a clinically meaningful improvement in human
immunity compared to those withheld from the same

intervention. Importantly, we acknowledge studies that
report changes in immune parameters following SMT,
but these studies have not shown clinical significance
in humans. They join an almost endless list of other
studies showing any number of changes in anatomy,
physiology, various biomarkers and neurology post-
SMT. The critical point in the evolution of this body of
literature is that for any of these observed changes to
be meaningful, these changes must result in a clinically
important improvement in human health compared to
persons who do not receive the same intervention(s)

[1 1].

Our observation that the majority of promoting
tweets originate in the United States is in agreement
with the data from our prior paper. ri/hile it is difficult
to know the global extent of all prompting and refut-
ing messaging outside of Twitter, we also note that
announcements from chiropractic organizations that
promoted the idea of chiropractic/SMT improving
immunity also came primarily from the United States.

Explanations for this geographic separation are not
readily available, but possible avenues offuture investi-
gation may include comparing the proportion of senior
versus early career chiropractors in various countries
and the location of chiropractic schools that emphasize
conservative or dogmatic chiropractic views [31].
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Table 3 Overalltweet rates with the expected and actualtweet rates between time periods

Content Number of promoting Tweets/m Proportionoftweets/m(%) Expected

Period A-B

rate ofto
preserve
proportion
(Vo)

Actual rate
of change
(%)

Difference
(vo)

Period B-C

Expected
rate ofto
preserve
proportion
(vol

Tweets

Period PeriodB PeriodC PeriodA PeriodB PeriodC PeriodA PeriodB PeriodC
A

Actual rate Difference
of change (%l
(ohl

cc
noSMT

SMT

Total

42

't5

51

108

14.00

5.00

17.00

36.00

o?

33

45

70

44

17

18

79

7.67

2.75

3.75

14.17

3.67

1.42

1.50

6.s8

54

19

26

100

48

52

40

46

46

46

55

55

22

39

14

47

100

39

39

39

56

22

/t

00

t5
l6

-17

1

5

-6

Bold yalues indicate a decline in expected tweet rates
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Limitations
It is important to emphasize that it is not possible to con-
firm the occupation or affiliation of those who author
tweets. In addition, Twitter was selected for this study
as its entire corpus is searchable. While there is evi-
dence that other social media outlets such as Facebook
have many more posts regarding this issue, the major-
ity of these posts occur within private groups and are

therefore inaccessible to systematic searching and analy-
sis. The ability to search and track content of Tweets is

an advantage and is indicative of the volume of activity
in a specific topic. It is also a common way of measur-
ing impact of social media and it is done in many differ-
ent ways including through Altmetric (www.altmetric.
com). However, it must be remembered that measures of
engagement do not guarantee that tweets, like any other
written content, influences actions or public opinion.

In rating Tweets, the TTI is a new tool that is not used
widely, therefore, we took great care discussing its devel-
opment in our prior paper and then how it was applied
here by the same investigators using the same processes

to resolve any disagreement.
Finally, it is important to note that we do not infer

causal relationships between events and twitter claims;
we simply describe what was observed and suggest there
is a striking pattern between these events.

Conclusion
Overwhelmingly, Twitter activity during the COVID-19
pandemic focussed on refuting a relation between chiro-
practic/SMT and immunity. 'We observed that a decline
in Twitter activity promoting a relation between SMT
and immunity coincided with initiatives from chiroprac-
tic organizations and regulators to refute these claims.
The majority of misinformation about this topic is gener-
ated in the United States.

Abbreviations
CC Chiropractic care

noSMT Chiropractic care with non-SMT intervention
SMT Spinal manipulative therapy
TTI Twitter tone index
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A Long Time Coming

Requlation in August of 2O20, which adopted the bulk

Language will be updated. For example, the
Councils will be called "Boards" and
practitioners will be called "licensees", not
members.
Smaller Boards (eight to 12 members).
A rigorous, arms-length, competency-based
selection system for Board members that is
operated by neither the government nor the
regulators.
The Board will have equal public and
professional members.
The Board will focus on policy-making and
oversight; they are prohibited from attempting
to influence individual regulatory decisions.
Term limits for Board members (a lifetime limit
of 12 years).
The mandate for regulators is focused
primarily on safety and prevention of harm by
licensees.
Separation, and indeed, independence, of the
discipline tribunal from the regulator.
Amalgamation of regulatory bodies can be
imposed by the Minister. This is expected to
occur.
A strong oversight body (i.e., the office of the
Superintendent).
The professions' role with their regulator is
limited to being consulted; they will no longer
be able to approve policy decisions or
regulatory changes.

a

by Erica Richler
November 2022 - No.272

ln May of 2019 we predicted that Harry Cayton's report
on the regulation of health professions in British
Columbia would be transformative: The Cayton
Report: The Wolf Finallv Arrives. That prediction is
coming true.

That report led to recommendations from the Steerinq
Committee on Modernization of Health Professional

of the Cayton report. Late last month, Bill 36, the
Health Professions and Occupations Act, was
introduced implementing the thrust of both documents,
and a whole lot more.

The Cayton report, or at least the trends that it
embodies (e.9., smaller Boards, an oversight body,
separation of the Board and committees), have
influenced regulatory reform across Canada since
2019. Bill 36 surpasses them all.

The delay in introducing legislation may be attributed,
at least in part, to its length. At 276 packed pages
containing 645 sections, the Bill is massive. This
reflects a "command and control" approach
(somewhat inconsistent with Cayton's call for greater
flexibility for the regulators) that will likely cause
challenges for the regulators in the future.

Another contributing factor to the delay likely related to
including comprehensive requirements for cultural
sensitivity and humility, including reconciliation and
meaningful consultation with lndigenous peoples.

Governance Reform

Bill 36 fundamentally restructures the governance of
health professions in British Columbia. Features
include:

Going Beyond Gayton

Bill 36 contains too many innovations and directions to
describe here. Many go beyond the Cayton core
proposals. Some of the provisions that may be of
interest to other regulators include the following:

o A streamlined regulatory regime is established
for health occupations (essentially
practitioners who implement care rather than

a

a

a

a

a

a
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a

determine care). Thus, there is a two{iered
regulatory approach.
Much of the work previously done by
committees is transferred to the Board (for
policy aspects) and staff (for operational
aspects). The only committees operated by the
renr rlator p.ra the invcqtinatinn r:nmmiltop
licensing committee and the "permit
committee" for professional health
corporations.
Regulators are required to establish a support
program that includes providing information to
eligible vulnerable complainants and similarly
situated individuals. lt is contemplated that
regulators will jointly operate such a
program(s). Decisions in respect of eligibility
and the nature of support are anticipated to be
separated from the College staff team.
The public registry for the regulators will likely
contain more information about licensees than
is currently provided. However, details are still
to come. Cayton's proposal for a single registry
for all health professions seems to have
disappeared.
Regulators are required to operate a program
to review and act on unauthorized practice
concerns.
Not surprisingly, there are provisions that
address how the Minister can conscript
regulators to assist in public health
emergencies.
Discrimination, by either the regulator or
licensees, is discussed in numerous places in
the Bill. There is a provision that could require
regulators to collect and report demographic
data that might assist in understanding and
addressing systemic discrimination.
The discipline provisions contain several
powers to reduce the trauma for vulnerable
complainants and witnesses including limits on
their cross-examination and other possible
restrictions on the participation of licensees in
their own discipline hearing.

The office of the Superintendent is given extensive
oversight powers including the power to conduct
reviews, audits, and investigations. One of the more
surprising provisions imposes a duty upon the
Superintendent to receive and dispose of governance
eomnlaints aoainst reoulatnrs This likelv inr:lrrdes_9-"'-_ '"'- ""-''

breaches of the fiduciary duties by the leadership of a
regulator, such as acting in a conflict of interest or
participating in a breach of confidentiality. However,
one can also expect complaints challenging decisions
of the Board of a regulator on the basis that a proper
procedure was not followed or that relevant
considerations were not taken into account.

Bill 36 may be a sign of changes to come for
professional regulators across the country.

a

a

a

a
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Measuring Regulatory Performance
Part 1 - Recurring Features

by Rebecca Durcan
December 2022 - No. 273

How should regulators measure their regulatory
performance? We were surprised at a newspaper
reporter's observation that securities regulators were
less effective regulators because they obtained lower
fines and less prison time than in previous years.

We have conducted a review of the most recent
annual reports (all for 2021) of ten Ontario regulators.
Five were for regulators of health professions and five
were for regulators for other professions. We selected
a mix of larger, medium and smaller sized regulators.
Our goal was to identify what objective measures of
performance the regulators highlighted in their annual
reports.

We were struck by the diversity of approaches taken
to annual reports. A few were innovative and looked
like a PowerPoint presentation with less narrative.
Other reports were more traditional. For example, they
contained statements from organizational leaders,
recognized the contributions of board and committee
members, included reports from all or the more
significant committees or program areas, described
recent initiatives, and attached a copy of the financial
statements of the organization.

ln our assessment, six of the regulators predominately
followed the traditional model, even though
performance measures were also included in the
reports. For example, one report from a smaller
regulator listed the names of all of the registrants who
were no longer members for various reasons (e.9.,
retirement, resignation, revocation, suspension,
death). Another report listed the registrants who had
passed away in the previous year. One annual report
was dominated by a transcript of the verbal

presentation made at the annual general meeting of its
registrants.

This two-part series of articles is not intended to take
away from the importance of qualitative information.
For the foreseeable future, prose descriptions,
analysis, proposals, and predictions about regulatory
activities will continue to provide immensely significant
information about the performance of regulators.

However, the main take away from these articles is to
examine how regulators of professions can choose to
publish quantifiable measures of their performance.

Dashboards

Dashboards provide a pictorial or graphic display of
information that allows the reader to quickly assess
information. Dashboards are increasingly used by
organizations to provide executive level insight to
Boards or Councils so as to enable high level
monitoring while, at the same time, discouraging
operational level intrusion.

Seven of the reports contained a significant amount
(ten or more) of dashboards in their annual report.

A somewhat related concept is the length of the report.
Reports containing numerous dashboards tended,
with notable exceptions, to be shorter and less wordy
than reports with fewer dashboards. Three of the
reports were fewer than 25 pages and three contained
between 26 and 50 pages. Four of the reports were
over 50 pages long. One was over two hundred pages
long. Another of the longer reports was difficult to
measure in this way because the report was in a
webpage format with numerous links. ln total, the
report would have been many hundreds of paper
pages long.
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Throughput Numbers Timeliness

All of the reports contained "throughput numbers" such
as the number of applicants registered, the number of
registrants participating in some form of quality
assurance, the number of complaints, or the number
of discipline hearings. lnterestingly, which throughput
numbers were included varied although most included
registration, complaints / investigations and discipline
numbers.

Seven of the reports compared at least some of the
throughput numbers to previous years so that
comparisons could be made.

Five of the reports provided information about the
nature of the outcomes of complaints, investigations
and discipline proceedings. Five of the reports (but not
precisely the same five) also set out the frequency of
the type of concerns raised (e.9., professionalism,
standards of practice, competence, practice
management). Some of the reports may have
minimized this information because the information
was contained elsewhere (e.9., for the health
regulators, in their College Performance Measurement
Frameworkl (CPMF) reports). ln fact, one report
referenced the CPMF and reported on its degree of
compliance with the CPMF requirements rather than
to report on those matters directly in its own annual
report.

Eight of the reports contained information about the
outcomes of quality improvement activities, such as
participation rates in the programs and the percentage
of successful completion of activities on a first attempt.

1 While some might view the College Performance
Measurement Framework (CPMF) reports of the health
regulators as representing a better presentation of their
performance, this article focuses on the annual reports of
the regulators. The performance measures contained in the

Surprisingly, perhaps, given the recent emphasis on
timeliness, including by the courts, only three of the
reports contained at least some indication of how
quickly core regulatory activities (e.9., processing
applications for registration, assessing complaints,
completing discipline hearings) were accomplished.

Surveys

Three of the reports contained results of surveys.
These included registrant satisfaction with their
participation in the quality improvement program,
participant satisfaction with continuing professional
development programs offered by the regulator,
satisfaction surveys about mentoring programs, and
satisfaction with the practice management helpline.

Another report contained reference to one survey
result related to customer satisfaction with its
customer service in responding to inquiries.

Preliminary Observations

Annual reports of regulators are quite diverse in format
and content. Even recurring measures of performance
are not universally adopted and vary in their
presentation. As such, regulators and policy makers
can learn much by studying the annual reports of other
regulators and adopting the more useful performance
measures for themselves.

CPMF reports are prescribed externally through a
government-led process. The performance measures in a
regulator's annual report are largely (there are some
minimum requirements that are externally imposed)chosen
by the regulator themselves.

Page | 2
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Part2

ln Part 2 of this series, we will look at some of the less
common and even unique performance measures
contained in some regulators'annual reports.

To see the reports themselves, go to
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Measuring Regulatory Performance
Part2- Less Common Features

Inquiry Response Times

One of the reports contained data on response times
for inquiries from registrants or the public. For
example, what percentage of inquiries were
responded to within 24 or 48 hours.

How should regulators measure their regulatory
performance? As noted last month, we were surprised
at a newspaper reporter's observation that securities
regulators were less effective regulators because they
obtained lower fines and less prison time than in
previous years.

by Rebecca Durcan
January 2023 - No.274

We have conducted a review of the most recent
annual reports (all for 2021) of ten Ontario regulators.
Five were for regulators of health professions and five
were for regulators of other professions. We selected
a mix of larger, medium and smaller sized regulators.
Our goal was to identify what objective measures of
performance the regulators highlighted in their annual
reports.

ln Part 1 we examined the more common or recurring
performance measures contained in regulatory annual
reports. ln this Part we will look at less frequently used
measures of performance that some regulators chose
to publish.

Demographic Data

Demographic data about a profession is not a
performance measure in itself. However, the data can
be relevant to assisting policy makers in workforce
planning (e.9., age range, full or parttime practice,
areas of practice). Five of the reports provided at least
some of this sort of information.

ln addition, some EDI data (e.9., race, gender, age,
country of education) can be relevant to equity,
diversity, and inclusion initiatives. Three of the reports
provided this information, again to varying degrees.

Another report contained data on the average time
callers to their call centre were placed on hold. The
regulator reported a significant increase in wait times
that was well over its target prompting a discussion of
its origin and measures taken to address the concern.

Another report did not contain this information but
provided the total number of inquiries received and
responded to by the practice advisor to registrants
(i.e., a throughput number). Another report indicated
an enhanced commitment from two-days to one-day
response times but did not report on its success.

Communications

Four of the reports set out statistical information about
the effectiveness of their communications such as the
frequency with which messages from the CEO were
opened, or the number of social media followers,
impressions, and engagements. One regulator
provided detailed statistics of coverage of its activities
by print, broadcast and online media and the number
of media inquiries. Most regulators probably have at
least some of this data but did not consider it worthy
of inclusion in their annual report.

Board Performance

One of the reports contained interesting measures of
the performance of the governing Board. Examples
included dashboards on percentage of Board
members who attended meetings, percentage of
Board members who attended orientation sessions,
whether the Board assessed the CEO's performance,
the hours of continuing education provided to Board
members, and an evaluation of whether the Board
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members accurately responded to questionnaires
about their understanding of their public interest role.
Most of the dashboards for this portion of the report
contained targets that the regulator was attempting to
achieve.

Regulatory Performance

As noted in Part 1, all of the health regulators are
required to report on a government-required College
Performance Measurement Framework (CPMF). ln
addition, one of the regulators has developed its own
voluntary performance measurement framework that
uses criteria analogous to that used by the
Professional Standards Authority of the United
Kingdom. The regulator assessed whether it has met
the twenty standards (e.9., Regulation is proportionate
to the risk of harm being managed).

Other Unique Features

Some of the reports contained additional measures of
performance that were not found in the other reports.

One regulator had a link to separate report on its EDI
initiative. That report contained information about the
number of visits to the EDI page on its website
compared to total visits to its website (0.03% of total
site traffic). The report also gave the number of
pageviews of its five EDI cover stories in its newsletter,
which figure was more than six times the number who
had visited its EDI page. One could describe this kind
of reporting both courageous and informative.

One of the reports limited the information reported to
a single theme (i.e., how the regulator is strengthening
the health care system, especially during the
pandemic).

As noted in Part 1, one of the reports was in a
webpage format with multiple links to specific
documents. The cumulative report was hundreds of
pages long. lt was quite difficult for someone not

familiar with the organizational structure to navigate or
to locate specific information. However, there were
scores, if not hundreds, of performance measures to
be found on many aspects of its operations.

Another regulator contained statistics of the use of
online communities it had set up, including the number
of active users, the number of users who had posted
discussions, and the number of volunteers that were
involved.

One of the reports contained information about its
privacy improvements including a 52% reduction in
boxes of paper stored off-site.

Another regulator reported on its commitment to
providing services in French. lnterestingly, despite its
receiving over a hundred thousand calls, only 15 were
in French. ln addition, despite receiving over 2000
complaints, only one was in French.

Conclusion

Regulators continue to work towards trying to identify
and publish meaningful measures of their
performance. The regulators' annual reports are an
intuitive place in which to publish these statistics.
However, there is little consensus in identifying which
performance measures are relevant, useful, and
quantifiable. Much more work needs to be done before
consistent and meaningful reporting can be provided
by regulators.

ln the meantime, regulators will continue to provide
qualitative reporting and, occasionally, rely on third
party reviews.

To see the reports themselves, go to:

o AOLS
. CMLTO
. CMO
. CNO
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Council Member Terms as of February 4,20231

I Please advise Ms Rose Bustria a.s.a.p. ifyou aware of aware of any discrepancies.
2 CCO requires at least 6 public members to be proper$ constituted.

1 067
Date of Expiry of Current
Term

April2025
April2025
Aoril2023
April2023
April2023
Awil2025
April2024
April2024
Aoril2024

December 10"2024
December 10.2024
Aoril9-2024
Mav 16.2023
October 14,2024
March 4"2025
October 7,2024

Date Re-elected/
Reannointed

NA
Aprjl2022
NA
NA
NA
Aoril2022
April2021
NA
NA

December 10.2021
December 10,202I
Aoril9-2021
Mav 16,2020
NA
NA
October 8.2021

Date First
Elected/Appointed

April2022
Aoril202l
Aoril202l
Anril2020
April2020
April2019
Aoril2018
Aoril202l
April202l

December 10.2020
December 10-2020
Aoril9.2020
Mav 16,2019
October 14.2021
March 4.2022
October 8,2020

District

3 (Central East)
4 (Central)

7 (Academic)

6 (Westem)

5 (Central West)
2 (Eastern)

5 (Central West)
I fNorthern)
4 (Central)

Mississauga
Toronto
Mississauga
Burlinston
Toronto
Cavan Monaghan
Union

Name

Elected Members
Dr. Michael Gautier
Dr. Kvle Grice
Dr. Jarrod Goldin
Dr. Colin Goudreau
Dr. Sarah Green
Dr. Paul Groulx
Dr. Dennis Mizel
Dr. Aneelo Santin
Dr. Julia Viscomi

Annointed Members 2

Ms AnuliAusbeth-Aiazu
Mr. Markus de Domenico
Mr. Gaeandeep Dhanda
Ms Robvn Gravelle
Ms Zoe Kariunas
Mr. Scott Stewart
Mr. Shawn Southern
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